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On October 11, Boston College launched 'Light the World.'
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PROLOGUE
HEADWAY

B EFORE SOME 4OO GUESTS AT A BLACK-TIE DINNER
on Saturday, October 11, 2008, Boston College

announced its $1.5 billion fund drive called "Light

the World." Subtitled "The 150th Anniversary Campaign

for Boston College," the seven-year effort debuted with

$520 million in cash and pledges accrued.

The dinner took place on the new Brighton Campus in a

glass-panel pavilion temporarily established on the rear lawn

of what Boston College calls "The Residence"—the three-

story Renaissance revival evocation of a Roman palace that

Cardinal William O'Connell erected in 1927, on a hill above

Commonwealth Avenue, as a seat for Boston's archbishops.

The Boston College Chorale sang. University President

William R Leahy, SJ, offered an invocation. A movie ten-

dered brief profiles of six alumni who "light the world"

through their work along with scenes of the annual torch-

lighting ceremony below Gasson Tower during which fresh-

men wearing skirts and chinos (some of the latter even

pressed) are commissioned to follow Ignatius's instruction

of 1540 to Francis Xavier "Ite infammate omnia" or "Go, set

the world aflame." At the movie's conclusion, the best-kept

secret on campus for six months, the campaign's name, was

publicly sounded and displayed for the first time.

Each of the campaign's three cochairs made briefremarks

during the evening. Chuck Clough '64 was first to the podi-

um, offering a welcome and then a fact that could not be

ignored. The former chief global investment strategist at

Merrill Lynch and the president and CEO ofClough Capital

Partners noted that Boston College had chosen to launch its

capital campaign in "the most difficult economic environ-

ment most of us have experienced." (On the previous day,

the Dow had dropped 697 points early, recovering to close

128 points down.) He continued: "You might, with justifica-

tion, question our timing and our judgment. I do not. For as

vivid as these [economic] realities are, for me the story is not

the trials we face today but the understanding that through

all of the cycles—both up and down—what has sustained us,

what has sustained me, is the enduring place that Boston

College has played as an anchor in turbulent seas and a

touchstone ofhope for the future."

Kathleen McGillicuddy, NC'71, the recently elected vice

chair of the Board of Trustees who in 201 1 will become the

first woman to lead that body, spoke next, offering thanks for

some of the gifts, including one of $50 million and three of

$25 million, that had made sense of a $1.5 billion goal. And

the third cochair, current board head Bill Geary '80, brought

the evening to a close. "We have been called; called to be part

of something that is bigger than each of us, called to Boston

College, called to light the world," he said. And as advance-

ment staff members distributed commemorative candles to

guests, some 100 Chorale members processed through the

pavilion bearing hand-held flickering lights and singing a

sweet Latin number that turned out to be a verse from Saint-

Saens's Christmas Oratorio translating as "Bring offerings

and worship the Lord . . . for He comes, Alleluia."

Leahy, speaking after the movie ended, had the task of

parsing the campaign's theme. "Boston College's light," he

said, "has shined into the world . . . for close to 1 50 years, illu-

minating paths in the darkness, whether from poverty to

prosperity, from ignorance to wisdom, from self-doubt to

courage." He then spoke of the alumni who were profiled in

the movie, "who are prepared to respond throughout their

personal and professional lives to intellectual and moral chal-

lenges with clear-sightedness, knowledge, and integrity. . . .

The light of Boston College shines through them and thou-

sands of our alumni into wider society." He concluded:

What lies ahead for Boston College students and alumni, we

cannot know. But we do know that they will yearn for what

we yearn for—peace, love, knowledge, wisdom, and faith.

We are determined to build a better, stronger Boston College

that will serve them and the societies in which they will live,

a Boston College that will increasingly be a gift to the

nations, a Boston College that will truly light the world.

And at regular intervals behind his words, as behind every

other speaker's words and the Chorale's "Alleluias" and the

lush swellings of "For Boston" in the movie soundtrack,

Green Line trolleys rattled along Commonwealth Avenue

and sounded their bells as they rolled in and out ofthe station.

THE TO-DO LIST

LIGHT THE WORLD IS DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE FOUR
aims. One is to double the number of alumni—from 750

today to 1 ,500 by the campaign's conclusion—who volunteer

to assist Boston College with chapters, reunions, admitted-

student receptions, and career advising for students or other

alumni.

continued on page 16 »
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LETTERS

IMMIGRATION DEBATED
Thank you for "Border Crossed," Charles

Vernon's article on Annunciation House

in Summer 2008. 1 thought Mr. Vernon

did a very good job of explaining some

difficult realities of the immigrant experi-

ence, especially those encountered at the

border.

My one criticism: When referring to

immigrants who come to the United States

without documentation, it is preferable to

use the word "undocumented," as the

author often did in the text. However, in

the title's subhead, the word "illegal"

appears. No human being is legal or illegal.

For that reason there is a big push to dis-

continue use of that term.

Having said that, I appreciate BCM'

s

attention to the topic and hope this type of

story continues to be featured.

Vanessa Salas-Wright '02

Key Biscayne, Florida

Editor's Note: The editors, not Mr. Vernon,

are responsiblefor the subhead.

There was much to learn from Charles

Vernon's "Border Crossed":

• Helping people settle in our country

illegally is a useful career that is avail-

able to Boston College graduates.

• Creative writing is fun (witness the

euphemism "undocumented migrants"

for the more accurate "illegal aliens").

• The government is often ineffective

(border agents are afraid to do their

jobs in El Paso, what with the risk of

bad press).

• The government also is sometimes

effective (Operation Hold the Line has,

according to the author, made crossing

the border illegally more difficult.

Good.)

We are informed at the end of Mr.

Vernon's account that he is entering law

school. Is he aware that if and when he is

sworn into the bar, he will be swearing to

uphold the law?

Linda Smith Janoff'76

Annandale, Virginia

I know immigrants both con papeles and

sin papeles. For many, the choice to come

here is not an easy one. People who cross

the border illegally risk their lives. How
does the United States as a nation benefit

by suppressing the human potential here?

Do we continue to say that opportunities

are not available to certain populations

within our borders?

Let's face it: There are deadbeat native-

born U.S. citizens who spend their entire

lives on welfare. Juxtapose those against

illegal immigrants who will work night

and day, whatever the weather, arriving

early and staying late because people in

their home country are depending on a

portion of their typically meager paycheck.

Many illegal immigrants pay taxes and

support Social Security, for which they

will never receive benefits. We are taking

advantage of them.

In New York Harbor, Lady Liberty

says, "Give me your tired, your poor, your

huddled masses yearning to breathe free."

If we don't mean it, let's take down the

statue or just hang a sign around its neck

to indicate, "That was then, this is now."

Georgina Arianne Laidlaw Berger '80

Princeton, New Jersey

Charles Vernon seems to relish the fact

that he and his co-workers are aiding and

abetting illegal immigrants as they violate

the sovereignty of the United States. He

makes no mention of the fate of his

"guests" who are exploited by disreputable

employers, paid subsistence wages, and

threatened with exposure if they step out

of line.

John}. Lane '61

Gold Canyon, Arizona

CONNECTED
"Exsilium" by Ben Birnbaum and "The

Camp: A Report from Limbo" by Abebe

Feyissa with Rebecca Horn, which

described life in the Kakuma Refugee

Camp in BCM's Spring 2008 issue,

touched me deeply. Little did I dream

when graduating from Boston College that

2 BCM FALL 20 0<



40 years later I would be working as assis-

tant chaplain with the Jesuit Refugee

Service in a Department of Homeland

Security detention center in El Paso,

Texas. For the past several years my reli-

gious order, the Franciscan Missionaries

ofMary, has given priority to assisting dis-

placed persons throughout the world, and I

have the privilege of accompanying those

who are detained here in our own country.

We have an average of 900 persons in

detention, from every ethnic group and

mam', mam' nations, waiting for either asy-

lum or eventual deportation.

Charles Vernon's recent article on

Annunciation House gave an excellent

description of those persons struggling to

escape the inhuman conditions of grinding

poverty and/or chaotic political situations.

We who have the opportunity to walk

with our suffering sisters and brothers find

ourselves on holv ground.

Beatrice Costagliola, FMM, '67

El Paso, Texas

THE PILGRIM'S TALE

Re Andrew Krivak's "The Pilgrim," in the

Summer 2008 issue: Is Mr. Krivak lament-

ing, rejoicing, or defending his no longer

being an SJ? It is difficult to determine in

his variegated piece.

Vito Tamboli '56

St. Louis, Missouri

I live just up the hill from Fordham Uni-

versity's Rose Hill campus, where Andrew

Krivak lived as a Jesuit. The campus, as the

university aptly notes on its website, is

"adjacent to Little Italy, the Bronx Zoo,

and the New York Botanical Garden," in

the northeast part of the Bronx.

The "loud, gritty, diverse, and danger-

ous" South Bronx described by Mr. Krivak

lies five miles away, not just outside the

campus gates.

Gene Roman '82

New York, New York

FOR THE ACES
Ben Birnbaum's prologue "Old Fashioned"

and Steven A. Sass's feature article "Over-

time" (Summer 2008) called attention to

the aging of the U.S. population, the ques-

tion ofwhen to take retirement, and the

debate over the vigor and inventiveness of

youth versus the experience and senes-

cence ot advanced age. Left unsaid was the

issue foremost on many minds at the time:

whether to vote for the 47-year-old Barack

Obama or the 7 1 -year-old John McCain.

Yale Richmond '43

Washington, D.C.

ENGLISH LESSON
Re "Prospects: So, You Want to Be an

English Major," by Suzanne Matson

(Summer 2008): My husband and I gradu-

ated from Boston College in 1993—both

as English majors. Over the years we have

tortured ourselves for choosing such an

impractical and self-indulgent course that

set us back in the rat race. (Why weren't

we computer science majors?)

The regret has plagued me, even as I

built upon my major by becoming a copy-

writer. I am now getting my certification

to teach high school English. My husband,

who is in the business world, has often

felt embarrassed about being an English

major.

But after reading Professor Matson's

article, we've been freed from our regret-

ful feelings. She elegantly described our

thirst for knowledge and ability to think

beyond the obvious. She has inspired us to

a pride that we have never had.

I am going to cherish this article, and

someday, when I am an English teacher, I

am going to make sure that every student

I have reads it.

Diane Van Dyke '93

Leesburg, Virginia

LADY MAULERS
I heartily congratulate the women's sailing

team on their national championship

("The Best Armada in America," by Tim

Czerwienski, Summer 2008). It is a won-

derful achievement. However, I would like

to point out that while this may mark the

first NCAA national championship for

Boston College women's sports, it is not,

as reported, "the first for the University in

any women's sport."

In 1992, the Boston College women's

rugby team won the national champion-

ship by defeating the University of Con-

necticut in Colorado Springs. The team's

trophy is on display in Conte Forum.

The BC women, led by their dedicated

and skilled volunteer coach, Ken Daly,

advanced through the New England

regionals and the East Coast champion-

ships to prevail. It was an amazing experi-

ence.

I look forward to reading about many

more Boston College women's champi-

onship teams in BCM.

Heather (Smith) Burke '92

Evanston, Illinois

TESTAMENT
I enjoyed "Big Man on Campus," the arti-

cle on Tim Russert by Ben Birnbaum in

Summer 2008. It revealed the warm and

loving character of a special journalist.

Florence Nolin, M.Ed. '69

Montreal, Canada

FLATLEY REMEMBERED
I would like to add a footnote to Ben

Birnbaum's fine tribute to the late Tom
Flatley ("Old School," Summer 2008).

My late brother-in-law John P. Connelly

'5 1 was a pediatrician with an office in

Milton, Massachusetts, many years back,

and the Flatley children were among his

patients. A strong friendship and mutual

admiration developed between the two

Irishmen. In November 2004, the Pediatric

Wing in the Yawkey Pavillion of the

Massachusetts General Hospital was dedi-

cated in memory of Jack, a gift from Tom

and Charlotte Flatley.

Pierre Godefroy '56

Del Mar, California

Corrections: Thefounding director ofBoston

College's Centerfor Corporate Citizenship

in 1985 was the late Edmund Burke, not

Bradley Googins as reported in "Business

Centered" (Summer 2008). Mr. Googins suc-

ceeded Mr. Burke in January 1997. Also, the

full title of the Burns Library's Cuala Press

exhibition was omitted in "This Beautiful

Craft" (Summer 2008). It is "Sixty Years of

the Cuala Press: A Collaboration ofthe Yeats

Family and Mollie Gill. " The exhibitionfea-

tures books, cards, broadsides, and other

materialsfrom Boston College's collection

and from the archives of Gill, who served as

the Cuala Press's principal compositor. The

show runs through March 2009.

BCM welcomes letters from readers. Letters may

be edited for length and clarity, and must be

signed to be published. Our fax number is (617)

552-2441; our e-mail address is bcm@bc.edu.
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Senior Andrew Keegan ate 12 pounds

of potatoes over the course of a day after

learning in a history course that Irish

laborers in pre-famine Ireland were

known to consume 14 pounds in that

period of time. Supporters—if they could

be called that—urged him on with

pledges of more than $ 1 ,000 to a food

pantry. \V Boston College produced 16

Fulbright fellows in 2008—the 17th

best effort in the nation. $ The Board

of Trustees named vice president Mary

Lou DeLong, NC'71, to the post of

University secretary, making her the first

non-Jesuit to hold that responsibility. )K

With the completion of the tower replace-

ment in October, the crane that had

shadowed Gasson Hall from the south

for more than a year (and provided

Boston College with its most visible land-

mark) came down. W Rattigan Professor

Emeritus John Mahoney released his

fourth spoken word CD, a selection of

Shakespeare's sonnets. )fc Communi-

cation took back most-popular-major

honors from finance, which had held the

trophy for a year. The score was 843

to 830. ^ The Connell School of

Nursing announced that it will launch

a master's program in forensic nursing

in January. ^ John McCain's daughter

Meghan spent several hours in and

around Gasson Hall in aid of her

father's campaign. AV The Graduation

Success Rate for Eagle athletes was

measured by the NCAA at 96 percent,

ninth-best among universities that spon-

sor Division I football. \V Chicago's

Follett Higher Education Group was

named to manage the Boston College

Bookstore, which will keep its birth

name. )K The National Science

Foundation awarded faculty in physics

and the Lynch School of Education

$800,000 to fund scholarships for

science majors who enroll in a master's

in education program that will prepare

them to teach in urban schools. )K

David Quigley, an associate professor

of history, was named interim dean

ofA&S replacing Patrick Maney, who

returned to teaching and writing as a

member of the history faculty. \V The

University provided temporary shelter

to 14 students rendered homeless (but

uninjured) by a Strathmore Road house

fire traced to a rooftop grill. $ The

Heights op-ed page called for more band

renditions of "Build Me Up, Butter-

cup" at home football games. $ A
life-size statue of Doug Flutie '85, in

full Hail Mary mode, was dedicated,

with ceremony, beside Alumni Stadium's

Gate D on November 7. )J( The march-

ing band performed the national anthem

at Fenway Park on September 23,

inciting the victory over Cleveland that

clinched a playoff berth for the Sox

and 50 members of the informal "Band

Alumni Association," who sang along

from the bleachers. )K The entrepre-

neurs who run Boston College Student

Agencies have added Carroll Apparel

to their diversified portfolio of gift

baskets, sheetcakes, balloons, and

summer storage. Sweatshirts, T-shirts,

and caps designed to create "brand

awareness" for the management school

4 BCM •:• FALL 20 0J



forward motion— President William P. Leahy, SJ, initiates the $1.5 billion Light the World campaign on October 11 at a dinner on the Brighton

Campus. Addressing some 400 guests, Leahy said, "As in the time of Fr. Gasson and Frs. McElroy, Walsh, and Monan and others, so now we in our

time gather to build not our own Boston College, but the Boston College for those who will succeed us."

are available. \V After 43 years of offer-

ing bargain-rate, if somewhat sticky-

floored, entertainment within walking

distance of campus. Circle Cinema

closed. A Cash & Counseling, a health

care delivery program for the elderly and

disabled that is directed by GSSW's
Kevin Mahoney, received a $4.75 million

research grant from the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation. )K The seemingly

inexhaustible supply of rankings pro-

duced a 34th-place finish for Boston

College among national universities from

U.S. News, a 34th-place for the Carroll

School in the same magazine's "Best

Business Schools" ranking, a sixth-place

finish in PC Magazine's list of "Top 20

Wired Colleges," and a "B-" in "sustain-

ability" (up from a "C-" last year) from

the Sustainability Endowments Institute.

The University placed 14th in Global

Language Monitor LLC's ranking of

schools by number of appearances in

print, electronic, and web media. W
Robsham Theater Director Howard

Enoch buried his military pilot father,

Howard (Cliff) Enoch, Jr., at Arlington

Cemetery 63 years after the elder

Enoch's plane went down over Germany.

The remains of the missing airman,

recently discovered, were identified in

April 2008 through DNA testing. "I

finally had a father," Enoch—himself the

father of two—told Boston College

Chronicle. "I knew where he was, and I

knew how he died." \V The Division of

Student Affairs instituted steeper fines

and harsher sanctions for illegal drug

use and alcohol abuse. Students made

mild protest. \V Campus Ministry held

a multi-faith ceremony titled "Inviting

the Spirit ofWisdom" following the

annual celebration of the Mass of the

Holy Spirit, on September 9th. ^ IT

announced the forthcoming elimination

of "the modem pool" for dial-up web
surfers. An estimated 80 of 17,000 cus-

tomers will need to make note of this on

their punchcards. W Boston College will

offer employees who adopt children

$5,000 in expense reimbursement and up

to eight weeks of paid leave, equivalent to

leave offered under its maternity policy.

\V T. Frank Kennedy, SJ, '71, director of

the Jesuit Institute, was named rector

of the 95-member Jesuit Community. )f(

Lt. Frederick Winslow of Campus Police

rescued a juvenile hawk from the

Commonwealth Avenue garage and

"released [it] without incident," accord-

ing to a police report. It was the third

hawk rescue of Winslow's career.

Ben Birnbanm
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Whose fault? Q&A in McGuinn

Teachable moment
by David Reich

In financial crisis mode

Such is the appetite, in these jittery

times, for economic analysis that

a forum on the U. S. financial crisis, held

October 23, filled McGuinn 121 well

beyond its capacity of 256, with students

sitting in the aisles and standing at the back

of the room. Even the event's co-organizer,

Rob Celin '11, ofBoston College's under-

graduate government (UGBC), said he was

"shocked" by the size of the crowd.

In telephone interviews earlier, Celin

and co-organizer Justin Pike '11 explained

that the event was conceived for students

to air concerns over the troubled economy

and obtain solid information from Boston

College social scientists. The pair had

heard classmates worrying aloud about the

present (How much will my family lose

in the market? Will I have to leave school?)

as well as the future ("not just careers,"

Celin said, "but what getting a loan is

going to be like 10 years from now").

Yet on the evening of the forum, the

crowd seemed nearly festive. As they

entered, audience members—mostly eco-

nomics and business majors, according to a

show of hands—laughed and joked with

one another and called across the room to

friends. One attendee, in a knit alpaca cap

with long, floppy earflaps, strode in with a

Razor scooter tucked beneath an arm.

When it came time for students to query

the panel, their questions touched more

on economic theory—and, in a few cases,

ideology—than on financial worries.

Sponsored by UGBC, the Carroll

School of Management, and the College of

Arts & Sciences, the forum opened with

remarks from the panelists. Finance profes-

sor Philip Strahan covered the housing

market's collapse, the resulting mortgage

defaults, and the unwillingness of creditors

to loan more money. Robert Murphy, an

economist, praised the federal bailout-in-

progress as "relevant," if somewhat impro-

vised. Progress toward rescuing the mar-

kets had been "extraordinary" for a crisis so

new, he said, but aid to homeowners lagged.
1

' Do

Peter Ireland, also an economist, forecast

recession through the second quarter of

2009, but noted that substantial recoveries

have followed recessions in the past. In

"three years, five years, 10 years, we're all

going to get where we want to be," he said.

Eventually the panel took audience

questions: Is stock market performance a

good measure ofeconomic performance?

What are the global ramifications of the

financial crisis? Did malfeasance by bond

rating agencies help create the "toxic debt"?

A young man asked heatedly, and to

loud, though somewhat scattered,

applause, whether one should view the

government bailout "as an attack on the

fundamental principles of capitalism."

Murphy reassured the questioner that the

government would sell off its stake in

banks as soon as the economy recovered.

"But," he admitted, "we will see some

rethinking of the regulatory structure" to

ward off future crises. Calling himself "a

little more sympathetic to [the] question,"

Strahan voiced concern that under tighter

regulations "capitalism may be less

dynamic for a while," and recovery slowed.

Another questioner pressed the issue: If

the crisis was a failure of markets and not

of government, why was the government

spending so much to bail the markets out?

The fourth panelist, Kay Schlozman, a

political scientist, responded, "There will

be a lot of collateral damage ifyou just

let markets do their thing." She raised the

specter of abandoned neighborhoods,

downwardly spiraling property values, and

accelerating crime rates. To which Strahan

added, "Government is doing what gov-

ernments do: trying to put out a fire."

After another question or two, the

forum ended, and students filed out noisily,

appearing no less cheerful than when they

had entered. Hanging back, Rob Celin

confessed to surprise that his peers' ques-

tions had been so, well, academic. "No

one," he speculated, "wants to believe that,

after you invest so much in your education,

everything you worked for isn't going to be

there." Indeed, in a survey taken that week

at 49 colleges, 94 percent of undergradu-

ates termed the economy in bad shape, but

80 percent were confident that they per-

sonally would land a job after graduation, m

David Reich is a writer in the Boston area.
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Scanning a 1910 collection of Jesuit documents at the Boston Public Library

Books, cameras,

action
by Reeves Wiedeman '08

Toward a universal electronic library

On November 14, 2007, a 160-year-

old volume, The History of the Jesuits,

bv Andrew Steinmetz, left Boston Col-

lege's O'Neill Library in an interlibrary

loan truck headed for the Boston Public

Library. It arrived in Copley Square later

that day and was transferred, along with

books from other area libraries, into a

freight elevator and carried up to Room
2 1 2, a stifling hot warren full of the

sounds of fans whirring, pages turning,

and electronic equipment clicking and

shifting.

Room 212 is the home of the North-

east digital scanning center run by the

nonprofit Internet Archive. Steinmetz's

History was placed on a glass-covered,

V-shaped scanning bed, and a young

Bostonian spent more than an hour flip-

ping through all 512 of its pages as two

high-end digital cameras captured them

from above. A technician in San Francisco

next formatted the raw images, and a book

that 72 hours earlier could not be checked

out from some of the country's largest

libraries suddenly became available for

viewing and downloading by anyone with

an Internet connection.

Steinmetz's History (the author, who

lived in England, also wrote a novel, The

Jesuit in the Family) was among the first

batch of books from Boston College to sit

for the archive's cameras. Since that day,

the University's library system has sent

1 86 items from its collections to Room
212. It has done so as a member of the

Open Content Alliance (OCA), a consor-

tium of some 100 academic and cultural

institutions, whose modest aim is to cre-

ate, in digital form, a universal public

library—multilingual and multimedia

—

that is nonprofit and open to all.

Ever since words were put to papyrus,

humans have dreamt of, and tried to build,

a universal library. The library at Alexan-

dria is reputed to have held between 30

and 70 percent of the world's books in

the first few centuries a.d. In the 16th cen-

tury, the Swiss physician Conrad Gesner

—

whose catalogue of animals earned him

the honorific "father of zoology"—com-

piled the Bibliotlieca universalis, which

he claimed listed every work written since

antiquity in Hebrew, Greek, or Latin (he

included some 1,800 authors).

Fast forward to the digital age, when,

in 1971, Project Gutenberg was launched

by a student at the University of Illinois.

Manned by volunteers, it marked the first

attempt at a large-scale digital library, scan-

ning books and documents in the public

domain (beginning with the Declaration of

Independence). Project Gutenberg has

made available more than 25,000 books,

from Manual ofSurgery ( 1 9 1 5) to Aesop 's

Fables, but funding is limited and its volun-

teers produce only about 340 books a

month, working in their spare time.

Perhaps the largest nonprofit digitization

effort to date has been the Universal

Library, established by Carnegie Mellon

University. Partnering with institutions

overseas, notably in China, India, and

Egypt, the Universal Library has digitized

more than 1.5 million volumes since 2002,

in more than 20 languages ("a little more

than 1 percent of all of the world's books,"

according to its website). Many of its vol-

umes, however, are protected by copyright,

which means that less than 1 percent of

their content can be tapped for free.

On the dot-com side, Amazon began

digitizing certain books in its catalogue for

potential buyers to browse in snippets in

2003, and more than 1 70.000 books are

available in full through the company elec-

tronically, at a price. But it is Google, in

partnership with 20 of the world's largest

libraries—from the New York Public Lib-

rary to the collections at Oxford Univer-

sity and the University of Michigan—that

has undertaken the most ambitious assault

on the daunting task of creating a universal

digital library. Since 2004, Google has

been scanning books at no charge to their

institutional owners, and the company

believes it can digitize the world's 32 mil-

lion books (Google's estimate, derived
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from the online database WorldCat) in

just 10 years. The Google Books Library

Project, as it is called, has drawn criticism

from librarians, however, on several

grounds—first, and probably foremost, for

its maverick approach to copyright law.

Google scans some copyrighted books

that are out of print and makes them freely

available for searching—and for fragmen-

tary reading—until an author requests that

the scan be removed. Second, the company

requires that all scanned materials be

indexed exclusively on the Google search

engine. A search for The Great Gatsby on

Yahoo, Ask.com, or any other search

engine won't turn up Google's digitized

editions. On October 28, a settlement was

tentatively reached in lawsuits against

Google brought by a group of U.S. pub-

lishers and the Authors Guild. It provides

for compensation to authors and publish-

ers when their books are viewed online,

and it now awaits court approval.

"Google was a sexy idea," says Paul

Nguyen, who is director of the Northeast

scanning center. But "what's the best way

to make the product robust? Make it free

and open," he says.

THE OCA, TO WHICH BOSTON COLLEGE

belongs, is the creation of Brewster Kahle

(pronounced "kale"), a dot-com entrepre-

neur who sold his text-searching system to

AOL in 1995 and his web traffic-analysis

tool to Amazon in 1999. Kahle founded

the Internet Archive in 1996 with the

public-spirited goal of providing "Universal

Access to All Knowledge" (the phrase is

the title of a 2004 speech he gave at the

Library of Congress, an institution with

which the Internet Archive has ongoing

projects). The archive now operates 14

scanning centers spread across the United

States and four more abroad, in Canada,

England, Scotland, and Guatemala. It also

maintains a "digital time capsule" made

up of screen captures of websites (for

instance, the New York Times on September

11, 2001) and one of the Internet's largest

free collections of recorded live music

(5,873 Grateful Dead listings alone).

Initially supported in 2005 by several

technology giants, including Yahoo and

Microsoft (Microsoft left the project in

May 2008), and by the Alfred P. Sloan

Foundation, the OCA represents an

attempt to provide a nonprofit, open-

access alternative to Google that avoids

issues of commercialization and corporate

control. In addition to major university

libraries (Johns Hopkins, Columbia,

Chicago, Texas, North Carolina, to name a

few) and special collections (the Bancroft

Library, the Smithsonian Institution) in

the United States, the OCA counts among

its international partners the British Lib-

rary and the National Library of Australia.

Regional members affiliated through the

Boston Library Consortium include

Boston University, Brown, Brandeis, MIT,

Tufts, UMass, Wellesley, and Williams.

Though the OCA charges participating

libraries a 10-cent per page scanning fee

—

still far cheaper than Boston College could

do the work on its own—librarians

involved in the alliance say it has thus far

trumped Google's effort in several

respects: It scans only out-of-copyright

books (mainly, books published 85 years

before the current year). And the OCA
allows any search engine—including

Google—to link to its digital volumes.

In Room 212, which sits just off a hall-

way that connects the Boston Public

Library's 19th-century McKim Building

and its 1970s expansion, the scanning

facility with its 10 digitizing stations has

been in operation since August 2007, 16

hours a day, five days a week. Turnover

among employees is high, as the produc-

tion rate—500 pages per hour, 4,000 per

day, 50,000 per month—leaves no time

for pleasure reading.

Collectively, the membership of the

OCA has contributed more than 400,000

items to the Internet Archive, ranging

from the personal library of John Adams

(courtesy of the Boston Public Library) to

contemporary accounts of the Gold Rush

provided by the University of California at

Berkeley. "This project is truly revolution-

ary," says Boston College librarian

Christine Conroy. "This is Reading 2.0."

AT ITS CAMPUS IN CHESTNUT HILL,

in a back room on the second floor of

O'Neill Library, Boston College has been

running a small in-house digitization

effort for eight years (its first undertaking

was the Ratio Studiorum, the founding

document of Jesuit education). Manpower

and equipment costs have limited the

University's digitization to student theses,

dissertations, and a handful ofbooks on

Boston College history. Through the OCA,
however, the University expects to digitize

1 ,000 volumes a year—with the ultimate

goal of having its entire 2.4 million-volume

collection accounted for.

The goal is more readily attainable than

one might expect. Because nearly every

library has multiple copies of, say, Moby

Dick, Boston College does not need to scan

its own 27 volumes: The OCA has three

copies online (Google has close to 5,000).

As for copyrighted materials, BC's librari-

ans expect a solution will emerge—perhaps

ushered in by Google's recent tentative

legal settlement—that will result in even

new books being made available at little or

no cost. Boston College is acting preemp-

tively on one front: It now acquires many

freshly published books in digital form.

The University continues to focus on

digitizing materials in its holdings that are

rare, or at least scarce, starting with its

collection of more than 2,500 volumes of

Jesuitana (the most downloaded Boston

College book on the OCA website recent-

ly was a Jesuit document from 1 925

whose Latin title translates as "Letters

sent to Rome four times a year from all

the places—except India and Brazil

—

where any men of the Society of Jesus

are engaged"). Though some of these

materials are available in other libraries,

many, including original letters from

St. Francis Xavier, have previously been

inaccessible to all but visitors to BC's

special collections.

The University librarians estimate that

Boston College's total collection could

be online in 10 to 15 years, preserved from

time's ravages, cut loose from the disinte-

gration of paper and the fraying of pages.

"This is a way of buying the future of our

own collection," said Jerome Yavarkovsky,

former head of the Boston College Library

system, in an interview last summer.

Yavarkovsky served the University from

1995 to 2008, and the digitization process

began on his watch. "What we are doing,"

he said then, "is not just preserving, but

ensuring the material is freely and openly

available to anyone." B

Reeves Wiedeman is a reporting intern at

the Chronicle of Higher Education.
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Exchange student Ivan Sangiorgi (left) of Italy talks with learning skills specialist Gentilella

Welcome wagon
by Alison Lobron

International students learn the ropes

..

W:ow, this is quite a crowd!" said

Dacia Gentilella as 30-plus new

students packed into a sunny, second-floor

classroom in Devlin Hall. It was a humid

Monday morning in late August, the start

of fall classes still more than a week away.

The students in the room were undergrad-

uates, all from foreign countries. Some

were freshmen about to embark on a four-

year experience. Others were exchange

students on a semester or year abroad, tak-

ing advantage of the weak dollar to study

in the United States. Gentilella, a learning

skills specialist who teaches in the English

department, was there to give a crash

course in American educational practices.

She was one of five BC faculty and admin-

istrators simultaneously leading sessions

like this, to accommodate the largest

group ofnew international students ever

to enter Boston College.

This year, approximately 80 freshmen

enrolled at Boston College as international

students—a little more than half entering

the College of Arts & Sciences and most

of the remainder opting for the Carroll

School of Management—in all, twice as

many as last year, according to Adrienne

Nussbaum, director of the University's

office of international students and schol-

ars. South Korea accounts for the largest

share (approximately two dozen), followed

by China and Canada. For now, the most

popular intended majors cited by the

freshmen are finance and economics.

In addition, more than 110 exchange

students arrived from overseas this fall,

marking a 50 percent increase over last

year. The largest contingents hail from

France, Australia, and Italy. Among
exchange students, finance appears to be

the biggest academic draw, followed by

political science and economics.

FOR ALL OF THESE UNDERGRADUATES—
representing nearly 40 countries—the

Boston College experience started on

Saturday, August 23, when they were met

at the airport by their International Assis-

tants, or lAs (BC students who are paired

with two or three international students

for the year). Over four days they partici-

pated in a typical college orientation

—

BBQ, a Boston Harbor cruise, an introduc-

tion to student organizations; they also

took English placement tests and attended

talks by BC administrators on such topics

as "Healthcare in the United States and

On-Campus" and "Everything You Need

to Know about Immigration."

Gentilella's guided discussion appeared

on the schedule with the title "American

Values and the U. S. Educational System."

Also attending were a dozen or so IAs, dis-

tinguished by their red T-shirts. When the

last seat in the room had been occupied,

Gentilella announced her goal—to prepare

the incoming students for American class-

rooms—but said that first she wanted to

learn something from them. "What's been

the relationship between you and your

teachers in the past?" she asked.

Several of the new students exchanged

glances. Others gazed at Gentilella, as if

unsure whether she expected a response.

Gentilella waited.

At last, a young woman in a pale gray

sweater raised her hand. "I'm from the

Netherlands and actually don't know my

teachers' names, and they don't know

ours," she said in lightly accented English.

"It's quite anonymous." A few students

murmured quiet agreement. One, a young

man with dark curly hair, who identified

his home as Costa Rica, said he was accus-

tomed to "a certain distance" between

teacher and student.

Gentilella, tall and energetic, nodded as

each student spoke. "Here," she said cheer-

fully, "relationships tend to be fairly infor-

mal. Whatever class you're in, it's a very

good idea to introduce yourself. Faculty

members tend to be receptive to students

who come and make themselves known."

"What about group work?" she asked

next. "What's that been like so far?"

This time, the responses flowed more

freely. "In Australia, we're encouraged to

study together, but when you're writing,

you write separately," said fames Skerrett,

a tall, dark-haired sophomore spending a

semester at the Heights.

"I'm from Denmark," said a young man

behind him, "and most exams are group
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exams. It's not competitive within the

group, but between the groups, it's very

competitive."

"Yeah," the boy next to him said. When
he realized the room expected something

more from him, he added, "I'm from

Denmark, too," to laughter.

Other Europeans described similar

scenarios, then Gentilella weighed in. She

predicted the students would find Boston

College more like the Australian experi-

ence: Study together ifyou want, she

advised, but do your assignments alone.

"As a culture, we're very individualis-

tic," she explained, adding that the stu-

dents would see proof of this come winter,

when their American peers "will be wear-

ing gear they could use to climb Mt.

Everest," around Chestnut Hill. "We're all

about, 'pull yourself up,' and 'go get

'em!'"—she paused as students started

laughing. "We're moving toward more

group work, but American students feel

they get where they are by working on their

own. So ifyou find yourself feeling like

other people are territorial, it's not you.

It's us." She grinned. "We have issues."

Then she became more serious, and

explained that in the past, some interna-

tional students accustomed to working

together have found themselves facing pla-

giarism charges. She recalled a case where

two students taking an English class dis-

cussed a novel in great detail, formed a

shared opinion of a character, and found

supporting examples together. "They went

off and wrote very similar papers,"

Gentilella said. She urged students instead

to "talk to others to figure out what's hap-

pening, or about broad concepts. But when

it comes to developing your thesis, be care-

ful about working with someone else."

When in doubt, she added, students should

ask their professors for clarification.

As if spurred on by this advice, students

started firing questions. Would their grades

come in numbers or letters? (Letters.)

Would a syllabus tell them their due dates

for the whole semester? (Yes.) Was it okay

to disagree in class with a professor?

The last question caused Gentilella to

hesitate. "Yes, ideally, it is," she said. But

she added that some professors are more

welcoming of disagreement than others.

"It's a personality thing," she said. "You'll

get a sense of whether it really is okay. The

key is to disagree, but to do so respectfully.

If you're tiptoeing around, you'll never

have interesting discussions."

Throughout the remainder of the con-

versation, the IAs contributed advice. One

red-shirted young woman, a sophomore,

said the biggest lesson she learned during

her first year at Boston College was to ask

for help early in the semester rather than

wait and hope a problem would go away. It

.----- ._.„_

.

Sherry Pan "12 (center) of Tiawan, in Gentilella's Devlin Hall classroom

usually didn't, she said. Gentilella nodded.

"When you don't know, ask," she said. "It's

okay to ask for help."

AFTER AN HOUR, THE STUDENTS
poured out into the hallway. They merged

with groups from other classrooms and

swarmed across the quad toward the base-

ment of Lyons Hall and the dining facility

that they would soon enough be calling

the Rat, for a faculty/student reception.

Counting graduate students and enrollees

at the Woods School of Advancing

Studies, there are more than 400 new

international students at Boston College

this fall, and the long buffet lines leading

to egg rolls, chicken fingers, and other

savories wound slowly around the dining

hall. Students snuck glances at one anoth-

er's nametags and chatted. After 48 hours

on campus, freshman Mai Fujii of Japan

said she was finding two aspects of U.S.

college life disconcerting: the friendliness

of American students and the food por-

tions, which "are really big."

Lima Kondo of Tokyo, who is spending

her junior year here, said that, at first,

everyone she saw on campus reminded her

of characters from American television

shows. "They were all talking on their

phones," she laughed, and "people moved

very quickly." Kondo, who described her

home university in Tokyo as "really

bureaucratic," said she was enjoying the

"informal" nature of the orientation.

Akshay Tandon ' 1 2, who came to the

Carroll School from Hong Kong, surveyed

the scene as students, many in flip-flops,

flitted among dozens of conversation

clumps. Small posses banded together to

approach one or another of the professors

and administrators who smiled benevo-

lently at them from the round lunch tables.

"At home, people are a bit xenophobic,"

Tandon mused. "Here, they're really open."

James Skerrett, the Australian in

Gentilella's class, discerned another dif-

ference between Boston College and his

home academic culture. "In Australia,

we're not that passionate about our uni-

versity," he said. "Here, people are really

proud to go to BC." He paused, as if

searching for the right word. "It's like

patriotism," he said.

Alison Lobron is a writer in the Boston area.
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Devine in 2000, the year he was appointed associate vice president for facilities management

Of service
by Ben Birnbaum

Thomas F. Devine (1952-2008)

I
don't know that Tom Devine ever

read Saul Bellow's The Adventures of

Augie March, but if he did he'd have found

himself in that famous first paragraph,

where Augie says: "[I] go at things as I have

taught myself free-style, and will make

the record in my own way: first to knock,

first admitted."

Boston College's vice president for

facilities management from 2002 until his

death in June, and a senior buildings and

grounds administrator since 1994, Tom
roamed this campus in a gray tweed sports-

coat that seemed always to be engaged in

an argument with his broad shoulders. He

knocked on anything in the way, with a

stubborn need to make the place whole,

easy on the eye, and of service. And in gain-

ing that last and most important goal, he

and his people were almost unfailing,

whether the job was to drain three inches

of rainwater from a basement, rebuild a

science building while the scientists

worked (uncomplainingly, of course) with-

in, or turn Linden Lane into a Commence-

ment Day Disneyland of eternal blooms.

Tom directed much of this in a reso-

nant baritone and at high speed, running

on a high-octane blend of bluster and affa-

bility. Carole Hughes, a student affairs

administrator, recalls concluding a speech

to freshmen and parents during the sum-

mer Tom arrived and seeing a broad-

shouldered man emerge from the audience

and head toward her. He introduced him-

self, "I'm Tom Devine, the new director of

buildings and grounds, and I know we're

going to get along just fine because my

wife's name is Carol Hughes."

Tom was smart, sharp-tongued, and

frank in addition to being stubborn, a

blend of traits that serve well in a person

charged with defending a corporation's

interests against nature, entropy, illegal

hot plates, and general contractors,

but qualities that don't always produce

what academe thinks of as middle-of-the-

bell-curve behavior.

Yet as is sometimes—if not often—the

case with guys who are conspicuously

tough as well as actually tough, Tom's set

jaw served, as a practical matter, to draw

attention away from his heart. Some of his

staff suspected or even knew this all along,

but all saw it clearly in the months of his

slow dying, when he was—one of his col-

leagues told me—"fearless" in his response

to his predicament and in his determina-

tion to let his diminished self be seen. I

saw this heart on September 1 1, 2001,

when I found myself standing at the back

of the O'Neill Plaza at a crowded noon

prayer service, exampling grim self-control

for the sake ofmy weeping daughter

—

then a sophomore—and other devastated

students nearby, and I spied Tom standing

alone, tears rolling on his cheeks.

As I think about it now, it wasn't Tom's

competence or his guy-banter or his

toughness or heart that made me a fan, but

his robust affection for the world and his

related irritation with certain of its imper-

fections. The capital projects director

Mary Nardone, one ofTom's lieutenants,

tells of walking with him past a swimming

pool that was under construction on

another university's campus, and Tom
stopping in his tracks and calling out to a

worker below: "That tile is [set] wrong."

And it was set wrong. "This is a real curse

I have," he said to Nardone as they fled

the scene.

It wasn't, of course, because an eye

for what is wrong is also a passion for

what is right, as is publicly manifest across

this campus today and as was manifest

privately to members of the president's

cabinet each time Tom gifted us with one

of his interminable semiannual capital

project reports. His reading glasses low

on his nose, Tom turned page after page of

notes as he filled us in on improvements

to the thermostatic controls in St. Mary's,

the provenance of the turf that was being

installed on Shea Field, and the latest

innovations in brick pointing.

Around the table, executive eyes went

blank and executive minds turned to memo
drafting, budget planning, and pints of

milk or Jim Beam to be picked up on

the way home. And Tom went on, telling

of water-efficient toilets, impregnable secu-

rity systems, and trees that were going to

carry leaves even in summers of drought.
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Kimberly Pomerleau '11, actor, before Foster (left) and Fabrizio

Tryouts
by Tim Czerwienski

Three days, three plays

Looking into the lobby of the Robsham

Theater complex on the afternoon of

Friday, September 5, a visitor would have

observed this scene. The place was busy; at

two tables students manned sign-up sheets

and directed traffic between the main stage

theater on one side and the smaller, black

box Bonn Studio on the other. Along a wall

ofwindows looking out on Campanella

Way, other students paced in slow circles

or crouched over dog-eared photocopies of

scripts, silently mouthing monologues.

Had they given voice to their silent speech-

es, the room would have filled with dozens

more characters—from Hamlet and Marc

Antony to Linda Loman and James Tyrone.

It was the beginning of the fall audition

weekend, and three directors were holding

casting calls simultaneously: Professor

Stuart Hecht for Tony Kushner's Pulitzer

Prize-winning play Angels in America (a

theater department production); Dan

Fabrizio '10 for Shakespeare's Much Ado

About Nothing (a student Dramatics

Society production); and Kimani Gordon
'09 for The Last Five Years (a 2001 musical

for two actors being staged by the student-

managed Contemporary Theater).

In the largely bare Bonn Studio, Fabrizio

and his stage manager, Nick Foster '1 1, sat

American Idol-style, behind a folding table

strewn with schedules, notepads, and half-

empty bags of Doritos, awaiting their first

auditioner. "When we do Shakespeare, a

lot of people come out," Fabrizio said, scan-

ning the 72 names on his sign-up list. (In

this production there were to be parts for

16.) In addition to preparing a Shakespeare

monologue, candidates had filled out a

form that asked for previous experience and

special talents, as well as a few less likely

questions such as "What is your favorite

Shakespeare play?" and "What is your

favorite ice cream flavor?" The responses

became fodder for the conversation

Fabrizio had with each potential cast mem-

ber. "Do you really like Titus Andronicus?"

Fabrizio asked senior Molly Murphy,

registering a double take at her answer.

Murphy smiled sheepishly. "Ehh," she

shrugged, "I actually like Romeo and Juliet

and Much Ado About Nothing, but I wasn't

going to write those in." For the record,

Twelfth Night and cookies and cream were

the runaway favorites.

The odds ofwinning a part this week-

end were daunting (in Angels, 65 actors

were trying out for 1 slots; in Five Years,

40 auditioned for the two parts plus two

understudy positions). The competition

might have been intense and stomachs may

have been churning, but the mood on the

surface was loose. Conversations among

those lingering around the theater lobby

tended less toward auditions and more

toward how classes were going, plans for

the weekend, or the unfortunate scheduling

conflict with Saturday's Georgia Tech

football game. This low-key atmosphere

reflects the sense of community within the
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department. Many students who don't

get acting parts will join stage crews. As

Sarah Lang '

1 put it in describing the

tough semester ahead of her and her fellow

thespians, "These are the people you

choose to be around instead of sleeping."

IN AN OTHERWISE EMPTY ROBSHAM
Theater, Stuart Hecht had stationed him-

self in the center of the sixth row. At an

information meeting earlier in the week,

he'd asked students auditioning for Angels

to prepare two monologues of their choice

and also to be ready for improvisation

exercises. As Hecht had put it: "I may or

may not ask you to do something foolish."

Evan Murphy T2, for instance, after

offering an intensely angry, profanity-laced

piece from Glengarry Glen Ross, was asked

to perform a magic trick. Numerous stu-

dents were asked to tell a joke. The most

common answer, after a troubled pause:

"Hmm. I can't think of any." Second most

common answer: "Is it okay if it's dirty?"

These "humiliating public acts," Hecht

explained, were designed to reveal some-

thing beyond what he'd seen in the mono-

logues. "The purpose of the audition," he

said, is to try to glean "as much about each

individual actor as possible. What's their

potential range?"

"See that purple scarf over there?" he

asked Seth Byrum '11. "Put it on. We're

staging the all-male version of Swan Lake,

and you've been cast as the prima balle-

rina." Byrum looped the scarf around his

neck and, for the better part of two min-

utes and with unexpected grace, delivered

a series of leaps and plies across the empty

stage in gray slacks, a button-down shirt,

striped tie, and black loafers.

LATE ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON,
senior Kimani Gordon and junior Jay Kloo

were scrambling to get ready. They had

been locked out of the common room in

Vanderslice Hall where they'd planned to

hold auditions for The Last Five Years, and

were forced to relocate to the Robsham

main stage. They had to drag a piano from

the Bonn Studio and post notices of the

venue change. Finally, their accompanist,

Steve Bass '11, was at the keyboard warm-

ing up. "What song is that?" Kloo asked.

"'Clair de Lune,'" Bass replied, and

after a pause, "It was in Ocean 's 1

1

."

The Last Five Years, written and com-

posed by Jason Robert Brown, may be the

most unconventional play on the fall

schedule. The story follows the five-year

relationship between Jamie Wellerstein

and Cathy Hiatt; Jamie tells his side going

forward, from meeting to break-up, while

Cathy tells her side in reverse.

After auditions on Friday and Saturday,

Gordon called back six men and six

women for a final round on Sunday after-

noon. This time they were in a lounge in

Vanderslice. The actors were seated

together in chairs set up for them (they

looked like a jury) and waited patiently as

Gordon called them up one by one. As the

men and women belted out their tunes,

Gordon, wiry and slight, perched on the

edge of his chair or leaned way over the

table at which he sat; sometimes he

crouched on the ground, all the while furi-

ously writing on a white legal pad.

Auditions are a nerve-racking cycle of

long waits interrupted by brief bursts of

intense animation. And after a weekend of

rehearsing, performing, and waiting for

callback lists to be posted, this fall's audi-

tioners had to play the waiting game one

more time, as the three directors met

Sunday night in a room off the scene shop

to choose their casts.

Each director came to the meeting

with a dream team in mind, knowing he

might lose a preferred leading actor to

another show. Over the years, Hecht said,

that knowledge has produced its own

brand of anxiety. "Here's another director

sitting across from me, and I'm angling

for a certain actor thinking, 'This other

director is definitely going to scoop this

person up.'"

This time around, however, the only

issue was Sarah Lang being double-cast

in Angels and Much Ado. Fortunately, the

timing of the shows would allow her to

appear in both, an arrangement she hap-

pily accepted. As Hecht noted, "even

though you might have 1 00 people audi-

tion, you're crossing your fingers and toes

that you find your Hamlet."

Come together

A committee of alumni has been meeting monthly since April to plan RECONNECT, the

first-ever AHANA reunion. Led by University Trustee Keith Francis '76, the group hopes

the event, scheduled for July 17-19, 2009, will be the largest gathering of AHANA
alumni in the history of Boston College. The term AHANA (an acronym for African-

American, Hispanic, Asian, and Native American) originated at Boston College in 1979.

Coined by Alfred Feliciano '81 and Valerie Lewis '79, it was subsequently adopted at

schools ranging from the University of Wisconsin to Eastern Mennonite University.

According to Francis, who is an intelligence analyst at the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives in Washington, D.C., the concept behind the reunion

is, as its name suggests, to reacquaint AHANA alumni with the University and vice

versa, and to plan the formation of AHANA alumni associations within alumni chapters.

While the committee takes some of its inspiration from the Black Alumni Reunion of

1999— which drew some 175 returnees for an investment workshop, evening gala, and

gospel brunch and was sponsored by the now-dormant Black Alumni Club (many of

whose members sit on the RECONNECT committee)— Francis says that RECONNECT is

"unprecedented" in its plan to bring 1,000 AHANA alumni, family, and friends to the

Heights next summer.

Organizers who attended the July meeting of the RECONNECT planning committee

included Eva Boyce '77; Donald Carnett '77; Dan Bunch '79, MSW'81 (director of the

University's Learning to Learn program); Dawn AAcNair '82, M.Ed.'83; Gerry Lake '84,

AABA'88; Stalin Colinet '96; Juan Concepcion '96, JD'03, MBA'03; Eva Maynard '97;

Wynndell Bishop '00; and Steven Burns, AABA'09. —Tim Czerwienski

For more information on RECONNECT, contact Eva Maynard, assistant director for

affinity programs at the Alumni Association, at maynarde@bc.edu.
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The club's Harbour Room on a Thursday last summer

Home plate
by Terry Byrne '81

The BC Club celebrates its 10th

On a Wednesday evening in a window-

walled room on the 36th floor of 100

Federal Street in Boston's financial district,

about 50 people dressed in casual business

attire—fairly evenly divided among men

and women, young and old—chatted,

sipped drinks (mostly wine), nibbled on

crudites and scallops wrapped in bacon,

took a chance on raffle tickets for Red Sox

seats, and contemplated the view: to the

west, the Longfellow Bridge and what one

member swore was the Heights at Boston

College; to the east, the Bank of America

Pavilion, the Institute of Contemporary

Art, and the ships and sailboats navigating

among the Harbor Islands.

It was open house night at the Boston

College Club, a time for prospective mem-

bers to test the ambience and the company

for suitability. The club had been celebrat-

ing its 1 0th anniversary year, but the mood
that evening was understated. A young

BC graduate who works at a nearby mar-

keting firm and travels for business mused

that he'd probably join so he could take

advantage of cooperative membership

arrangements with clubs across the coun-

try, while a middle-aged woman, a finan-

cial consultant who is among the 30 per-

cent of the club's 2,460 members with

no BC affiliation, noted to a visitor, "I

often schedule meetings here." "My clients

feel really special when I bring them up

here," said a young female financial ad-

visor to another woman. "Most of the staff

know my name." "We're very creative in

our approach," said one man, passing busi-

ness cards to another man and a woman.

"We like to listen to our clients and adapt

to their needs."

Although open houses continue to be

held bimonthly, membership has not been

a problem for the club since it was founded

amid great skepticism that it could suc-

ceed. Other iterations—including one in

the 1960s in the back room of a Tremont

Street seafood restaurant whose only tele-

phone was in a booth in a front room

—

had ended badly; and while BC graduates

had certainly ascended in the worlds of

finance, business, and law that mingle in

downtown Boston, there remained ques-

tions about whether they would join a nas-

cent Boston College club or maintain the

allegiances they'd established with other

private organizations and universities.

Jack Joyce '61, managing director at

Deutsche Bank Alex. Brown and one of a

handful of alumni who organized the

club in the mid-1990s, recalled visiting law

firms and financial institutions in the

neighborhood and asking fellow graduates

"to round up people they knew in their

companies who might be interested in

membership." With a thousand graduates

prepared to sign on, Joyce and his col-

leagues received financial backing in 1997

from the University's then-new president,

William P. Leahy, SJ, and the club opened

in February 1 998. A for-profit corporation

and part of the 170-member ClubCorp

network, the BC Club donates half its

annual net to a scholarship fund at Boston

College, last year contributing $535,000.

For the men and women sipping cock-

tails and trading business cards at the open

house, the fact that Boston College's name

adorns a lofty precinct high above the

city's landmarks seemed to be of no partic-

ular moment. After all, Boston College

has been a top-40 national university for

more than a decade, has Rhodes Scholars,

an endowment of $1.5 billion, and enrolls

students from 90 countries. For Jack Joyce,

however, and his fellow instigators of

those earlier failed efforts to make a place

for Boston College at the center of a city

from whose blue collar neighborhoods

most had commuted by trolley to the

Heights with brown bag lunches—for

them, the momentousness is ever present.

Recently, at a lunch table in the club's

Charles River Grill Room, Joyce told a visi-

tor that among the things he most enjoyed

about the place that day were seeing the

president ofTufts University dining at a

nearby table and earlier learning that a

group of Harvard Medical School alumni

had scheduled a reunion at the BC Club.

"We have a lot of pride in the school and in

the success of this club," said Joyce, s

Terry Byrne writes about theater for the

Boston Globe.
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Advances
From the laboratories

Power boost

In a breakthrough with potential application for energy-saving heating and

cooling devices, a team of Boston College and MIT researchers has used

nanotechnology to improve the efficiency of thermoelectricity, the process by

which electricity is generated through temperature differences or cooling is

achieved through application of electrical power.

Since the 19th century, researchers have attempted to boost the thermoelectric effect, whereby warming one end of a semi-

conducting wire, for example, sends electrons to the cooler end, producing an electric current. The problem has been that the

transfer of electrons has typically been accompanied by a transfer of heat, resulting not only in lost energy but also in a counter-

productive decline in the temperature differential.

The research team led by physicist Zhifeng Ren of Boston College and mechanical engineer Gang Chen of AAIT theorized that

introducing nano-size particles into the normal lattice structure of a semiconductor might impede the conduction of heat. They

experimented with a common semiconducting alloy, bismuth antimony telluride, first crushing an ingot of the material into nan-

odust, then "hot pressing" the dust back together. Now when they applied a current, the researchers found that irregular new
"grain boundaries and defects" in the alloy's structure hindered heat flow while allowing electrons to move as before, yielding a

gain in "thermoelectric merit" of 40 percent.

Their work, described in a May 2, 2008, article

in Science, "sets the stage," say the authors, for "a

new nanocomposite approach" to making "high-

performance low-cost" thermoelectric materials. Mine the gap

A code of one's own
In the not-too-distant future, every newborn baby will

receive a DNA analysis to go along with the standard

slap on the bottom and quick delivery-room physical.

Steps in that direction have been taken by a team led

by Boston College assistant professor of biology Gabor

T. Marth, who designs software that improves the accu-

racy of DNA decoding methods.

Marth's efforts— as described in two articles pub-

lished in the February 2008 edition of Nature Methods—
build on the advances of the international Human
Genome Project, which from 1990 to 2003 mapped the

human DNA molecule, and on recently developed

"pyrosequencer" machines that deliver the code of an

individual's DNA. His work is aimed at improving and

streamlining the sequencing process and is in line with

the National Institutes of Health's goal of making indi-

vidual DNA sequencing available for about $1,000.

(Marth's computational biology lab has been granted

more than S3 million from NIH since 2004.)

DNA's double helix is composed of nucleotide base

pairs that, simply put, spell out life's instructions. The

emerging generation of genome sequencing machines

delivers the 3 billion DNA base pairs in a person's chro-

mosomes at high speed, writes Marth, by producing

"relatively short-read-length sequences" that then

require analysis, characterization, and screening for

errors. Marth's PyroBayes software is designed to examine the data produced by one brand of sequencer and determine which

base pair results are more likely to be accurate and which are not to be trusted in downstream analysis, at a speed of 50 million

base pairs in 10 minutes. Mosaik, another computer program developed in Marth's lab, compares the resulting raw data to a

previously determined human genome or to DNA of other individuals, a process Marth likens to ferreting out typos in separate

editions of the same book. Marth's EagleView program, written up August 11 in Genome Research online, prepares the data

graphically for analysis. Additional software, including Marth's GigaBayes, may determine if an individual's DNA sequence

exhibits a true genetic variation and whether that variation has health implications. —Stephanie Schorow

Stephanie Schorow is a writer in the Boston area.

Between the low frequencies of radio and the escalating fre-

quencies of light on the electromagnetic spectrum lies a rela-

tively unexploited area known as the "terahertz gap." It sits

between 300 GHz (just above microwaves) and 10 THz, just

below infrared radiation, and it takes its identify from the fact

that neither antennas nor optical devices are useful in this

range. To harness terahertz radiation, Boston College assistant

professor of physics Willie J. Padilla and graduate student

David B. Shrekenhamer are working with researchers at the

Los Alamos National Laboratory and Boston University, devel-

oping resonant metamaterials— which are man-made— and

new configurations of materials (man-made and natural). The

researchers report their recent progress in the April 13, 2008,

online edition of the journal Nature Photonics.

Padilla and his colleagues created a composite made up of

microscopic units, or cells, engineered in a shape they term a

"split-ring." The cells were constructed out of a metamaterial

capable of resonating in the terahertz range coupled, in a

strategic pattern, with silicon, a natural semiconductor. The

researchers found that they could control the metamaterial's

terahertz resonance through stimulation of the silicon by

means of photoexcitation— achieving a tuning range equal to

20 percent of the terahertz frequency.

Terahertz rays can "see" through plastics, ceramics, and

cardboard but unlike X-rays are non-ionizing and therefore

safe. Organic molecules respond uniquely to their frequency,

and so the rays may one day be used for molecular analysis.
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A second goal is to raise the proportion of undergraduate

alumni who make gifts annually from a current figure of

24.8 percent to 35 percent. (The former figure is remark-

ably—some would say, sadly—low for a selective and suc-

cessful private university such as Boston College.)

A third has to do with what is referred to, with some del-

icacy, as "legacy giving." The aim is to increase the number

of alumni who leave money to Boston College in their wills.

The advancement office is aware, through attorney and

donor notification, of 850 current "provisions." The aspira-

tion is to achieve awareness of 5,000.

And the fourth objective is, of course, the goal ofaccruing

cash and pledges adding up to (at least) $1.5 billion, triple

the $441 million raised in its last major campaign, which

concluded five and a halfyears ago. (Boston College is one of

29 universities nationwide currently engaged in raising a bil-

lion dollars or more.)

The official list of "campaign priorities" from the

Advancement Office [box, page 20] sorts those dollars into

broad use categories. Leahy himself offered a more themat-

ic, and engaging, dissection in his remarks at the launch din-

ner, when he said the campaign would "help secure a Boston

College education for talented poor and middle-class stu-

dents who seek to be members of our community. It will

renew and strengthen liberal arts education. It will fund

model student formation programs. It will establish

research capabilities that address needs of society. It will

help establish Boston College as the world's leading

Catholic university and theological center."

For Boston College, these are familiar categories of ambi-

tion. Affordable education for the "talented poor" was a

founding principle of the Jesuit academy that was initiated in

Boston's South End in 1 863. And the liberal arts have been a

significant touchstone within Jesuit pedagogy since the

Renaissance, as has been the notion that students were to be

deliberately "formed" through intellectual and spiritual exer-

cises, as is the idea that knowledge that pulls its weight in the

world is knowledge of a particularly high order, as is the

proposition that the Catholic university has an obligation to

serve, in the oft-cited words of Notre Dame's Theodore

Hesburgh, as "the place where the Church does its thinking."

Less familiar is the small type, the project list, the answers

to the only interesting question one can ask about a fundrais-

ing campaign: How is the institution going to be different

when it's over?

And so here is a subset of large-scale projects drawn from

the campaign's to-do list. Some of these are entirely

prospective at the moment, while others have been initiated.

(The five initiated ventures described in the following story

are indicated by boldfaced type, followed, in some cases, by

the project aspect that's being reported on.)

; Center for the Advancement of the Catholic

Intellectual Tradition

Center for Asset Management

• Center for Catholic Education

,? Center for the Church in the 21st Century

• Center for Human Rights and International Justice

Center for Student Formation

Clough Center for the Study of Constitutional

Democracy

Endowed professorships (40)

Financial aid for undergraduates: "William
J.
Flynn

Endowed Scholarship"

• Graduate fellowships: "GSSW Global Practice

Fellowship"

e Humanities Building
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Initiative in Advising

Institute for Integrated Science: "Biosensor

Project Group"

- Institute for the Liberal Arts

Institute on Aging
9 Integrated Science Facility

• McGillicuddy-Logue Center for Undergraduate

Global Studies

Research support for faculty initiatives: "Symposia

on Interreligious Dialogue"

Research support for graduate and undergraduate

students

School of Theology and Ministry

Society for International Fellows

Stokes Commons
Student Recreation Complex

University Center

PAST AS PROLOGUE

OCTOBER II BEGAN IN MIDMORNING WITH GUIDED
tours of such as the newly re-towered Gasson Hall, the

Brighton Campus, and the McMullen's Georges Rouault

exhibit. These explorations were followed by a lunch in

McElroy Commons, which was itself followed by a set of fac-

ulty and staff presentations on themes including "Research

That Matters" and "Boston College's Institutional Master

Plan." (I attended the research seance because physics profes-

sor Michael Naughton had told me he would cap his report

on the use ofnanostructures in energy generation by display-

ing a photograph of Gasson Hall at nanoscale—one-thou-

sandth the width of a human hair—and I wanted to see how
the building endured the journey across dimensions. Not

well, as it turned out. Gasson was recognizable in the project-

ed image, but it also looked as though it had endured Dresden

and a season or two in the currents of Atlantis.)

If the dinner was the day's signal event, lunch was its most

striking, at least for me. For one thing, Dining Services deliv-

ered itself of an entree 18 words long— "coriander and mus-

tard seed crusted breast of chicken over tomato and arugula

salad with marinated fingerling potato coins," which I believe

sets a Middle Campus record. And for another, the lunch fea-

tured the inaugural awarding of the "Andrew Carney Medal

for Distinguished Lay Leadership," which is named for an

Irishman who arrived in America in 1816, made a fortune as

a clothing manufacturer, sold his business and retired young,

and became a pillar of philanthropy in the Boston Catholic

community (Carney Hospital is one of his doings).

Carney was also instrumental in the founding of Boston

College, serving its inventor John McElroy, SJ—a short-

fused human being, by all accounts—as a source not only of

funds, but of patient wisdom in the face of the anti-

Catholicism of the Boston political establishment. As

McElroy is reported to have said on April 6, 1864, at

Carney's funeral in the church on Boston College's South

End campus, "It would have been difficult to carry on such

extensive works as these, humanly speaking, if Divine

Providence had not raised up for us such a friend as Andrew

Carney. His credit was always at our disposal."

Carney Dining Hall (no relation) was decorated for the

awards lunch with long, gauzy white curtains that enclosed a

stage and a group of about 200 guests gathered to honor the

1 1 former chairs of the Boston College Board of Trustees

since its founding in November 1972 under then-president

and current chancellor }. Donald Monan, SJ. It was Monan,

just arrived at Boston College that summer, who'd had a

dual insight. The first part was that sans the investment of
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counsel and money by lay men and women, Boston

College—however sharp the Jesuits who ran it—was likely

doomed to frailty at best (it had come close to bankruptcy

just two years earlier). The second part was that few persons

of heft and quality (the only kind of

person from whom Monan, at least,

was going to take counsel) would be

willing to invest deeply in a corpora-

tion for which they did not feel

responsible. And so a board of

trustees whose members were drawn

from useful quarters of the alumni

world took charge of Boston College,

and the Jesuit community, which had

heretofore exercised legal ownership,

relinquished it.

What Andrew Carney had been

for McElroy, the 1 1 men who were to

be honored on October 1 1 had been

for Monan and Leahy. Seven were

present at the lunch ceremony, and

the others were represented by family

members or friends, all taking seats

in a row on stage between master of

ceremonies Bill Geary at the lectern,

and Monan and Leahy seated at stage

right, an Irish (almost entirely)

Mount Rushmore.

It was Monan—president from

1972 to 1996—who had the lion's

share of the awards work, present-

ing eight of the medals as Geary

read a brief account of the work

each awardee had done for Boston

OCTOBER 11, 2008

$1.5 BILLION

$520 MILLION

College. Monan began with the late Cornelius W. Owens
'36, whose award was accepted by his niece Jane Rodophele

'74, and then worked his way along the stage through

Thomas
J.
Galligan, Jr. '41, the late James O'Neill '42, whose

award was accepted by his classmate

Thomas Flanagan, the late William F.

Connell '59, his award accepted by

his wife Margot Connell, the late

David S. Nelson '57, JD'60, his

award accepted by his classmate

John Harrington, then Thomas

Vanderslice '53, Jack Connors '63

(the award jointly made by Monan

and Leahy, Connors having chaired

the board during both tenures), and

finally Geoffrey T. Boisi '69. Leahy

followed, presenting medals to

Richard F. Syron '66, Chuck Clough

'64, and Patrick T Stokes '64. (The

medal is brass, bright gold, three

inches in diameter, and bears a relief

of Boston College's seal on one

side and a relief likeness of the beard-

ed Andrew Carney—think: Smith

Brother—on the other.)

The presentations were moving,

as tend to be all ceremonies in which

gray-haired men or women rise to be

recognized for extraordinary work

they did in their full strength. Among
the accomplishments cited were

making the deal for the Newton

Campus (Owens); leading the first

professionally managed capital cam-
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paign (O'Neill, from 1976 to 1981, and amounting to $25

million); and hoisting Boston College's banner on Wall

Street (Boisi). A particularly touching moment took place

when Geary, out of sensitivity for Tom Galligan's age and

physical condition—he walks with the aid of a cane—avoid-

ed asking him to rise when he was to receive the medal from

Monan. But Galligan, ignoring the young board leader's par-

ticular consideration, grasped the arms of his chair and

thrust down like a gymnast at the parallel bars, boosting

himself once, twice, three times, until he was able to gain his

footing, and some of us were able to breathe again.

But the most arresting moment in the ceremony occurred

after Monan presented his final medal and returned to his

seat at the edge ofthe stage, and Geary said, "Fr. Monan, you

led this institution during a remarkable two and a half

decades. On behalf of everyone here today, thank you for

everything you have done for Boston College."

It was a courtesy note, and it was followed by about 10

seconds of appropriately warm applause, and then the

applause grew more than warm and people began to stand

(the indomitable Mr. Galligan again, too), and they stood

and applauded for another 35 seconds, the awardees on

stage walking toward Monan as they clapped their hands

until they and Fr. Leahy nearly surrounded him.

Monan, seated in his chair, looked out at the room with

his usual cool gaze, as though he were watching an adequate

sunset from the porch. And then his right hand swiped at the

outer corner of his right eye, and then his jaw quivered, and

he turned away for a moment, and when he turned back he

was Rev. }. Donald Monan, SJ, again, but barely.

A few minutes later, Geary offered a similar thanks to Fr.

Leahy, and the room must have been full of wise men and

women, because while the applause was warm, no one

stood. (The standing ovation for Leahy would have to wait

for his introduction at dinner.)

THE PRINCIPAL EXPORTS

SHORTLY AFTER LANDING IN BOSTON IN THE SUMMER
of 1978, I took a job as a public relations writer at Boston

College—an institution I'd not heard of until the day I saw

the position advertised—and soon learned that "BC" was

one ofthose local institutions, like the Red Sox, clam shacks,

the T, or Filene's Basement, on which every native was pre-

pared to offer expert commentary.

The wisdom sometimes took unexpected form. In a

mold-fragrant used furniture store in Allston, where I'd

come seeking some nursery furnishing for an incipient child,

I was tutored as to my new employer by the establishment's

manager, an ancient mariner seated in a worn armchair with

a view of spectacular collections of tarnished toasters and

hotel ashtrays. He explained, "BC girls are pretty, and the

boys are good-looking, too." I laughed, but he didn't.

Other sages, both inside and outside the institution, filled

me in on a variety of matters: BC alumni owned state and

city government; BC was intellectually unreliable (a

Catholic university was a contradiction in terms, right?); BC
was a place where students received "a good education"

while having "a good time"; BC's principal exports were

lawyers, school superintendents, accountants, family physi-

cians, FBI agents, priests, and those politicians noted above,

ofwhom the greatest was Tip O'Neill '36, who actually got

away to Washington but continued to maintain, famouslv,

that "all politics is local."

Fortunately, I had subtle tutors as well, and one was Jim

McGahay '63, the man who hired me. A local dockworker's

boy with brains and style, he was entirely immune to the sort

of anemic boosterism that tended to see the roster of state

reps on Beacon Hill as the measure of the University's

standing in the world. In one of our early conversations, a

Marlboro burning somewhere in his fingers, Jim mused,
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"Boston College's problem is: Now that it's grown up, it

needs to decide what it wants to be."

That Boston College, then 115 years of age, should still

have been trying to discover its adult vocation seemed a

stretch to me, but Jim was right. The combination college and

high school established in 1863 to furnish education in

accordance with Thomistic stringencies on a city block in the

South End was a useful neighborhood institution for the 50

or so years of its existence; and so was the local college and

then university that developed out in Chestnut Hill during

the following 50 or so years as it gradually permitting entry

to secular culture and natural science and research and pro-

CAAAPAIGN PRIORITIES

Light the World seeks to raise $1.5 billion directed to

six important areas of opportunity and need.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

UNDERGRADUATE FINANCIAL AID

NEW CAMPUS BUILDINGS

SPECIAL PROJECTS

JESUIT CATHOLIC HERITAGE AND
STUDENT FORMATION

INTERCOLLEGIATE AND INTRAMURAL
ATHLETICS

$575M

$300M

$225M

$175M

$125M

$100M

fessional studies. By the late 1950s, it could boast—as in a

fundraising brochure circa 1960—of 6,200 full-time stu-

dents, 142 Jesuits, and "450 dedicated lay professors" work-

ing at "the third largest Catholic university in America."

But by then the headwinds were already blowing. Some of

the storms—such as civil rights, the baby boomer surge,

women's rights, Vietnam, and the re-jigging of all sorts of

cultural mores and tastes—howled through every campus

quad. Others were particular to Catholic colleges and includ-

ed Vatican II, departures from the religious orders that

staffed these colleges and that were in many cases their only

meaningful endowment, and, most significantly, the falling

away of the hyphen that had historically separated

"American" from "Catholic" in common locution and imag-

ination (and in Catholic imagination no less than in other

kinds). This revolution in grammar was most publicly evi-

denced by John F. Kennedy's election to the presidency. But

it was no less manifest in the Catholic abandonment of the

"ethnic urban village"—Boston College's Plymouth Rock,

and the source of many of its tuition-paying students—for

huddles of three-bedroom colonials on Crabapple Circle,

and in the swelling of a host of other ambitions in Catholic

American hearts, including the yearning to educate sons and

daughters at the best colleges in the country, even if these

were called Harvard, Smith, or Wesleyan.

"light THE 'WORLD"

BOSTON COLLEGE DID NOT QUITE GO DOWN IN THIS

hard weather, but it was blown far off its old course, and in

1978, when Jim McGahay pulled me on board, the institu-

tion was arduously tacking its way back and forth toward a

new home port—as a nationally prominent university, it was
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THE MEANING OF LIGHT

By William P. Leahy, SJ

Editor's Note: The following is drawn from

Fr. Leahy's remarks at the dinner on October 11 that

launched the Light the World campaign.

Boston College's light has shined into the world and

guided thousands of men and women for close to 150

years, illuminating paths in the darkness, whether

from poverty to prosperity, from ignorance to wis-

dom, from self-doubt to courage. We have been and

are today a light to struggling immigrants, to inquir-

ing minds, to a great city, to the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, to our nation, and to the world.

Boston College lights the world in many ways, but

it does so principally by attracting and forming men

and women who are prepared to respond throughout

their personal and professional lives to intellectual

and moral challenges with clear-sightedness, knowl-

edge, and integrity. We have this evening seen the

faces of a few of those students — now alumni— and

heard from them. The light of Boston College shines

through them and thousands of our alumni into

wider society, casting a great light on our city,

nation, and world.

As in the time of Fr. Casson and Frs. McElroy,

Walsh, and Monan and others, so now we in our

time gather to build not our own Boston College, but

the Boston College for those who succeed us—who

are born and not yet born; who are Americans and

from countries around the world; who are Catholics

and who are men and women of other religious

traditions.

What lies ahead for Boston College students and

alumni, we cannot know. But we do know that they

will yearn for what we yearn for— peace, love, knowl-

edge, wisdom, and faith. We are determined to build

a better, stronger Boston College that will serve them

and the societies in which they will live, a Boston

College that will increasingly be a gift to the nations,

a Boston College that will truly light the world.

rumored—an objective whose existence somewhere over

the horizon did not on every day seem a sure thing (even if

Monan always claimed that it was).

In the subsequent years, I had reason to quote Jim's words

(occasionally with attribution) in explaining to members of

my staff why Boston College didn't always work like other

universities they'd known, and in explaining to friends why

the place continued to hold my attention, and most recently,

if less frequently, in conversation with new arrivals who turn

to me—the now-grizzled eminence grise—to hear the

ancient story. And of course I thought of Jim's words in the

days after Light the World was launched.

The luncheon certainly spurred some of my mulling: the

tender—even valedictory—response to Fr. Monan; the gray-

haired awardees; and Geary (very black-haired), who is the

first board chair to have graduated in the 1980s and so the

first never to have known or experienced the local university

that was Boston College and the crises and divisions and

calamities that sank it. (Pretty much the only Boston College

he's known—or that is known today to nearly 100,000 of

1 52,000 alumni—is a university that was headed for, or had

achieved, national prominence.)

But the kickoff dinner itself was also a prod. In part, it's

the $1.5 billion figure, which indicated a certain

(admirable) sharp-elbowedness that did not suffuse Boston

College in 1978. In part it's the campaign's name, which

seems oddly pertinent, as "build the world" or "heal the

world" or "change the world" would not have been. (And for

once, we haven't drawn from the canon of "heights" or

"excellence.")

But in largest part, it's the thematic goals that Leahy

proffered in his speech and that I have heard deliberated at

strategic planning sessions and briefings going back four

years (though sometimes I think 30). You could quarrel

with these from a number of perspectives, I imagine (or

know very well), but not, it seems to me, from the basis that

they aren't central to what Boston College, with clarity,

knows itself to be, after a near half century of sometimes

arduous becoming.

Emerson wrote of human beings that we find our way

through the world like sailing ships, by a series of tacks that

only make straight-line sense when viewed from a very high

(celestial, perhaps) altitude. The same holds true for human

institutions. I'm going to guess that the neighborhood

school founded by McElroy in 1863 seemed a wobbly

proposition to its exponents on many days over the early

decades; and that supporters of the local college and later

university established by Gasson at the western edge of the

city in 1913 felt similarly challenged: by world wars, by eco-

nomic depression, by the difference between 1915 and

1965. And the concerns were ultimately legitimate, because

those two Boston Colleges are now gone, having left legacies

that include this Boston College, which, bearing the respon-

sibilities and hopes (and concerns) of its own place and time,

continues the voyage, heading for a harbor that, if we play

our cards right, will always be over the horizon.

Our stories on five campus manifestations of Light the

World begin on the following page.

BEN BIRNBAUM
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impact
BY WILLIAM BOLE

With $520 million accrued in gifts and pledges at

the time of its public launch in October, the Light

the World campaign has already stimulated serious

new developments at Boston College. Following are

accounts of programs that have been launched in

interreligious dialogue, international social work,

financial aid, and nanotechnology research, and of

planning for construction of a new commons build-

ing alongside the Dustbowl. »

I
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CREATIVE TENSION
The Symposia on Interreligious Dialogue

When Boston College Provost

Cutberto Garza greeted guests at an interfaith forum this

fall by noting his pleasure at addressing an audience that

reflected "multiple wisdom traditions," one of the pieces of

evidence he must surely have had in mind was the trio of

young women in traditional Muslim headdress near the

front of a packed Heights Room in Corcoran Commons. As

was later learned by a reporter, they had traveled together

from Hartford, Connecticut, where the three wimpled

women had been sent by an Islamic institute in Syria to earn

master's degrees in Muslim-Christian dialogue at an ecu-

menical Protestant seminary. With them was a dungaree-

clad friend, who is Catholic and belongs to a Hartford

church that has gathered parishioners on several occasions

to talk with the Muslim women. As the featured speaker

David B. Burrell, CSC, a leading expert on Christian-

Jewish-Islamic dialogue, observed later that evening,

"Something is happening."

Something, cataclysmically, happened on September 1 1,

2001, and there's no use trying to dislodge that date and its

meaning from any discussion of religion's role—and partic-

ularly that of Islam—in world affairs. But Burrell had some-

thing else in mind: what he termed an "acceleration" of

Christian-Muslim relations recently that "contrasts dramat-

ically with 14 centuries of conflict or standoff."

The formal backdrop of his September 19 Boston

College lecture—which launched a weekend of conversa-

tions among religion scholars at Boston College's retreat

Burrell offered finer articulations of what

each faith believes. His most suggestive

iteration had to do with respective claims

about Jesus and the Koran: "As Christians

believe that Jesus is the Word of God

made human, Muslims believe the Koran

is the Word of God made book.
"

center—was one of the "happenings": a September 2007

message to world Christian leaders, signed by 138 promi-

nent Muslim clerics and intellectuals. The 29-page state-

ment, "A Common Word Between Us and You," highlighted

shared beliefs among Muslims and Christians as well as Jews

(centering on love of God and neighbor), and it has jelled

into an ongoing interfaith initiative.

Pope Benedict XVI praying in a celebrated Turkish

mosque was another happening easy enough for all to see.

(The pope journeyed to Istanbul in November 2006 after

unguardedly, and controversially, quoting a Byzantine

emperor who deemed Islam irrational.) What remains

unseen, for the most part, are the conversations—the work-

ing meetings among scholars and clerics at which the sup-

port beams of interfaith dialogue are fashioned using tools

of the theology trade to stretch exclusivist notions and

unclog channels of conversation.

Some of this craftwork was on public view on September

19, in Corcoran Commons, where nearly 275 people,

including many undergraduates, turned out to hear Burrell,

a Notre Dame emeritus professor of theology. And the work

carried over into the weekend, as 35 scholars of various tra-

ditions gathered in Boston College's Connors Family

Retreat Center, in Dover, Massachusetts, for two days of

talks around a rectangular table.

These public and private discussions marked the launch

of the Boston College "Symposia on Interreligious

Dialogue," a series of parlays that have been funded by a gift

from University Trustee Brien O'Brien '80, who is con-

cerned about the impact of religious conflict on global soci-

ety and economic development. "Local cultural and religious

beliefs that once had an effect only on a relatively small

region now spill over into everyone's backyard," says

O'Brien. "Boston College should have a leadership role in

the dialogue we need—not just among scholars, but among

all people of good will." (Cosponsoring the five-year initia-

tive is the theology department, the Church in the 21st

Century Center, and the School of Theology and Ministry.)

In his lecture titled "Dialogue Between Muslims and

Christians as Mutually Transformative Speech," Burrell

went to work on doctrines that have long presented a picture

of antagonism between the faiths. Using a soft hermeneuti-

cal brush, he offered finer articulations of what each faith

believes that would support "mutually enriching dialogue."

His most suggestive iteration had to do with respective

claims about Jesus and the Koran, doctrines that, in times

past, were adjudicated by Christians and Muslims on battle-

fields and periodically in torture chambers. Setting up a

"fundamental analogy," Burrell stated: "As Christians

believe that Jesus is the Word ofGod made human, Muslims

believe the Koran is the Word of God made book." In that

move, Burrell highlighted both radical commonality (in the
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Word of God) and characteristic ways of mediating the

Word within each tradition.

Responding to this presentation, a Muslim scholar who

chairs Islamic and Middle Eastern studies at Brandeis

University took Burrell's formulation a remarkable step fur-

ther. Joseph E.B. Lumbard raised the question of whether

the Koran "repudiates the idea that Jesus is the Son of God"

or simply rejects some crude interpretations of this defining

Christian dogma. Lumbard (joined as a responder by-

Francis X. Clooney, SJ, of Harvard Divinity School) con-

cluded that the Muslim holy book "can be read either way"

on that quintessential point. That's not the standard Muslim

interpretation, as Lumbard made clear when he quipped at

the end of his remarks, eliciting chuckles from the audi-

ence
—

"If I go on, I might never be able to go to Mecca."

That night and during the Dover exchanges (which

branched out to other religions, as well), there was some pro-

ductive conversation surrounding the Muslim doctrine of

"the uncreated Word," which depicts all of the Koran as eter-

nal, unalterable truth. Such a doctrine, applied to any

Scripture, can be a dialogue-stopper. Some of the scholars,

however, tried to build up the distinction between this

"uncreated word" and the "created word," the latter being

human interpretation, which is mutable. The distinction res-

onated with Sabrina Aloukla, one of the three women wear-

ing headscarves in the Heights Room. Clasping this

reporter's notebook to make a point, she explained follow-

ing the forum, "This paper, these notes, everything we

write—they are all created words."

Continuing this thread in Dover, Omid Safi, who teaches

Hindu scholar Anantanand Rambachan questions the aims of dialogue between faiths
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Dorothee Stangle iearns a new hand greeting from an AIDS patient and support group facilitator

Islamic studies at the University ofNorth Carolina, assigned

all religious doctrines to this created-word category, assert-

ing, "It's an error to speak of anything other than God as

absolute truth." Otherwise during that Saturday session,

Islamic studies professor Asma Afsaruddin, of Notre Dame,

rolled up her sleeves and dug into centuries-old Muslim

interpretive texts that have left an exclusivist mark on what

would seem inclusive passages from the Koran. Those pas-

sages include verse 29:46, regarding Christians and Jews:

"Do not dispute with the People of the Book . . . except for

those who do wrong among them."

While hauling aside roadblocks to dialogue, the scholars

in Dover unexpectedly bumped into barriers put up by a

couple of their number. For example, Hindu scholar

Anantanand Rambachan of St. Olafs College (a Lutheran

school in Minnesota), frankly asked his fellow scholars why

he should engage in interfaith dialogue if he believes, as he

does, that Hinduism contains the truth necessary for "my

spiritual well-being and liberation." In an interview after-

ward, Rambachan said he hasn't heard a satisfying answer to

that question. But just as he was shutting one door to dia-

logue, he opened another, invoking the virtue of humility.

He said his own claims about Hinduism's truth are

inevitably humanly flawed.

In fact, humility is one of five conditions of interfaith dia-

logue dissected by Boston College theologian Catherine

Cornille, coordinator of the new symposium series, in a new

volume from Crossroad Publishing. Other conditions eluci-

dated in her The Im-Possibility of Interreligious Dialogue are

"commitment" to one's own tradition, global and spiritual

"interconnection," "empathy" toward other traditions, and

"hospitality" toward their beliefs. Part of Rambachan's con-
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tention is that "truth" should be a category of its own, a point

he interjected into a discussion in which two Buddhist schol-

ars aired the Dalai Lama's view that a religion must be

judged by its "results," not by its dogmas. Rambachan coun-

tered that a religion's truth claims "can't be pushed aside" in

dialogical encounters.

It's never easy to gauge the social effects of scholarly

interchange, but worth remembering are the three Muslim

women—part of a seven-member contingent at Hartford

Seminary—who say they'll be going back to teach next year

at the Al Fatih Institute in Damascus. It takes very little

imagination to picture them returning to the Middle East

with some created, and creative, words assembled over a

weekend at Boston College.

FULL KNOWLEDGE
The Global Practice Fellowship

The complex drug protocol that

lends life to people suffering from AIDS comprises a bewil-

dering regimen for anyone afflicted with the disease, let

alone children. And the "drug cocktail" obstacle course can

be even more difficult to negotiate when infected children

are kept from the knowledge that they have AIDS.

Dorothee Stangle, MSW08, came to know such chil-

dren in a remote South African village where she did her

field placement during the spring 2008 semester. She

spent a little more than three months at a clinic run by

AIDS Care Training and Support, or ACTS, an organiza-

tion that dispenses antiretroviral drugs to individuals who
are HIV positive. All of the 1,500 outpatients are steered

into support groups that guide them through the antiretro-

viral maze of pills, serums, and vitamins taken in different

combinations at various times during the day, often with

troubling side effects. One of Stangle's tasks was to work

with children who don't know the precise reason they're

being put through this pharmaceutical grind. (When they

ask, the stock response by caregivers is, "You need this for

your health.")

Now living in her hometown of Denver, where she did

voter registration work and political organizing this fall,

Stangle, 26, explains in a telephone interview, "The stigma

in the area is so extraordinary that nobody talks about HIV,

even though a third of the population [in the region to which

she was posted] is HIV positive." She gently refers to "cul-

tural barriers," that is, tribal beliefs that lead villagers to

attribute their symptoms to a spell cast by a neighbor, for

which the accepted cure is traditional healing. The children

who sat in circles with Stangle were getting Western medi-

cine, but experts say the treatment—which can fail with a

single missed dose—holds out brighter hope if the children

know the truth about their circumstances. And so, Stangle's

burden was to help prepare each child for living consciously

with AIDS, which begins with a parent's or caregiver's con-

sent. Her tools included crayons and paper, and messages

delivered through mime.

Stangle—who served for a year as an AmeriCorps volun-

teer with youth groups in central Massachusetts before

studying at Boston College—came to South Africa through

a distinctive program offered by the Graduate School of

Social Work. She was one of 20 graduate students who

formed the second yearly cohort of the highly selective

Global Practice Program, which sends students to work with

partner agencies in Africa, Latin America, and Asia. "This is

not tourism. It's very rigorous, and it's a hardship," says

GSSW Dean Alberto Godenzi, noting that at least half the

students journey to points in Africa where diseases such as

tuberculosis constitute an ever-present danger.

While many social work schools organize short stints

overseas, typically between semesters, only a handful of

universities in the United States offer in-depth training in

international social work, according to Godenzi, himself a

Swiss native. Aside from the administrative challenge of

mounting such a program that involves placements on three

continents along with courses geared specifically to work-

ing in developing countries, the costs can be daunting for a

social work student on a prolonged overseas stay—averag-

ing $8,000 in living and travel expenses, above tuition.

However, an endowment of $250,000 from Navyn Salem

'94 and her husband, Paul, allows Godenzi to bring down

those costs for selected students each spring semester.

Stangle, who has a bachelor's in business management

from the University of Denver and whose mother is a social

worker in that city, was designated last spring as the first

A month later, he was laughing and playing

with other children as an outpatient at

the clinic's sprawling compound. Everything

had changed, except he still didn't know

he had AIDS.
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recipient of the Global Practice Fellowship. That funding,

plus a reliable baby-sitting gig in Boston, became her ticket

to South Africa.

Students who participate in the three-year-old Global

Practice Program invariably have prior experience over-

seas. Indeed, such students are selected partly because it's

deemed likely they'll better absorb the shock of doing

social work in destitute countries. Stangle, who was born

in Germany and came to Colorado with her parents when

she was three, had taken a GSSW course that put her in

India for a month with a regional Jesuit social-action

agency. Still, she was shaken by what she saw soon after

arriving last January in the rural outpost where she was

assigned, near the town of White River, northeastward in

South Africa.

At the time, she shadowed a medical team that visited a

10-year-old boy who had been untreated. "He was very, very

sick. And he had scabs all over his body," Stangle recalls,

alluding to a frightful skin condition related to AIDS. With

his mother's blessing, the boy was put on antiretroviral

drugs, which inhibit the virus's development. A month later,

he was laughing and playing with other children as an outpa-

tient at the clinic's sprawling compound. Everything had

changed, except he still didn't know he had AIDS.

The boy took his place in Stangle's weekly circle of 10

children, ages eight to 16. In a spacious room with large

windows opening onto a playground, he and others talked

(they all spoke English) about things they had in common,

such as living with grandparents or aunts (because their

parents had died of AIDS). They related their special tal-

ents, like singing or arithmetic, which they were asked to

express through mime, and which the other children then

had to guess.

They drew pictures. One teenage girl sketched her house

and a cloud above containing three letters, "HIV." When
Stangle asked what that meant, the girl said, "It doesn't mean

anything." Then the girl added, "My mom had HIV."

The day of knowing came for just a few of Stangle's chil-

dren before her departure in April, although she says most

parents or caregivers had expressed a desire to disclose the

children's conditions to them eventually. Stangle relates that

one 1 3-year-old girl spoke not a word when told of her ill-

ness, and sank into denial afterward. Another girl, 16, had

suspected her HIV status because her mother had suc-

cumbed to the disease. This girl immediately became a

helper, reaching out to the other children, says Stangle, and

now works with the clinic.

Stangle had other responsibilities while in Africa. With

help from Boston College librarians who e-mailed her arti-

cles from social work journals, she evaluated the support-

group process at the clinic, and her report led the agency to

add more groups and offer them at times more convenient

for job-holders. She also helped facilitate an adult counsel-

ing group, which provided emotional support as well as

practical help with the antiretroviral regimen. Back in

Colorado, Stangle spent part of this fall working for a com-

munity-based organization and registering minority voters,

before diving further into swing-state politics as a deputy

field organizer with the Barack Obama campaign. She's now
seeking a career in global health and social policy analysis.

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

The William J. Flynn Endowed Scholarship

A year ago, Meghan Monahan,

now 19, of Aspinwall, Pennsylvania, knew Boston College

as the place that was "way out ofmy league," financially.

Then, last November, she borrowed her mother's 10-

year-old Infiniti and went on a road trip with a girlfriend,

driving from western Pennsylvania to Boston, where their

plan was to briskly walk the Freedom Trail (the weekend

was rainy), inspect the Boston Tea Party ship, and head

home. It was not a college tour. The two high school seniors

had every expectation of applying only to colleges in the

Pittsburgh area, where Monahan had already received

scholarship offers. But on their way out of Boston, they

decided to roll by Boston University and a second campus a

bit farther west.

"I'm a huge stickler for architecture, and I just fell in love

Monahan had settled into her honors

seminar (scaling the Epic of Gilgameshj

and begun classes in chemistry, biology,

and calculus. She had also joined the

St. Thomas More Society, and the Univer-

sity Chorale. "I really haven't done any-

thing yet, " she said without intending

irony, "but there's a lot I want to do.

"
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with the campus," savs Monahan of her first stroll through

the main gates and along Linden Lane. "And I've always

wanted to go to a Catholic college." The daughter of a con-

tractor who buys neglected homes and sells them after

accruing sweat equity (a business that's been drubbed by the

housing market), Monahan still thought of Boston College

as a place she could not afford. But she applied. When word

came that she was accepted—and invited into the Arts &
Sciences Honors Program—she was gratified, but no more

able to contemplate the anticipated costs.

Soon after, though, Monahan learned that Boston

College had become affordable to her due to a significant

financial aid package made possible in part by Bill Campbell,

a man who never attended Boston College but called plays as

an assistant football coach (1968-73) during the tenure of

the late William ). (Bill) Flynn '39, a longtime athletic direc-

tor. Campbell went on to grander things, now as chairman of

the software giant Intuit, but he never forgot Bill Flynn, who
"helped form me," he says, setting an example of integrity:

"How you don't have to cut corners to be successful."

Campbell recently endowed a $1 million financial aid fund

with no caveats other than that the aid be apportioned on the

basis of need, and that it carry not his name, but that of his

one-time boss at Boston College.

Little more than a week into her life on the Heights, the

freshman recipient of the William
J.

Flynn Endowed

Scholarship met with a reporter at a coffee shop near the

Boston College T stop. Monahan cheerfully declined an

offer of pastry with her late afternoon latte, explaining she

was saving her appetite for the freshman Lobster Bake that

Meghan Monahan (left) with fellow freshmen and friends Taylor Wagner and Stephen Buckley in front of Devlin Hall
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evening on the Newton Campus. "I've never eaten lobster,"

she admitted, blushing.

Over the previous week, Monahan had settled into her

honors seminar (scaling the Epic of Gilgamesh) and begun

classes in chemistry, biology, and calculus. She had also

joined the St. Thomas More Society, and the University

Chorale. "I really haven't done anything yet," she said with-

out intending irony, "but there's a lot I want to do."

In all, Boston College hosts some 800 endowed financial

aid scholarships like the one gifted by Bill Campbell. Some

are devoted to benefiting particular kinds of students, such

as classics majors or residents of the donor's hometown.

Even when there are no terms attached, however, grant

administrators put some thought into matching up stu-

dents and funds, says Joanne Goggins of Boston College's

advancement office. Monahan, for example, was paired

with the Flynn Scholarship because both she and her spon-

sor, Campbell, are from western Pennsylvania. (So was

Kirsten George '11, who last year became the first Flynn

Scholarship recipient, and who received the grant again this

year together with Monahan.)

Shortly after her first chat with a reporter, Meghan

Monahan joined the campus Liturgy Arts Group and

Boston College's Best Buddies chapter, through which she

does volunteer work with developmentally disabled young

people. She's liking those fine, and she's pleased with her

classes, especially "Western Cultural Tradition" (her honors

seminar), with its free-flowing conversation about intellec-

tual matters. Her only mixed review was of the lobster

—

"great, but messy," she reported.

In a Higgins Hall "brainstorming space," Michael Naughton (in maroon) and Thomas Chiles (with computer) lead a Biosensor Project meeting
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IT'S a small world
The Biosensor Project Group

At a mid-September meeting of

the Biosensor Project Group in a small interior room on the

second floor of Higgins Hall known as the "brainstorming

space," associate research professor Dong Cai stands at the

blackboard while six other team members watch from

around a conference table, and begins to trace a chalk out-

line of what appears to be a handleless coffee cup with a

long stick pushing up through the bottom to the surface.

The two-dimensional figure is a crude rendering of the

instrument this team is testing—a device a billionth the size

of Cai's three-foot-high image, give or take a few hundred

nanometers (each of which is one- 180,000th the diameter

of a human hair.)

Deploying the disciplines of physics and biology with a

splash of chemistry, the interdisciplinary Boston College

team is looking to upend a plain and unhappy fact of cancer

research—that extant technologies don't do well in finding

cancerous material until there's a good deal to be found.

Having invented an inscrutably miniscule detection device

that ought to be able to uncover tumors at very early stages

of growth, the team is now refining the instrument, making

sure, for example, that they are using the right materials to

probe the tumor cells.

"If they have cancer, we tell them in two days that they

have cancer, so they could go take a pill and never get cancer

again. That's the goal," Michael Naughton, chairman of

physics, told the group. Naughton, together with Thomas

Chiles, his counterpart in biology, is the co-lead investigator

in the project.

The team's work is supported this year with a $100,000

grant from the Seaver Institute, a charitable foundation in

Los Angeles, and other funding from the National Science

Foundation. The investigations are progressing under the

banner ofnanotechnology, a field that aims to control matter

at molecular levels and generally involves fashioning devices

that work on that tiny scale—and a technology in which the

Boston College physics department has come to specialize.

The Biosensor Group—two physicists, two biologists, and

one chemist, along with three students—has developed a

sensor that it calls the "nanocoaxial cavity" or "nanocavity,"

featuring one conducting electrode (the "stick" in Cai's

blackboard rendering), surrounded by another electrode

(the "cup," which is in fact bottomless). The team is con-

structing billions of these nanocavities, which are designed

to go on search missions for enzymes secreted by tumor

cells—proteins that are known in the trade as "biomarkers."

To start with, the Biosensor Project Group is setting its

sights on one of the best known of those biomarkers—at

least among men: Prostate-specific antigen, known as PSA,

is a protein that, when found in elevated levels in the blood,

may point to prostate cancer.

The difficulty with current detection methods for PSA,

says Chiles, is that they "aren't sensitive enough to find

minute amounts." He and Naughton are wagering that

nanocavities, which detect the electricity that flows from

tumor cells, as distinct from the traditional method of detec-

tion using fluorescent light, which works well only with larg-

er aggregations of cancer cells, will prove able at spotting

many kinds of cancer biomarkers. "Right now, we want to

demonstrate proof of concept by capturing a single bio-

marker, like PSA," says Chiles.

While the technical work continues largely in the biology

and physics labs of Higgins and in a nanotechnology "clean

room" recently built on the Newton Campus, the strategic

thinking is worked out in weekly meetings of the project

group, which includes, in addition to Naughton and Chiles,

professor Zhifeng Ren of physics; Cai, of biology, who leads

the experimental team; physics doctoral student Timothy

Kirkpatrick; biology doctoral student Chenjia Xu; Arielle

Cimeno, a senior biology major; and Huaizhou Zhao, a post-

doctoral fellow in chemistry.

During the mid-September meeting, Naughton ques-

tioned Cai on progress toward refining the nanocavity, espe-

cially the stick or conductor, which is in fact tubelike. And he

clarified the division of laboratory labor. For example, ges-

turing toward Kirkpatrick, Naughton said, "His job is to

dress the nanotubes with drops of gold." That dressing is not

for aesthetic purposes. Gold adheres well to sulfur, which is

present in biomolecules.

Naughton, a tall, broad-shouldered man wearing thick-

Chiles and Naughton are wagering

that nanocavities, which detect the elec-

tricity that flows from tumor cells, as

distinct from the traditional method

of detection using fluorescent light, will

prove able at spotting many kinds

of cancer biomarkers.
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framed hipster eyeglasses, also offered professorial advice to

his group: "Bad data is good data," he said, explaining that

what doesn't work in the testing is as important to consider

as what does work. And there was an air ofurgency: "I'm just

thinking we need to find ways to accelerate the progress," he

said at one point. (According to Naughton and Chiles, it will

take months or even years before they are able to capture a

single cancer biomarker.)

Chiles points out that the work would be unthinkable

apart from Boston College's commitment to "integrated sci-

ence," which will see its full iteration in an integrated science

facility on the current site of Cushing Hall. The facility will

house research teams whose members may include repre-

sentatives from the biology, physics, chemistry, mathemat-

ics, computer science, and psychology departments. "It's

where science is going and where BC is going," said Chiles,

a man who moves and speaks with the air of the blue-collar

Floridian that he is. Thinking for a moment, he concluded:

"Pretty cool stuff."

ELEMENTS OF STYLE

Stokes Commons

Now in "conceptual design,"

Stokes Commons, a 140,000-square-foot people magnet

on the Middle Campus that will feature bookstore, dining,

and gathering spaces, will be the first of nearly a score of

buildings that Boston College hopes to add to its campus

over the next decade and more.

Stretching south from Lyons Hall halfway across the

parking lot alongside College Road, Stokes is also the linch-

pin for the redevelopment of the open quad that is officially

the Campus Green but always called the Dustbowl. Upon
completion of Stokes, scheduled for early 2011, McElroy

Commons—the most homely and impractical structure on

the Middle Campus—will be demolished and replaced by a

humanities building, while a new building for the schools of

nursing and social work will be erected adjacent to Stokes,

freeing up GSSW's space in McGuinn Hall for new faculty,

and CSON's Cushing Hall for demolition—that building to

be replaced by one that will house integrated science facili-

ties (see previous story).

For the past 10 months, fueled by a gift of $13.5 million

from PatrickT Stokes '64, and his wife Anna-Kristina, work

on planning the building has been proceeding in St.

Clement's Hall, the former junior seminary on the Brighton

Campus that houses the University's facilities management

division. In a small conference room there one day earlier

this fall, a dozen members of the main working group

—

University planners and representatives of the Boston-based

architectural firm of TSOI/Kobus—worked over some of

the main issues related to the building, most of those

focused on the old architectural chestnut: the tradeoff

between aesthetics and utility.

On Boston College's Middle Campus, aesthetics is about

English collegiate gothic, and just how "gothic" the building

ought to be is the question that resonates most command-

ingly at the meeting. The cost issue is central. With their

thick exterior walls that bear the weight of the buildings,

along with reinforcing buttresses, not to mention vaulted

windows and other flourishes, gothic structures are more

costly than steel-frame buildings. "They're Cadillacs, not

Fords," said David Owens, ofTSOI/Kobus, in an interview.

At the meeting in St. Clement's, some members of the

Boston College team raised the possibility of using "inter-

pretive gothic" design, which usually translates into a mod-

ern structure with decorative gothic features. (Examples can

be found on the Lower Campus in the St. Ignatius Gate res-

idence hall and the 21 Campanella Way office building.)

But whether classic or interpretive, gothic design presents

challenges. University dining services, for example, is look-

ing to break Stokes out of the mess-hall paradigm of student

dining (e.g., McElroy Commons), and would instead like to

offer a variety of small restaurant-style venues adjacent to a

dining area, causing the St. Clement's Hall group to ponder

how such a dining space, situated beneath buttresses and

vaulted windows, could be made to look like anything else

but a food court inside a tricked-out mini-mall.

At least twice during the meeting, all of the participants

rose from their chairs to huddle around design drafts spread

across a long table at the center of the room. The architects

But whether classic or interpretive,

gothic design presents challenges, such

as how a large dining space, situated

beneath buttresses and vaulted windows,

could be made to look like anything

else but a food court inside a tricked-out

mini-mall.
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said thev were interested in creating sufficient commons

space in the dining facility to make that—rather than the

smaller restaurants—the visually dominant motif Those on

the University's side of the table, however, were interested in

holding back on (expensive) commons space and in develop-

ing food-venue space that could be converted to commons

or meeting space during off-peak hours.

Some weeks later, sitting in her office near a bookcase

that held eight bulky proposals that she'd received from

architectural firms, the University's lead Stokes planner,

associate vice president Mary Nardone, considered some of

the other challenges facing her team, such as how the com-

munitv, in Newton, will respond to the design plan, and how

to develop space for a bookstore that will have to become

space for something else when the store, about a decade

from now, is expected to move into a new Campus Center

where the Flynn RecPlex stands, and how to make sure the

building is both interesting to be in (a few "hidden and reclu-

sive spaces," said one of the architects), and immediately

intelligible to patrons. Touching on the central planning

issue of this fall, she said that while there's no doubt that

Boston College will build in gothic style on the Middle

Campus, "what we mean when we say we will honor the

gothic architectural tradition is sometimes difficult to cap-

ture, but it's one of the things that needs to get worked out in

these meetings. We'll get there."

The Stokes Commons planning sessions are expected to

go on for another six months before a final blueprint—goth-

ic to one degree or another—is submitted to the senior

administration.

Helen Wechsler, director of dining services, makes a point with BC planners and representatives of TSOI/Kobus (with pens)
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FOCUS GROUP
A PASSION FOR RESEARCH ISN'T BORN. IT'S NURTURED

STORIES FROM THE SUMMER OF 2008

By Jane Whitehead

Katy Dacey '10 spent the summer of 2007 life-

guarding in her hometown of Hanover, New
Hampshire. This past summer, the political

science major (with minors in physics and

French) spent two months interning at NASA headquarters

in Washington, D. C.

Dacey was one of 38 Boston College undergraduates pur-

suing projects supported by Advanced Study Grants award-

ed by the University Fellowships Committee. The Advanced

Study Grant program (ASG) has grown from an unfunded

initiative that attracted a handful of applicants in its first

year, 1996, to a seedbed of talent that has nurtured more

than 30 winners of Fulbright, Marshall, Beinecke, Rhodes,

Goldwater, and Truman fellowships.

In 1995, Boston College formed the University

Fellowships Committee to brainstorm ways to build a foun-

dation of independent scholarship from which students

might reach for top national awards. The in-house

Advanced Study Grant program was the idea of committee

member Mark O'Connor, director of the College of Arts &
Sciences Honors Program, recalls Don Hafner, vice provost

for undergraduate academic affairs. O'Connor says he

aimed to bring "grantmanship" to Boston College: the mix

of intellectual ambition and focused preparation that rou-

tinely propels students at topflight colleges to national hon-

ors. In ASG's first year, six applications out of 22 were

thought worthy of funding. There was one snag. "We didn't

have any money for this program the first time we did it,"

Dacey at NASA headquarters

says Hafner. He presented the most promising proposals to

William B. Neenan, SJ, then academic vice president, and

asked for and got his support. By 1998, Neenan was allocat-

ing the project its own budget.

From the outset, says Hafner, the intention was to

encourage proposals that showed initiative and flair. Among
the grant recipients in 1996 was Broderick Bagert '98, a

philosophy major whose idea of a summer well spent was

to haul a pile of children's books to Oaxaca, Mexico, and

learn Spanish by teaching reading to children on the street.

"I wasn't sure this was going to work out," admits Hafner,

"but that was the whole point. And it certainly showed imag-

ination and a good deal of personal self-confidence." Bagert

vindicated Hafner's support by winning a Rotary scholar-

ship to study philosophy in Spain for a year after graduation

and a Marshall Scholarship in 1999 to study modern lan-

guages at Oxford. "He used his summer to advance himself

in a way that made a whole series of other accomplishments

possible," says Hafner.

Maria Stephan '99 improved her language skills by a

more orthodox route. As a sophomore she received a grant

to attend the nationally recognized six-week intensive for-

eign language program at Middlebury College. Total immer-

sion in the French language kick-started her junior vear

abroad in Strasbourg, says Stephan, who won a Truman

Scholarship in 1998 and a Fulbright in 1999 to study

post-Cold War German foreign policy in Germany. She

earned a Ph.D. in international studies from the Fletcher

School at Tufts University, and now works for a nonprofit in

Washington, D.C., the International Center on Nonviolent
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Conflict, while teaching at Georgetown University's School

of Foreign Service. The experience made possible by the

Advanced Study Grant gave her "terrific confidence" going

into her junior year abroad, she says by phone from

Washington, and "everything sort of lined up after that."

In vetting applications, says Hafner, the program's multi-

disciplinary advisory panels look for proposals with well-

defined goals and a clear link to the individual student's

ambitions for future work and study. They also look for

something more elusive: "that special spark." The applica-

tion process itself is designed as a training ground for high-

stakes scholarship hunting. The formality of it, the need to

put together a defensible budget, and the requirement that

applicants clear the hurdles set out by the University's

Institutional Review Board (for research projects involving

human subjects) all drill students for scholarly and postgrad-

uate endeavors.

Nominations occur in two ways. Interested students can

seek out faculty members who will put their names forward,

or faculty members, unprompted, can propose candidates to

the Undergraduate Fellowship Committee, which then

invites those students to apply. (Around half of such nomi-

nees go on to submit a project.) Over the last four or five

years, says Hafner, nominations have risen from around 1 50

to 250. The grants are open to freshmen, sophomores, and

juniors, with precedence being given to underclassmen, to

better position them for applying for national awards as

upperclassmen. In 2008, 27 percent of the applicants were

freshmen, 57 percent sophomores, and 16 percent juniors.

Weighing emerging talent against the often more evident

scholarly promise of older students is a challenge, Hafner

acknowledges.

With a modest budget, the University Fellowships

Committee not only supports the Advanced Study Grants

but also covers some of the expenses incurred by national

award applicants. ASG funds have risen thanks in part to

new donors such as investment banker Peter Bowley '04.

Bowley received a grant in 2002 to study microfinance ini-

tiatives in Brazil, an experience he found so valuable that he

has made annual contributions to the ASG program.

"Generally, we have been able to fund all the projects that

we thought merited funding," says Hafner. In recent years,

that has been around 40 percent of applications, with grants

mainly in the range of $500-$2,000. The University's

Martin Luther King, Jr., Memorial Committee gives $3,000

annually to support projects that reflect the spirit of Dr.

King, and this year, for the first time, six grants were desig-

nated for pursuits in the arts, funded by an allocation in

Boston College's strategic plan to develop the Institute for

the Liberal Arts.

The summer of 2008 saw a near-record number of ASG
projects, despite the sinking dollar and rising travel costs.

Some were carried out close to home, like senior Tara

O'Hanlon's study of the legal impediments to providing

affordable housing in Massachusetts and sophomore

Amanda Rothschild's investigation of anti-Semitism on

New England college campuses. Other projects took their

instigators overseas, including junior Michael Weston-

Murphy's study, through interviews and archival research,

of Kuwaiti nationalism after Gulf War I and junior Claire

Duggan's exploration of efforts to raise literacy among

young girls in Dakar, Senegal. Whatever the focus, says

Hafner, students learn to muster "a good deal of motivation

and ... to think of themselves as resourceful people who can

overcome obstacles."

ONE GIANT LEAP

The headquarters of the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA) is a nine-story white

concrete and glass building set among other federal office

buildings southeast of the National Mall in Washington,

D. C. On a broiling mid-July day, Katy Dacey takes a lunch

break at a nearby branch of Potbelly Sandwich Works.

Almost everyone there—including Dacey—sports a gov-

ernment ID badge. She is close to the end of a nine-week

stint as an intern in NASA's Export Control and

Interagency Liaison Division, which coordinates NASA's

dealings with other U. S. government agencies in such pol-

icy areas as national security and international technology

transfer.

Over a turkey sandwich, Dacey, who is compact, athletic,

and in training for her third triathlon, talks about Blackberry

envy ("everyone [here] is addicted to their Blackberries"),

the fast pace of Washington life, buying a NASA-worthy

summer wardrobe to replace her usual shorts and T-shirts,

and how astronaut Sunita Williams ran the 2007 Boston

Marathon in space, harnessed to a treadmill with bungee

cords.

In her sophomore year, Dacey knew she wanted to

explore the intersections where her interests in politics and

science meet. With her passion for astronomy (fostered by

her father, who wanted to be an astronaut but ended up a

cardiothoracic surgeon), NASA seemed the ideal place. She

landed her nonpaying internship after browsing the NASA
website and e-mailing a NASA executive, who was

impressed enough by her CV to create a special volunteer

post for her. The internship was designed to introduce

Dacey to the range of the department's work, including its

supporting role in the human space flight program and the

preparation of briefings for NASA senior management.

Boston College's Advanced Study Grant made the opportu-

nity affordable.
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Carrier and Gostin in a Wellesley church

Initially "a little overwhelmed" by her immersion in the

acronym-riddled NASA HQ, Dacey soon found herself

drafting award recommendations for returning astronauts

and helping with last-minute planning for the June 2008

general meeting of the United Nations Committee on the

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, held in Vienna. She also

worked on the itinerary and briefing book for a NASA dele-

gation to China's national space agency in Beijing.

Dacey originally saw the internship as a chance to inter-

view scientists about the conflicts between scientific goals

and political priorities. "I don't think I really appreciated the

scope ofwhat I was trying to take on," she admits. But if her

perch in the heart ofNASA headquarters has not given her

access to scientists—the 700-plus employees in the building

are exclusively administrators—she has gotten a crash

course in the workings of a federal bureaucracy, gained

invaluable networking opportunities, and found a research

topic for her senior honors thesis. Dacey intends to analyze

the Joint Dark Energy Mission, a $600 million satellite proj-

ect proposed by NASA and the Department of Energy to

investigate the expansion of the universe.

"From a science perspective," says Dacey, "this is a very

profound and necessary mission," with the goal ofdetermin-

ing if the so-called dark energy force is constant over time.

From a political science standpoint, she will explore the

dynamics offunding such a project in an environment ofeco-

nomic meltdown and competing claims for federal dollars.

Jim Higgins, manager of Interagency Relations at NASA,
says he would hire Dacey without hesitation. But Dacey is

already planning her next move: Pinned to the gray wall of

her office cubicle, alongside a New York Times article on dark

energy, is a schedule for fall classes at Sciences-Po, the

Institut d'Etudes Politiques de Paris, where she will spend

her junior year abroad.

D
A CONDUCTOR TRAINS

aniel Gostin '09 pilots his elderly green Ford Taurus

through afternoon rush hour traffic the eight miles

from Chestnut Hill to Roslindale, en route to his weeklv

conducting lesson. In his college years, the former high

school marching band drum major, now a music major

with a minor in chemistry, has discovered Renaissance,
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Baroque, and early classical music. In September 2007,

with his friend Christopher Hopkins '08, he founded the

Boston Collegium, a group of student and faculty instru-

mentalists and vocalists from Boston College and other

area schools dedicated to performing early music. With no

formal training as an orchestral conductor, he led

Collegium's first Christmas concert in December 2007, in

front of a standing-room-only crowd in St. Mary's Chapel.

"My style could definitely have improved—I'm kind of sur-

prised it all came together," he says, laughing. With his

solid build and calm, humorous manner, he projects a cer-

tain authority.

Gostin's conducting teacher is David Carrier, well known

in the Boston area as an organist and as music director of the

Newton Choral Society. "He's a fantastic organist," says

Gostin, who interviewed Carrier last year for a project on

Jewish liturgical music while taking Professor Duncan

Vinson's world music class.

In a marching band, says Gostin, the drum major's job is

to keep the beat. On this solid rhythmical foundation,

Carrier has helped Gostin develop a more expressive,

nuanced style that uses cues such as the height at which he

holds his hands, the size of the conducting pattern, and the

amount of tension in his hand and arm—fingertips to shoul-

der—to indicate dynamics and emotional color. And, says

Gostin, "I've learned a lot about the psychology of being a

director, knowing how to keep a group focused, how to

teach them not only the notes but to get them in the right

frame ofmind about the piece that we're doing."

On this sunny mid-August evening, Carrier and Gostin

sit side by side at Carrier's dining table, while a pair of

creamy brown long-haired Maine coon cats prowl under-

neath. Carrier, gray haired, trim, and bronzed, is relaxed in

shorts and a short-sleeved shirt. "What have you got this

week?" he asks. Gostin's first choice is a Venetian madrigal

from 1550, a dancelike piece that he hums softly while con-

ducting with both hands.

"I'll be the metronome, you be the conductor," says

Carrier, after discussion of the music's tricky shifts between

two and three beats to a measure. "Start with something that

comes in on the beat." Carrier snaps his fingers to set an

even tempo, while Gostin sings a string of "da da's," ignor-

ing for a moment the Italian words. ("This is hard rhythmic

stuff—we don't need to make it harder by throwing Italian

Lee interviews in the Crown Heights neighborhood
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into the mix," says Carrier.) At a break in the intensive two-

hour session, Carrier admits that he had reservations about

teaching conducting one on one rather than in a class with

actual musicians to practice on.

"What we've really been working on is choreographing,"

he says. "We talk about how 7 we want the piece to sound,

then, how do we make that happen with the gesture."

Making it happen can be exhausting. "It's quite a work-

out." Gostin says of his new, more physically expressive style

of conducting. It is also emotionally taxing. "I didn't realize

how much emotion really goes into conducting," he says. Or

how much detail. He slips a white baton from its case. "How

vou hold the baton signifies what kind of piece it is, or what

kind of emotion the moment needs," he says. For example,

holding the baton level, parallel to the body, indicates a calm,

measured entrance, while angling it outwards, toward the

musicians, invites a more vigorous response.

For his final concert with Collegium, scheduled for

spring 2009, Gostin has chosen to conduct part of George

Frederic Handel's Messiah. In this monumental piece, he

says, the conductor's challenge is to "convey the whole

palette ofhuman emotion through an orchestra and chorus."

His preparation begins now.

GETTING LOST IN BROOKLYN

At a vegetarian restaurant in the Crown Heights sec-

tion of Brooklyn, Yejin Lee '09 drinks Jamaican kola

champagne and talks about how she would like to study

Creole, Vietnamese, and Italian, harmonica and the steel

drums. The Jamaican restaurant owner gives her extra

slices of sweet avocado to go along with her black-eyed

peas and rice.

Lee is a history major with a double minor in American

studies and African and African diaspora studies. She is

using her Martin Luther King, Jr., Advanced Study Grant to

explore how recent West Indian immigrants to this country

use various media—including radio, television, and the

Internet—to sustain their ethnic identities and resist

Americans' tendency to categorize them broadly in racial

terms. The idea grew out of a sophomore-year study she

undertook of Boston's Haitian community, in which she

looked at Carnival as an expression of Caribbean—as

opposed to "black"—identity.

"I was really curious about the kind of differences I would

see between Boston and New York," says Lee, who by late

August has interviewed close to 20 West Indian community

organizers, disk jockeys, visual artists, writers, and musi-

cians in the New York City area. She plans to talk with many

more through the fall and has scheduled her senior-year

courses to allow four-day weekends for research.

As Lee navigates Nostrand Avenue, with its Dominican

hair salons, Trinidadian cafes, and groceries selling sugar

cane, water coconuts, and plantains, it becomes clear that

this is a multilayered community that will not quickly reveal

itself to an outside investigator. Several of her interviewees

have been frankly puzzled as to why someone ofher heritage

(Korean-American) would be doing this research. "I tell

them that I started out being interested in race relations, and

usually it's cool," she says.

A child of immigrants herself, Lee has some experience

of "the struggle about Americanization," she says, and ofthe

tension between "holding on to whatever heritage it is

you're holding on to" and the seduction of the dominant cul-

ture. But she also acknowledges her limits: "I live in middle-

class society in the suburbs, so the class differences I don't

presume to know." She navigates the city's neighborhoods

carrying a little black notebook stuffed with maps. Her

interviews, which are conducted with an MP3 recorder,

range over issues from the international market for

Caribbean art to gender discrimination in music to the ways

her subjects identify themselves in terms of race, ethnicity,

and region.

One theme brought home from Lee's explorations so far

is the idea of "transnationalism"—the way that Caribbean

immigrants absorb American culture and at the same time

reinforce their social, political, and cultural bonds to their

countries of origin by means of stateside ethnic media and

the Internet. Another strand, developed from her research

in Boston, is the stereotypes that shape Caribbean and

African-American communities' perceptions of one

another. "A lot of Caribbean people say they didn't realize

how black they were until they came to the States," says

Lee, and they are often shocked that their ethnic identities

are overlooked.

As an interviewer, Lee has trained herself to ask fewer

questions and listen more. In the beginning, she says, she had

preconceived ideas about what she wanted to hear, and

admits she "wasn't getting much out of that." "The key thing

I've learned," she says, "is that I really need to learn to get

lost, because you find a lot more that way."

Later in the afternoon, Lee sits on a stoop in her tempo-

rary home neighborhood of Williamsburg juggling a cup of

strong coffee and a skinny cigarette and talking about her

future. Her goal, she says, is to run a high school with a cur-

riculum that emphasizes oral traditions and oral culture.

Before that, she thinks she might travel to Martinique or

Senegal, in the steps of key postcolonial theorists and

activists Frantz Fanon, Aime Cesaire, and Leopold Senghor,

then work in some capacity on infrastructure development

in Haiti or Ghana. And how will she fit in the steel drums

and harmonica? "I always have a to-do list," she says, "and I

don't need much sleep."
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JAZZED

nI . ara Campanelli '09 darts through torrential rain

\^A across a tree-lined street in Brookline, Massachusetts,

to the shelter of her music teacher's house, on a thundery

August afternoon. She removes her shoes in the hallway

before entering the living room where Kalpana Sadhana sits

on the floor surrounded by family photographs and other

reminders of her native Bengal, cradling a large five-stringed

instrument, the tanpura. The lingering scent of Indian spices

and a recorded raga playing in the background seem to have

an immediately calming effect on Campanelli, who is slight,

darkhaired, and inclined to be a little adrenalized. She slides

to the floor and folds herself into a position mirroring that of

her teacher. She gets out her iPod to record the lesson. "I had

some ice cream," confesses Sadhana. "It's horrible for your

voice," scolds Campanelli.

The twice-weekly lessons are part of Campanelli's sum-

mer project to explore similarities between two musical tra-

ditions: American jazz and North Indian khyal singing.

Campanelli grew up with jazz, she explains over coffee at

French Press, near the Boston College campus. At home on

Long Island, her mother would sing jazz standards around

the house and in the car, and over the last seven years

Campanelli has developed her own jazz vocal style. In 2005,

she submitted a CD with five songs to a national school com-

petition sponsored by Downbeat Magazine and was named an

Outstanding Performer in the jazz vocal category.

Campanelli is a double major in history and music, with a

minor in Asian studies. Professor Ann Spinney's world

music course introduced her to traditional north Indian

singing, and she was struck by the similarities between the

improvisational techniques used in the ragas of the khyal tra-

dition, and those familiar to her from jazz.

The lessons with Sadhana have been both revealing and

challenging. Indian music uses a different system of tones

from Western music, Campanelli explains, and she has found

it "very hard to switch gears and realize that what would be in

tune in Western music is out of tune in Indian music."

Although Campanelli says, laughing, "it would take seven

lifetimes to learn all the ragas," her immersion in this ancient

musical tradition has already produced concrete benefits: "I

do think it's helping my ear training a lot," she says, and "you

start learning the capabilities ofyour own voice better."

The lesson begins, and in a mellow alto Campanelli sings

in Hindi to the lulling accompaniment of a recorded tanpura.

"It's very good," says Sadhana. "Let's do that with the tabla."

The teacher adds a second recorded track, with the mesmer-

izing drumbeat of the traditional northern Indian percussion

instrument. Each raga, Sadhana explains, has a mood the

singer must express and reinforce through improvisation.

Several times, Campanelli clutches her head in frustration as

she forgets the words that she has learned by ear, or gets a

note wrong. She explains later that to help her memory she

uses a system of partial musical notation, based on sa, re, ga,

the Indian equivalent of do, re, mi, and that she writes the

Hindi words phonetically, as so far she understands little of

the language. "She has a serious mind," Sadhana says of her

pupil in a subsequent telephone interview. Campanelli is

among seven of Sadhana's students featured in her recently

recorded DVD introducing the art of khyal.

Campanelli does not know yet what direction she will

take professionally. She's putting together a CD ofjazz solos

with the help of JoJo David, vocal coach for the University's

student jazz ensemble BC bOp. She's also considering grad-

uate work in ethnomusicology.

TESTING THE WATERS

Pantasma is a valley settlement of timber shacks and

small stores in the mountain highlands of northern

Nicaragua, where cowboys and coffee farmers leave their

horses tied to wooden posts while they buy supplies. "It's

like walking into the Old West," says Jon Sege '09, recalling

his arrival there, one humid morning in mid-July. This is not

the lanky redhead's first foray into the developing world: He

spent a summer in the Dominican Republic in 2006, and a

semester in Nepal in 2007 volunteering with Solutions

Benefiting Life, a nonprofit that provides water purification

systems in the developing world. There, he learned firsthand

the importance of that mission, when he became sick after

drinking household tap water.

As part of a six-week research trip to Nicaragua, Sege,

who is majoring in English and environmental geoscience,

uses sterile 250-milliliter bottles to collect water samples

along the streams on the outskirts of Pantasma that feed into

the town's two water captures. He also samples the site of a

future capture. On his first day in the area, he works until

dark, noting at each sampling location the stream's charac-

teristics (its flow, its immediate surroundings) and the agri-

culture in the area. In a separate study, to compare water

quality in a different environment, he will also periodically

dip his sampling bottles into a 19-mile stretch of the

Sinecapa River, which runs through dry volcanic plains some

50 miles to the southwest. Using field chemical test kits, he

and a student partner from the University of California-

Santa Barbara will analyze the samples for contaminants.

Back in the United States, Sege will enter the data into a

mapping software program that will incorporate other

hydrologically important variables such as temperature, rain-

fall, and soil properties. Funded by the Mellon Foundation in

Campanelli during a lesson with Sadhana
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Sege on the banks of the Sinecapa

addition to an Advanced Study Grant, he proposes to pin-

point any water degradation around Pantasma and suggest

solutions.

Until recently, the 4,000 or so residents of Pantasma (a

town that was burned to the ground several times during the

civil war of the 1 980s) had to walk more than half a mile into

the countryside to obtain drinking water. The water was

piped from a site downstream ofthe runofffrom a neighbor-

ing village. In 2002, the community, the mayor, and the

Ministry of Health negotiated with the owners of other

water sources to build water captures, a ditch, and two

tanks. Water began running from the new sources in 2003,

but before Sege's arrival, town authorities had not tested it

because they lacked the equipment to do so. Sege's samples

proved to contain low concentrations ofnitrates and nitrites,

suggesting contamination with insecticides and with human

and livestock waste.

Sege's objective is to come up with a computer model that

can be applied to water quality and "aid in proposing a more

integral response" to contamination, he says. He is sched-

uled to present his fieldwork and analysis at a conference at

Lewis and Clark College in the spring of 20 1 0.

AFTERWARD

As last summer recedes into the past, what are some of

. the likely long-term benefits for the enterprising

ASG applicants and winners of 2008? "Above all else," says

Mark O'Connor, "they will have learned to focus the

mind"—a payoff that lasts through college and beyond. Peter

Bowley, whose contributions to the ASG fund supported

Jon Sege's work, views the entire grant process as having

powerful positive effects in the lives of individuals and for

the university as a whole. The act of convincing a faculty

sponsor to support an ASG project, the brainstorming and

shaping of the proposal that takes place, catalyze strong

mentoring relationships. "Faculty have much more to share

than just the curriculum, and the ASG provides a forum for

sharing those things outside the classroom," says Bowley.

That spirit of generosity and openness to whatever it is that

students want to pursue enlarges the program's role far

beyond mere resume building, he says: "It has the power to

allow an interest to bloom into a passion."

Jane Whitehead is a writer in the Boston area.
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ALTERNATE ROUTE

THE ADVANCED STUDY GRANTS aren't the only

source of funding for Boston College students who want to

spend their summers learning something new.

The Nonprofit Summer Internship Grant program, run

by the Career Center, provides stipends to rising seniors

who take unpaid internships with service organizations.

Since the program's inception eight years ago, 33 students

have received the stipends, which are funded by fees

charged to employers

who attend the annual

Boston College Career

Fair. Last summer, the

program provided five

students with $3,200

apiece to support intern-

ships scattered across the

globe.

Chris Rail '09, a fi-

nance major from St.

Louis, spent 11 weeks in

Papua New Guinea volun-

teering with the Lutheran

Church — Missouri Synod,

which is helping a cluster

of villages build an airstrip

in the remote Sepik River

Valley. "It's a two-to-

three-day trip for these

people to buy any kind of

manufactured goods,"

says Rail, who helped vil-

lagers clear the densely forested land. "An airstrip would

give them a connection to the rest of the world and

improve their lives."

Closer to home, Lauren Galinsky '09 worked in the

Cambridge, Massachusetts, office of MicroLoan Foundation

USA, which is developing a high school curriculum called

"Small Change, Big Changes." The course is designed to

teach students about economic issues in Africa, including

the concept of microlending— providing impoverished peo-

ple with very small loans to start and sustain their own

businesses. "Microfinance can help people keep food on

the table," says Galinsky, who spent most of her internship

recruiting schools to the "Small Change" program. She's

From left: seniors Natalie Foy-Claycomb, Chris Rail, Meghan Battle,

and Lauren Galinsky

continuing her recruitment efforts through the school year

as well. "This curriculum could be an amazing way to teach

students about global finance and poverty."

Janet Bates, associate director of career counseling and

education, formed the Nonprofit Summer Internship

Grant program to give BC students access to internships

geared less toward career development and more toward

community service. "You listen to what students do with

these internships, and it

brings tears to your eyes,"

she says. "The experience

certainly adds to their edu-

cations, but it also changes

them as people. They have

a new, powerful sense of

what they're capable of."

Nearly 60 students

applied for last summer's

stipends, according to Russ

Ventura, assistant director

of career services, who

oversees the grant selection

process. "I would've liked

to fund 30 of those proj-

ects," he says, adding that

his office is approaching

other departments in an

effort to increase the

money available.

Galinsky applied her

stipend toward a two-week

trip to the African nation of Malawi, where she was able to

observe microfinance in action. She met groups of women

who had formed microloan collectives, and who pooled

their resources to help support the small businesses they

had launched, including local market stalls. "I saw how

accountable they are to each other," she says. "At one of the

repayment meetings I went to, one of the women was sick

and couldn't repay her loan on time, so the others chipped

in from their savings to help her— that group dynamic is so

powerful. I would never have understood that if I hadn't

seen it for myself."

Scott Sutherland

Scott Sutherland is a writer in Boston.
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by Michele Dillon

ctCIS

Two reports cite shifts among U.S. Catholics

in attitudes and demographics

Tn spring 2008, the Pew Forum on

Religion and Public Life published the

results of its U. S. Religious Landscape

Survey, a national sampling of the religious

affiliations of more than 35,000 Americans

undertaken over the summer of 2007. The

news drawn from it, at least as widely sum-

marized in the media, amounted to three

main headlines. One: For the first time

in American history, Protestantism is close

to becoming the faith of fewer than half of

all Americans (51.3 percent). Two: There

is a substantial minority of religiously unaf-

filiated Americans (16.1 percent). And

three: The Catholic Church would be much

diminished in its current share of the U.S.

population (23.9 percent) if it were not for

Hispanic immigrants.

What are we to make of these findings?

We have known since the 1960s that main-

line Protestantism (loosely composed of

Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and Congre-

gationalists) has been on the decline—at

least in terms of membership (not, neces-

sarily, in political and cultural influence).

Although we have witnessed the surging

importance of evangelicals in American

politics since about the 1980s, their

growth has not been sufficient to compen-

sate for the mainline losses and thus to

preserve for much longer the numerical

dominance of Protestants in America.

The increase in the religiously unaffili-

ated is among the few big changes in

American religion since the 1940s, when

pollsters first began documenting

Americans' religious preferences and

church-going habits. In 2002, the sociolo-

gists Michael Hout and Claude Fischer

(writing in American Sociological Review)

documented a dramatic twofold increase

in unaffiliated Americans during the

1990s, from what had been a fairly stable

7 percent from the 1970s through 1991,
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Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels, in Los Angeles

to 14 percent in 1998. The data they used

came from the reputable General Social

Survey run by the University of Chicago,

which has gathered data on religion almost

annually since 1972. Pew's results show

that this shift continues.

It bears noting that the increase in the

unaffiliated does not reflect an increase in

American atheism. (Only 1.6 percent of

respondents in the Pew study identify

themselves as atheist.) Many unaffiliated

individuals—more than one-third of

them—say that religion is important in

their lives. And, although Pew did not ask

this specifically, we know from other stud-

ies that many religiously unaffiliated peo-

ple are active spiritual seekers. Even in the

absence of a denominational attachment, it

seems clear, belief in the sacred matters.

FOR THE CATHOLIC CHURCH, THE
Pew study indicates patterns of loss and

patterns of gain. Whereas almost one-third

(31 percent) of Americans were raised

Catholic, only a quarter of American adults

(or close to 24 percent) self-identify as

Catholic today, a net loss of 7 percent. By

contrast, the Baptists, the largest Protestant

denomination, have lost only 4 percent of

their childhood adherents. Nonetheless, as

is well-documented by a number of studies,

the proportion of Americans who are

Catholics has remained relatively stable

over the past several decades, the gap fdled

to a large degree, as Pew affirms, by

Hispanic immigrants.

Not all Hispanics are Catholic, to be

sure; some 23 percent are Protestant, pre-

dominantly evangelical. But the "market-

share" dependence of the U.S. Catholic

Church on Hispanic immigrants makes a

good headline, and probably gives some

satisfaction to critics of the Catholic hier-

archy who cannot fathom otherwise why

long-term statistical trends would show

an overall pattern of stability in Catholic

affiliation despite the various controver-

sies and scandals in which the Church has

gotten embroiled. The larger point to be

made, however, is that patterns of religious

affiliation and church attendance are

always related to broad social, political,

and demographic forces. The Catholic

Church in the United States would not

have achieved much numerical strength in

the first instance had it not been for the

immigration trends of the 19th century.

Church composition—and Church doc-

trines and practices—do not remain static,

and we should not be too surprised by

change. Change happens.

The Pew report uses the language of

"winners and losers" in describing the

changing composition of the American

religious landscape. Its authors are not the

first to do so—the theme is well-estab-
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lished among academic researchers. But

numerical gains and losses do not speak to

commitment within a church, nor do they

necessarily reflect how a church's presence

is felt in society at large. Sometimes, as

Benedict XVI has intimated, less can be

more: A church whose vast lay member-

ship is characterized by doctrinal diversity

(another survey reports that 32 percent of

America's Catholics attend weekly Mass,

for instance, while 34 percent say they

never attend), may have to sacrifice num-

bers as it tries to transmit a coherent reli-

gious identity to later generations.

Or maybe, just maybe, doctrinal diver-

sity is the way to grow. Only time will tell.

IF ONE HAD TO NAME THE SOCIAL

institution most closely entwined with

Church participation and the religious

socialization of the next generation, it

would be marriage. (Married adults with

school-age children have a higher Church

commitment than many other demo-

graphic groups.) In April 2007, the U.S.

Conference of Catholic Bishops, through

its 20-year-old Committee on Marriage

and Family Life, enlisted Georgetown

University's Center for Applied Research

in the Apostolate (CARA) to survey U. S.

Catholics on issues surrounding the sacra-

ment of marriage. As researchers Mark

Gray, Paul Perl, and Tricia Bruce relate in

their summary, the bishops were particu-

larly interested in learning the extent to

which Catholics understand the Church's

teaching on marriage; the laity's attitudes

in general toward marriage; and Catholics'

personal experiences of marriage. CARA
issued Marriage in the Catholic Church: A
Survey of U.S. Catholics (1,008 adult Cath-

olics, to be exact) in October 2007.

Clearly, the bishops' attention was not

driven solely by long-term considerations

of religious socialization, but by more

immediately urgent pastoral concerns: As

the CARA researchers report, 23 percent

of adult Catholics have gone through a

divorce, with 1 1 percent now divorced and

remarried (figures comparable to the U. S.

population as a whole). Further, only 15

percent of divorced Catholics have sought

an annulment; of those, almost half (49

percent) were granted one.

Two-thirds of currently married

Catholics were married in the Church. An

additional 5 percent tied the knot in civil

marriages that were subsequently blessed

—

that is, convalidated—by the Church. In

other words, a substantial proportion of

currently married Catholics are in mar-

riages that the Church does not recognize.

THIS IS A VERY COMPLICATED

Catholic reality. Each of these issues

alone—broken marriage, divorce, annul-

ment, remarriage, marriage outside the

faith—presents pastoral, doctrinal, theo-

logical, and canonical challenges. Together

they reflect a (relatively) silent crisis in the

Church. Many divorced Catholics, not sur-

prisingly, are estranged from the Church,

choosing, for themselves and their chil-

dren, to go without the Church's rituals

and guidance. The Church in turn loses out

on the stock of everyday experiences that

these individuals and their families can

contribute to the fabric of Catholic parish

life. Fewer divorced Catholics than married

Catholics attend weekly Mass, but the

attendance rates for both groups are low

—

1 2 percent and 26 percent, respectively.

Given the prevalence in society at large of

divorce and of its triggers (financial strain

and work/family time pressures, included),

and the relatively low weekly church

participation of Catholics, the extent to

which Church tenets can buffer Catholics

against divorce is questionable. Nor is the

increased presence of Hispanic Catholics

in the United States apt to do much to

stem Catholic conformity to the broader

American trends in marriage and divorce:

Hispanic Catholics are less likely than

whites to report that their parents are mar-

ried to each other. They are also more like-

ly than whites to have divorced parents

—

27 percent compared with 13 percent.

The realities of Catholic marriage are

not easily reducible to a language of

winners and losers. They pose challenges

to the status of the sacraments in Catholic

theology and in Catholic lives that tran-

scend any simple ledger. Religion in the

United States has been remarkably adap-

tive thus far. From the early Puritans, who

Best practices

The Church in the 21st Century Center has announced its theme for the spring 2009

semester. In a series of talks and workshops cosponsored with the School of

Theology and Ministry, the center will focus on "Christian Spiritual Practices."

Events will include:

February 14 » Drawing from the Storeroom, Both the Old and the New
A workshop presented by Colleen Griffith, faculty director of spirituality studies for

the Institute of Religious Education and Pastoral Ministry (IREPM)

February 17 » The Sacramental Worldview of Latino Catholicism

A dialogue led by Nancy Pineda-Madrid, assistant professor of theology and Latino

ministry, School of Theology and Ministry

March 10 » Old Cold: Reclaiming Some Traditional Spiritual Practices

Lecture and conversation featuring Thomas Groome, chair of IREPM

March 17 » A Garden of Grace: Spiritual Practices for Family Life

A workshop presented by Kathy Hendricks, author of The How-Jo's of

Intergenerational Catechesis (2005)

March 26 » Discernment and Life Choices

A workshop presented by Clare Walsh, MHSH, associate director of the Jesuit

Collaborative, a professional association of Jesuits and other clergy, laypersons, and

religious who minister in the Ignatian tradition

For details of these and other events— and for webcasts, podcasts, and publications

based on the fall 2008 semester's theme of "Encountering Jesus in the Scriptures"—

go to www.bc.edu/church21. —Anna Marie Murphy
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approved theologically diluted "halfway

covenants" for the less religiously commit-

ted second generation, to the increased

flexibility shown by Catholic tribunals in

nullifying American Catholics' marriages

since the 1970s, religious institutions

accommodate their practices to changing

cultural norms. These shifts, of course,

create new dilemmas, but they can also

maintain a certain religious vibrancv.

Challenges do not invariably spell decline,

but represent renewed opportunities for

visionary leadership. An immediate chal-

lenge confronting all churches in the

United States is whether they can secure

the attention, if not the loyalty, ofyoung

Americans: Among 18-to-29-year-olds, as

Pew documents, one in four report no reli-

gious attachment.

Michele Dillon is a professor of sociology at

the University of New Hampshire and the

author of In the Course of a Lifetime: Tracing

Religious Belief Practice, and Change (with

Paul Wink, 2007).

The new school
by Richard Clifford, SJ

Why Boston College needs

'theology and ministry'

It may be brand new, but the School of

Theology and Ministry (STM) at

Boston College incorporates three distin-

guished educational institutions: the

Institute of Religious Education and

Pastoral Ministry (IREPM), which has

been conducting theological research and

preparing pastoral ministers since its

inception at Boston College in 1971; the

Weston Jesuit School of Theology, one

of only two U. S. Jesuit theology schools,

which spent its first 40 years in Weston,

Massachusetts, and its most recent 40 in

nearby Cambridge; and C21 Online, which

since 2004 has been providing noncredit

programs in theology and spirituality to

an ever-growing public.

Each entity joins bearing gifts, begin-

ning with C210nline's links to at least

10,000 constituents worldwide. IREPM
brings with it seven full-time professors,

125 academic-year students, and 350

Summer Institute students. Weston Jesuit

crosses the Charles River with 1 8 profes-

sors, 220 students (including seven

Franciscan friars and 55 Jesuit students), a

substantial endowment, and a library of

90,000 volumes that will form the basis

of a new Theology and Ministry Library

on BC's Brighton Campus. (This library of

250,000 volumes in all will be a resource

as well for the University's theology

department, which will continue to reside

in the School of Arts & Sciences to serve

graduate and undergraduate students.) The

new school will also enjoy joint and dual

programs with the schools of education,

nursing, social work, and management.

Any organization made up of three

independent units has to pay close atten-

tion to its mission statement. And I can

assure you there was sufficient Sturm und

Drang in drafting the School of Theology

and Ministry's statement to guarantee

that it represents the real sentiments of the

faculty. Here are the key elements:

The school's mission. "The fostering of

Christian faith and the promotion of jus-

tice and reconciliation"

Its students. "Jesuits and other candi-

dates approved for ordination studies,

women and men for lay ecclesial ministries

and for service rooted in faith"

Its commitments. "The Catholic theolog-

ical tradition, rigorous academic inquiry,

interdisciplinary study, ecumenical and

interreligious dialogue, and the engage-

ment of faith and culture"—and permeat-

ing these, a commitment also to forming a

community that is contemplative, critical,

and collaborative

Its inspiration. The Ignatian tradition.

A SCHOOL COMES TO LIFE IN ITS

relationships, especially a school of theol-

ogy and ministry, which, by its nature

must sustain relationships in two realms,

the university and the Church. From

the beginning of Europe's universities in

the Middle Ages, theology played an

important part in academe, not only as a

discipline but also as a component of min-

isterial education. Yale historian Jaroslav

Pelikan described how these dual aspects

came to raise "special problems," in his

The Melody ofTheology (1988). One

challenge, he noted, came with late

medieval scholasticism's conceptualizing

of theology as a "science" and its reliance

on logic at the expense of the Bible. To

critics, this approach seemed ill suited to

preparing practitioners whose role it

would be to serve in parishes and preach.

And so the Church adapted: In the mid-

16th century, the Council of Trent set

up freestanding seminaries devoted to

priestly formation and Catholic theology.

In America, Protestant churches

learned to adapt too. There, young men

trained for ministry during the 1 7th and

18th centuries in independent liberal arts

institutions such as Harvard, Yale, Prince-

ton, and Brown. But the consequences for

Protestant ministerial preparation, as the

colleges became larger and more complex,

were mixed, according to Professor

Pelikan: Some faculties of divinity ended

up pigeonholed as professional schools

"without any role within the university as

defined by the arts and sciences," Pelikan

writes. Others gained "a role in the univer-

sity at the cost of their Christian particu-

larity and of their professional mission as

schools for the ministers of the Church."

Is such a loss of particularity and mis-

sion inevitable for a Catholic school of the-

ology and ministry todav? I do not believe

so. To be sure, Boston College's school

will be wholeheartedly ecumenical and

wide open to other religions and religious
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expressions. This is in keeping with the

University's own mission statement, which

holds "different religious traditions and

value systems as essential to the fullness of

its intellectual life." The conviction flows

from the Jesuit tradition of finding God in

all things, which means that God is present

in other religious expressions. Dialogue

with different traditions enables one to see

more clearly how God is in one's own, and

at Boston College the STM community

will converse with Christians, Jews,

Muslims, and other religious adherents.

The fact remains, however, that this new

school's Weston Jesuit department is an

ecclesiasticalfaculty, canonically established

by the Vatican. Its purpose is to "foster

and teach sacred doctrine and the sciences

connected therewith," as the Apostolic

Constitution Sapientia Christiana states,

and its right to confer academic degrees

—

the bachelor's, licentiate, and doctorate in

sacred theology—comes from the Holy

See. Weston School ofTheology was estab-

lished as an ecclesiastical faculty in 1932,

and it retains that status as it becomes a

part of Boston College's School of

Theology and Ministry. Now a department

ofSTM, it is one of 1 34 ecclesiastical

faculties (six in the United States) that are

headed variously by clergy, sisters, and lay

men and women. Among the more cele-

brated worldwide are those at the universi-

ties ofTubingen and Louvain, the Institute

Catholique in Paris, Heythrop at the Uni-

versity ofLondon, the Gregorian Univer-

sity in Rome, the Jesuit School ofTheology

in Berkeley, and the Catholic University

ofAmerica in Washington, D. C. Weston

Jesuit places the School ofTheology and

Ministry in an international network

of stunning breadth—and linking the local

community to an international one is a

Jesuit value fully in keeping with Boston

College's mission of preparing students for

"service leadership in a global society."

THE QUESTION NOW BEGS ASKING:

Does STM's particular commitment to

Catholic doctrine and morals adversely

affect the academic freedom justly prized

by the University?

Let me first say that in Catholic tradi-

tion, all Catholic professors of theology, no

matter where they teach, are presumed to

be exploring and developing for the people

of the Church an authoritative tradition

reverently handed down from apostolic

times. For this reason, all Catholic theolo-

gy professors—not only those on an eccle-

siastical faculty—are in some way respon-

sible to Church authorities. In interpreting

a community's tradition, scholars have to

take past interpreters and current interpre-

tations seriously, especially official ones.

The teaching office of the Catholic

Church, the magisterium, normally deals

with specific doctrinal and ethical teach-

ings under development—in our time, this

would include topics such as the validity of

new ideas. A sad example of the latter was

the wholesale suppression of the modernist

movement at the start of the 20th century,

which deferred essential debate on moder-

nity and Catholic tradition for decades and

sidelined perhaps the greatest generation

of theologians—men like Yves Congar,

Karl Rahner, and John Courtney Murray

—

in modern times. Examples of the proper

use of Church authority are more numer-

ous though less often celebrated. I will

mention just one that is close to my heart:

the way that well-considered encyclicals

and Church documents since the 1 940s

The Church recognizes that informed

conversation is absolutely necessary in order to

be responsive to the present generation.

non-Christian religions, the distinctive-

ness of priestly ordination in comparison

with lay ecclesial ministry and baptismal

vocation, and issues of sexuality—and

with restatements of traditional formula-

tions. What draws oversight is not so

much where one is teaching (e.g., an eccle-

siastical faculty) but what one is teaching.

Some tension is inevitable. As the

late Georgetown University theologian

Monika Hellwig pointed out, the Church

"institutionalize [s] its own opposition" by

recognizing Catholic universities. "Sooner

or later," she wrote, "scholarly investigation

of sources will . . . raise questions about

some commonly held assumptions and

interpretations." I like to put the idea dif-

ferently: The Church recognizes that

informed conversation is absolutely neces-

sary in order to be, on the one hand, faith-

ful to tradition and, on the other, respon-

sive to the present generation. To quote the

Dominican scholar Herbert McCabe: "It is

a great function of debate to clean each

other's glasses; that is why hard thinking

has to be a communal affair and why argu-

ment, even apart from the courtesies of

debate, is itself an act of fraternal charity."

But, as history teaches, not everybody

wants their glasses cleaned. Some theolo-

gians have not been willing to explain

themselves, and some Church officials

have indiscriminately taken action against

have modeled the integration of modern

and traditional biblical interpretation.

Put succinctly, Church authorities' crit-

icisms and requests for clarification, so

long as they are part of a back-and-forth,

should be accepted as casting light on the

great tradition.

HOW IS THE BOSTON COLLEGE

School ofTheology and Ministry to serve

the Church? It will do so—locally and glob-

ally—less by giving concise answers to

contemporary problems and questions than

by raising awareness ofnew possibilities.

I see today four challenges that particularly

invite imaginative interpretation, centered

around the Church's young people, its

women, its new immigrants, and its clergy:

The challenge ofassisting ministers in

gaining intelligibility and competence. These

qualities have been singled out by Fr.
J.

Bryan Hehir, Harvard professor and secre-

tary for health care and social services in

the Boston Archdiocese, as essential for

priests and their lay ministerial colleagues.

Alas, in many places they must be recov-

ered, and trust must be restored in the

aftermath of scandal. As the Bible—and

common experience—tells us, a preacher

must believe the message and serve others

with unselfish simplicity. Only then is the

message intelligible and the minister's

competence established. The best institu-
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tional route for advancing this attitude is a

comprehensive formation program, and

the School ofTheologv and Ministry runs

one in accord with the U.S. Conference

of Catholic Bishops' directives, as set out

in Co-Workers in the Vineyard ofthe Lord:

A Resource for Guiding the Development of

Lay Ecclesial Ministry (2005) and the

Program ofPriestly Formation (fifth edition,

2006). The Capuchins (of the Franciscan

family) and Jesuits at the school run forma-

tion programs for their own men, as well.

One of the distinctive features ofSTM
is the influence of Jesuit spirituality on the

entire school community.

Tlie challenge ofhanding on thefaith to

the next generation. Last June, James

Davidson, a sociologist at Purdue Univer-

sity, delivered the keynote address at the

annual meeting of the Catholic Theological

Society of America, in Miami. He argued

that in the United States the greatest deter-

minant of one's religious values is neither

race nor gender nor class, but the genera-

tion into which one was born. Connect

that understanding with surveys conducted

by sociologist Dean Hoge of Catholic

University that show that Catholics of

every generation prize highly "their rela-

tionship with God," but that those born

after 1961 (48 percent of U.S. Catholics)

place way down on the list their "relation-

ship to the Church."

It is hard to find parents today who are

not worried about their children's seeming

indifference to their religious legacy.

Cardinal Avery Dulles, until recently a

Fordham University theologian, has sur-

veyed modern religious education prac-

tices and found a method called "shared

Christian praxis"—rooted in individual

experience and reflection, aligned with

Scripture and tradition, and designed for

action—to be the most balanced and satis-

factory. I am happy to say that the model

was developed by Professor Thomas

Groome at Boston College's IREPM; it is

taught in our classrooms and disseminated

through publications and workshops.

The challenges ofhelping women to exer-

cise their gifts and ofsupporting lay ecclesial

ministry. (The two endeavors are insepara-

ble.) The major monotheistic faiths

—

Judaism, Christianity, and Islam—took

shape in a world where men generally had

the public roles and women the domestic

ones. Today the Catholic Church, like

other religions, struggles to adapt to a

world where women enjoy public roles and

offer their talents to the community. The

percentage of Catholics in parish ministry

who are women is growing: from 44 per-

cent in 1 990, to 54 percent in 1 997, to 64

percent in 2005. How are we to view this

development? I can suggest a framework

for discussion: the veritable explosion

of "lay ecclesial ministry" (the bishops'

preferred term) in the Catholic Church. In

his widely used, even standard account,

Theology ofMinistry (1999, rev.), Thomas

O'Meara, OP, last year's Joseph Professor

at Boston College, concluded, contrary to

what one might infer from the declining

number of clergy, that the Catholic Church

is actually experiencing an unparalleled

surge in ministerial energy, a phenomenon

that began even before Vatican II. Lay

ministry has risen so naturally and quietly

from the grass roots that only relatively

recently has it become the object of explicit

reflection. But more and more, lay ecclesial

ministry is recognized as a profound

renewal, and it is changing forever the face

of ministry in the Catholic Church. One

can compare similar energy bursts in his-

tory: the martyrs in the early Church, the

monasteries in the Middle Ages, mendi-

cant orders and lay men's and women's

communities in the 12th and 13th cen-

turies, missionary orders in the 1 6th and

1 7th, lay people and sisters administering

Church institutions in America and other

far-flung locales, from the 17th to the 19th

centuries. At present, energy seems to be

entering the Church through lay ecclesial

ministry, and it seems to me to recover the

multiple charisms of the early Church.

Historically, such bursts have not killed

off other growths, but made them grow

too. Hence, we can expect that clergy,

whether diocesan or of an order, will draw

vitality from lay ministry. The STM, with

two departments long experienced in

forming and educating priests and laity for

ministry, can further this work of the

Spirit. Patience is needed, but so is the con-

fidence that grace is given to benefit the

whole community, not the individual alone.

The challenge ofenabling the burgeoning

U.S. Hispanic Catholic community toflour-

ish and enjoy pastoral leadership. From

1990 to 2005, the Hispanic population in

the United States grew from 22.4 million

to 42.7 million, and now constitutes 14

percent of the country's total population.

Younger on average than the non-Hispanic

population, the Hispanic population can

be expected to swell in the coming years.

Of U.S. Catholics born between 1961 and

1982, one in five is Hispanic. Of those

born since 1983, two in five are. Seventy

percent of Hispanics self-identify as

Catholics, and within 20 years, some

demographers predict, well over half of

U.S. Catholics will be Hispanic.

The U.S. bishops have responded to

Hispanics differently than to immigrant

ethnic groups in the past. They have not

established Hispanic parishes, but instead

have added Spanish Masses in non-

Hispanic parishes, in general preferring

integration to separate structures. The

result has been unsettling transitions, as

priests from Latin America try to accom-

modate to a new culture, their U.S. con-

gregations try to adjust to them, and

Hispanic members of a parish try to work

with non-Hispanic parishioners.

The School ofTheology and Ministry

is unusually well-positioned to help

address this situation. It has two profes-

sors of Hispanic theology and ministry, as

well as a Hispanic ministry program with

32 students and the promise of more

through recruitment. What the school has

already accomplished is impressive; this

was brought home to me in a conversation

with the recruitment director at a major

divinity school that, despite serious effort,

has not succeeded in recruiting or retain-

ing Hispanic students. We can look for-

ward to the growth of our program and to

the enrichment it will provide to STM,

Boston College, and the Church in the

United States.

Boston College's School of Theology

and Ministry is young. Yet because the

school's components—IREPM, Weston

Jesuit, and C21 Online—have accom-

plished much already as separate entities,

there is every indication they will achieve

more as they work together. m

Richard Clifford, SJ, is dean of Boston

College's School of Theology and Ministry.

His essay is drawn and adapted from the

text of a talk prepared for the school's inau-

guration on October 21.
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In his first attempt at a truly American dictionary

—

A Compendious Dictionary of the English

Language, published in 1806 with 37,000 entries—Noah Webster (1758-1843) put forward new

spellings he deemed more sensible than the old. Some stuck, such as jail for gaol and humor for

humour. Some didn't (including wimmen for women and soop for soup). On this foundation, he

created An American Dictionary of the English Language, two volumes published in 1828 contain-

ing 70,000 entries. A first edition of this, his magnum opus, is on display through early December.
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TINTYPE
by John Vernon '65

Two Billies

That's him. they say that's his picture, the cocky
little cowboy strikes a tintype pose, probably assisted by a bid-

den stand whose metal collar restrains him for the long exposure;

you can just see its leg behind one foot. Still, he looks draggle-tailed.

This may be more attitude than posture. I picture his mother prop-

ping him up with a death grip on the back of his neck, though his

hips nonetheless appear to sling forward, his arms to bow apart, his

insolent mouth to slackly unhinge, as though most of him were an

irrelevant sack hanging from her clenched hand. But Catherine died

in 1 874, six years before this picture was taken, and a species ofcoat

stand with one projecting pincer arm had to substitute for her.

She never saw him as we do, when we gaze at this picture, with

his front teeth so prominent he could eat pumpkins through a fence.

as a wag once said—or with arching black eyebrows, sticking-out

ears, scraps of black hair hanging down his neck. He surely didn't

own that weaponry when she was living—the holstered pistol, the

cartridge belt, the Winchester rifle on which his hand rests

—

because when she died he was only 1 3 and he hadn't yet become

Billy the Kid. The side-creased hat looks as though he's been

clubbed on the head by a washboard. The sweater, two sizes too

large, could be a hand-me-down—he did have an older brother

—

and the shirt. The shirt! On its placket just visible through his buck-

skin vest is what appears to be an anchor with a rope loosely coiled

around its shaft, and does that not make it one of those ubiquitous

sailor shirts that doting mothers used to buy for their sons?

The Anthony four-tube camera had a six-second exposure and
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produced four images, for which the Kid paid 25 cents. Two sur-

vived. One of these disappeared years ago. The other was given to

the Lincoln County Heritage Trust in 1 986 by the descendants of

Sam Dedrick, a horse trader at Fort Sumner, New Mexico, where

the picture was taken. But the trust displayed it under bright lights,

a serious blunder, and the tintype darkened, and all we have now are

reproductions of a vanished original. Even the scratched and spot-

ted surface is a copy of a scratched and spotted surface, as are the

marks of the tacks on the four corners and, at the bottom, the pho-

tographer's corrosive thumbprints. The only known image of Billy

the Kid, then, the one you are looking at, is a shadow of a ghost, a

photograph of a perished tintype of a young man who perhaps had

it taken in the first place to prove that he wasn't a figment of his

own imagination. His head tilted like that, his jaw pooched out, he

certainly is no figment of ours. He looks nothing like Hollywood's

Billies, Robert Taylor, Buster Crabbe, Paul Newman, Kris

Kristofferson, Emilio Estevez.

Nothing like Billy Conlon, either, the boy who stole my three-

speed Schwinn bike when I was 1 years old, then had the chutzpah

to offer to search for it with me and our playmates. As our posse

scoured the backyards and alleys of north Cambridge, he looked up

at my face—like his namesake, he was short—and framed his desire

to "find" what he'd taken as a thrilling adventure; this was the Wild

West and we'd string up the horse thieves. For a moment, his eyes

were convincingly plaintive but, slipping to the side, they lapsed

into cunning. Billy Conlon, too, had an exigent mother (and a miss-

ing father), a tall, indolent syrup ofwomanhood who wore shoulder

pads, hairnets, and high heels, and who often poured herself across

her shabby couch and asked her son to scratch her back in his

friends' presence. When I'd all but despaired of reclaiming my bike

and lay on my bed sulking one day, he brought it to my door, having

found it, he said, in the marshes beside the Dewey and Almy

Chemical factory where Route 2 made its swing into Boston, the

same industrial wasteland at the edge of our neighborhood where

he'd once tortured bullfrogs and turtles. His mother had made him

return it, I guessed. And, talk about brass, he expected a reward,

despite having gouged his initials on the fender.

He was always Billy the Kid in our games, for unlike the tintype

Billy he looked the part: gash of black hair across his freckled fore-

head, fetching grin, not too big a nose, no buck teeth, close dark

Irish eyes. The odd cast of skin at his temples and brow made his

face appear shrink-wrapped on the skull. Above all, he looked inno-

cent. His face was a cherub's. Yet, he'd set his room on fire; he'd

forced his sister Nancy to drink range oil and eat an entire package

of Ex-lax; he would fight anyone at the drop of a dime. And later,

when I'd finished college and had begun writing novels, I heard that

he'd stabbed a man on the street, viciously killing him, exactly as

the first Billy was said by his nemesis and friend Pat Garrett to have

done (because the man verbally abused his mother).

And that's when I learned to look back on my childhood as

though it had become an abandoned film set, a back lot obliging my
fond inclination to sentimentalize bad behavior. Or a discarded

comic book, or a Big Little storybook, for I read everything then,

I even read torn newspapers on the street and labels of cans of

peaches in the store, and pictured myself as an extra in the story

that the Billies of the world acted out in books and movies.

Most longings fizzle. The point about Billy was he always died

young. He did not have to make emotional adjustments, watch his

language, rearrange his priorities, wonder what was stirring inside

him, be punctual or dignified, harbor guarded intentions, or care

what people thought of him. Those of us who color inside the lines

and wash our hands before eating and finish our vegetables and

floss and remain faithful to our spouses—we nice, regular people

who shrink existence to the size of a nutshell and live out our bibli-

cal three score and 10 with diminishing zeal—where would we be

without him?

John Vernon is a Distinguished Professor of English at Binghamton

University (SUNY). His essay here is the prologue to his recent histor-

ical novel, Lucky Billy, copyright © 2008, reprinted by permission of

Houghton AAiffiin Harcourt Publishing Co. The book may be ordered at

a discount from the BC Bookstore via www.bc.edu/bcm.

Room with three windows
By Robert Cording, Ph.D. '77

Today when I sat in my study

and every word seemed used up,

f tried to imagine myself

as the room without me in it.

The three windows were all

equally ready to receive

sun and shade. When

the morning arrived at

the eastern one, lightening

the dark green leaves on the lilac

just outside, the south-facing

windows felt for the sun

even before it turned the corner

of the house. I came close to being

as transparent as the windows

as I listened to maple leaves

in the wind, a catbird

that likes to sit in the lilac's shadows,

and a phoebe in the sun;

catbird, lilac, shade, phoebe, sun,

even the rug's green-gold vines coming alive

in late afternoon sun, all meant

exactly the same thing.

And S saw clearly i could not be

the light that knew nothing of itself

or the windows passing the light

from outside in, and I gave thanks,

returning to my desk

in the room continuing to make

something out of what is always here.

Robert Cording is the Barrett Professor of English at the

College of the Holy Cross. His most recent collection of

poems is Common Life (2006).
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Abstracts
Recent graduate student writings

The organized ladies

For a brief time in the early 1880s, tens of thousands of Irish-

American women mobilized to help finance the cause of Irish

nationalism. They were housemaids, factory workers, and ladies

of the middle and upper classes who marshaled their proven

talents at church fundraising in response to the clarion call of

Fanny Parnell, sister of the Irish nationalist leader Charles Stewart Parnell.

In "Petticoat Revolutionaries: Gender, Ethnic Nationalism, and the Irish Ladies' Land League in the United States," published

in the Winter 2008 Journal of American Ethnic History, Ely Art. Janis, a Ph.D. candidate in history, chronicles the spread of the

Irish Ladies' Land League from Boston to California, Buffalo to New Orleans, often with male members included. The league's

chapters dispatched untold thousands of dollars to Ireland for tenant relief; they also served as venues for sociability. They

provided Irish-American women the chance to show their "fitness for public leadership," writes Janis, and to demonstrate "their

respectability [as 'ladies'] in American society."

The league foundered when radical members sought to expand the agenda to include labor abuses in America, dividing the

membership. Bishop Richard Gilmour of Cleveland leveled charges of communism and immodesty against the league (it was
inappropriate, he said, for women to behave like

"noisy politicians"), and he excommunicated the

members in his diocese who stood by the organiza-

tion, causing further turmoil, in the end, however,

it was a shift in the nationalists' tactics overseas—

toward "a conservative, parliamentary-based

strategy," says Janis— that in 1882 rendered the

league inconsequential and signaled its demise.

Basketball's trees

There are 341 NCAA men's basketball teams in Division I, and 156

of them publicly fired their head coaches between the 2001 and

2007 seasons, writes Daniel Halgin, a doctoral student in organi-

zational studies. Halgin's paper "All in the Family: Network Ties as

Determinants of Reputation and Identity in NCAA Basketball"

won an award last year from the Academy of Management. In it

he analyzed every one of those firings and each coach's subse-

quent career path to learn how past professional connections with

other head coaches can effect a soft landing.

Of the 156 head coaches who were fired, 13 went on to work

as head coaches in another league (e.g., overseas); 48 took NCAA
jobs as assistant coaches; 63 left the profession; and 32 secured

another head coaching position in Division I, sometimes better (at

a school with a larger fan base, say) than the one before. The indi-

viduals most likely to rebound successfully— in fact, nearly three

times as likely, says Halgin— belonged to seven "coaching fami-

lies" that not only confer status but can trump performance when
it comes to hiring decisions. Coaching families— sometimes called

"trees"— can form around a coach (note the past assistants to

Rick Pitino, Bobby Knight, Henry Iba, and Artike Krzyzewski) or a

team (Artichigan State, North Carolina, Princeton). A key element

is that members, even when they enter into competition with one

another after separating from the nuclear family, speak of their

ties, at least in the off-season, in family terms (e.g., "the Tarheel

family")— and that the press does also. Halgin likens these fami-

lies to the enduring and supportive associations sometimes found

elsewhere in business, citing the former employees of Fairchild

Semiconductor, who identify themselves as "Fairchildren."

Teaching for change?

Since 1990, Teach for America (TFA) has been send-

ing idealistic college graduates into the poorest

schools in the country for two-year stints as educa-

tors. The organization has given them six weeks of

training, and an assignment to raise their students'

reading and math skills by a grade and a half in

one year. The program aims to become the coun-

try's leading employer of recent college graduates

by 2010. In a paper that won them an award in

April 2008 from the New England Educational

Research Organization, graduate students Randall

Lahann and Emilie Artitescu of the Lynch School

consider whether TFA's goals and practices spell

reform in public education.

According to the authors of "Teach for America

and the Politics of Progressive Neoliberalism," the

last two decades have seen "the application of

business-crafted solutions to public education."

They cite the proliferation of charter schools (a nod

to the principle of "consumer choice") and the

enactment, in 2001, of No Child Left Behind, with

its system of rewards ("trust the market") built

around students'— and teachers'— test scores. The

field of teacher education too has become more of a marketplace, they say, with for-profit and "alternate route" programs

(including TFA) now vying with universities to produce teachers who can meet the states' certification requirements.

TFA (which had a budget in 2005 of $40 million drawn from private and government funds) has as its stated purpose the

building of "a movement to eliminate educational inequity." But, say the authors, its reliance on set government metrics and its

targeting of specific school districts suggest that while TFA may achieve a "market correction," it will bring the country no closer

to a just system of "resource distribution."

—Kathleen Hirsch

Kathleen Hirsch teaches in the PULSE program at Boston College.
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BOSTON COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

ALUMNI NEWS
CLASS NOTES
Alumnae Help Students Begin Their Career Journey
Today's students will likely have

multiple careers in their lifetime,

so members of the Council for Women
of Boston College introduced BC's female

undergraduates to a wide range of

professions at a "Beginning the Journey"

event on October 8.

More than 200 BC juniors and seniors

attended the annual fall gathering, which

provided students with an opportunity to

discuss career paths with 16 alumnae

facilitators who have distinguished themselves

in fields such as finance, medicine, commu-
nications, education, and public service.

SAVE THE DATE

reconnect: an
ahana celebration
JULY 17-19, 2009

You're invited to return to campus for a

special weekend that will celebrate Boston

College's more than 10,000 African

American, Hispanic, Asian, and Native

American graduates. The occasion will mark

the 30th anniversary of the University's

decision to recognize its diverse student

body with the acronym AHANA.

The event will be the largest ever gathering

ofAHANA alumni and will feature festivities

sure to strengthen the bonds between

graduates across the decades.

All alumni, students, parents, and friends

are welcome to take part in this memorable

event. Discover more at www.bc.edu/

alumni/reconnect.

The event, which was held at the Yawkey

Athletics Center, has grown each year since

its inception in 2003, becoming a key vehicle

for alumnae to build meaningful connections

with current students.

"Our alumnae have compelling personal

stories," says Mary Lou Jackson, Ph.D. '02,

an event cochair and alumnae mentor. "We

want students to learn from the experiences

of the women who went before them."

Jylanne Dunne '81, who also served as an

event cochair, provided one such story. A
senior vice president at Fidelity Investments,

Dunne discussed her 25 years experience in

the financial services industry and her recent

career move at the senior executive level.

In small roundtable discussions arranged

by profession, the alumnae facilitators also

stressed the need for students to reflect

upon their individual journeys and career

goals. By doing so, they'll "develop their

own forceful presentations at interviews,"

says Jackson, who serves as a consultant

for special projects at Stonehill College.

"These women are invaluable resources

to BC students," says Catherine McCool, a

senior in the Carroll School of Management

and chair of the Council's student advisory

board. '"Beginning the Journey' differs

from other networking events on campus

in that the variety of career backgrounds

present allows students of all majors and

interests to gain new perspectives on

career opportunities."

Other "Beginning the Journey"

sessions aimed at young alumnae have

been held in New York, San Francisco,

Chicago, and Washington, D.C. The Council

also provides "Continuing the Journey"

programming for alumnae who are

returning to the workforce.

For more information, visit www.bc.edu/cwbc.

CWBC's "Beginning the Journey" event gives alumnae like Wendy
J.
Murphy '83 an opportunity

to share career advice with BC juniors and seniors. Murphy is a CBS News legal analyst and an

adjunct professor at New England School of Law.
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ALUMNI NEWS

Academic Alumni Network
Finds Fast Following

Four hundred political science graduates

can't be wrong.

That's the word from the Boston College

Alumni Association, which this summer
launched a new alumni network that will

reconnect graduates to the University and

each other through their former field of study.

The Boston College Political Science

Network, or BCPSAN, will serve as a pilot

program to "continue tire academic discourses

alumni enjoyed as students and unite them

through the one thing that all graduates have

in common: the rich intellectual life of the

BC campus," says Jameson J. Dempsey '05,

the network's alumni founder.

More than 400 alumni worldwide have

already joined and receive the network's

quarterly e-newsletter, Postscript, which offers

readers exclusive interviews with figures such

as former Under Secretary of State for Political

Affairs R. Nicholas Burns '78. Political science-

related alumni events, including potential

networking functions, are planned for 2009.

"The aim is to have BCPSAN partner with

regional alumni chapters and the Alumni

Association's Career Services Committee to

bring notable speakers to a wide audience," says

Alumni Association Special Advisor Robert

Sherwood. "We hope some of the speakers will

be faculty, many ofwhom have voiced their

desire to reconnect with former students."

One such professor is Dennis Hale, who
also serves as the network's on-campus faculty

coordinator. "There are some interesting

possibilities for cooperation," says Hale.

"Internships are one obvious area, but we hope

to find other ways to put students in touch

with alumni."

Dempsey says BCPSAN already has

an alumni volunteer in place to coordinate

internship opportunities that graduates

may have for current students. "We want

to create a true community where alumni

work together with faculty and students,"

he says.

Given the high level of interest, the

Alumni Association has facilitated alumni

and faculty efforts to launch a similar

Communication Alumni Network. Like

BCPSAN, the network is open to all

graduates who work in the field, not

merely communication majors.

Sherwood says the Alumni Association

will accommodate additional networks as

requests for them arise and as resources

become available.

For more information, visit www.bc.edu/

alumni/affinity.

ALUMNI CHAPTERS!
BC...WHERE
YOU LIVE

D> Community service projects run

each year through the Chapter

Program: 100

D> BC alumni chapters in the

United States: 43

D> International chapters: 3

(London, Ireland, Madrid)

\> Alumni events organized

annually by all chapters: 500

[> First-time home buyers at the

Chicago Chapter's real estate

seminar this fall: 25

1—D> Largest attendance for a

chapter outing this year: 350
(BC vs. Red Sox pregame party;

Southwest Florida Chapter)

D> Decade with the most alumni

chapter leaders: 1990s

t> Letters from QB Matt Ryan to

the Atlanta Chapter thanking

them for cheering him on
during his NFL debut: 1

Stay connected at www.bc.edu/alumnichapters.

www.bc.edu/alumni

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
CHAPTER LEADERS

phoenix, az Martin S. Ridge '67, P'oo

los angeles, ca Harry R. Hirshorn '8g

northern California Isabelle Boone 'Oj

and Kevin Morris '01

orange county, ca Sue Vranich '82

and Sue Westover '84

san Diego, ca Nicole Knight MS'06 and

Rebecca Reid 'g6

Denver, co Maricela Barbosa '02 and

Jonathan Bathgate '07

fairfield county, ct Dave Telep 'g6

hartford, ct Marco Pace '93

Washington, dc Daniel Hermes '84, P'12

central Florida Anthony 'g8 and

Carrie Conti 'g8

Jacksonville, rijamesj. Connersjr.

'92, MA'92, Ph.D. '94

Miami, fl Elizabeth Dombovary '01

palm beach, fl Michael DiForio 'g8

and Richard Ewing 'g8

sarasota, fl Amy Lubas 'g2

southwest Florida John Ingalls '8g

tampa bay, fl Cam Van Noord '76

Atlanta, ga Kyla Perfetuo '01

Chicago, il Charles Rego '92

Indianapolis, in Kate McVey 'go

Portland, me Vincent J. Kloskowski III

MA'g6

Baltimore, md Kevin Kenny '86

boston, ma Katherine Prior 'g8 and

Amy Vautour Stanley '02, MA'03

cape cod, ma Norb Timmins '55

western Massachusetts Robert T.

Crowley Jr. '70

Minneapolis, mn Roshan Rajkumar 'g$

Kansas city, mo Tim Haake '02 and Alex

White 'g$

st. louis, mo Peter Maker '72, JD'76,

P'07

Manchester, nh John Day '62, MA'63

new jersey Charles Kane '02

new york, ny Jeffrey Carman '02

northeastern new york Nancy

Bielawa '85

westchester county, ny Stephen

Prostano '79, P'og

charlotte, nc Patrick Kelter '87

triangle region, nc Thomas Buckley '87

Cleveland, oh Renee Morgan '97

Portland, or Stephen Grieco 'gg,

M.Ed. '02

Philadelphia, pa John G. Sherlock '87

western Pennsylvania Brian 'g2 and

Suzi Walters 'g2

rhode island Robert Merrill '78, P'06, '08

nashville, tn Jeremy Bisceglia 'gj and

Robert Rudman '60

Dallas, TxJeffTusa 'gg

Seattle, wa Arnold Sookram 'gi

Wisconsin Sean Andersen 'gj

London Craig Zematis '05

Ireland Bryan Mattel '06 and

Lynda Stopford MA'01

Madrid Jennifer Aquino 'g^
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1935
Correspondent: Edward T. Sullivan

286 Adams Street

Milton, MA 02186

There will be a vacant seat in the booth in

the restaurant where our class meetings are

held. Bob Huddy died on June 30. Bob was

a lucky fellow. His hobby was his business:

racing pigeons. He also built and sold

pigeon lofts. He was well known in the

world of pigeon racing and will be

missed. More on Bob's life in the next issue.

!937
Correspondent: Thomas E. Caquin

206 Corey Street

West Roxbury, MA 02132; 617-325-2

tilk

1939 REUNION 2009

Correspondent: John D. Donovan

jddboppa@graber.org

12 Wessonville Way

Westborough, MA 01581; 508-366-4782

Greetings once again. Lucky us! Unfortunately

our survival luck has not been extended to

some of our '39 classmates. We must now
record the departures of five more from this

world: Robert Griffin, Msgr. Russell Guarcello,

Andrew Lentine, Msgr. Joseph Teletchea,

and Ralph Worth. Most of us will recall all

of them. Bob Griffin was one of our most

active classmates, and he received numerous

awards for his distinguished government

service in Washington. Msgr. Russell Guar-

cello was a popular classmate who dedicated

his life to the service of God and God's peo-

ple as a priest and pastor in the Archdiocese

of Boston. Andrew Lentine was a lifetime

Medfordite who followed up his participation

in BC's football team with a teaching career

in Medford for over three decades. Msgr.

Joseph Teletchea was a longtime pastor of a

parish in Maryland and the first chaplain of

BC's Washington alumni club. Ralph

Worth, one of our best known classmates,

was not only a center on the football team

but a football coach in his later years. Much
more could be said regarding each of these

classmates. You can be sure that we will

remember them in our prayers. • Fortunately

we've some good news too. An e-mail and a

follow-up telephone call resulted in some

good news from Walter Grady. Walter, an

Ohioan for many years, assured me that at

93, he is hanging in there; is grateful for his

children and grandchildren; and has happy

memories of his childhood in Westborough

and Marlborough, his college years at BC,

and his friendship with our late classmate

Paul Keane and his wife, Flo. It was great

talking to him. • This good luck was followed

by a pleasant phone conversation with another

classmate, Msgr. Philip McConville, MA'47,

who called to inform me of Msgr. Guarcello'

s

recent death and ofhis own partial retirement.

He is still active on the Cape on weekends.

He mentioned his still-strong preference for

the pre-Vatican II Latin liturgy. Somehow
this selectively recharged my memory.

Some 80 years ago, all of us attended Latin

Masses, and some ofus were altar boys. We
hadn't, up to then, studied any Latin, but we
had to memorize responses to the celebrant

priest. You probably all recall our "et cum
spiritu tuo" response to the priest's "Domi-

nus vobiscum." Now let's further challenge

your Latin. At the foot of the altar, the priest

began the Mass with a Latin sign of the

cross. He then said, "Introibo ad altare Dei"

(I will go to the altar of God). The altar boy

then replied, "Ad Deum qui laetificat juven-

tutem meum" (To God, who gives joy to my
youth). OK. That's liturgical history. Today

Latin and our youth are dated memories.

But if you wish to adapt this expression of

gratitude to God, you can on entering your

church update yesteryear's prayer by saying

in English "I will go to the altar of God. To

God who gives joy to my old age." 'Nuff sed!

• But before I forget, let me remind you that

70 years ago we were in the fall semester of

our senior year at BC. Next May we will be

celebrating our 70th year as members of

the alumni community. Lucky us! • Peace!

I940
Correspondent: Sherman Rogan

34 Oak Street

Reading, MA 01867

It is a genuine privilege this time to comment

on the members of the classes of the 1940s

who have passed on to their hoped rewards.

Why? Because the list includes the name of

one man who provided a spark to our class

by a feat that aroused the entire student body

to cheer when the outside world was in

turmoil. I refer to the late Donald V. Mulcahy,

MSW '42. One day down on the embankment

beside the reservoir in front of about 25

cheering students, Don won the intercolle-

giate goldfish-swallowing championship of

the United States by downing, as I recall, 27

goldfish. Your correspondent remembers

the day well, as he was among the happy

cheering crowd. Sadly, Don's feat was soon

bettered by a competitor from Duke, I believe,

but he did hold the record for a day or two

and excited us all because his daring boosted

the College into the ranks of the nation's

most absurdly playful youths who were

tired of reading about the war in Europe

and were anxious to demonstrate hope and

belief in a future when life might get back

to normal. Don, a Brockton commuter,

went to work for the CIA after school and

lived in Virginia. He fathered a beautiful

family, whom I had the good fortune to

visit when he was with the Department of

Justice. Don Mulcahy was king for that one

day. He dedicated his life and outlook to

preserving the country's security. Compare

his exploit with that of the suicide bombers

who are desperate to change the world but

sacrifice the chance to do so by surrendering

in despair.
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1941
Correspondent: John M. Callahan

3 Preacher Road

Milton, MA 02186: 617-698-2082

I just received a call from our class notes

editor, saying the class notes were again

due—the time passes so quickly! And in

this time, life has passed away for some of

our classmates: On July 1, we lost a truly

great Boston College alumnus, Nick Sottile,

our class president. His loyalty and his sup-

port of BC was greatly appreciated by all.

Nick helped to keep us all together with the

events he planned, and our class will

remember him with great affection. May he

rest in peace. Please pray also for his

devoted sister Mary, who is not in good

health. • Dave Merrick, our faithful Florida

resident, always sends regards to the class;

he continues to represent BC at various

functions. • Bob Collins has been dividing

his time between Florida and Massachu-

setts and is enjoying good health after heart

surgery. • Dan Doyle continues his active

class participation at Cape Cod Community
College, where he is held in high esteem.

• Bishop Joe Maguire, H'76, wishes to be

remembered to classmates and sends his

best regards and prayers. • Our annual class

dinner, which had been scheduled for June,

was canceled owing to Nick's passing,

but new activities are being discussed.

• Meanwhile, please join me in a prayer to

the Lord for our departed classmates, for

their families, and for all of us.

1942
Correspondent: Ernest

J.
Handy

280 Main Street, Apt. C118

Walpole, MA 02081; 508-660-2314

1943
Correspondent: Thomas O'Connell Murray

14 Churchill Road

West Roxbury, MA 02132; 617-323-3737

Now that most of the Class of 1943 are in

their 80s, it is not surprising that I read of

the deaths of classmates. As a result of a

stroke, I can no longer personally express

my sympathy to their families. • Fr. Bill

Commane died in California on August 2.

He was an exceptional college athlete and

was inducted into the BC Varsity Club Hall

of Fame. His requiem Mass was held at St.

Margaret's in Saugus, where he had been

pastor. • My thanks to Dan Healy, JD'48,

who called to tell me of Paul Healy s death

on August 20. Our sincerest sympathy is

extended to Paul's wife, Jean. Dot and Dan

Healy, Jim Harvey, and Mary Boudreau

were in attendance at Paul's funeral Mass as

representatives of the Class of '43. • Ernie

Santosuosso passed on the news that Charlie

Toole died on June 23 in Ontario, CA. I also

received word from Dorothea Welch of

Silver Spring, MD, that her husband, Frank

Welch, died on July 23 of congestive heart

failure. We send our sympathy to the Toole

and Welch families. • Our deepest condo-

lences also to Jack Manning on the death of

his wife, Lily, on July 12. Lily came down
with the dreaded polio virus during the

epidemic of 1955. At first she was in an iron

lung, and then for the next 53 years, com-

pletely paralyzed, she lived with a portable

respirator. She was a remarkable person for

those who had the opportunity to meet her.

• Yale Richmond has published a memoir of

his career as a foreign service officer. I

received this information from Jack Keilty

'50, who was serving in the U.S. Embassy in

Moscow in 1969 when Yale was the cultural

affairs officer there. Jack had no idea that

Yale was a BC man. • As the years close

in, I would like to hear news from other

classmates. Please keep in touch.

ESM ;union 2009

Correspondent: Gerard L. Kirby

kirbyjerry@aol.com

PO Box 1493

Duxhury, MA 02331; 781-934-0229

It is now just a few days after Labor Day,

and the beautiful, sunny, silly season of

summer is sliding toward the formidable

days of fall. Time to settle down once again,

get a new three-ring binder, and prepare to

nourish the mind, either virtually or actu-

ally. I manage to propel myself by train and

subway to the Harvard Institute for Learn-

ing in Retirement. It's a wonderful source

for adult learning and also provides access

to the Kennedy School of Government and

the Shorenstein Center on the Press, Politics

and Public Policy, as well as many other

Harvard University and Harvard Square

attractions. • You will of course remember

Hugh Daly, MSSW'50, who, like many
members of our class, answered the call to

arms early on and as a result, actually

graduated with the Class of 1948. Hugh's

memoir, "An Army Private, European

Theater of Operations 1944 to 1945," is

available in Burns Library at Boston College.

• Inadvertently, I missed listing Fr. Frank

Gallagher as a proud member of the BC
High 1940/Boston College 1944 classes in

the last issue of Boston College Magazine.

Fr. Frank was pastor of St. James Church

in Medford for 22 years and now lives in

Framingham. • Finally, I mention our dear

classmate Fr. Bill Mclnnis, MA'51. We have

been trying for some time to convince

him that it was time to slow down. For

years he has been keeping the schedule of

a man half his age, and the message has

finally gotten through. Fr. Bill is now living

at the Campion Center in Weston, where

I joined him for lunch a couple of weeks

ago. He would be delighted to have

you drop in too. I'm sure he will soon

be organizing philosophical seminars on

health and sickness, on life and death,

and how to adjust our finite minds to the

meaning of it all. • Peace.

1945
Correspondent: Louis V. Sorgi

LVSorgi@rcn.com

5 Augusta Road

Milton, MA 02186

This has been a very quiet summer: nothing

going on since our June function. • Our

freshman class president, Ed McMahon, is

still working on Jerry Lewis's telethon on

Labor Day. The class wishes him good luck.

• Our Boston College Club celebrated its

10th anniversary with a gala affair, which

Lillian and I attended. The club has had 10

very successful years donating large amounts

of money to BC. It is located on the 36th

floor of the Bank of America Building at

100 Federal St. The views are spectacular,

making it a great place to have dinner.

Please let me know if you are interested in

joining the downtown club. I highly recom-

mend it. • Congratulations to Mary Lou and

Jack McCarthy, who celebrated 60 years of

marriage on September 25. • Bill Corbett,

M.Ed. '47, writes that he is still very active in

the Academy for Lifelong Learning on the

Cape Cod Community College campus.

This program has 600 members and 71

coordinators. During his free time, Bill

plays golf at the Old Barnstable Fairgrounds

course. • The sympathy of the class goes to

Tom Loftus on the loss of his wife, Claire,

on July 26. Claire, a retired Boston teacher

and administrator, was the mother of Tom
Loftus '81 and the grandmother of two. • We
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lost another classmate when retired Navy

Commander, SC, James F. Lillis died on

August 1 6. He was buried with full military

honors in Arlington National Cemetery. He
leaves his wife, Catherine, 9 children, and

17 grandchildren. • I must also report the

death of Rev. Gerard J. McGann on March 3.

Fr. McGann grew up in West Roxbury and

attended St. Raphael, Hyde Park, and

Boston College High School. Archbishop

Richard Cushing ordained him in 1948. He
was granted permission to enter the Chaplain

Corps of the Air Force; he served at Nellis

Air Force Base in Nevada from 1962 to 1965.

In 1979, he became pastor at Our Lady of

Lourdes Parish in Carver. He retired in 19 91

and returned to his own home in Sandwich.

He is survived by his nieces and nephews

and his brother Leo, who is also a priest in

the archdiocese. • I am pleased to report

that Ernie Graustein's wife, Helen, is home
and feeling much better. Ed Burns s wife is

also recovering from an illness. • In June,

our men's hockey team was honored by

President Bush at the White House for

winning the NCAA national championship.

• The latest U.S. News el World Re-port lists

your alma mater 34th among 262 national

universities, a truly terrific performance!

You should be very proud! "Ever to excel"!

1946
Correspondent: Leo F. Roche

26 Sargent Road

Winchester, MA oiSgo; 781-729-2340

1947
Correspondent: Richard

J.
Fitzgerald

PO Box 171

North Falmouth, MA 02556; 508-563-6168

1948
Correspondent: Timothy C. Buckley

pacema@pacetemps.com

46 Woodridge Road

Wayland, MA 01778

Hugh Daly, MSSW50, sent me a note upon

his return from a family reunion at the

Chautauqua Institution in western New
York. His two daughters from London, Eng-

land, were able to join their four siblings

and children. He sent me a picture of

himself—he looks quite good! • Sadly, I must

report the passing of two of our classmates.

George B. Savage died on March 23. He was

a loyal member of the class and attended

our annual Mass and luncheon with his

wife, Danuta. He was a World War II Navy

veteran, serving as a Seabee in the South-

west Pacific. During his professional career,

George held various management positions

with the U.S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development, from which he retired

in 1980. He and Danuta wintered in Naples,

FL. George is survived by his wife and

daughter Kathleen. I also was informed of

the death ofAlphonse T. Kasuba on July 12.

An Air Force veteran of World War II,

Alphonse taught math and English in the

Pittsfield school system before his retirement

in 1980. He leaves two brothers, Donald '57

and Francis '50; a sister; and many nieces

and nephews. • Paul Riordan is in the early

stages of Alzheimer's disease but sounded

quite alert when I talked with him. Please keep

him in your prayers. • Michael J. DeCesare is

still working and is in good health. He has

no desire to retire. • Jim Costello is recovering

very well. The only bad effect is that he

has lost his singing voice. We hope this is

temporary. Many of us have enjoyed his

beautiful voice on numerous happy occa-

sions. His wife, Jeanne, is well, and they are

enjoying their retirement at Linden Ponds

in Hingham. • Bill Melville and his wife,

Irene, as well as our classmate and their

brother-in-law Paul Waters, are not in good

health and request our prayers. • I talked

with Fr. John Flynn, who is now living at St.

Patrick's Manor in Framingham. He tells

me he is feeling quite well.

Correspondent: John J.
Carney

johnc12556@aol.com

227 Savin Hill Avenue

Dorchester, MA 02125; 617-825-8283

I am writing these class notes on September

2, the Tuesday after the earliest Labor Day

possible. I think that summer should be

continued for at least another week! • Both

Madelyn and I have had hospital stays,

mine as the result of a fall on stairs (no

breaks) and Madelyn for surgery that has

been ruled by her doctor as "successful,"

thank God. I regard my fall as punishment

for the sins of my licentious youth! Other

than that, the summer has been quite

uneventful. • We spoke to Bill McCool, who
is doing well and looking forward to an

interesting football season. • We saw Mary

and John Prince, M.Ed. '51, on the board-

walk at the Quincy Marina Bay, and they

were in good spirits and good health,

looking forward to a nice summer. • I reported

in the last class notes (Summer) about

the termination of the Lifelong Learning

Institute, ending a 16-year, highly successful

program for enrichment ofthe lives ofretired,

older alumni and copied by many other

colleges. The program was founded by our

late classmate Joe Dowd, who was president

of the alumni board, with the help of several

other classmates, including the late Billy

Flaherty, Ed Murphy MS'51, and Carol and

Don McA'Nulty. The University has set up a

new program similar to the LLI, with classes

that meet in the morning, afternoon, and

evening, in an attempt to broaden the

attendance base. • Ernie Ciampa has been

doing yeoman work to help set up the annual

memorial Mass and luncheon for October.

• On a sad note, we report on the passing

of our friends and classmates Donald

St. Andre M.Ed. '55, Gaetano Guarnaccia,

Walter McGauley, and Russ Nagle, who was

a January '49 graduate. • We are starting

our 60th reunion year, and we need help

with a program. Please call or e-mail me if

you would like to participate.

1950
Correspondent: John A. Dewire

15 Chester Street, No. 31

Cambridge, MA 02140; 617-876-1461

The Class of 1950 annual golf outing on

June 11 was a great day with beautiful

weather and lots of friendship and sharing.

Walter Lang was the star of the day with a

hole in one on the second hole, a 144-yard,

par 3 hole. The golf attendees were Ed

Brady, Jack Farrell, John Fisher, Jack

McCarthy, Ed Clasby MS '52, Bob Palladino,

Joe Casey MBA'72, Jack Casey, John Sulli-

van, Bob Chandler MSW'52, and Gerry

Daly. The winning team consisted of Gerry

Curtis, Bill Logue, and Richard Burke.

Another outing will be scheduled for next

year; time, date and place to be determined.

• Sadly, we have lost several classmates

during the past year. Kevin Burke, age 82, of

Alamo, CA, died on January 8. He is sur-

vived by his wife and six children. A native

of Brooklyn, Kevin left Boston College in

1943 after completing a successful winning

season as a tackle on the football team. He
enlisted in the Marine Corps and served

until 1946, distinguishing himself in the

invasion ofGuam in July 1944, a battle that

preceded Iwo Jima. The Marines and the
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Boston College Eagles would prove to be a

lifelong source of pride and inspiration.

After World War II, Kevin returned to BC
and graduated with a degree in finance.

James A. Daley of Danvers died on February i.

He was a general in the Army Reserve and

the principal of Breed Junior High School.

Joseph F. Devlin, MA'59, of Marshfield died

on January 13. He was a teacher in the

Boston Public Schools. Joseph M. Lennon

of Eastport, ME, died on March 3. Louis J.

Ladas of Hanover died on January 29. He
was an Army Air Corps veteran and an aero-

space engineer. I have also learned that

James A. Scollin of Royal Oak, MI, died on

June 29. 2006. The class sends condolences

to all their families. • Since we are now all

over 80, the law of "diminishing returns" is

in full effect! Thus, please send me any

news you would like to have published.

NC I95O-53

Correspondent: Ann Fulton Cote '53

11 Prospect Street

Winchester, MA 01890; 781-729-8512

This past summer in Lima, Peru, the Society

ofthe Sacred Heart elected Kathleen Conan,

RSCJ, MA'76, as the new superior general

of the society. Heretofore, Sr. Conan was

provincial of the United States Province,

and she succeeds Clare Pratt, RSCJ, who
was the first North American to hold the

office. Sr. Conan will guide the society from

Rome. I am certain she will welcome our

prayers of support as she strives to continue

St. Madeleine Sophie's work in 44 countries

around the world. • The last remaining

religious at Kenwood have now moved to

Teresian House (200 Washington Ave. Ext.,

Albany, NY 12203), a facility operated by the

Carmelite Sisters for the Aged and Infirm.

My admiration for the courage and generosity

of these valiant women only grows greater.

St. Madeleine Sophie has a great fondness

for Carmel; how fitting that these members
of her "little society," as she called it, will

now be cared for by members of that

community. • Anne Rogers Devereux NC'50,

writes, "I have spent some time in Haiti as

director of the Blessed Sacrament Church

(Washington DC) Haiti program. In the fall

of 2007 we inaugurated a 24-desk computer

center in northwest Haiti, complete with a

classroom, two instructors, Internet access,

and availability of instruction not only to

school students but to adults in the commu-
nity as well. It continues to make a real

change in the Jean-Rabel area of Haiti. We

are also planning a medical center in the

same area, but have a monumental task in

fundraising and planning, all of which is

under way." • Please send news.

1951

Correspondent: Leo Wesner

leowesner@hotmail.com

125 Granite Street, Apt. 816

Quincy, MA 02169; 617-680-8306

Not too often have I, and probably many
other fans, rooted for a player on a team

opposing Boston College. Yet last year I

really pulled for Liam Coen, the UMass
quarterback. He did very well and allowed

his team to give the Eagles a real tussle,

although our guys prevailed. The reason for

the support for Liam: He is the grandson of

Phil Coen, who was captain of our '51

team. Gramps must be very proud of the

young fellow, who is now a senior and

already holds all the passing records at his

school. • Sadly, our numbers are down by

10, with the passing of classmates who were

listed in the "Obituaries" section of the

Summer issue of this publication. • Trivia

recall: Who was the first BC recipient of a

Fulbright fellowship for graduate study?

You will find the answer below. • In previous

issues, we mentioned a number of '51 grads

who have remained active in their careers

or other pursuits. Among those who are

still young in spirit is Joe Ryan, whom we

remember as a writer who later did a

marvelous job on the 50th anniversary year-

book. Joe continued after graduation as a

journalist with the Boston Pilot, the Boston

Post, and UPI, and was also a writer/

executive for the Today show. In 1979, he

founded Joseph A. Ryan Associates, with

clients that included American Motors, the

Kennedy Foundation, and the Sheraton

Corporation. Joe also dabbled in radio,

building the 50,000-watt classical music

station WFCC-FM, which was named Radio

Station of the Year in 1991-1992 by the

Massachusetts Broadcasters Association.

He is a former executive director of the

Cape Cod Writers Center. Joe and Pauline

'56, enjoy living on the Cape. • Trivia answer:

If you named John E. Tevnan as the first

Fulbright winner, you are only partially

correct. The first invitee was Joseph F.

Desmond '50, MA'53, who turned it down

because, as an avid fan, he did not want to

miss the 1950-51 hockey season, given the

prospect of another banner year after the

national championship of 1949. John did

receive the offer and proudly represented us

at the University of London. • Nice guy

department: John Davidson, section 1 AB
Greek and a retired Marine colonel, learned

that his good friend Jack Fahey had lost his

wife. Knowing that Jack played golf—and

well—and wanting to help him work

through his grief, John asked Jack to join

him on a golf vacation. They drove to Horida

and stopped to play at every Marine base that

had a golf course for officers. Good gesture,

John. I hope Jack allowed you to win.

1952
Correspondent: Frank McCee
fmcgee77@hotmail.com

1952 Ocean Street

Marshfield, MA 02050; 781-834-4690

On Monday, August 25, the Tom McElroy

Memorial Golf Classic was held at the

Spring Valley Country Club in Sharon. This

event, the 13th annual, had 100 golfers

participating. Tom McElroy and his wife,

Regina, have been raising funds for the BC
soccer scholarship program for the past 25

years. The program is in memory of their

son Tom '80, who died at the age of 21 after

a battle with cancer. Young Tom was an

outstanding soccer goalkeeper for the Eagles

and is a member of the BC Athletic Hall of

Fame. Prior to the institution of the Golf

Classic, Tom and Regina held annual dinners

to raise funds. It is now the largest soccer-

related scholarship fund in the United

States. • Also seen at the dinner following

the golf tournament were Dortie and Frank

McDermott. Frank was proudly telling me
about his daughter Lynne, who has com-

piled a wonderful record of public service.

Lynne has a master's degree from George-

town. In addition to three years in the Peace

Corps, she has served with USAID in

Uganda and as secretary to the president of

Georgetown University. Frank and Dottie

spend the winter in Florida and were

planning to leave shortly, stopping in North

Carolina for a visit with members of the

family. • Dick McBride was also present at

the golf dinner, but I was unable to catch up

with him. • When this column appears, the

annual memorial Mass will have taken

place on October 8, followed by a luncheon

at the Boston College Club in downtown

Boston. • Please remember John Spillane.

who passed away in Lake Worth, FL, on July

8. John was originally from Abington. Take

a moment also to offer a prayer for all our

deceased classmates and the loved ones who
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have survived them. • I would truly appreciate

receiving information from all who read

this so I can include it in the next column.

1953
Correspondent: Jim Willwerth

jammw19@verizon.net

lg Sheffield Way
Westborough, MA 01581; 508-366-5400

John McCauley's wife, Gerry, reports that

after twice-yearly checkups following pan-

creatic cancer surgery he had three years

ago, the doctor said, "Everything still looks

great...Come back in a year!" • Several

members of our class have written to me to

express their disappointment in the Univer-

sity's decision to eliminate the learning in

retirement program (LLI). Some classmates

feel that this program was an excellent way

for seniors to advance their knowledge and

to keep current with world affairs. Fortu-

nately, the University has initiated a new
alumni education program to help meet

these needs. • Classmate Jim Livingston,

MBA'67, reports, "I am currently doing a

contract in Santa Rosa, CA, for a company

called Direct Flow Medical, Inc. We make
replacement heart valves. It is a startup

company, with about 50 employees. My
job is to design all the frxturing and equip-

ment for the assembly of the heart valves. I

worked as an engineer for Polaroid Corpo-

ration for 30 years, taking the 'golden hand-

shake' early retirement in 1988. 1 have been

doing consulting engineering ever since.

One of these days, I will retire for good. My
wife, Mary, comes along on these jaunts; it

is a paid vacation for her." • Jim Queenan,

JD'58, reports, "In June my wife, Helen,

and I took our 16-year-old granddaughter to

Paris, Normandy, and the Loire valley. I was

the guide in Paris—we only got lost once.

Sorry that we couldn't spend more time

together at the reunion. Only four of us

stayed on campus, but we made up in noise

what we lacked in numbers!" • Dick Horan

wrote, "I was contacted today by BC High,

which plans to erect a veterans memorial at

the school. They will list all BC High grads

who were killed or missing in action or who
died from war-related injuries. Ifyou know
of anyone who should be included on the

list, please contact Tim Alberts, who is coor-

dinating the search, at 617-474-5030 in the

BCH advancement office. • The Boston

College Club of Cape Cod held its annual

lobsterfest at the Ocean Edge Resort & Golf

Club on August 6. Classmates attending

were Maryanne and Paul Coughlin, Barbara

and Austin Smith, Mary and Dick Farley,

Phil Kerrivan, Mary Parrish Bacon, Anne
Saunders Fitzgerald, Marie and Matt Flaherty,

Pat and Joe Carroll MBA'61, Mary and Bob

Willis, Priscilla and Dennis Cronin, and Kay

and Fred Conroy JD'56. • To get the full

story of these and other class activities go to

www.bc.edu/alumni/association/community.

html. To log in use your BC ID, which is

printed above your name on the Boston

College Magazine label.

EM UNION 2009

Correspondents John Ford and Bob King

jrfeagle@verizon.net

45 Waterford Drive

Worcester, MA 01602; 508-j55-3615

Since the last column we received word of

the deaths of John Turco, Jim Kilgallon

MA'55, Jim Lawler, John Flynn, Bernard

Brady, John Fiala, and Arthur Laganas. We
extend our sympathy to their families.

From time to time we exchanged e-mail

with John Turco, who was one of our many

have any thoughts to share regarding the

55th reunion. That brought forth a call from

Ed Evangelista with some very helpful

advice. Ed is still active in insurance risk

management and wins the prize as the first

responder with suggestions about our next

celebration of time and lives well lived.

NC I954 REUNION 2009

Mary Helen FitzGerald Daly

yoo Laurel Avenue

Wilmette, IL 6oogi; 84J-251-383J

It's good to have news from some members
of the Newton College Class of '54, the first

in a while. • Mary Evans Bapst tells of her

great involvement in recent years in the

Cursillo Movement, both the Francophile

and the Anglophile sections, in Geneva,

Switzerland, where she now lives. Parish

activities also keep her busy. Her summer
travel plans included visits to Cape Cod, the

Twin Cities, and Montreal. Mary's husband

died a year ago, and we ask prayers for the

family. • In April, Patsy Murray made a

big move to Redondo Beach, CA, from

Lucille Joy Becker and her husband, Jim, have started a

Christian Meditation group in their parish in Trumbull,

CT, and it has been a wonderful gift in their lives.

Californians. Several of our classmates

heeded old Mr. Greeley's advice to go west,

young man. My last contact with John

was in April. John and Fran were looking

forward to a 50th wedding anniversary

celebration on May 17. • Hearing from class-

mates, especially from those who have not

been in touch, is a pleasant experience and

reminds us of times long ago. Yet, aside

from acknowledgment of deaths, the same

names appear frequently in this column.

We want to continue to hear from these

classmates, but as we approach our 55th

reunion, let's hear from every one of us!

Tell us about yourselves. Let's revive those

old relationships. You can start by sending

us an e-mail or snail mail, or give a call.

Your responses will form the backbone of

ensuing columns. Let's fill this space with

news of the living as we also remember

those who have left us. You can reach us at

the addresses and telephone number
shown at the top of the column. • By the

way, in the last edition I asked ifyou might

Massachusetts. She is with her niece and

is enjoying the warmer climate. Her cat,

Wiseguy, loves California. However, Patsy

wants all to know, "I will never be anything

but a New Englander and at heart, a State of

Mainer." Patsy also passes along the news

that Joan Baxter Fogarty vacationed last

summer with her children and grandchil-

dren in Middletown, RI. • Some sad news:

In November 2007, Dottie Killion Ryan

died in Scituate. For close to 35 years, Dottie

was a medical technologist at South Shore

Hospital in Weymouth. She was the loving

mother of six and grandmother of eight.

Please keep Dottie and her family in your

prayers. • Lucille Joy Becker and I keep in

touch by phone. She and her husband, Jim,

have started a Christian Meditation group

in their parish in Trumbull, CT, and it has

been a wonderful gift in their lives. • Jim

and I were in London in September visiting

our daughter, who moved there last Novem-

ber for her work. • Maureen Cohalan Curry

has had a busy year. Her two youngest sons
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A BROTHERHOOD FOR BC Paul Quinn, his

late brother James M. Quinn, a member of the Class of 1952, and their

sister, Sister Francis Timothy, were closer than most siblings. As

adults, Paul and Jim shared a family home in the Jamaica Plain area of

Boston, as well as a passion for Boston College. Ardent fans of BC

athletics, Jim and Sister Francis attended every home football game

for 25 years.

"Even though I didn't attend BC, I always felt a part ofthe BC family,"

says Paul, who served as executor of Jim's estate. The James M. Quinn

'52 Scholarship Fund is funded by a bequest from the estate and has

been awarded to Jeremy Yancey '09 throughout his undergraduate career.

"Jim would be thrilled to see students like Jeremy have the chance to

prosper at BC as he did," says Paul.

pictured above: Paul Quinn with Jeremy Yancey '09 in Burns Library.

BOSTON fat COLLEGE

THE SHAW SOCIETY
ONE GENERATION OPENS DOORS FOR THE NEXT

LEAVE YOUR LEGACY,

JOIN THE SHAW SOCIETY TODAY

In 1851 a young Jesuit, Father Joseph

Coolidge Shaw, planned a bequest con-

sisting of books and the proceeds of his

life insurance policy. Those simple gifts

were used to establish the university that

would become Boston College.

In the spirit of Fr. Shaw's legacy,

you can make a planned gift to Boston

College. Doing so will have a significant

impact on the future ofthe University.

To learn more, contact us today.

OFFICE OF GIFT PLANNING
BOSTON COLLEGE

phone: 617-552-3328

toll-free: 888-752-6438

web: www.bc.edu/giftplanning

email: gift.planning@bc.edu
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were married, one last November in

Bethesda, MD, and the other in May on

Lake George, NY. Maureen has 12 grand-

children, and her travels consist mostly of

visiting family in Orlando, FL; Kenilworth,

IL; Sausalito, CA; and Annapolis, MD.
When at home in Bristol, she spends time

with her Rhode Island grandchildren, works

part-time at Talbots, and does volunteer

work. She keeps in touch with Helen Ward

Sperry Mannix in Connecticut by phone.

Maureen says she "feels wonderful and

thanks God for many blessings." • I would

love to have news from more of you for

the next issue. Please keep in touch.

1955
Correspondent: Marie Kelleher

mjk55@bc.edu

12 Tappan Street

Melrose, MA 02176; 781-665-266$

Sean Callahan, son of Joan Sexton Callahan

and the late Bill Callahan, testified before

the House Agriculture Committee on July

16. Sean is an executive vice president at

Catholic Relief Services and is based in

Washington DC. He had just returned from

Africa and was reporting on the need for

funding of food programs. • Congratulations

to Norb Timmins on being elected president

of the BC Club ofCape Cod. • The Norwood

Art Association featured a painting by Nick

Grugnale, husband of Pat Lavoie Grugnale,

in an article promoting its 30th anniversary

exhibit. It is beautiful! • Mary and Dick

Renehan once again hosted a gathering of

classmates at their home in Chatham.

Those attending were Alice and Dick Drew;

Pauline Doherty '60, Alice's sister and wife

of the late Phil Doherty; Virginia Donahoe,

wife of the late Jerry Donahoe; Peggy and

Art McCarthy, who came from Florida;

Sheila and George Snider; Doreen and Paul

Croke MBA'62; and Pat and Jeff Hayden

MBA63. Paul and Doreen had just celebrated

their 50th wedding anniversary. • Dick

Renehan was named one of Boston's Best

Lawyers. The list, which appeared in the

July 27 edition of the Boston Globe Magazine,

had been excerpted from the 2008 edition

of The Best Lawyers in America. • I am sad to

report that four of our classmates passed

away in July. Jerard E. Slater of Chelsea died

on July 2. On our nation's birthday, John

Mason was born into eternal life. It seems

very fitting, because John had spent his

career serving our country as a naval aviator.

He flew many missions in a Grumman CiA

Trader and retired as a captain. He continued

serving others in retirement by delivering

Meals on Wheels, doing taxes for the

elderly, transporting cancer patients, and

volunteering for the American Red Cross.

Jeremiah Lonergan died on July 7. He
entered BC after serving in the Navy during

World War II and went on to have a long

career as a pharmaceutical sales representative

for Geigy Pharmaceuticals. Thomas Morris

died on July 20. After receiving his MSW
from BC in 1957, he worked for more than

50 years for the United Way in Michigan

and in Louisiana, most recently as president

and CEO of the United Way of Southwest

Louisiana. I want to send deepest sympathy

to all the loved ones of our classmates and

wish that space did not prevent me from

acknowledging each of them.

NC I955

Correspondent: Jane Quigley Hone

janeqhone@msn.com

425 Nassau Avenue

Manhasset, NY 11030; 516-627-0$']}

Our classmates must be shy about sending

news ofthemselves and their families, their

jobs, or their travels. I only have news ofmy
own family and of travels to Boston and

visits with our son Andrew Hone '84 and

his wife, Allison (Lynch) '85, in Wellesley

and with Pat Leclaire Mitchell and Mary

Nolan Hanlon. A special treat was to visit

our granddaughter Marissa Hone, daughter

of Frank '80, the first member of the third

Hone generation to attend BC. Marissa

loved her first year at Boston College, living

on the Newton Campus and enjoying many
new experiences and opportunities. Allison

'85 began her first year of high school at

Newton Country Day School. • To all my

classmates around the country, please send

me news of yourselves and your families at

the address listed above.

1956
Correspondent: Steve Barry

sdmjbarry@verizon.net

200 Ledgewood Drive, Unit 406
Stoneham, MA 02180-3622; 781-435-1352

Bob Halloran e-mailed me that John Galvin

mapped out a trip to the Amalfi Coast,

Sicily, Malta, and Tunisia before heading

back to Belmont. The BC-Kent State foot-

ball game was John's 299th in a row, a

record that will stand the test of time. Bob

also reports that John Harney has had back

surgery and Tom Reis, knee surgery; both

have recovered nicely. Carolyn Ann Kenney

Foley has finally completed physical therapy

after a year and a half. • The Roxbury parish

of Fr. Dave Gill, MA'60, gave him a rousing

sendoff in June: a Friday night concert at

the church, a fundraiser dinner at BC High

on Saturday night, and a farewell Sunday

Mass (2 hours and 15 minutes) and

reception at the church. The class was well

represented at all three events. Dave will be

at an Oakland, CA, parish and will teach at

Berkeley's Jesuit School of Theology. • Ann
Sullivan Glennon, MBA'59, reports that

Elinor Callanan Slattery attended the party

celebrating Alice Shea's retirement from

Children's Hospital. Alice, who earned a

Ph.D. from Harvard, developed and imple-

mented programs for children with Down
syndrome. • Sr. Anne Turbini, M. Ed/63,

celebrated her 50th anniversary as a

Franciscan Missionary of Mary with a Mass

and dinner with her sisters Mary Turbini

'61, M.Ed.'68, and Sr. Laura Turbini '63

—

and family and friends. Sr. Anne directs the

How would Abigail Adams use an
ONLINE COMMUNITY?

• To UPDATE THE DIRECTORY on the

OCCASION OF HER MARRIAGE TO JOHN

> To CHANGE HER ADDRESS on the move to

THE NATION'S CAPITAL

To SHARE A CLASS NOTE on the birth of

John Quincy

[AT WILL YOU USE THE NEW BOSTON COLLEGE ALUMNI ONLINE

jMMUNITYFOR? VlSITWWW.BC.EDU/ALUMNI TODAY TO FIND OUT.

mm
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special-needs children's religious education

program at Cardinal Hayes Home in Mill-

brook, NY. • In September, Charlie Laverty

hosted a Cape Cod reception honoring Car-

olyn Kenney Foley and our 50th reunion

committees. The next day, we had a golf

event and wound up with dinner at the

country club. • Upcoming class events

include the annual Christmas Chorale

concert in December, either a hockey or a

basketball game in January, and a cruise on

the Charles River in June. • Please pray for

classmates and their families who have

suffered illnesses and deaths. Bob Halloran

e-mailed me that Warren Baltimore died in

August. He leaves his wife, Judith, three

sons, and a daughter. Joan Nobis Toner

died in June in Colorado. She leaves

her husband, retired Air Force Brigadier

General Richard Toner, and three children.

A memorial service was scheduled at

Hanscom Air Force Base in September.

Also, you may have noticed John Boyle's

name in the "Obituaries" section of

the Summer issue of the Boston College

Magazine; he died on June 7 and is survived

by his wife and son. • Thanks to all who
sent news! Read more class notes on BC's

online community at www.bc.edu/alumni/

association/community.html.

NC I956

Correspondent: Patricia Leary Dowling

pandsdowling@comcast.net

}() Woodside Drive

Milton, MA 02186; 617-696-0163

Last March 7 was a grand day for Newton
'56. Gail O'Donnell, RSCJ, came to Vero

Beach to talk with the first Friday Group.

During the season, we meet at Holy Cross

Church on the first Friday of the month
from November to April for 12:15 P-m - Mass

and then go to lunch at one of the nearby

clubs. In March there were 52 Sacred Heart

alumnae who heard Gail update us about

the religious of the Sacred Heart! There are

now over 350 religious in the United States

and over 3,000 in the world. There is a

foundation in Vietnam, and Korea and

Africa have a number of vocations. Gail,

who has been the director of continuing

education at the Weston Jesuit School of

Theology, is now working in Boston

College's new School of Theology and

Ministry on the Chestnut Hill Campus. •

Sheila McCarthy Higgins, Ursula Cahalan

Connors, and Patricia Leary Dowling attended

the March Mass and luncheon. The evening

before, Dick and Aileen Mannix Schaefer

and Aileen's sister Dede Mannix Burke

hosted a dinner for us, and we had a won-

derful time catching up. Although Aileen

was not able to join us on Friday, Shirley

Spencer Duggan's sister Pinky Spencer

Staley was there along with many other

Newton grads from all over the country. I

had lunch with Shirley this past summer
while she was visiting Duxbury. She is

currently living in London with her daughter

and family. Each summer she visits the

United States to see all her other children!

• I also heard from MaryEllen McKeon
Harvey; this past spring she was with Hunsie

Dempsey Loomis and Hunsie's equestrian

granddaughter, Ailish Cunniffe, at the

Devon Horse Show. Hunsie is a member of

our Treasure Coast Associated Alumnae of

the Sacred Heart. • Please join us ifyou are

ever in the Vero Beach area!

1957
Correspondent: Francis E.

flynch@maritime.edu

27 Arbutus Lane

West Dennis, MA 02670

Lynch

A Class of 1957 golf outing took place at the

Sandy Burr Country Club in Wayland on

May 20. Jim Devlin and Joe McMenimen
were cochairs of this annual event. The team

of Jim Connolly, Don Fox, and University

Advancement officer Matthew Eynon demol-

ished par with a five under best ball. Paul

Daly, Bill McQueeney, Bill Cunningham,

and Dave McAvoy finished second with a

five up. Frank Higgins, Jim Devlin, Joe

Burke, and Larry Chisholm fashioned a

close plus six. Frank Dirksmeier, Stan

Kieon, George Hennessy, and Joe "Bo"

McMenimen came in with an undisclosed

score. Muchas gracias to Bill Cunningham
and the BC Athletic Department for their

generous assortment of prizes. • The class

annual fall event was scheduled for September

27 with the Rhode Island vs. BC football

game. Postgame activities included a class

Mass, followed by a social hour and dinner

at Gasson Hall. I will pass on further details

of this very colorful event in the next issue

of Boston College Magazine. • It is with great

sadness I announce that Maureen, wife of

our esteemed classmate Ed Coakley, passed

away on August 11 after a long illness. Mau-

reen was a very special person. She leaves

four sons and their respective wives as well

as several grandchildren. Maureen was the

sister of our classmate Barry W. Murphy.

Peace be to you, Ed and Barry. • The class also

extends its sincere sympathy to the families

of John J. Tuohey, who died on May 22;

Charles E. Jones, who passed away on August

5, 2007; Arthur E. Flynn of Bay Head, NJ,

who died on August 14; and Paul E. Cham-

berlain of Bel Air, MD, who passed away on

August 30. • Class dues for the new academic

year will remain at $25. Ifyou have not already

done so, please remit to Bill Tobin, MBA'70,

81 Central St., Holliston, MA 01746. • As you

all know, the class is gradually shrinking in

numbers. Our 50th golden jubilee and our

51st reunion are now only memories while

time marches on. Yes, seize the moment
and jot down some personal and family

notes to your class correspondent. Let us all

stand tall in our endeavor to remain a very

active and viable class. Keep the memories

alive! • My best to all.

NC I957

Correspondent: Connie Weldon LeMaitre

lemaitre.cornelia@gmail.com

Correspondent: Connie Hanley Smith

cosmith35@hotmail.com

The years fly by, and news comes of Jack

and Molly McHugh O'Grady's 50th wedding

anniversary celebration in June with their

children and seven grandchildren at Skytop

Lodge in Pennsylvania. There must be several

5oths these days. Remember that surge of

weddings the first few years after graduation?

I just heard that Bill, MS
'5 9, and Kate McCann

Benson also marked a golden anniversary

with a count of 11 grandchildren (the oldest

now in college), all with musical talents.

I wonder where that gene comes from.

• Margy Craig Sheehy has to be among
our most traveled classmates, spending last

summer in Ireland with her sister Helen

Craig Lynch NC'59 highlighted by a visit

with Elaine Conley Banahan. All seem to

be in good form despite a damp season.

• Neil and Joan Hanlon Curley are always on

the go, with time on the road to Tampa and

Tennessee before Neil returned to high-school

counseling in Naples. • Up north in Wayne,

ME, the Vinnie Burns family plan to down-

size to smaller quarters, that is if Vinnie

shrinks her shoe collection and Vin his

hundreds of books. (They are not alone in

"stuff" acquired these many years.) Vinnie is

Democratic Party precinct chairperson and

is supporting a peace convocation. • Bob

McLaughlin has a healthy new grandchild

(named Robert!). How happy the late Margie

McLaughlin must be watching over them!

www.bc.edu/alumni
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• Kit and Liz Doyle Eckl enjoyed a spectacular

cruise to Alaska—incredible scenery, a real

showstopper. • Connie Weldon LeMaitre

reconnected with Barbara King Hennessy

while on vacation in Kennebunk, ME, where

Barbara and Bill built 12 years ago after a naval

career. Barbara brought a yearbook and photos

from Harmony Hall a la 1953! Yes, all were

good looking—and so young. The pajama

fashions are particularly intriguing! • Apologies

to Nancy Harvey Hunt, who sent news for our

last issue, but her e-mail was lost along the

way. Nancy lives in Florida for eight months

ofthe year and on Cape Cod in the summer,

"the best of all worlds," she says. She and

Don celebrated a 50th last year, cruising out

of Galveston with family, including three

grandchildren. Nancy and Joan Curley, her

bridesmaid, met recently and reminisced

over wedding pictures! Nancy was sad to

miss our 50th reunion. • Mary Ann Morley

Bernhard still struggles with health issues

and thanks you for your messages. • Finally,

many sincere thanks to Cathy Connolly

Beatty, who is stepping down as class corre-

spondent. We now welcome Connie Hanley

Smith, who has graciously agreed to take

her place, teaming up with Connie

LeMaitre. Cathy and husband Paul, JD'66,

split their time between downtown Boston

and the Cape and are loving it! Stay in touch,

Cathy, and keep news coming this way.

1958
Correspondent: David Rafferty

2296 Ashton Oakes Lane, No. 101

Stonebridge Countiy Club

Naples, FL 34109; 239-596-0290

The fond memories linger on, especially for

those classmates who attended our 50th

reunion weekend celebration. What a great

time it was, reminiscing with classmates

about the "good old days"; seeing the beautiful,

dramatic changes on the campus; and attend-

ing all the wonderful reunion events. The

"distance award" goes to David Ojerholm and

his wife, who traveled from their home in

Australia! They beat out Tom "Tank" Meehan,

who came from Germany. It was nice to see

Jim Conway, with his daughter, and Joan

Lingard Dugas, who came up from the Cape

for the weekend. • Twenty-six nurses returned

to the Heights for the weekend. Among them

were Alma Pallotta Apicella, with husband Sal,

from Salem, OH; Joelhe Gonzalez Botta from

Italy (third-place winner of the "distance

award"); and Cecilia Canniff Doherty from

Toledo, OH. Eileen Mullin and Mary Ellen

Cunningham Wetzel were honorary guards at

the graduation ceremony. • Joe Linnehan and

cousin Bill Curley had a great time at the

reunion. Joe had a chance to talk with his good

friends Joe Giere, Walter Gay, Ken Joyce

JD'61, Bill Bulger JD'61, Jim Murphy, and

Jack "Mucca" McDevitt. He missed seeing

his buddy Jack Shea. The only two Joe has

kept in touch with since graduation are Al

Carroll and Marge Molloy Vasaturo. • John

Ahern wrote from Perrysburg, OH, to tell me
that Victor Monette, CSC, could not attend

the reunion owing to his cancer treatments.

Sadly, Vic passed away on September 11 at St.

Edward's University in Austin, TX, where

he had been on the administrative staff and

was living in retirement. • Ed Gilmore has

just completed his first book, The Kidfrom

Dorchester. It is currently being printed, and

he will be having a book-signing event in

the near future. • Thanks to Jerry Johnson,

husband of Marilyn Mueller Johnson, on

the update of Mai's health. Keep up the good

work, Mai! • Special thanks to Al and Camille

Colasante St. Pierre for securing the fabulous

pictures of the reunion weekend. To indicate

how active our class is, we had over 103 at

our postreunion annual Cape Cod luncheon,

held at the Wianno Club in August. The Class

of '58 will be the most active in BC's history,

as we plan a series of class events each year.

• It is time to recognize Jack "Mucca" McDe-

vitt, our class treasurer for the past 25 years.

Jack keeps close tabs on the funds generated

by class dues—how they are invested and how
they are allocated for class functions. Thanks,

Jack, for a job well done. Also, special thanks

to Lois Zeramby Shea, who served as class

treasurer for the first 25 years. • Sympathy of

the class goes out to the families of Carole

Ann Smith Lamb, MA'61, and Kay Day

Pineault, who recently passed away. Paul

Fennell had a nice conversation with Kay at

the reunion. • I sadly report the passing of

Howard Powers this past July. Howie, a grad-

uate of Harvard Business School and Ford-

ham Law School, spent his entire career with

Merck & Co., retiring as a senior vice presi-

dent. • Condolences ofthe class also go out to

the families of Lawrence Baker of Quincy

and Victor Newton of Fairfield, CT • Please

send your $25 class dues to Jack McDevitt,

28 Cedar Road, Medford, MA 02155.

NC I958

Correspondent: Jo Cleary

jocleary@comcast.net

2j Kingswood Road

Auburndale, MA 02466; 617-332-6J9&

We have been called "the silent generation,"

those of us of the 1950s. Our decade was of

Eisenhower as president and Elvis as king.

From a class of 62, on the weekend of May

30, 28 Newton alumnae returned to the

scene ofour college days for our 50th reunion,

and for four days we were anything but silent!

Our chairperson, Mickey Cunningham
Wetzel, made sure we had contacted class-

mates in September to encourage attendance,

and as a result, we had a very impressive

turnout. Present were Kate Glutting Arcand,

Mary Azzara Archdeacon, Leonor Salcedo

Barreto, Susie Kennedy Baxter, Sheila Quinlan

Brown, Sheila Hurley Canty, Jo Kirk Cleary,

Rosemary Stuart Dwyer, MJ Eagan English

M.Ed/59, Betsey Dray Falvey, Audie Nolan

Galvin, Carol Healey Hanley, Maureen

O'Donnell Kent, Beth Duffy Legare, Mary

Keating McKell, Eileen Mullin, Jane Dick

O'Kieffe, Mitzi Shaghalian Pemberton, Carol

Higgins Reeve, Julie Saver Reusch, Maureen

Ronan, Judith Young Runnette, Patty Peck

Schorr, Joan Sextro, Helen McLachlan Smith,

Suzanne Lawrence Starkey, Gail McDonough
Sullivan, Peggy Keane Timpson '76, Margie

George Vis, Mickey Cunningham Wetzel,

Rhoda Ackerson Weyr, and Judy Carey

Zesiger. • Mickey and Eileen Mullin had

represented Newton '58 in caps and gowns

a week earlier in the alumni parade at BC's

graduation. They and several others also

attended the President's Dinner on Thursday

preceding our weekend. On Friday, at a

luncheon on the BC campus, Golden Eagle

pins were distributed to members of our

class. In the evening, we assembled at a

club offcampus for our opening '58 dinner.

Susie and Beth made great nametags for us:

individual yearbook pictures with names

printed in large type. Mickey and Paul

Wetzel distributed "blue books" with the brief

autobiographies that Eileen and Mickey had

assembled and printed. On Saturday many
went to the seminars offered on the BC
campus or into Boston to visit museums,

and in the evening, for our official class

dinner, we assembled in old Duchesne (later

known as Putnam House and now Alumni

House). We had cocktails in the solarium

and gathered in the oak-paneled library on

the first floor for dinner. Our own Sheila

Hurley Canty and her a cappella octet,

Soundwaves, serenaded us with wonderful

music. BC was a generous host, providing

everything for us, including lovely silver

frames with the Newton crest, each with a

picture of a returning graduate, and eco-

friendly bags with the Newton logo. Julie

(Hirschberg) Nuzzo NC'74 coordinated

everything perfectly. • At our alumnae Mass
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in Trinity Chapel, John Murray, SJ, spoke

about the motto "Caritas Christi Urget Nos"

and what it means for us. He related our

reunion to Jesus's love ofremembering past

history and His use of food and beverage at

gatherings. Brunch in Stuart dining hall

followed Mass. • We have a perspective after

50 years, and it was interesting, edifying, and

rewarding to hear so many conversations

about the RSCJs who taught us. Several of

the husbands in our group also noted that

nearly everyone made reference to the

respect we hold for the religious and how
that was expressed in the "blue book." We
wished aloud many times that all the class

could have been with us. It was a most

memorable weekend. • Please keep in touch.

We're beginning to plan a minireunion in

the New York-Connecticut area.

J959 REUNION 2009

Correspondent: George Holland

bmw0324@msn.com

244 Hawthorne Street

Maiden, MA 02148; 781-321-4217

Art Whalen has returned to West Yarmouth

after living in Michigan and Arizona for 40
years. He is looking forward to our 50th

reunion events. • John Fitzgerald, a fellow

physics major, tells me he rented a house in

Ipswich in May in order to attend the reunion.

He and wife Concetta have five children and

six grandchildren. They live in Walnut Creek,

CA. John retired as a senior vice president

and chief information officer at McKesson.

• In April, we learned ofthe sudden death of

Janet Knight Mack's husband, Bobby.

Although not a BC grad, Bobby was a huge

fan of the school. We extend our prayers

and sympathy to Janet and also to Gerry

Foley, MBA'73, on the death of his wife,

Beverly, and to Bill Keough on the death of

his wife, Carol, both after extended illnesses.

• We were shocked and saddened to learn of

the death of Lieutenant Colonel Jim Walton,

son of Don and Mary Jane Gibbons Walton.

Jim was a career army officer serving in

Afghanistan. Our prayers and condolences

go out to Mary Jane, Don, and family. • The

50th Reunion Committee continues to make
progress. Committee chair Peter McLaughlin

was pleased to welcome the following new
members: Joe Corcoran, Pete Derba, Jack

Deneen, Paul Kelly, George Kelley, John

Keaveney, Clair Malis Kingston, Bob Latkany,

Mary Powell Lees, Janet Knight Mack, Kathy

Vierra McGuinness, Kay McGuinness McNiff,

Jim Mulrennan, Spencer Tobin, and Mau-

rice Vanderpot MA' 63. The committee will

eagerly accept more volunteers. E-mail Peter

McLaughlin at mclaugpn@bc.edu or call

617-552-6680. • On the weekend of Septem-

ber 12-14, we nad the official kickoff of our

50th reunion at the Ocean Edge Resort on

Cape Cod. The events culminated with a

reception and dinner at the home of Joe and

Rose Corcoran. Our president, Fr. William

P. Leahy, was among the 120-plus guests

attending the weekend festivities. • On
November 1, our class had a reception at the

cardinal's residence after the BC vs. Clemson

football game. There are a limited number

of tickets for the ever-popular Christmas

Chorale concert and reception on December

7. On January 24-25, 2009, there will be a

reception and a hockey game against the

University of Maine. A fall mailing will pro-

vide further details on these events. A spring

mailing will provide information for Laetare

Sunday (March 22), the Arts Festival (April

29), BC Family Night at the Pops (May 15),

and Reunion Weekend (May 28-31). Mark

your calendars and join the fun! • If you

have not submitted your biography for the

50th anniversary yearbook, please help Beth

Grady, MS '64, and her committee make this

publication a smashing success by sending

it along as soon as possible. Please help us

defray the costs of our reunion year by

mailing your class dues of S50 to Alumni

House, 825 Centre St., Newton MA 02458.

• Please continue to furnish me with infor-

mation for our class notes.

lAi

NC I959 REUNION 2009

Correspondent: Maryjane Mulvanity Casey

pattyoneill@juno.com

75 Savoy Road

Needham, MA 02492; 781-400-5405

Helen Craig Lynch writes that she and hus-

band Jack, along with her sister Margy Craig

Sheehy NC'57, spent five weeks in Ireland

last summer. Three weeks were in Dublin,

where Jack taught at Trinity College, and two

were in County Kerry, where their children

and their families joined them for a magical

Irish holiday. She asks that all NC^ers
rally for our 50th reunion. • KC Conway

Morrish writes they are still loving Florida,

although they go to Maine for the summer.

They have been working with the guardian

ad litem program for foster children. • Ann
Baker Martinsen's son John spent the sum-

mer guiding kayak tours in Alaska, and her

daughter Ellen hopes to wrap up her Ph.D.

in ornithology at the University ofVermont

next June. • Janet Chute and I got together

with Nancy Maslen early in the summer to

help her inaugurate her lovely renovated

cottage beside her house in Westport. I then

took off for a four-week trip to Fiji and

Papua New Guinea. Our stay in Papua New
Guinea involved a lot of bird-watching and

was also a wonderful opportunity to experi-

ence a very different culture. We took in two

sing-sings, where local tribesmen and women
don their traditional finery and dance to

drums. Along the rivers, people subsist on

fish and sago flour; in the highlands, it is

sweet potatoes and pork. Wealth is mea-

sured in pigs. Our local guide in the high-

lands had just purchased his second wife

(two wives are common), age 18, for 30 pigs.

We met both wives; the first one was nine

months pregnant with her third child. • It is

with great sadness that we report the death

of Ellen Nelson Leone in March after a

courageous battle with scleroderma. We
shall miss Ellen's sunny disposition and

great sense of humor. We extend deepest

sympathy to her husband, Frank, and family.

We were fortunate to be able to celebrate

Ellen's 70th birthday with her in November

2007 at a gathering of classmates and

friends at her home in Needham. Among
those attending were Maryjane Mulvanity

Casey, Janet Chute, Janet Phillips Connelly,

Joanne O'Connor Hynek, Kathleen Kingston

Lawler MA'63, Honey Good McLaughlin,

Donna Cosgrove Morrissey, and Patty O'Neill.

• We hope to see you all at the reunion and

to get news from those of you from whom
we have not heard in recent years. Please

send your bio information to Janet Chute or

to me. Thanks to Janet for all her hard work.

I96O
Correspondent: Joseph R. Carty

jrcarty@comcast.net

253 River Street

Norwell, MA 02061

Edward Powers finally retired from Wall

Street after 46 years, and in April, he started

the Don't Dismiss Depression Foundation,

Inc. • Ed Kelleher has retired and lives in

Pacific Grove, CA. He is active with the Boy

Scouts and reports that he is enjoying

kayaking, backpacking, and fishing. He
returns to Cape Cod once or twice a year,

where he also fly-fishes. He wonders how in

the world he ever had time to work. • Jack

Falvey relates that he met with Martin Dock-

ery. Since 2004, Martin has been teaching

American history in Saigon. Martin was a
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municipal bond attorney for many years in

New York City. • Frank Ennis is still working

as professor ofmedicine in molecular genetics

and microbiology at UMass Medical School.

He is also director ofthe Center for Infectious

Disease Vaccine Research. Frank feels as if

he is hitting his stride, because he was in his

30s before he had a real job. His research

involves diseases that are serious medical

problems in tropical areas of the world. He
recently moved to Charlestown from Shrews-

bury. The Ennises have six children. • Henry

L. McQueeney passed away very recently.

Hank was an administrator and chief

operating officer at Georgetown University

Medical Center in DC. Also, Paul Williamson

of Woonsocket passed away in June of this

year. The class offers condolences to the

McQueeney and Williamson families. • Bob

Rudman had a mini 23rd reunion for

members of the class, and he came up with

an idea for the 50th: set a loss of weight

(honor) system for this event, and donate

the money raised to a charity. Bob volunteers

for the Franklin Heritage Foundation, which

has ties with the National Trust for Historic

Preservation. The group he is with is evalu-

ating the contribution of retired volunteers.

The results were to be presented at a national

meeting in Tulsa on October 21. • Keep the

mail coming and let the class know what

you are doing.

NC i960
Correspondent: Patricia McCarthy Dorsey

dorseypm@comcast.net

53 Clarke Road

Needham, MA 02492

In June, Jeanne Hanrihan Connolly's family

celebrated her milestone birthday by sur-

prising her with a very festive luncheon at

the Dan'l Webster Inn in Sandwich. Her

daughters, Jeanne '87 and Anne, planned

this happy event from champagne, flowers,

and favors, to a beautiful cake and caring

speeches about their mom. About a dozen

from our class enjoyed the celebration.

• Carol Higgins O'Connor was present and

told me that she and John have 3 sons and

12 grandchildren who all live in the Andover

area. Carol has been involved in volunteer

work for 13 years at Northern Essex Com-
munity College in Haverhill. She is working

on a fundraising committee that provides

scholarships for women to finish their edu-

cation. She is presently helping raise funds

to build a hospice home in the Merrimack

Valley. ESL teaching is also on her agenda.

• Mary Harrington exhibited her paintings

this past July during the Manchester Arts

Festival. She and five friends displayed their

work at the Manchester Historical Society.

Mary works in oil and watercolor and often

paints the places where she has traveled.

• Nan Anderson Coughlin responded to the

BC broadcast e-mail: "I have had a busy

spring and summer. I went to Manila in

May to help my daughter and her family

with their move to Conakry, Guinea. I just

returned (in August) from two fabulous

weeks in France visiting friends from my
school days in Cannes and also spent a

week with my son and his family in their

vacation spot in the Luberon. I couldn't

have had a nicer birthday gift! For most of

us, it is our decade change year. I plan to

celebrate all year long!" • Dot Radics McKeon

e-mailed, "In January, Bill and I went on a

great two-week riverboat cruise in Egypt. In

June, my son Jeff, his wife, and their four

children, ages 7 to 13, also went there, as

well as to Tanzania. We spent a week relaxing

in Mexico in February and were at home
through April as Bill has lots of clients during

tax season. In July our family tradition

brought us to the Outer Banks of North

Carolina, where we rent a large home for

the entire family. We have four generations

ranging from my mom, who is 96, down to

my youngest grandchild who is 7. It is just a

great week to relax and enjoy being with each

other." • Please visit the online community at

www.bc.edu/alumni/association/community.

html to view class notes and to read a

wonderful letter from Pat Winkler Browne

describing the 150th anniversary celebration

of the RSCJ's contributions and the closing

of Kenwood in Albany, NY, in May. • Peace

to all this Christmas!

I96l

Correspondents: Dave and Joan Angino

Melville

class6ibc@aol.com

3 Earl Road

Bedford, MA 01730; 781-275-6334

I met up with Bill Daley on the golf course.

He looks great and still carries a handicap

of five—and what a smooth swing! It seems

like yesterday that Bill was doing his best

on the ice at McHugh Forum to incite the

Harvard hockey fans, and did we love it! Bill

is recently retired, and he and his wife, Jane,

live in Wayland. They have four children

and eight grandchildren. • I received a long

missive from Paul Brennan, MBA'66: "Best

ever is a term that is often expressed, but

the night Peg Collins put together for the

annual memorial Mass certainly justifies it.

The evening began with a tour of Burns

Library hosted by Helen and Bob O'Neil.

Bob explained with great insight the

treasure we have in the library. Then there

was time for reflection at Mass. For the

first time in a long time, Fr. Mclnnis '44,

MA51, was not able to say the Mass. George

Downey relates that he is at Weston and in

good spirits. George had all the attendees

sign a picture to give to Fr. Mclnnis as a

gift from the class for whom he has done

so much. After Mass we returned to Burns

for an elegant repast. Excellent appetizers,

an open bar, and several choices at the

food station were the focal point of the

meal. Annie and Jack Sutton came all the

way from the Caribbean on their sailboat.

They certainly won the prize for the longest

distance. Sheila and Bob Ritchie related

that they are enjoying their retirement

years in Virginia. Avis and Dick Glasheen

attended Mass for the dual purpose of

remembering our deceased classmates

and thanking God that the nine-month

renovation project on their Bourne home
is coming to an end. Others in attendance

at this wonderful evening were Nancy

Drago MBA'72, Angelo Fisichella, John

Hehir, Maryann Dimario Landry, Barbara

Power Madden MS '73, Veronica McLoud

Dart MA'64, Ann Wasilauskas Mulligan,

Ginny O'Neil, John O'Neill MBA'70,

Donna and Bob Sullivan, Ann Gorman
Faymonville, Carol Walsh, Peg Collins,

and Mary Turbini. You really should put

the Mass on your calendar for 2009."

Thank you, Paul. • I am sorry to report

that Carol Philpott Maiello of Westminster,

MD, died on January 17. Also Ann Wasi-

lauskas Mulligan's husband, Joe, recently

passed away. May they and their families

be remembered in our thoughts and

prayers. • Tom Dahoney tells us that he

was in touch with Jim Crowley, who has

retired from Kodak. Jim and wife Joan have

three children and six grandchildren. They

live in Rochester, NY, and summer
in Mattapoisett. • I also had a note from

John O'Neill saying that he retired

the first of the year as security director

at Draper Laboratory. While enjoying

some time in Falmouth this summer,

he played golf with Dick Giere. It was an

accidental meeting, and not until they

started talking about where they were

from did they realize they were classmates.

Small world. • Happy 2009! Only two

years until our 50th reunion.
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Correspondent: Missy Clancy Rudman

newtonmiz@aol.com

1428 Primrose Lane

Franklin, TN 37064

I hope you all have a happy Christmas and

blessings to you and yours in the new year.

• During the summer I had opportunities to

visit with and hear from classmates far and

wide. • Congratulations to Betty Hitchins

Wilson, who wrote that she and Don cele-

brated their 45th anniversary in September!

Bert)' is feeling well. Before going to Detroit

for a thyroid treatment, she flew to Toronto

to get a "treat": visiting her precious twin

grandsons, Luke and Dominic. • Congratu-

lations also to Tom and Mary Nolan Calise,

who celebrated their 40th anniversary in

July. I met Bob '59 and Alo Coleman Riley

at the Calises' party. • Last summer Duane

and Ellen MacDonald Carbone traveled to

Block Island, Annapolis, New York, and

Boothbay Harbor visiting friends and family.

Although I did not get to visit with Tim '60,

JD'64, and Gael Sullivan Daly, we did talk.

Their youngest son was married in August,

and they were planning to go to Florida for

a week afterward. • The appointment ofmy
husband, Bob Rudman '60, at the National

Historic Foundation in DC gave us the

opportunity to have a wonderful visit with

Mary Sue Flanagan. We attended Mass in

the chapel (built in 1794) of her parish just

across from Georgetown University and then

dined at a charming French restaurant in

her neighborhood. Mary Sue saw South Pacific

in New York City and said it was wonderful.

I missed seeing Mary Walsh in Hull by a

few days. We were visiting Lou Hoffman

there, and I got Mary's e-mail two days later.

• Bob and I traveled a different route to the

Cape this summer. As we were attending a

Serra Club meeting at Notre Dame in June,

we drove through Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio,

and western Pennsylvania. We do live in a

fantastic country! • Judy Vollbrecht, RSCJ,

wrote that there was little damage in Verrettes,

Haiti, where she missions along with

other RSCJ sisters, but other parts of the

island were affected by Hurricane Gustav. I

forwarded her e-mail to those classmates

whose addresses I have. Through the many
tribulations in Haiti, she remains steadfast

in her mission work. She also sent a recipe

for chicken! Mookie Stehling Kamps
thought perhaps we could do something to

help Sr. Judy. I will e-mail you about that.

• Did you see Gail Giere Collins's and Ellen

Mahony King's names in the Summer

2008 issue?! • Sign outside a little Baptist

church near us: "Don't count the days. Make

the days count."

NC I962

I962
Correspondents: Frank and Eileen "Irish"

Faggiano

frank@faggianoconsulting.com

33 Gleason Road

Reading, MA oi86j; j8i-g44-oy20

We heard from Eileen and Bill Novelline

that their son Andy '97 and his wife,

Amanda, had their first child, Sam. Andy
runs Abbot Financial, and he and Bill

recently celebrated the company's 25th year.

Bill and Eileen now live in North Andover,

after 32 years in Andover. • Paul Horrigan

e-mailed that he skippered a roundtrip from

Pocasset to Edgartown for lunch and a

swim. Cruising with Paul on his trawler

Slainte were Mike Mullowney, Jimmy
Hooley MSW'64, Hugh Mahoney, George

Gormley, Dick Hickey, Jack Murray

MBA'70, and Jim Murphy (Boston State).

Paul is the president of Texas Trailer

Corporation. Barbara Connor Flaherty

works part-time as a legal assistant and likes

keeping busy helping her elder daughter,

Lynne, mother of a four-year-old son and

twin boys born last summer. Barbara and

husband Tom travel to Florida often to see

son Mark and daughter Beth. Both are

married and between them have five more

Flaherty grandchildren. The following are

some of the BC classmates Barbara saw at

Matignon's 50th reunion: Joe Dolan of

Newbury, Richard Dillon of Scituate, and

Phil Carfagno of Tewksbury. Phil works for

the Christmas Tree Shops. Bob O'Connor

traveled from Alpharetta, GA, with his

wife, Venita. They are the parents of 5 and

grandparents of 12. Bob's e-mail is rocvoc@

bellsouth.net. Ralph Surette journeyed

from Rock Hall, MD. He has a Ph.D. in

psychology and is still in private practice.

Mary Ann Murray Fuller came from Walnut

Creek, CA. She is the mother of three

and the grandmother of two and works

part-time as a home care coordinator for a

visiting nurse organization. Her e-mail is

kiss300@aol.com. Betsy Reagan Zinzer

'63, now of Wrightstown, PA, was there as

well. She and her husband, Ron, are the

parents of five daughters and are soon

expecting their nth grandchild. Thanks,

Barb. • Don't forget to call, e-mail, or use

snail mail. We love hearing from you. • Our

best wishes to you all.

Correspondent: Mary Ann Brennan Keyes

makmad@comcast.net

26 Ridgewood Crossing

Hingham, MA 02043

Kathy Gately Shanaphy sent a nice note: "I

have very fond memories of Newton, and a

real sense that we were blessed with the

people who taught us, and the students with

whom we shared the experience. It was a

special place. As you know, I left after

sophomore year to attend Catholic Univer-

sity's theater program, and my time at CU,

more like a graduate student experience,

made me value the years at Newton even

more. My acting career was brief, although

I still get residuals from a couple of stints

on McHale's Navy. Thanks to Mother

Maguire, I was able to make a real living as

a copywriter. Ed (my favorite piano player)

and I have enjoyed raising two girls and a

boy, one who just moved from a 17-year

stint in London to Florida, one in London

with two grandbabies, and one close by in

Connecticut. Nancy Edmondson Hogan,

MA'95 (my Newton roommate), and I have

remained close, godmothers and all, and

she will be here for a visit in August. Ed and

I split our time between New York and

Florida, where we found in our community

called Orchid several Newtonites who
remember when. ..there was a place, and I

remember it as a very special place, called

Newton." • Betty Eigo Golden reports that

she and Billy are enjoying retirement on

Cape Cod. When they are not traveling to

spend time with their children and grand-

children, Betty is on the golf course or vol-

unteering for Hospice. According to Betty,

Judy Davin Knotts has retired from her

position as headmistress of St. Gabriel's

school in Austin, TX. She plans on staying in

Austin and is in the process of downsizing.

The St. Gabriel's website praised Judy for

her accomplishments: "While we wish Dr.

Knotts a happy future, we all can be assured

as we enter Knotts Hall each day that her

legacy for learning lives on." It seems that

you passed on in a very real way, Judy, all

that you learned from your years with the

RSCJs. Congratulations and enjoy your

well-earned retirement. • Penny Whelan

Kirk-Scheideler, M.Ed. '75, CAES'81, loves

her job as a service coordinator for the

Needham Housing Authority. Penny and Ed

have taken up sailing, and this past sum-

mer they spent a fair amount of time trim-

ming the sails on the Charles River. You

might remember that Betty Eigo Golden,
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Judy Davin Knotts, and Penny Whelan Kirk,

were roommates at Newton. I found that

you get news of all three when you talk with

just one of them. It makes me realize how
important it is to stay connected to all those

wonderful "old" friends! • I am sorry to report

the death of Peggy Bailey Lamontagne's

husband, Dick, who had battled a very long

illness. Please remember Peggy and her

family in your prayers.

1963
Correspondent: Matthew

J.
McDonnell

matthew.mcdonnell.esq@gmail.com

121 Shore Avenue

Quincy, MA 02169; 617-479-1714

Echoes are still ringing from our 45th. As

promised, a continued list of classmates

attending includes Fr. Vincent Albano, Jim

Alexander, George Allman, Jim Benson,

Jack Berry, Mary Alma Bogert, Carol

Clougherty Boulton, George Bourque II,

John Brennan, Joan Manning Brunnick,

Patricia Burns, Jack Callahan, Henry Cavanna,

Dave Collins, Thomas Conry, Joe Cosgrove,

John Donnelly, Joan Dunphy, William Egan,

Joan Engel NC'63, Susan Frisbee NC'63,

Bill Frongillo, Louise Gallahue, Tom Galvin,

Steve Garzone, Tom Hall, Paul Hebert, Ann
Hurley, John Hurley, Linda Farrell Kelleher

NC'63, Brendan Kelley, Judith Ann Kelly,

Dave Knipper, Harry Kushigian, J. Gene

LaRochelle, Ron Martin MBA'71, Bill Math-

ews, Paul McCormack, Leo McManus, Ed

O'Brien, Phil O'Brien, Rod O'Connor, Ed

O'Donoghue Jr., Dan O'Neill, Mike O'Sullivan,

Jim Owens, Tony Pagliarulo, John Pellegrini,

John Phelan, Elizabeth Reagan, Bob Reardon

MS'66, Richard Russo M. Ed/67, William J.

Simione Jr., Ed Spain, Joan Sullivan, Tom
Truxes, Carol Van Cleave, Elizabeth Vrees,

Dick Wasilauskas, Kate West, and George

Yezukevich MA'66. • Also attending was

classmate Garrett Reagan, who died sud-

denly shortly thereafter on June 17 at his

Scituate residence. He had just retired after

coaching ice hockey for 26 years at Hingham

High School. His teams were state champs

three times, and he received four Mulloy

Sportsmanship Awards. Previously he had

been a professor of economics at Emmanuel
College for 17 years. He is survived by his

wife, Judy NC'64, and daughter Jennifer

Robinson '89. • Mary B. Cavanaugh is a retired

captain in the Navy Reserve. She had been a

nurse anesthetist for 38 years. Her son Sean is

a physician assistant, and daughter Erin is a

program manager. She and husband Joe live

in Virginia. • Bill Costley, our class co-poet

laureate, has been elected to the steering

committee of the San Francisco chapter of

the National Writers Union, and he also

sings (bass-baritone) with the San Jose Peace

Chorale. • Bill Redgate retired as a corporate

officer from Dun & Bradstreet Corporation.

He and his wife, Ellen (Shaughnessy) NC'64,

live in Fairfield, CT. They enjoy seeing their

daughter, 4 sons, and 15 grandchildren.

• Roger Breen, a math professor at Florida

Community College at Jacksonville, retired

after 33 years, having taught more than

16,000 students. He will continue as an

adjunct. • Bill Sheehan has been named vice

president of sales for global filtration at

Affinia Group. He will be based at WIX
headquarters in Gastonia, NC. • I am sad to

report the deaths oftwo classmates. Eugene

F. McCarthy of Roslindale passed away on

July 1. Gene was a math professor at Boston

State College and earlier at Massachusetts

Maritime Academy. He is survived by his

son, Michael. Also, Eleanor "Bonnie" Curtin

McCarthy of Wellesley and North Falmouth

died on March 26. A former president of the

Hyannis Chamber ofCommerce, she leaves

three sons and four grandchildren as well

as her former husband, Len McCarthy.

Class condolences to their families.

NC I963

Correspondent: Colette Koechley McCarty

ckm2@ mi ndspring.com

106 Woodhue Lane

Cary, NC 27518; 919-233-056}

The following prayer was read at the prayers

ofthe faithful at the reunion Mass at Trinity

Chapel in May. It is so beautiful and

reminds me of our faith formation under

the Sacred Heart nuns that I thought it

should be shared with all our class. "For the

religious of the Sacred Heart whose work,

vision, and prayers nurtured our intellect,

sustained our souls, and encouraged our

social conscience so that we would become

women of principle, we pray to the Lord."

• Margo White and her husband, John

Pittman, divide their time between Florida

and Georgia (cooler summers!). • Maureen

Kane Allman and her husband, George '63,

were not at this year's reunion, but Mau-

reen said she had hopes for the 50th (they

take turns attending each other's reunions).

• Harriet "Blitz" Friday Leahy is a lawyer and

has lived in New York City for 37 years, a fact

that "no longer surprises" her. Harriet

sometimes runs into Fran Hesterberg

McDonald in her building when Fran is vis-

iting her son and his family. Small world! •

Marji Dever Shea wonders if the Newton

alumnae in northern New England would

like to plan events together? E-mail addresses

are available online through the BC directory.

If you're interested, drop Marji a line. • It is

with great sadness that I report the death of

Maureen Meehan O'Leary's husband, Jack,

on August 15. Our thoughts and prayers are

with you both. • Jane Graham is a psychic

who lives and practices in Sudbury. Jane has

offered to find a "good" date for our 50th

reunion, which I hope meshes with BC's

plans. • Carol Donovan Levis and her

husband, John '63, welcome a new grandson,

Jackson Joon, who was recently adopted by

their son Jack and his wife, Deana. Jackson

joins older sister Hannah. • Mary Ann Cole

McLean and her husband, Allan '60 (another

of the few brave husbands in attendance in

May), are very busy with their grown sons

and sailing. Mary Ann likes to sail but not to

race (which is Allan's passion); on race day,

Mary Ann stays home. • Marjorie Reiley

Maguire lives in Milwaukee, where she

practices law, doing research and writing

briefs, mainly. Her four grandchildren live

within blocks of her, which fills her life with

joy. She loves entertaining visiting Newton

College alumnae. • Martin and Pamela

Hitchins Mordecai emigrated to Toronto in

1994. Pam is an author; to learn more,

Google "Pam Mordecai." • Please, ifyou have

news you'd like to share, send it on to me.

Correspondent: John Moynihan

moynihan_john@hotmail.com

2 j Rockland Street

Swampscott, MA 01907

Paul Quayle and Walter Zwible spent most

ofAugust sailing Paul's boat from Cape Cod

to Charleston, SC, stopping at Block Island,

Long Island, Cape May, Annapolis, Norfolk,

Beaufort, and many ports in between. • Sandy

and Lloyd Doughty, Fred Delay, and Paul

Sullivan traveled to Jacksonville for the ACC
Championship game, where fellow classmate

Jim Cahill and wife Judy hosted them for a

fun weekend. Also seen at the game were

John Barrett and Bill Bennett. Lloyd and Paul

reconnected last March in Sarasota with Jim

Hughes, continuing a three-year tradition

on St. Patrick's Day. By the way, Fred Delay

has declared himself to be "the most affable

bartender on Boston's South Shore." • Ann
Carty Thrailkill and Elaine McKenna partic-
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ipated in the BC alumni trip to China in

September. Ann works for the VA as women
veterans program manager for an area that

includes San Francisco, Fresno, Reno, Northern

California, Honolulu, and Samoa. • Charlie

Forbes competed in the "Alcatraz ioo Swim
with the Centurions" triathlon in July. • Ed

Sawicki was named a 2008 Healthcare Hero

by the Connecticut Healthcare Association.

Ed recently retired from his active practice

in Willimantic, CT, but still works a couple

of days a week at a clinic he established a

few years ago. • Hal Pheeny retired from the

Navy in 1994 and then went to work for the

Battelle Memorial Institute, specializing in

chemical-biological defense (CBD). Most ofhis

work has dealt with engineering development,

test, and evaluation ofCBD protective clothing

and equipment for naval aircrew personnel.

Four years ago, he moved to Clearwater, FL,

and reduced his work to part-time efforts.

• Norb Nyhan has retired from active man-

agement of his accounting firm but still

helps out during tax season. • I am saddened

to report the death of Elaine Smith of St.

Petersburg, FL, in June. Elaine was a member
of the Franciscan Missionaries of Mary (as

Sr. Mary St. Johnpoll) while attending the

School of Nursing, leaving the order in 1965.

She married Donald Smith in 1967 and

moved to Florida in 1971. • For the second year

in a row, I will be leading a group ofBC alums

to the Ignatian Family Teach-in and School

of the Americas protest, November 21-23,

at Ft. Benning in Columbus, GA. Each year

almost every Jesuit high school and college

as well as many Jesuit parishes send delega-

tions; BC is the first alumni association to

do so. For more info, contact me or visit

Alumni Connections, September 2008, on

the Alumni website. By the way, accompanying

me last year was Bob Hart '60, MSW'62,
whom many of you remember as an RA in

our freshman year. Also, I have just finished a

two-year stint as president of the Apollo

Club of Boston. Established in 1871, it is the

second-oldest men's singing club in the

United States. Our repertoire is similar to

those of college glee clubs. Ifyou would like

to get back to singing, check us out at

www.apolloclub.org or contact me. • I talked

with Jim Lucie '65, M.Ed/67, wno is gearing

up Ken Calabria M. Ed/84, Bill Cormier, and

the rest of the Heightsmen for a gig on May

30, 2009, at our reunion. Save the date! Your

hardworking Reunion Committee has a host

of big events coming up, so watch your

mailboxes. • Finally, a trivia question: What
was the name of the hurricane that canceled

our first day of classes freshman year? Find

the answer in the next issue.

Correspondent: Priscilla Weinlandt Lamb

agneau76@optonline.net

125 Elizabeth Road

New Rochelle, NY 10804; 914-636-0214

During the summer, I had lunch with Basil

and Ann Marie De Nisco L'Abbate. They had

recently returned from a trip to Greece; Ann
Marie was into a Greek cooking mode, and

I, happily, was the beneficiary. She said that

during the trip, she had taken a one-day

cooking course at her hotel (the Sea View)

and was the proud recipient of a Sea View

Culinary Institute's Honor Graduate apron!

Here's Ann Marie describing her trip: "At

my 45th high-school reunion, a classmate

told us he had retired to the island of Paros

in Greece. He suggested we have a reunion

there. The idea caught on with some of us,

so in May seven classmates from Pelham

Memorial High School and their spouses

went. Most of us hadn't seen each other in

48 years. What a difference adulthood makes.

Fourteen 'strangers' got along so well we're

thinking ofanother trip together. We were a

varied group: two hippies (albeit aging), two

Hollywood actors, a retired army colonel,

and assorted everything else. I don't know how

we'll top this for our 50th." • Now speaking

of reunions, our 45th is scheduled for May

29-31, 2009. Yes, that is this coming May.

Luckily, it's at the end of May; that means

we have a little more time to get our act

together. • Kay Raleigh DiFrancesca got in

touch and shared these reunion thoughts:

"The best part of reunions for me is staying

in the dorm, kicking off the shoes, and just

talking about who we were and who we are,

not a cocktail reception and grandstanding

but a coming together." I think a lot of us

discovered this at our 40th. Women, with

very different experiences during those four

years at Newton, are now finding "common
ground and a connection" (Kay's words). • You

know the expression "the older we get, the

better we were." Well, I think reunions prove

just the opposite. We're better now. Let's get

together at the end of May and revel in it!

1965
Correspondent: Patricia McNulty Harte

kpharte@yahoo.com

6 Everett Avenue

Winchester, MA 01890; 781-729-1187

An e-mail from Irv Goss informs us of the

death of our classmate Allan Tompson, who

passed away in March. Allan had taught

math in southeastern Massachusetts and

Rhode Island public schools for 40 years,

and after retiring, he returned to his high-

school alma mater, Coyle Cassidy, where he

enjoyed teaching a new generation of Coyle

Warriors. Allan was a big BC sports fan and

had attended the BC-Maryland basketball

game with Irv shortly before his untimely

death. At his funeral, "For Boston" was

played. Allan is survived by his wife, Donna,

and three daughters, who live in Rehoboth.

• Irv wrote that seven freshmen from Coyle

attended BC: Allan, Irv, Paul Yelle, George

Tyson, Don Kelley, John Connor, and Bill

Silver. Paul is retired from the Air National

Guard and lives in North Kingstown, RI. He
enjoys his grandchildren and is working

part-time on aircraft financing as well as

traveling extensively. Bill lives in Harwick

and owns a real estate agency on the Cape.

Irv is starting his sixth year of teaching at

the Gabelli School of Business at Roger

Williams University in Bristol, RI. He and

his family had a great vacation in Montana

this past summer, spending a week at Flat-

head Lake Lodge Ranch. Irv requests that the

other Coyle classmates drop me a line. How
about it, George, Don, and John? • An e-mail

from Joe Cutcliffe asks ifany classmate might

be interested in a consulting project that he

recently completed. Joe, an organizational

psychologist and independent consultant,

was asked by Cardinal Roger Mahony to

conduct a strategic leadership study for the

Archdiocese of Los Angeles. The yearlong

study resulted in "merging and twinning" of

some churches and a greater emphasis on

recruitment, development, and use of lay

leaders in critical roles as deacons and parish

life directors. Joe recently spoke with Dick

Cullen, who still runs a small shop,

Archangel Antiques, in Greenwich Village.

• John Feeney e-mailed me that he and his

wife, Ambassador Laura Kennedy, have

been foreign service officers since 1975. They

are presently living in Washington DC, but

have had assignments in Eurasia, Moscow,

Vienna, Ankara, and Ashgabet. This year John

has been in Japan three times. Their son

Patrick is a sophomore at BC, and Martin will

graduate from William & Mary next May.

John keeps in contact with Paul Belford, who

spent a year in Baghdad in the BC Peace

Corps right after graduation, and fellow

Brooklyn Prep alumnus Dick Hoefling

and has seen Irv Goss at BC's Pops on the

Heights. Much of John's time now is spent

at their farm in the Virginia countryside.

• Mary and Larry Laureno celebrated their

40th wedding anniversary this past June.
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Larry recently completed a two-year lay

ministry formation program and was

commissioned by the archbishop of Hartford.

He is still working full-time in building

material sales. He enjoys coaching two of

his grandsons in Little League baseball

—

and also his season tickets to BC football.

• Sarah and Jim Mahoney's youngest

daughter, Molly, was married last summer
to Brian Betnouray in Portsmouth, NH. • In

closing, I thank all the classmates who have

e-mailed me information. It will be enjoyable

to see new names in our class notes.

NC I965

Correspondent: Linda Mason Crimmins

mason65@bc.edu

3902 MacGregor Drive

Columbia, SC 29206

Simone Poirier-Bures retired from the

English department at Virginia Tech last

year after 25 years. Last spring she served as

a senior Fulbright scholar at the Interna-

tional University of Kyrgyzstan, where she

taught and worked on a translation project

rendering into English the poems of some

early Kyrgyz women poets. • Nancy Cook is

thrilled to announce the arrival of her two

adopted grandchildren from Guatemala.

After a two-year struggle, her daughter

Linda Cronin Pinto and son-in-law Greg

finally brought home to Cape Cod 27-month-

old Silvia Katherine (named after Kay

Bryant Canoni NC62) and 20-month-old

Nathaniel Antoni Pinto. Congratulations to

all! • Prayers and good wishes go out for

Priscilla Durkin, who is undergoing treat-

ment for cancer at the Dana-Farber Cancer

Institute. • From Mary McGinn comes an

inquiry about Kiki Scotti, who had graduated

from Elmhurst and was in our freshman

class. Mary wants to know Kiki's relationship

to Rita Scotti, who published a fascinating

history of the construction of St. Peter's

Basilica in Rome. Kiki is the daughter of a

well-known physician in Providence and so

is Rita Scotti. They may even be one and the

same. • Karen Kinnealey says "hi" to all. She

drives by Newton twice a day while com-

muting to and from work and frequently

thirties about the good friends and the wonder-

ful opportunities that our Newton education

provided us. • P-J Mikita McGlynn hosted a

luncheon gathering for Lisa Pustorino

Edmiston, Marianne Pizzuto Haggerty, and

your writer. We all admired P-J's gardens;

she recently received her certification as a

master gardener. Marianne has successfully

battled back from some serious health prob-

lems and continues to work part-time as an

early intervention teacher. Usa and Mark are

preparing for retirement and enjoy traveling

and their grandchildren. Unfortunately, Dottie

Sforza Calabrese could not attend due to

work commitments. • In July, I traveled down

Route 95 to reunite with Sally Rosenthal

Smith. Sally and I hadn't seen each other in

39 years, although, unbeknownst to her at

the time, Sally had met my granddaughter

last year! After a tour of Savannah, Sally

and her husband, Wally, entertained me
with wonderful southern hospitality at

their lovely home on Skidaway Island.

• Be sure to register on the BC alumni

online community, where you can post

news and find old friends. Until next time...

I966
Correspondent: Dane Baird

danebaird@aol.com

104 Seven Iron Court

Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082; 904-373-0982

NC I966
Correspondent: Catherine Beyer Hurst

catherine.hurst@comcast.net

4204 Silent Wing

Santa Fe, NM 87507; 505-474-3162

Betty Anne Conti Charles sent an e-mail

recently because she was so excited to find a

classmate, Dodie Burnett Houston, also

living in Arlington, TX, where she has lived

for 28 years. I was pleased to be the broker

for contact information. Betty Anne trans-

ferred from Newton to Spring Hill after

three semesters, but has regularly read our

class news, looking for some connection.

Dodie and Betty Anne, let us know when

you get together! • Midge Kramer Wilker

writes that she is still working as a freelance

consultant. She has one major client and

trains their young consultants in all the

basics. The work takes her to London four

times a year (not bad!) and Philadelphia

every other month. Midge and Jay have

been married for 40 years. Midge says,

"Just think of it: 40 years of wedded bliss!

Ha, ha. Actually he is a wonderful guy

—

always funny—and I am lucky to have

him." She and Mary Connorton Fitzgerald

walk together regularly in Central Park and

"talk over the challenges we face. I find see-

ing Mary and other Newton friends one of

the true joys ofmy life. There simply are no

friends like old friends." Midge also hikes

with Mary Jean Sawyers Krackeler. They try

to take one major trip a year; their most

recent adventure was a hike in the Pyrenees

from Pamplona to Barcelona. • In response

to my plea for news, Kathy Hyland Rrein

writes: "I have been trying to come up with

something worth passing on to you, and so

far nothing I am doing, feeling, reading,

or thinking bears repeating to a wider

audience (some of it isn't printable anyway!)"

• Carolyn Cassin-Driscoll sent a note in

March that she and her husband, Jack, have

spent the past four winters in Arizona. "We
love the Southwest with its Native American

culture, desert climate and terrain, and

active adult communities. Still searching

for volunteer service to engage my skills as

a psychologist. I'm blessed with good

health, all joints considered! With my new
book club, favorite choices were McEwan's

Atonement, Quindlen's Rise and Shine, and

Lamott's Grace (Eventually)." • My father,

Robert Beyer, died on August 20 at the age

of 88—at home, at peace and not in pain,

and with family present. You can read the

eulogy I delivered at his funeral at

http://choosing-santa-fe.blogspot.com.

1967
Correspondents: Charles and Mary-Anne

Benedict

chasbenedict@aol.com

84 Rockland Place

Newton Upper Falls, MA 02464

NC I967

Correspondent: M. Adrienne Tarr Free

thefrees@cox.net

3627 Great Laurel Lane

Fairfax, VA 22033-1212; 703-709-0896

It seems from the lack of any sort of class

mail I have received in recent months that

everyone must be leading very busy lives. I

hope you might find a spare minute or two

this winter to send me a message or drop me
a line. • The class Prayer Net is still available

for anyone who might benefit from its sup-

port. From personal experience, I know it

does make a difference! We do have a very

caring group of classmates. Just let me know

what needs our prayers, and I will take it

from there. • Since there were no responses

to the broadcast e-mail requests for news

either, I will have enough column space to
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do a bit of personal bragging: I became a

grandmother for the fourth time! It was

another boy—we are close to staffing our

own basketball team for the future. Nicholas

Argerson was born in early August to our older

daughter here in northern Virginia. He is a

big. healthy baby with whom we are enjoying

frequent visits. I know others of you must

have more than just four members in a

succeeding generation. (A little bird told me
someone in our class has eight.) It makes

me wonder what the total number would be

if all ofyou were willing to share your news.

I look forward to hearing from more ofyou

soon. • God bless through this winter.

1968
Correspondent: Judith Anderson Day

jnjday@aol.com

The Brentwood 323

11500 San Vicente Boulevard

Los Angeles, CA goo^g

Greetings, friends! • After the excitement of

our 40th reunion news, we have rather a

slim mailbag this time around. Please feel

free to share your stories with our classmates.

• Wherify Wireless has announced that Doug

Hajjar will rejoin its board of directors. He
previously served as a director from November

2005 to February 2008 and as chairman of

Wherify California from 1998 to mid-2005.

Doug graduated from BC with a degree in

accounting. He and his wife, Mary, live in

Mashpee. • With the greatest of joy, the happy

Days are shouting from the rooftops about

our newest family addition. Our grandson

Connor Matthew Day was born in Connecticut

to our son Matthew '95 and his wife, Katie,

on July 22. Connor joins big brother Brady

(3) and sister Lucy (1). They live in Fairfield.

We all love our sweet prince; he holds our

heartstrings in his beautiful little hands.

Jim and I now have nine beloved little ones

to cherish, Deo gratias. • Go Eagles!

NC I968
lillerCorrespondent: Kathleen Hastings

flvemill@verizon.net

8 Brookline Road

Scarsdale, NY 1058}

A wonderful thing happened this past sum-

mer. Under the leadership of Jane Hanify

Pitt, Betty Downes, Katie O'Connor, and Marcy

McPhee Kenah, the Newton College Class of

1968 pulled together and collected over

$8,700 to present as a class gift to the New-

ton Sisters' Retirement Fund. Many people

wrote to express their gratitude for having

received not only a fine education but lessons

in "social responsibility, love, grace, wisdom,

dignity, and courage," as well. It is nice that we,

as a group, could lend some support to the

women who gave us so much years ago. • Jane

Sullivan Burke has offered to put together a

Newton reading list. Many ofus are in book

clubs, and she thought it would be fun to

exchange favorites. If you have any recom-

mendations, please send them along to her at

jdpburke@msn.com, and she will compile

a master list and e-mail it out periodically.

• The lazy, hazy days of summer are behind

us... Tita Sabadie spent some of hers visiting

Barbara Hensler; they checked bait boxes

for crabs and kayaked on the Chesapeake,

ate, drank, and caught up. • Now we are into

schedules and the pace has picked up. Please

do take some time, however, to drop me a

line, and let me know how you are doing. • My
niece is starting her freshman year at BC and

is housed on the Newton Campus in Hardey. I

wonder who lived in her room. ..and what

stories those walls could tell!

How would Henry VIII use an
ONLINE COMMUNITY?

• To keep his ADDRESS UPDATED
(British monarchs move around a lot)

i To sign up as a CAREER MENTOR
(for other Renaissance men)

> to meet new people (prospective queens?)

via the SOCIAL NETWORKING tool

What will YOU use the new Boston College Alumni Online
Community for? Visitwww.bc.edu/alumni today to find out.

Correspondent: James R. Littleton

jim.littleton@gmail.com

jg Dale Street

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Jim Malone and wife Alice split their time

between Siasconset (Nantucket Island) and

Charlottesville, VA. Jim retired from the

active practice of law a couple of years ago;

however, he still teaches part-time at the

University of Virginia School of Law. Jim

enjoys playing golf and qualified for the

Massachusetts Amateur a year ago. He was

named "Golf Nut of the Year" for 2007 by

the international GolfNut Society. • Marilyn

Alex Grannemann retired from teaching at

North Shore Community College. Her son

graduated from the University of Massa-

chusetts last spring. However, she and

husband Lee Avery will still have two at

UMass in the fall, one as a junior and one as

a freshman. • It is hard to believe we are

entering our 40th reunion year. I will look

forward to seeing many of you at our 40th

reunion celebration in the spring. More

information on our reunion events will be

arriving in the mail to you.

Correspondent: Mary Gabel Costello

mgc1029@aol.com

4088 Meadowcreek Lane

Copley, OH 44321

Sadly, I write to inform you ofthe passing of

Ginny Turner Lombard, Ph.D. '79, on

August 20, 2008, after a courageous battle

with ovarian cancer. Devotedly supporting her

during her illness and by her side in her final

days were Mary Newman and Lila Mellen

O'Brien. How kind ofboth ofyou, Mary and

Lila. Newton College allowed us the chance

to make such lasting friendships. We all

know how accomplished Ginny was at

Newton. After graduating, she continued

her studies: She received an MBA from

Boston University and a master's degree in

political science from UMass Boston. She

later received a Ph.D. from Boston College

in political science. Until she became ill,

Ginny was a faculty member at Charlestown

High School. Prior to that, she taught at

Jeremiah Burke High School and Boston

Latin School. A week following Ginny's death,

her husband, Matty, died as a result of a

lengthy illness. During their final days, they

were together in the same hospital room.
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Our sympathy and prayers go out to their

families. • Happily, I write to tell you of Lucy

Olney Cole's birth. She is the second grand-

child of Polly Glynn Kerrigan. She was born

on June 14 in San Francisco. She joins brother

Tommy at home. Five days later, on June 19,

in San Francisco, Jill Hendrickson Daly's

daughter, Erin, gave birth to Jill's first grand-

child, Jacqueline Barrett Henderson. Con-

gratulations, grandmas! I was lucky to finally

rendezvous with Polly that week in San

Francisco. Her daughter Amy lives right near

the hotel where I stayed with my husband and

daughter while we were visiting my son. We
escaped with him to Napa and Sonoma.

What fun! • As you can see, our class needs

to hear some good news. Please e-mail me.

Remember, our reunion is next May.

1970
Correspondent: Dennis Razz Berry

mazzrazzi @aol.com

15 George Street

Wayland, MA 01778; 508-655-1497

NC I97O

Correspondent: Fran Dubrowski

dubrowski@aol.com

3251 Klingle Road, NW
Washington, DC 20008

Last seen exploring the hills of Rome
together, Kathy Sheehan and Rita Houlihan

recently cruised the Inside Passage, the part

of Alaska hugging British Columbia's west-

ernmost edge. Scenery included "bays and

fjords with magnificent views of glaciers

and mountains and small, glacier-formed

islands." Rita reports: "On the water, looking

at the mountains, glaciers, waterfalls, or

tree-covered islands along the coast, it felt

like being in a natural cathedral." The duo

started in Ketchikan, kayaking and spotting

bald eagles, then experienced Alaska's

diversity at Sitka, Petersburg, and Skagway,

"all great stops." Sitka, the capital when
Russia owned Alaska, has a beautiful, old,

icon-filled Russian Orthodox church.

Petersburg, founded by a Swedish fisher-

man who fell in love with the stunning,

mountain-bordered inlet, has a Swedish

dance society where, as Rita explains, "you

don't have to be Swedish to join, you just

have to fit into the costumes." Skagway, site

of the treacherous Chilkat Trail where

hopeful miners trekked for gold and many
horses died on the rocks, has an interna-

tional professional engineering heritage

site, a railroad bridge over a 2,000-foot high

pass that was an engineering marvel at the

time of its construction and is still standing,

though not used today. On a bike-and-hike

tour of Tongass National Forest (the largest

temperate rainforest in North America),

Rita and Kathy learned to detect the presence

of bears restarting their digestive systems

after hibernation by examining leaf and plant

residue. (Bears are apparently very sloppy

eaters.) At Glacier Bay National Park, they

saw mother harbor seals resting on ice

floes, recovering from giving birth and

nursing new pups, and humpback whales

spouting, diving, and putting on a show for

cheering, clapping cruise-goers. Their last

stop was Juneau, the misty capital, home to

only 32,000 people, "but what a location

—

it's stuck right into the coast and built up

into green, green mountains." Lasting

memories include the thunderclap and

spray when glaciers melt and ice hits the

water as well as the food: "Fish farming is

illegal in Alaska, so everything is caught

wild. The charbroiled king salmon at the

Goldbelt in Juneau is the best ever. And, oh

yes, the chocolate—great chocolate shops!"

• Other news: After many treks northward

from McLean, VA, to Boston College to visit

her daughters and students, Barbara Cook

Fabiani purchased a condo not far from

campus. Classmates now can catch up with

her at either location. • Please share your

news, travels, adventures, and thoughts!

1971

Correspondent: James R. Macho

jmach071@bc.edu

gog Hyde Street, Suite 325

San Francisco, CA 94109

Bob Maher reports that he is the sales and

marketing director for Digital Voice Systems,

Inc., a software development company

located in Westford. He travels frequently

to Europe and Asia for the development of

new business opportunities. Bob's daughter

Allison '03 was married in July to Ryan C.

Mattison '03, MS'06, at St. Ignatius Church

in a ceremony conducted by Fr. Joseph

Marchese, the director of BC's First Year

Experience program. Allison has been

working at the Joslin Diabetes Center in

Boston, and she is now completing her doc-

torate in clinical psychology. Ryan was the

recipient of a walk-on football scholarship

during his playing days at BC, where he is

currently a member of the coaching staff.

• Michael Passanisi, MA'73, writes, "I'm

retired from teaching high school after 28

years and am doing volunteer work and

writing freelance sports articles." • Kevin

Fee has been elected treasurer of the National

Fire Sprinkler Association, the longest-

tenured fire sprinkler advocacy organization

in the United States. He is the executive vice

president of Reliable Automatic Sprinkler

Co., a 90-year-old, third-generation manu-

facturer and distributor of fire sprinkler

equipment, based in Elmsford, NY. Kevin

holds an MBA in finance and marketing

from Columbia University. • John LaMattina,

former head of global research and devel-

opment at Pfizer, Inc., has been appointed

to the Neurogen Corporation Board of

Directors. John is the author of numerous

scientific publications and U.S. patents, and

he serves on the Board of Trustees of

Boston College. • John Mashia attended the

final Red Sox-Yankees game to be held at the

old Yankee Stadium with his son Chris '01,

who resides in New York City. The Yankees won
the historic game by a score of 3-2. • It is with

great sadness that I report the death of James

Metz. Jim died on July 1 while running on a

track during his lunch hour. After complet-

ing his law degree at the University of

Detroit in 1973, he served for nearly 30

years as a prosecutor in Wayne County, MI,

before retiring in 2004. Jim had been work-

ing after retirement with the Attorney Griev-

ance Commission, investigating claims of

attorney misconduct, and he had recently

announced his candidacy for district court

judge. Our condolences to his family.

NC I97I

Correspondent: Georgina M. Pardo

gmpardo@bellsouth.net

6800 SW 67th Street

South Miami, FL 3314]

1972
Correspondent: Lawrence Edgar

Iedgar4@veriz0n.net

530 South Barrington Avenue, No. 110

Los Angeles, CA 90049

I'd like to elaborate on two of the columns

that appeared in the Summer issue. One is

my own, in which I remarked what a great

year this has been for BC sports fans. That

was before the Olympics, where two BC
alumni and a current student competed,

and another alum was in the Paralympics. It
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was also before Chris Lambert '06 pitched

for the Detroit Tigers, marking the first

time since 1993 that an alum has played in

the major leagues. • The other column was

a tribute to the late NBC Washington

bureau chief Tim Russert, H'04, which

noted his connections to BC. This reminded

me that a number of Tim's classmates at

Buffalo's Canisius High School went on to

become our classmates here on the Heights.

I was acquainted with six of them through

the Gold Key Society: John Zelem, our vice

president, who is a surgeon in Ansonia, CT,

and a resident of Bethany; John Wiles

(husband of Susan Casioppo), a surgeon in

Cheektowaga, NY, and a resident of Buffalo;

Joe Stankaitis, a physician in Rochester, NY,

and a resident of Honeoye Falls; Bill Kita

(husband of Kathleen Carty), a partner in the

Buffalo law firm of Burgio, Kita & Curvin

and a resident of Hamburg; Ron Huebsch,

who practices law from his home in Snyder,

NY; and Steve Korta, an aviation administrator

for the State of Connecticut and a resident

ofMarlborough. • I spoke to Tony Williamson,

who retired last year as treasurer and senior

vice president of MetLife, where he worked

with Pete Accinno. Tony lives in Summit,

NJ, and had just sent his daughter off to

Michigan State for her freshman year. He
stays in touch with Ted Tomaszewski, who's

a retired school administrator. He and his

wife, Joann Jacobson '73, reside in famesport,

NY. Ted is in touch via e-mail with Br. Joe

Barnett, who's been living in Nicaragua for

many years and is a beekeeper there. • I had

a message from Bill Giacomo of Armonk,

NY. He reports that he's still a justice on the

New York State Supreme Court and the

coach of his son's Litde League team. • Brian

Corrigan of Corona del Mar, CA, has enrolled

his older son, Connor, as a freshman at

BC. • We send condolences to the families

of our recendy deceased classmates Michael

Gudzinowicz, of Barrington, RI, and Ray-

mond Mackoul, who was a tax attorney

in Reading, PA.

NC I972

Correspondent: Nancy Brouillard McKenzie

newton885@bc.edu

7526 Sebago Road

Bethesda. MD 2081J

Madeline Finnerty NC'71 sent me the year

two syllabus for the Study ofWestern Cultures

(SWC). It is a treasure. The names of the

lecturers immediately bring back memories.

The syllabus remains strong and stimulating,

and perhaps will inspire us to reread signif-

icant books focusing on religion, philosophy,

science, art, and history. To receive a copy of

the year two syllabus, send me an e-mail

containing news for our Newton class corre-

spondents. Madeline is now trying to find

the year one SWC syllabus. Can anyone

help us? • Many of our classmates gathered

to help celebrate Bob and Connie

McConville Pierce's daughter Caitlin's nup-

tials to Jake Durling. It was a weekend event

at Connie and Bob's newly renovated small

ranch/vineyard in Kenwood, CA, in the

heart of Sonoma wine country. Reid and

Mary-Catherine Deibel, Georgia Murray

and husband Mark Maloney, John and

Anne Berry Goodfellow, Judy Birmingham

Harrington and son Ted, and Terry Stephan

went west for the event as did Dan and

Kathy Broderick '78. Terry emerged

from the weekend with a painful broken

foot. • John and Suzanne Berry Slattery's

daughter Megan married Christopher

Patterson in September. Suzanne is dean of

upper school students at the School of the

Holy Child in Rye. • Witness the beautiful

150th celebration of Kenwood at Albany, NY,

and learn about a special RSCJ CD, Long the

Ages, A Choral Music CD from the Kenwood

Chapel, at www.rscj.org. When you see and

listen to the videos, familiar faces will come

to mind. • Maureen Kelly reported that

Penny Price Nachtman visited over the

holiday. Maureen also continues to see Sally

Burns in Los Angeles. In September, Mau-

reen visited Jeannie Graham NC'74 at her

summer house in Michigan. • Kathleen Fogarty

Douglas tutors children with learning

disabilities, particularly those with dyslexia.

Her son Robby is a sophomore at Boston

College. • Entering Boston College freshmen

received a warm welcome from upperclass-

men who moved the freshmen into their

rooms. • Thanks to all!

J973
Correspondent: Patricia DiPillo

perseus813@aol.com

39 Hartlawn Road

Boston, MA 02132

Even though fall has made an early

appearance in New England this year, here

are some lingering summer highlights.

• Congratulations are in order for the

following BC alumni: Joseph A. McCormick

Jr. of Mount Laurel, NJ, a partner and

shareholder in the Haddonfield law firm of

Weinberg & McCormick, PA was sworn in

as the 82nd president of the Camden County

Bar Association at a gala dinner-dance at

the National Constitution Center in

Philadelphia on May 31. Joseph received his

JD from St. Louis University School of Law.

In addition to being an active member of

the Camden County Bar Association, he is a

former vice president of the New Jersey

Bankruptcy Trustees Association and has

served as a member ofthe District IV Ethics

Committee for the State of New Jersey. • In

August, Frank
J.
Riccio was appointed a fellow

in the American College of Legal Medicine.

NC I973

Correspondent: Nancy Warburton Desisto

nmdnew73@bc.edu

PO Box 142

West Boothbay Harbor, ME 04575

1974 REUNION 2009

Correspondent: Patricia McNabb Evans

pae74bc@aol.com

55 Stratton Lane

Foxborough, MA 02055

As our 35th reunion approaches, please

consider volunteering to help plan the event,

or at least plan on attending in May. E-mail

me ifyou are interested or have any sugges-

tions. Thanks! • While we're on the subject

of reunions, I got a note from Dennis

McCleary, who got together last summer in

Vermont with some classmates and team-

mates. They had a great time. The group

was made up of Dennis, who is an account

executive, newspaper services, at Vertis

Communications in North Andover; Tom
Marinelli, who has retired from Chrysler

and is now a consultant living in the Detroit

area; St. Louis resident Tom Condon, who is

a sports agent with Creative Artists, repre-

senting several NFL players; Pat Sgambatti,

who lives in Mechanicville, NY, and works

for GE; Joe Sullivan, who teaches seventh-

grade math and lives in Holden; Amherst,

NH, resident Jay Tully, who is employed at

JTECH Communications, Inc., and Greg

Brand, who lives in Pembroke and works

for Chrysler. Steve Corbett was missed! So

many of us have wonderful memories of

that football team and those great games.

Thanks, Dennis! • Congratulations to John

Colbert, whose second grandchild was born

in March. His twin sons. Matt and Brad-

ford, are juniors at Emerson and Duke.

John is a partner at McGladrey & Pullen, LLP,

www.bc.edu/alumni
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in Burlington, and this year has traveled to

Hong Kong, Milan, and Barcelona, evaluating

audit practices. • Congratulations also go to

two of our classmates, Kathryn Murphy and

Kathleen O'Donnell, who have joined the

Council for Women of Boston College. The

council is dedicated to advancing the roles of

alumnae at the University. • I regret having

to end on a sad note, but Jim and I only

recently learned of the death of Louis

Caporiccio, M.Ed. '79, in August 2007.

Louis was absolutely one of the best people

we met at BC, and I know that his kindness

and generous spirit are missed by his many
friends, family, and students. • Take care.

Correspondent: Beth Docktor Nolan

beth.docktor.nolan@bc.edu

693 Boston Post Road

Weston, MA 0249}

1975
Correspondent: Hellas M. Assad

hellasdamas@hotmail.com

149 Lincoln Street

Norwood, MA 02062; 781-769-9542

J. William Blackham recently accepted the

position ofCFO at Al. Neyer Inc. in Cincin-

nati. He was previously president and CEO
of Eagle Hospitality Properties Trust, Inc.

He holds a BS in finance from BC and a

master's from the Wharton School of the

University of Pennsylvania. • Floyd Armstrong

retired from the Navy in the mid-1990s and

is now working for Escambia County in

Florida as a court pre-trial officer. His

youngest son, Justin, has been admitted to

the freshman class at the University of

Florida in Gainesville, expecting to major in

computer science. While BC always remains

number one, they are also new members of

Gator Nation. • Maureen Martin Brown,

M.Ed. '76, was in town over the Labor Day

weekend to show her beautiful son Brendon

the historical sights in Boston and to spend

time with family members, including BC
alums Eileen Martin Frawley '72 and Tom
Martin '78. They especially enjoyed attending

baseball games at Yankee Stadium and at

Fenway Park. • This past summer, Carole

Ann Magazu Mega connected with Evelyn

Brunaccini Milner in Provincetown, where

she spent two great days with Evelyn and

her lovely daughter Hayley. Carole is now
living on the Cape, where she works for

Elder Services of Cape Cod and the Islands

as director of human resources. She enjoys

spending time at the Dennis beaches. She

was thrilled to bump into Jack Moynihan,

who worked in public relations at BC, and

his dad, John Moynihan, who ran the BC
Bookstore for many years. • Jayne Saperstein

Mehne and husband Chris '74, JD'77, traveled

from coast to coast to attend the wedding of

Rob Whitney, son of Bob and Judy Rainha

Whitney, M.Ed. '87, to Kari Mochizuki on

August 29 in Marina del Rey, CA. Congrat-

ulations to Judy and Bob, who are also

parents of Jeana '03, M.Ed/05, an<^ Christo-

pher, a junior at Winchester High School.

Jayne, Chris, and yours truly invite our

classmates to stop by our BC football tailgate

parties in the Robsham lot; just look for us

against the back wall of the RecPlex. • Fritz

von Mering has joined the board of directors

at Syniverse Technologies and is also on

the board of Microfinancial Corp. Fritz is a

managing director of Miles River Manage-

ment, a strategic planning and financial

management consultancy. He holds an MBA
from Babson College and a bachelor's degree

in accounting from BC. • Best wishes to all of

you for a joyful and splendid holiday season!

NC I975

Correspondent: Mary Stevens McDermott

mary.mcdermott@cox.net

56 Deer Meadow Lane

Chatham, MA 02633; 508-945-2477

Hi, everyone! I hope you all had a good

summer, perhaps with time off and fun with

your families and friends. • The group of

our classmates mentioned in the last issue

—

Teresa Valdes-Fauli Weintraub JD'79, Kath-

leen Kaye, Joan Pedersen, Joanne Corrado

Stern, and Betsy Gaw McGrath M.Ed. '79

—

were joined by Geri Ryan Ziph, Joanne

Manfredi and our former classmate Jane

McCavitt in New York City for a great

weekend visit in June. I need some news and

pictures from you ladies, please. • Debbie

Melino-Wender found and forwarded the

lyrics ofour football team song from Parents'

Weekend, senior year. It's too long to include

here, so check the online community or

e-mail me and I'll send it to you. • I would

like to write more summer news, but I am
heartbroken to tell you that we lost our

sweet classmate Jackie DeMars on September

1. Nancy Coughlin Ferraro, M.Ed. '77, had a

call from Debbie Kirby Shepherd that Jackie

had passed away during emergency surgery

the night before. Jackie had a history of

blood clots and had been in treatment since

we were at Newton. I am so crushed. We
were neighbors freshman year and many of

us from first floor Hardey have stayed

in close touch. A few, including Jackie, were

together last November at Cyndee Crowe

Frere's Snow Goose Inn in Vermont for a

long weekend. Nancy, Louise (Paul) Morin,

and I went to Manchester, NH, for the

wake. I was able to stay and attend the

funeral the next day. Jackie left two

sons, Matthew (23) and Daniel (20). She was

so proud and excited when Matt graduated at

the top of his class from the University of

Vermont. Danny has been living at home,

helping Jackie as well as working. For some

years Jackie had been a special education

teacher in Bedford, NH. Her aunt Betty told

me the whole extended family knew that

many of her happiest years were those at

Newton. Ifyou still have the supplement to

our yearbook, her ever-smiling face is the

first one you see. She loved that picture of

herself! • I leave you with these thoughts:

We all lose touch. Maybe this is a good

reminder to call that roommate or old pal

you've been meaning to find for years. That's

what Newton College was all about and why
we will carry that spirit with us forever.

Please pray for Jackie's family, and as

always, for peace.

1976
Correspondent: Gerald B. Shea

gerbs54@hotmail.com

25 Elmore Street

Newton Centre, MA 02459

I begin with sad news: We have lost two

classmates. In our yearbook he was named
Lyttelton N. Deane, but to his friends and

associates he was always "Nick" or "Getty."

He passed away on August 10 after a very

brave struggle against cancer. After college

days ended, Nick, on his own, decided to

sponsor, if you will, an annual yuletide BC
minireunion in the Big Apple. Until our

marriages and kids (happily) intervened, it

was sustainable for at least 10 years! I went

to several, as did George Murphy and the

late Eddie Papa, among many others. At one

such gathering, Nick met Claire Dowling

'78, whom he later married. Nick was born

in Kilgore, TX, and raised in Ft. Lee, NJ.

After graduating from BC, he earned a JD

from Loyola Law School in Los Angeles. He
did some legally related publishing work

but then, together with Claire, started a

restaurant and nightclub, appropriately
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Denise Morrison '75

named Nicks, in Montauk on Long

Island. Nick was a laid-back fellow with a

great sense of justice, and an educated love

of music: he will be missed. Nick can now
give a hug to his dear friend Ray Murphy,

lost in a mysterious fire in New Orleans

many years ago. Rest in peace. Also. Anne

E. (Wagner) Tierney died in her hometown

of Snyder, NY, on May 27. The class send

condolences to the Deane and Tierney fam-

ilies. • Donna (Carelli) Hoffman has now
written twice in 32 years! She, husband

Jonathan, and son Jared (13) had a "joyous"

minireunion with Rick and Donna Gareri

Nebel (her BC roommate) on Martha's

Vineyard last summer. Keep it up! • The

Council for Women of Boston College

presented its Student Champion Award to

Kathleen Powers Haley for her leadership

in initiating a range of women's athletic

events. • Hoping to hear from you, I remain

your faithful servant. • God bless!

1977
Correspondent: Nicholas Kydes

nicholaskydes@yahoo.com

8 Newtown Terrace

Norwalk, CT 06851; 203-829-9122

In 1980, Eva Marie Blank Beale married

Bouvier Beale Jr., a relative of Jacqueline

Bouvier Kennedy Onassis and her first cousin

Edith Bouvier Beale. Bouvier's relationship

to these famous ladies inspired Eva to write

and publish the book Edith Bouvier Beale of

Grey Gardens: A Life in Pictures. Edith became

famous in her own right after the musical

appeared and the HBO documentary movie

Grey Gardens were released. When she died,

she left boxes of poetry, photos, and journals,

which Eva was able to access. View Eva's

book website at www.edithbouvierbealeof

greygardens.com. Eva is also starting an

online store—all inspired by Edith—and

will create and sell vintage jewelry designs,

antiques, and more. Eva and Bouvier have two

daughters, ages 23 and 19. • Leo Vercollone

writes, "The tradition continues!" Thanks to

the efforts of Jon Turcotte, the Motley Crew

of Hillside—Leo, Tom O'Brien, Rick Schu-

maker, Ed Stys, Pat Donohue, Chic Jurgens,

Keith Coveney, "Fast" Eddie Deluca, and

Doug Whiting '78—are back to playing "the

Game." It started back when they lived in

Hillside. The guys would get together once

a week to play cards, hoping to earn back

their tuition or at least beer money. For the

past 30-plus years, this ritual took place

each spring, with one of them hosting the

BOILING SUCCESS

When asked the standard

"How are you?" Denise

Morrison '75 offers an

equally "canned" answer and means

it. "M'm! M'm! Good!" she says with

a chuckle. Of course, this is the

longtime slogan of the Campbell

Soup Company, where she's served

as senior vice president, as well as

president of North America Soup,

Sauces, and Beverages, since Octo-

ber 2007. It also keenly describes

Morrison's career.

After graduating with degrees in

economics and psychology, Morrison

steadily climbed the ranks to hold

executive-level positions at Nabisco

Inc. and Kraft Foods. Along the way,

she's been named "Executive of the

Year" by Snack Food ej Wholesale

Bakery magazine.

Morrison first got her Campbell career stirring in April 2003, when she became

president of Global Sales and the company's chiefcustomer officer. In her current position,

she's expanded Campbell's healthy offerings by introducing a new line of Campbell's

Select Harvest soups with reduced sodium, as well as bringing Wolfgang Puck's

soup business into the fold.

From her office in Camden, New Jersey, Morrison offers a flavor of her career

and life experiences:

Denise Morrison has remained innovative at

Campbell Soup Company, recently introducing a

Select Harvest soup line with reduced sodium.

WHAT IS THE MOST SATISFYING MOMENT
IN YOUR PROFESSIONAL LIFE?

In February 2007, my three sisters, who
are all successful businesspeople, and I were

featured in a Wall Street Journal article about

raising women to be successful leaders. We
also appeared on the Today show. Afterward,

we received an overwhelming outpouring

of support from those who found our story

to be inspirational. It meant a lot to me.

IN YOUR PERSONAL LIFE?

Becoming a mother to my two daughters.

WHAT IS YOUR BEST BC MEMORY?

Being inducted into the Order of the

Cross and Crown honor society.

WHAT IS SOMETHINC YOUR FRIENDS

DON'T KNOW ABOUT YOU?

I used to be a majorette in the BC
Marching Band.

WHAT WAS THE LAST BOOK YOU READ?

I recently reread Jim Collins' Good to

Great: Why Some Companies Make the

Leap. ..and Others Don't.

HOW HAVE YOU CHANCED SINCE

GRADUATION?

I'm more self-aware now. I have a greater

sense of my personal values and I'm trying

to live them every day.

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSON

IN LIFE?

Get and stay engaged with what you do.

WHAT IS THE ONE THING EVERYONE

SHOULD DO?

Give back, whether it's to your community,

your family, or your friends.

WHO HAS INFLUENCED YOUR LIFE

THE MOST?

My parents and Doug Conant, the presi-

dent and CEO of Campbell Soup Company.

WHERE IS YOUR FAVORITE SPOT ON THE

BC CAMPUS?

I love the view of Gasson Hall when you

approach it from Linden Lane.

for more q&a with denise morrison, visit

www.bc.edu/alumni/morrison.html.
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game, which would start about 4 p.m. and

end at 5 a.m. This past year, on May 31, Jon

stepped up as host. Leo writes, "Suffice to

say there have been many interesting devel-

opments before, during, and after the game,

not the least being that we each used to

arrive with a case of beer to start the night,

and we would be out by the morning; now,

we bring a couple of six packs and take half

of it home! What's up with that?! As usual,

there were a couple of big winners and a

couple of big losers—and as in Vegas, what

happens at the Game stays at the Game! But

to the boys from Weymouth: It was not your

night!" • Our hearts go out to Gus Kalivas,

whose mother passed away in August. Gus

and I share the same Greek/American her-

itage, and although I was born in Greece and

Gus in the United States, we have similar

backgrounds. Our parents immigrated to

this great country in pursuit of a better life

for their families; unable to speak English

and owning little, they worked hard,

assimilated into the American culture, and

opened the doors of opportunity for their

children. God bless all the parents of the

Boston College family, past and present!

• Fellow classmates, may all good things

find a path to your door.

1978
Correspondent: Julie Butler Evans

JulieButlerEvans@gmail.com

7 Wellesley Drive

New Canaan, CT 06840; 203-966-

On May 31, Brian J. Cidlevich, SM, was

ordained a priest with the Society of

Mary-Marist Fathers and Brothers of Boston

in Waterford, MI, part ofthe Detroit Diocese,

by Auxiliary Bishop John M. Quinn. Brian

celebrated his first Mass on June 1.

EsriH UNION 2009

Correspondent: Stacey O'Rourke

stacey82857@aol.com

1443 Commonwealth Avenue

West Newton, MA 02463

Thank you, Class of 1979, for responding so

graciously to my request for news in our

30th reunion year. I have received over 40
responses, which I'll spread over a few

issues. • Kathy and Joe Magee have spent

22 years working for the Indian Health

Service in Tuba City, AZ, a little town on the

Navajo reservation. Kathy is a family doc,

and Joe is an internist. They have three kids,

two in high school and one at Santa Clara

University. Joe's roommate in CLX was

Billy Clemmer, who lives with his family

in the Congo, where he is a family doctor.

• Cathryn Bryck works for Yahoo! She has

three children from her first marriage, ages

12-17. Her oldest is looking at colleges, and

last summer they toured BC, which was so

impressive! She also has three stepchildren,

ages 18-24, who are living in the United

States, Europe, and China. Cathy has

recently become reinvolved with the BC
community via the Council for Women of

Boston College—ofwhich Pat Lynott Bonan

is a founding member—and the West Coast

Technology Council. Cathy splits her time

between homes in California, Switzerland,

and Mexico. Life is busy but good. • Larry

Cosmo is in his 30th year with Pricewater-

houseCoopers and has been a partner in

the firm's Transaction Services group for

the past 20 years. He started in the Boston

office right out of school, was made partner

in 1989, and returned to Boston in 1991.

He and wife Mariann live in Hopkinton

have three children: Matt (17), Tommy (14),

and Christa (11). • Lorraine (Comollo) '81

and Mike Preziosi visited with Chris and

Martha (Davin) Murphy at their home on

the Cape along with Jay Haggerty, Mike

DiGeronimo and wife Kim Eichorn, and

Tim Connors. They spent time at the beach,

eating, drinking, and sharing lots of laughs

about old times at BC. Mike and Lorraine's

daughter and the Murphys' sons, Sean and

Patrick, are recent BC grads. All eagerly

anticipate our 30th! • Maureen (Conlon) '78

and Joe Fico and their son Nick moved to the

Boston area four years ago from Harrisburg,

PA. Joe is with TD Banknorth Insurance

Group. Nick is a senior at St. Sebastian's in

Needham and planned to apply to BC. The

Ficos reside in Sudbury. • Patrick Joyce

claims that Herb Scannell, Mike McBride,

and Richard "Rico" Maisto have stayed

connected long after their last party on

Cummings Road. Patrick lives in South

Orange, NJ, with wife Marilu Gregory '80

and their three children; Herb lives in New
York City with wife Sara Reetz '80 and their

two daughters; Mike lives in Cleveland with

wife Nancy and their two children; and Rico

lives in San Francisco with wife Jill and

their three children. In 2007, the four met

in Chicago at a baseball game to celebrate

the "big" birthday. They have all enjoyed

watching their children grow and are

amazed that their wives are still with them.

• Ed Balazs imagines that he started his

family life later than most of his peers, and

says it has been a complete joy. Ed and wife

Jamie have been married since 2000 and

reside in Manhattan Beach, CA. They have

two children, Audrey (5) and Eddie (4), and

three springer spaniels. Ed has worked for

Eurohypo, a real estate finance subsidiary

of Commerzbank, for the past six years.

Jamie volunteers for English Springer Rescue

America. Ed, a BC swimming alum, still

manages to hit the pool a couple times a

week. He has kept in touch with his BC
swim team coach, Tom Groden '72. Ed

would love to reconnect with some of his

old roommates: John Lynch, Matt Ginty,

Bob Flaherty, John Morand, Nick DiMarco,

and Greg Joyce. • The 30th reunion will

be the perfect opportunity to reconnect,

leaving very few excuses for losing touch!

I98O
Correspondent: Michele Nadeem

michele.nadeem@dhl.com

Sunrise Harbor

1040 Seminole Drive, Unit 1131

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304

Hello, BC Class of 1980! This is a big year

for many—due to turning, dare I state,

"50"? Rest assured, they now say "50 is the

new 30." Sounds good, doesn't it?! • Many
of our classmates are celebrating as if they

were 30 again! The gals from Mod 5-A,

Liz (Brosnan) Brown, Caroline (Cassidy)

McBride, Jeanne de Cervens, Tina (Massi)

Filippini, Betsy McCoy, and Terri Van Buren,

along with Cindy Lynch '82 and Elaine (Ai)

Wrightman, gathered with their families

at an oceanfront villa on Isle of Palms,

Charleston, SC. All enjoyed a DVD of

college photos set to tunes by Boz Scaggs,

Donna Summer, and others of our era.

Caroline writes, "fifty is fabulous, and

friendships last forever. Next reunion desti-

nation: Napa Valley in 2010!" Count me in!

Individual updates: Liz lives in Portland,

OR, with her husband and two children

and recently reentered the workforce in

sustainability consulting; Caroline is on Long

Island with her husband and three children

(the two oldest are currently BC students)

and teaches elementary school science;

Jeanne is in Baltimore with her husband

and two children and directs the federal

government relations efforts for AEGON
USA; Tina is back home, living in Lake

Forest with her husband and two children

(the oldest attends Babson), and is forever

the die-hard Republican; Betsy is a senior

vice president at AIG in Boston, marking
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25 years with the company, and lives in

Medfield; and Terri is an oncologist in

Boston, where she lives with her husband

and two children. Cindy and Elaine are both

New Yorkers: Cindy is a Brooklyn DA and

Elaine works in furniture design with her

husband. Roommate Paula (Tedesco)

Twomey was unable to attend the reunion.

She lives in North Reading with her

husband and two children. Paula, an estate

planning attorney, is a partner in the law

firm of Tedesco & Twomey, as well as a

principal of RE/MAX Patriot Realty. • Until

about 18 months ago, I stayed in Boston

post-BC. After attending BU for grad school

in broadcast journalism and working in

Boston TV, I eventually went to the corporate

side, working for Siemens, and then founding

and leading a multinational PR and analyst

relations agency, Media Boston International.

Now I live in sunny Florida and am
the vice president of corporate relations,

communications, and public relations/

affairs for DHL USA.

1981

Correspondent: Alison Mitchell McKee

amckee8i @aol.com

1128 Brandon Road

Virginia Beach, VA 23451; 757-428-0861

Congratulations to Tom Flannery, our recendy

named Alumni Association president! Tom
will focus on the engagement of all alumni

in BC activities around the country and on

increasing the alumni participation level in

the BC Fund as the University rolls out an

exciting master plan. Tom is in his 28th

year at Ernst & Young in Boston, where he

is a partner and location leader for the

financial services practice. He and Gina have

four sons. • Rich Hennessey has lived for 12

years in Vero Beach, FL, where he is a partner

with the management consulting firm

OneAccord Partners, LLC, which specializes

in the growth of early stage companies. He
and his wife keep very busy with their seven

children. He says, "My wife and I wouldn't

have it any other way!" • Rick Smith writes

that his wife passed away in October 2006.

Rick got remarried on June 28 to a wonderful

woman, Lisa, who lost her husband to brain

cancer in June 2006. Rick writes their

"Brady Bunchesque" family is wonderful,

and they are all very happy to be under the

same roof. In addition to his son Spencer

(8), he now has two stepsons, Colin and

Glen. An attorney since 1986, in 1991, Rick

helped start the firm Smith & Brink, P.C.,

now one of the largest insurance defense

firms in Massachusetts. • Frank Thometz,

whom you may remember as the general

manager ofWZBC Radio, recently became the

marketing chief for Tootsie Roll Industries

in Chicago. He'll be traveling to Boston

occasionally because the company produces

its Junior Mints and Charleston Chews in

Cambridge. Frank and Kathleen have four

children, who must adore their dad's job!

• Debbie Morrocco and I are new members
of the Council for Women of Boston College.

At the spring 2008 meeting of the council,

Donna Morris received the Program Creation

Award for her innovative work toward the

development of the council's Signature Pro-

gram. Donna is a member of the Executive

Committee and a founding member of the

council. • Brian O'Connell's Asterisk recently

produced graphics for a show on the

National Geographic Channel, Explorer:

Moment ofDeath, which aired in September.

• I have heard from many of you on the

mixed emotions felt on dropping a child off

at college. Whether you're feeling sorry for

yourself or not, just keep this in mind: Sue

Crotty has triplets who are juniors in high

school, and a stepson who is also a junior!

How would you like to be sending four off

at once?! And the tuition payments?! Ouch.

Good luck, Sue!

1982
Correspondent: Mary O'Brien

maryalycia.obrien.82@bc.edu

14 Myrtlebank Avenue

Dorchester, MA 02124-5304

John Feudo reports that Cindi Bigelow was

elected to BC's Alumni Association Board

of Directors, and Kathleen Corbet received

the James F. Cleary '50, H'93, Masters Award,

which recognizes those with exceptional

leadership and imagination with regard

to fundraising efforts at Boston College.

Kathleen is a founding member of the

Council for Women of Boston College. Con-

gratulations, Cindi and Kathleen. If you're

interested in getting more involved with

BC, contact John at feudo@bc.edu; he will

be pleased to discuss volunteer opportuni-

ties with you. • Jim and Diane Sarno

Howard live in Windham, NH, with their

two children: Andrea (18) and Steven (15).

Andrea is a freshman at the University of

New Hampshire, expecting to major in

math (like mom did at BC). Diane works

at MITRE Corporation in Bedford as a soft-

ware engineer and is able to telecommute.

She has stayed close to Monica (Maclsaac)

Silvey. Monica and husband Paul live in

Billerica and have two children, Joy, a

tenth-grader, and Brian, a seventh-grader.

Both were at the 25th reunion and had

a blast. Diane would like to reconnect

with some old BC friends: Inez, Cindy,

Betty '83, and Michelle. • Brian Cummins
has returned from his Iraq tour and

re-retired back into civilian life in late May.

He returned to his former firm, Northrop

Grumman, in the aerospace area, and he is

happy to be back home with Patty '81,

MA'83 and the kids. He appreciates all the

prayers and support he received during

his tour overseas. • After a couple of years

working in Washington DC, Sharon

Meagher returned to her faculty position

at the University of Scranton, where she

was promoted to professor of philosophy.

She is also director of Women's Studies.

Her recent anthology, Philosophy and the

City (SUNY Press, 2008), has received

good reviews, and she is now at work on

a monograph on the same topic. She also hosts

a website: www.philosophyandthecity.org.

She lives in Clarks Summit with her partner,

Gail McGrew. • Several from St. Gaber's,

Class of '82, had a minireunion at Maura

McKone's home in Rhode Island in August.

Rochelle O'Gorman was there, along with

Jane Sulick, M.Ed.'85, MSW'94; Maureen

(Murphy) Armacost; and Carol (Sabik)

Moeckel. • Condolences to the family and

friends of Carol Wisnom Kastner of Granite

Bay, CA, who passed away on April 16.

1983
Correspondent: Cynthia

J.
Bocko

cindybocko@hotmail.com

yi Hood Road

Tewkshury, MA oi8j6; ^8-851-611^

Ronald Plante recentiy accepted a position

at STAR Entertainment in Hong Kong

as senior vice president, research. He
previously was employed at Lifetime

Networks as vice president, research, and

has also worked for CNBC Europe. Ron has

a BS in management from BC. • Melissa

Daly Norrgard enjoyed connecting with

classmates at our reunion. She lives in her

hometown of Greenwich, CT, with her

husband and three children and works

for a graphic design and publishing

firm. Her oldest daughter, Kristina, started

her freshman year at BC in September

and is swimming and playing water polo

for the Eagles.

www.bc.edu/alumni
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Correspondent: Carol A. McConnell

bc84news@yahoo.com

PO Box 628

Belmar, NJ oyyig

Greetings to all! • Tony Sasso retired from

the Air Force after 10 years of active duty

and 10 years with the Minnesota Air

National Guard. He served for two years in

the desert, flying to both Afghanistan and

Iraq. He now works for Northwest Airlines

in Minnesota as a flight instructor in the

Airbus A320 Flight Training Department.

• Michael Kalajian married Sonya Gostanian

in 1985; they live in Westford with children

Tyler Arek (16) and Taleen Nicole (13). For

many years, Michael worked for his family's

business, Dental Laboratory, which he

renamed Dental Art Technologies, Inc. and

moved from Lexington to Chelmsford to be

closer to his other business, The Toy Shop

of Westford, an educational specialty

toy store. BCers may contact Michael at

mstt5@a0l.com. • Susan Shaner married

Dan Brodax in April 2007. They live in

Bethel, CT, with children Nikki, Sam, and

Luke. Susan left the corporate world of

GE and IBM and in 2006 started her

own business, Sage Leadership Strategies

LLC, a consultancy, focusing on leadership

and executive development and coaching,

targeting Fortune 500 companies. Susan

hosts a local cable show, Community Forum,

focused on entrepreneurs and leaders in

the Connecticut/New York area. • Brian K.

Carroll recently returned from Zurich,

where he finished the Swiss Ironman.

He traveled with his wife, June, and

sons, Tom, Keith, and Brendan. He races

to raise money for Brendan's charity,

www.brendansbuddies.com. • In Ghana,

Matt Cassidy, SJ, serves as priest-in-charge

of St. Anthony Catholic Church, Nungua,

which has two outstations: St. Ignatius of

Loyola Catholic Church, Baatsona, and Our

Lady of Perpetual Help, Nungua Barrier.

Mary Burns visited Matt while on a

business trip. Matt writes, "classmates are

welcome." • Tom Nunan, M.Ed.'cjo, coordi-

nates the Kevin
J.
Conway Scholarship Fund,

named in memory of our classmate Kevin

Conway, who drowned off the coast of Rock-

port on May 12, 1982, during finals of our

sophomore year. Every five years Tom and

classmates get together with Kevin's family

to honor his passing and to celebrate his

life. • Marietta Phillips sends greetings from

the Arctic! She works in the Psychiatric

Emergency Department at Providence

Alaska Medical Center and maintains a

small EAP practice as a clinical social

worker (www.inneractionscounseling.com).

As a Red Cross mental health volunteer, she

has worked many national disasters. For

those who remember Marietta's "poster" in

her Cheverus room freshman year, she has

seen 12 Bruce Springsteen concerts over the

past 28 years; she met Dave Benninghoff in

Seattle for a concert. Marietta and Rich

Kelly crossed paths on business trips to

Omaha. • At the spring meeting of the

Council for Woman of Boston College,

Suzanne (Troy) Cole received the Student

Champion Award for her leadership in ini-

tiating a range of women's athletics events.

These events rally council members and

alumni to support female athletes at BC.

The council is dedicated to furthering the

role ofalumnae as leaders and active partic-

ipants in the University. • Matt Vossler lives

with his wife and children in Darien, CT.

He is a partner with Heritage Partners

International. The firm planned to open its

newest office in Boston in the fall. Matt and

Jeff Keith just finished another successful

year of Swim Across America Inc., a non-

profit organization they created in the 1980s.

They have raised over $22 million for cancer

care and research around the world. Visit

their website at www.swimacrossamerica.org.

This year Gerry Oakes '74 and Kevin Shine

participated in the very successful Long

Island event, and Jack Salerno is on the

national board of directors. • Please write!

1985
Correspondent: Barbara Ward Wilson

bwilson@hlmx.com

35 Meadowhill Drive.

Tiburon, CA $4920

Hello again! • William B. Neenan, SJ, H'08,

married Jane Johnson and Andrew Abu in

1990. The Abus have three kids—Michael

(16), Katie (14), and Mary (13)—and live in

Southborough. In 2004, they founded

Andrew Abu Realtors, Inc., and have helped

a few local BC grads find homes. They

remain in close touch with Ben Montenegro,

Bill Sileo, Maureen Donahue Murphy,

Alison Reynders Elliot, and Julie Burke.

Recently Jane and Maureen met in Naples,

FL, to celebrate the graduation of their

daughters, Katie and Ann, from eighth

grade. • Tammy Backholm Bates lives in

Orleans and has been teaching special-

needs children at the Orleans Elementary

School since 1987. For the current school

year, she has been elected treasurer of

her local union (NEA). Tammy has two

daughters, Nicole (19) and Courtney (17).

On November 10, 2007, Tammy married

Jerry Bates at Marconi Beach in Wellfleet. A
breast cancer survivor, she is a captain and

committee member of the Orleans American

Cancer Society Relay for Life. She has raised

thousands of dollars over the last five years

for this cause. • In July 2008, Doug Flutie

was inducted into the College Football Hall

of Fame in South Bend, IN. Congratulations,

Doug! Gail and John Sadowey brought

along their children, Gunnar (9) and Surf

Sadowey (7), who wore Boston College ties

at the celebration. John teaches high-school

government at Elkhart Central High School.

Gail's and John's spare time is spent coordi-

nating baseball, soccer, basketball, and piano

schedules for Gunnar and Surf. • Bob and

Sue Lifvendahl Marren's oldest son, Tom,

is a sophomore at BC this year. They live in

Winnetka, IL. • Rachel O'Hara Kurtyka,

Mary Tyrrell Coughlin, and Pam Risio Fer-

raro met in early April at Pam's house in

Greenwich, CT, for the weekend. The three

other ladies of Hillside C-56, Eileen Goerss

Thornberry, Lisa Hartunian Campbell, and

Michele Barillo McGillivray, live in northern

California and get together as their schedules

allow. • Mary and Gregory Marenghi welcomed

Michael Andrew Dienes Marenghi on Feb-

ruary 12. He joins brothers Greggy (3) and

Jack (2). • In November 2007, Carol Schafer

married Thomas Yates in New York City.

They had a great turnout from the Class of

1985; they sang a rousing rendition of the

BC fight song at the reception. Attendees

from our class were Thomas Ambrosio,

Stephen Cartier and Pamela Revak-Cartier

JD'91, Chris Conforti and Maura Kelley-

Conforti, Eddy and Diane Baney Davey,

Charles and Ela Kahlenborn DiNardo,

Joann and Bob Foley MBA'91, Beth Murray

and Greg Guimond, Eric and Margy (Corco-

ran) Gundersen, Patrick and Tracey Merritt

Gutelius, Kevin and Kathleen Fletcher

Harrington, Beezee and Tom Honan, Dan

Keating, Mark and Parti Fried Moores, Bill

and Lisa Prezioso O'Donnell, Ray and Patty

(Textor) O'Rourke, Sharon and Lonnie

Quinn, Mike and Laura (Bench) Shine,

Carlotta and Tom Soviero, Chris Stark and

Mary Gingrass, Billy and Susan (Feeney)

Sullivan, Rosemary Trovato, and Mike and

Laura Semple Walsh. • Our condolences go

out to the family of Bob Turcotte on his

passing in January 2008. Turk is survived

by his wife, Sharon, and two children, Max

and Abby, who live in Holliston. • Thanks to

everyone for the many e-mail messages!
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1986
Correspondent: Karen Broughton Boyarsky

karen.boyarsky.86@bc.edu

130 Adirondack Drive

East Greenwich, RI 02818

Kathleen Gallanar is a new member of the

Council for Women of Boston College. The

council is dedicated to furthering the role

of alumnae as leaders and as active partici-

pants in the University. Kathleen lives in

Ipswich and is vice president of human
resources at Fidelity Investments. • George

Waters has a busy and expanding cardiology

practice in Attleboro. He is also an assistant

clinical professor of medicine at BU. He
and his wife, Sarah, have two children,

Katherine (4) and Thomas (2). George

reports that Patrick Geraghty has spent the

last two years as liaison between the Navy

and the government of Iceland, managing

the turnover of the U.S. base at Keflavik to

Iceland. He was planning to return to the

States permanently in September. Thanks

for the update, George. • Dawn and Tom
Hone and their son Aidan (12) and daughter

Dee Dee (10) are living in an old Victorian

house in Westchester. Tom practices law in

Manhattan, where he is a partner at Berger

& Webb. All four Hones are active in sports;

Tom particularly enjoys coaching his

daughter in lacrosse. Tom had a great time

catching up with RJ and Berta McMahon
and their son and daughter when they visited

New York City this past summer.

1987
Correspondent: Catherine Stanton Schiff

catherine87@bc.edu

894 Liberty Street

Braintree, MA 02184

Greetings! I hope you're all well! • Susan

Healy Labell e-mailed that she is entering

her ninth year ofteaching fifth grade, and she

received her master's degree in the art of

teaching from Marygrove College. She

and husband Michael have two teenagers,

Brittany (17) and Michael (15). • Jacqueline

Aaron e-mailed from Bonita Springs, FL,

where she works as communications

director for the Bonita Springs Area Chamber

of Commerce. She says there is a strong

network of BC alumni there and welcomes

any classmates in the area to look her up.

• Steve Welch is a pediatric radiologist at

Children's Mercy Hospital in Kansas City

and lives in Parkville, MO, with wife Kendall

and children Ryan (13) and Jennifer (11).

• Sean Keohane is the executive director and

CEO of the not-for-profit Pinocchio's Mari-

onette Theater near Orlando, FL. He hopes

to create new family shows featuring

talented BC grads, including actress Andrea

Beutner Hutchman '88. • Elsie Nolan, a

special projects producer at WBZ-TV in

Boston, e-mailed that the girls from 16

Gerald Rd. had a wonderful family get-

together this past July in Kennebunkport.

She and Alison Clasby Harke, Mindy Casavant

Bernard, and Sarah Andrews Finitz spent a

fantastic beach weekend with the 12 children

(11 boys and one girl) they have between

them. • Norm Page writes that he moved to

San Francisco after graduation. He married

Jacqueline Bibeau in 1997 and they live in

San Anselmo/Ross Valley. Norm has recently

finished a second stint with DoubleClick,

where he headed up new business efforts to

agencies and advertisers for the technology

solutions group. He also has launched his

own business practice, Same Page Capital,

a sales firm for technology and media

start-ups based in the San Francisco Bay

Area (http://tinyurl.com/samepagecapital).

Norm keeps in touch with Ted Fischer, who
has his own business and is living outside

Providence, RI, with wife Lisa Mac and

their three children; PJ Smyth, who's in

Maryland with wife Sandy and their three

children; and Jere Doyle, whom he sees at

industry conferences and events; Jere is

tirelessly pursuing his own entrepreneurial

efforts at Prospectiv. He has randomly run

into close friends in the strangest places:

Gerry Frost at a watering hole in New York

City; Jen Matthews Frost at OAK airport;

Justine Hoffman at Barneys and Richard

Ettinger at an industry event, both in New
York City; Rich Carr at Peet's Coffee in

San Francisco; Tim and Lisa (Stepan)

Hackett in Chicago; and of course, Johnny

Dolan, MBA'91, at Jurys Hotel in Boston, to

name a few. • Thanks to all who wrote.

• Go Eagles!

1988
Correspondent: Rob Murray

murrman@aol.com

421 Callingwood Street

San Francisco, CA §4114

Lots of follow-up with our big two-oh!

• Michele Keefe Williams, MS '92, wrote to

say it was great to see old friends. Like me,

she didn't realize how much she missed

folks until she got there—even those she

almost didn't recognize. I wish I could add

the cute photos of her kids Jonathan (9),

clearly a Sox fan, and Isabella (2) • Joe

Stanganelli reports that after seven years of

running his own litigation firm in Boston

with two colleagues from his time at

WilmerHale, he has joined the Boston

office of Hiscock & Barclay LLC, a full-ser-

vice firm with offices across New York State.

Joe still lives in Cohasset with his wife,

Sarah, and their two children, Jack (12) and

Julia (10). • First-time writer John Valente

said that after talking with Dawn Mitchell,

he wished he could have been at the

reunion. John is a partner at the Rutland,

VT, law firm of Ryan Smith & Carbine,

where he handles human resources,

employment, workers' compensation, and

school law matters. He volunteers with

several local nonprofits and was recently

appointed board chair of the Vermont

Municipal Bond Bank. John is also a

frequent visitor to the BC campus, entering

into his 23rd year (!) of assisting the Sports

Management Office. John, um, any chance

you have a spare BC-Notre Dame ticket?

• Elizabeth (Karam) McCarthy of Westport

has been appointed vice president of

resource development at Bristol Commu-
nity College; she previously served in the

career center. She has also worked in the

financial services industry in Boston and

Providence and holds an MBA from

Providence College.

ik

Correspondent: Andrea McCrath

andrea.e.mcgrath@gmail.com

20J Commonwealth Avenue, #3

Boston, MA 02108

If you can believe it, we're celebrating our

20th reunion this year, and the main events

are set for May 28-31, 2009. 1 hope many of

you will be able to come back to the

Heights. Also, there is an official reunion

website, with tags for each class, that will be

updated throughout the year: www.bc.edu/

alumni/association/classes.htrnl. Finally, we

have a growing cadre of classmates kindly

volunteering to work on the Reunion Gift

Committee, so please be sure to support

them as you can in their efforts. Lots more

updates came in this quarter—and everyone

is sounding great! Remember that you can

read the full update on everyone below on

the BC online community: http://www.bc.edu/

alumni/association/community.html (where

you can also update your contact information

www.bc.edu/alumni
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so you will receive all the reunion updates).

• Dineen Riviezzo (dinriv@msn.com)

and John Frain (UVM) were married on

September 6 in Stowe, VT. They currently

reside in New York City. Dineen, who in

December 2006 was confirmed by the New
York State Senate as a Court of Claims

judge, met John, who works as a pricing

director for an international shipping

company, in May 2007 at a charity event

at an art gallery in DUMBO, Brooklyn,

New York. • Christine Caswell McCarron

(caswellc@bc.edu) has been named director

of media workshop and assistant to the

chair in the Communication Department at

BC. She also continues her role as a TV and

radio news reporter with NECN, WMJX,
and WROR. Christine and her husband,

Michael, live in Dedham, where they are

having a blast raising their two sons. They

have been catching up with other '89ers,

including Beth Wilson Lebel, Sandra Higgins

Howe, and Karen Waible Melendy, and

Susan Kelley Ska, as well as Denise Driscoll

Robinson and Joan Harrington Woodworth

M.Ed. '90, BS'94—whose kids go to the

same school in Needham. • Sally Driscoll

has been a great advocate for women's

sports at BC, and (rightfully) received the

Student Champion Award at the spring

meeting of the Council for Women of

Boston College for her leadership in initiat-

ing a range of women's athletics events.

Way to go, Sally! • Jim Mclntyre (mcintyre-

jamesp@yahoo.com) was appointed super-

intendent of the Knox County Schools in

Knoxville, TN; his first day was July 7.

The school district serves 54,000 students

in 86 schools. The whole family loves being

southerners, and while they miss their Boston

family and friends—and BC football—they

plan to visit often and keep in touch. • Tom
Duffy (tduffy@adw.org) was recently named
CFO ofthe Archdiocese ofWashington. Tom,

wife Karen, and their four children reside

just outside Washington DC. • Margaret

A. Reilly (mreillyesq@aol.com) has been

practicing law with husband Kevin F. Finnegan

'68 in Chelmsford for the last two years at

Reilly & Finnegan PC. They have lived in

Charlestown for almost 10 years and just

finished riding in their eighth Pan-Mass

Challenge, helping to raise money for

cancer research at the Dana-Farber Cancer

Institute and the Jimmy Fund. • Greg Yoch

(gmyoch@yahoo.com) is living in Oakland

and working in San Francisco in commercial

real estate brokerage, while his wife of eight

years, Ahroon, recently accepted a job at

Shutterfly. They have a wonderful daughter

named Katelyn (2) and love being parents.

• Marty Connor (now Fr. Martin Connor)

dropped me a quick note asking about

the reunion, and I thought it would be

good to share his e-mail address in case

anyone would like to reach out: mconnor@
legionaries.org.

1990
Correspondent: Kara Corso Nelson

bc90news@cox.net

67 Sea Island

Glastonbury, CT 06033; 860-647-9200

Tedd Taskey lives in Denver with his wife,

Tiffany, and daughters Mia (6) and Kira (2).

He recently completed his first children's

book, Eddie el Edna, an inspirational story

for kids ages 2 to 7. It is available online

at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and Borders

and can also be ordered through the book's

website, www.taskeybooks.com. • Amy Mac-

Donald, M.Ed. '96, and husband Shawn
Eaton recently moved to a tree farm in East

Kingston, NH, with son Foley (6) and

daughter McDonagh (5). The family has

taken over Windcrest Tree Farm and will be

operating the choose-and-cut Christmas

tree business that has been there since the

early 1980s. In addition, the new farmers

will be selling farm fresh eggs and working

on local conservation projects. Amy still

teaches English at a local high school and

would love to see some BC alumni stop by

in their search for the perfect Christmas

tree! • Finally succumbing to Kara Corso

Nelson's gentle reminders to provide our

classmates with an update, Karen (Noble)

JD'93 and David Chieco are reporting some

recent changes in their lives. Last year,

David, Karen, and son D.J. (6) moved to

Kara's own town of Glastonbury, CT, and

two months later, joyfully welcomed their

second child, Jessica Anna Noble Chieco, to

their new home. Over the course ofthe past

year, several BC friends and their families

have visited the Chiecos at their Glastonbury

home: Kathleen (Angulo) Shipos M. Ed/93,

Debbie Tian Verrier, Debbie Tietz Leonard,

Karen (Rheuble) and Peter Dube, Chris and

Melinda (Pizarro) Graham, Ellen (McGuinn)

Mahoney, Jeff Reilly, Bob Ambrose, Bob

McEnroe '91, Mike Joyce (Jessica's godfa-

ther!), Mary Joyce '87, and Anthony Dell

'89. David is in the process of starting his

own financial consulting business, and

Karen is a partner at the Hartford litigation

firm Danaher, Lagnese & Sacco PC. The

Chiecos invite any classmates who find

themselves in the area to stop by. • Robert

McGrath, MBA'92, recently accepted the

position of assistant professor of manage-

ment at Lesley University. Bob also holds

a faculty appointment at Northeastern

University as graduate lecturer in the College

of Professional Studies. His areas of teaching

and research interests are ethics, leadership,

and online learning.

1991
1orin BrunoCorrespondent: Peggy

pegmb@comcast.net

2 High Hill Road

Canton, CT 06019

I hope this finds you all doing well and

enjoying this fabulous time of year. Be sure

to write in with news about yourself and

your BC friends! • Jeff Bellows recently

earned his master's in communications

from Emerson College and works for

Resources Global Professionals, a profes-

sional services consulting firm, serving a

dual role as managing director of corporate

public relations and as managing director

of the Boston practice. Jeff and his wife,

Nicole (Kalicki) '93, welcomed a son,

Clayton Graham, on February 20. He joins

his big sister, Denley Anelia, in making

their parents' lives both hectic and fun.

They live in Hingham. • Dave and Jeannette

(Salas) Goodwin welcomed daughter Grace

on May 18. Jeannette is a manager at

Northrop Grumman in Baltimore. • Oplink

has named Stephen M. Welles vice presi-

dent and general counsel. Stephen was

previously with Wilson Sonsini Goodrich &
Rosati in Palo Alto. • Patrick M. Quinn had

the good fortune of celebrating with the

Eagles in the locker room in Denver, after

watching two tough defeats in 2006 and

2007 in Milwaukee and St. Louis. He was

able to take his son, Shawn (13)—BC Class

of '17, they hope—to the games. Patrick

caught up with Mike Murphy, Jack Stapleton

'78, and the Peter Mahers (Senior '75 and

Junior '05). Patrick and wife Susan live in

St. Louis with Molly (12), BC Class of '18,

they hope! Patrick is chief operating officer

and part owner of a wine and spirits whole-

saler that distributes in Missouri. His BC
roommate Dave Stokes is also in St. Louis

and owns an Anheuser-Busch wholesaler.

Seventeen years after graduation and the

rookies are quasi-competitors. Look them

up when in the area, and they will ensure

that they get your groove on with the adult

beverages! • Matt Metz is with Future

Brands as vice president of the central
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region and is supplying Patrick and many

others with plenty of Absolut, Sauza, and

Jim Beam. • Patrick recently caught up with

Julie and Jack Smith and their son Jack Jr.

Jack is working at St. Paul Travelers and

lives outside Minneapolis. • Rob Warnock

welcomed his third child, Charlie, on May
21. Rob serves on the board of the Thomas

M. Brennan Memorial Foundation and wel-

comes all alumni to visit the foundation's

website at www.tmbmf.org. Also serving on

the board are Pete Meyers, Rob Saville,

Steve Cave, Doug Drew, TJ Lyons, Kevin

Molloy, Mike Newman, Greg Priola, John

Phillips, and Peter Sims, as well as the

late Thomas Brennan's wife, Jennifer,

M.Ed.'98. This year's tournament was held

on September 5. Look for news about the

tournament in the next issue.

1992
Correspondent: Paul L. Cantello

paul.cantello@verizon.net

3j Sylvester Avenue

Hawthorne, NJ 07506

Since 1996, Matthew Maiona and brother

Justin '90, JD'93, have been partners of a

law firm in Boston that concentrates on

family law and immigration law. Matthew

also works with wife Sara, an immigration

attorney. They were married in 2004 in

New York and have a son Finn (2). • After 12

years as vice president of institutional fixed

income sales for Goldman Sachs and Morgan

Stanley, Bill Evans recently switched gears,

joining the promotions business as vice

president ofnew business development for

PromoGroup in Chicago. • Rob Canters is a

project manager/technical consultant for

the Precision Software division ofQAD Inc.

He has resided in the Netherlands since

1994. Rob and wife Audrey have two boys:

Conner (8) and Duncan (6). • Barbara

(Barrett) Daly, MBA 95, returned to work as

director of marketing for Grillo Oriental

Rugs in Braintree, after staying at home for

the past six years raising Jane (7), Colin (6),

and Aidan (2). She and husband Jim,

MBA'94, have been living in Holliston for

10 years, and Barbara was recently elected

president of the Holliston Newcomers. She

enjoys catching up with former classmates

on Linkedln! • For the last five years, Paul

Orefice has run his own ad agency, the

watsons (itsthewatsons.com). He lives in

New York City with his partner, Ron, and

dog Diego. • Mike Hanna married Denise

in 1999 and is now the father of four:

Clinton Kelly '91

SHARP DRESSED MAN

C

Clinton Kelly's successful TV show, What Not to

Wear, has catapulted him to fashion icon status.

linton Kelly '91 isn't so much
a reluctant style icon as an

accidental one. "I never

walked around town in a three-piece

suit with a carnation in my lapel," he

says, recalling the days before the

ridiculously popular television show

What Not to Wear brought him to

the attention ofwomen nationwide.

For the past six years, Kelly and

cohost Stacy London have chided and

charmed their way to success on the

TLC reality makeover program, in

which the duo admonishes guests to

exchange their old wardrobes for more

flattering choices.

Kelly originally sought a career

in journalism, and cut his teeth as an

editor at Marie Claire—having made

the initial contact with the fashion

magazine on a whim. A deputy editor

post at Mademoiselle followed, as did

a chance e-mail from a casting director

that helped pave the way to his unexpected status as a fashion guru. Tongue planted firmly

in cheek, Kelly has titled his newly released book Freakiri Fabulous: How to Dress, Speak,

Behave, Eat, Drink, Entertain, Decorate, and Generally Be Better Than Everyone Else.

Try Kelly's reflections on for size:

WHAT IS THE MOST SATISFYING MOMENT
IN YOUR PROFESSIONAL LIFE?

When a woman tells me that with my
help she feels beautiful for the first time

in her life.

IN YOUR PERSONAL LIFE?

When I sit on my porch, watching the

sun set and drinking a glass of sauvignon

blanc, and realize that I may in fact be

the luckiest guy on the planet.

WHAT IS YOUR BEST BC MEMORY?

Besides the conversations and laughs I

had with my friends, Robert Chibka's

fiction writing workshop; it changed

the course ofmy life.

WHAT IS YOUR NEXT COAL?

I'm talking to people about starting a

magazine. I need one more project about

as much as I need a third nipple, but I

can't stop—I'm having way too much fun.

WHAT WAS THE LAST BOOK YOU READ?

Tell Me How Long the Train's Been Gone

by James Baldwin.

HOW HAVE YOU CHANCED SINCE

GRADUATION?

I used to care what people thought of me.

Now I don't give a rat's behind.

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSON

IN LIFE?

Everything—and I mean everything

—

is gray. There is no such thing as black

and white.

WHAT DO YOU LOOK FORWARD TO

EACH DAY?

My first latte.

WHO HAS INFLUENCED YOUR LIFE

THE MOST?

I named the top 12 in the dedication

of my book. You'll have to buy it to find

out if you made it.

WHERE IS YOUR FAVORITE SPOT ON
THE BC CAMPUS?

McElroy Dining Hall. Just kidding.

Bapst Library.

to read an exclusive profile of clinton kelly, visit

www.bc.edu/alumni/kelly.html.
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Connor (7), Caleb (4), Colby (2), and Courtney

(1). Mike received his Ph.D. in neuroscience

from the University of Rochester in 2003

and then did a postdoctoral fellowship at the

National Institute of Neurological Disorders

& Stroke. This fall he became an assistant

professor in the Biological & Environmental

Sciences Department at Texas A&M-
Commerce. The family lives in Rockwall, TX.

• Jennifer McEnroe Gilfillan, who played

volleyball for four years at BC, wrote in

about her former roommate and teammate,

Allison Glovna Clarke. Allison's oldest son,

Quinn (9), was diagnosed with cancer at the

age of 20 months. Allison and her husband

founded an organization, Flashes of Hope,

to provide professional photographs to

young cancer patients and their families.

Allison and Flashes of Hope have been

featured on CNN and on the CBS Early Show,

and Allison has won numerous awards for

her tremendous service. She currently has

chapters in 30 cities and continues to share

her incredible spirit with thousands of chil-

dren and their families. • Brendan and

Erin (McLoughlin) McCollam and children

Hannah, Brigid, Madeline, and Garrett Quinn,

live on Candlewood Lake in New Fairfield,

CT. Erin left New York City after her first

child was born and helped grow an ad

agency, Mediassociates, in Danbury, where

she now works part-time. The neighborhood

she lives in has only 300 homes, but four

1992 classmates live or summer there: Dave

Parsons, Mike Shoule, and John Lavagnino

'94, have homes on Candlewood Isle. Mike's

son Nathan and my son Garrett were playing

on the beach last fall. It is such a small world!

Erin still keeps in touch with Anne Marie

Boiler, who is a surgeon in Minnesota.

1993
Correspondent: Sandy Chen

sandy93@bc.edu

1 Aberdeen Way, Unit uy
Cambridge, MA 02138

Michael Carlotti has joined Bally Technolo-

gies as vice president of investor relations

and capital markets. Bally is a provider of

technology for the global gaming industry.

Previously an investment banker and an

equity research analyst with a focus on the

gaming industry, Michael also holds an

MBA from UCLA's Anderson School of

Management. • Peter V. Hogan, MBA' 98,

f D'98, was named partner at the law firm of

Richardson & Patel, LLP, in Los Angeles.

His practice area is corporate and securities

law. • In October, Dave Wedge helped to

organize a fundraiser in memory ofclassmate

Jay McGillis, who passed away on July 3,

1992, at age 21 after a valiant battle against

leukemia. Former BC coach Tom Coughlin,

now coach ofthe New York Giants, runs the

Jay Fund, which has provided more than $1

million to families of children with cancer.

1994 REUNION 2009

Correspondent: Nancy E. Drane

nancydrane@aol.com

226 E. Nelson Avenue

Alexandria, VA 22301; jo}-^S-23C)6

Happy fall, everyone. Believe it or not, we're

about to embark upon our 15th reunion

year! Amazing how time has flown, isn't it?

Look for more information and updates as

the year progresses. Now, here is some

news. • Courtney Rau, M. Ed/98, has filled a

vacancy on the school committee for the

Mansfield Public Schools. She replaces a

committee member who resigned in June,

and she will occupy the seat until April

2009 when an election will be held to fill

the spot for a three-year term. Courtney has

spent the last 15 years in public education

as an instructional assistant, teacher, and

special education department leader.

• Program your TiVos! Kristen Willeumier

was a contestant on last summer's ABC
series The Mole. She lives in California and

is a neuroscientist. • Tom and Christi (Stokes)

Zanovich, along with big brother Thomas

(5), welcomed twins Brooke Marie and

Brady Patrick in October 2007. They live in

Minneapolis. • Stephanie and Scott Moore

welcomed their second child, Sophie Joy, on

March 11. She joins big sister Stella (3).

They live in Mansfield. Scott is the vice

president of e-commerce and marketing

analytics for Specialty Catalog Corp. in West

Bridgewater. • Alex Houston's short docu-

mentary film, Swim Lessons: The Nick Irons

Story, won the First Place Best Short Docu-

mentary jury award at the Rhode Island

International Film Festival in Providence.

Alex's film features our classmate Nick Irons,

who swam the Mississippi River to benefit

multiple sclerosis research. For more info

on the film, see www.swimlessonsmovie.com.

• Yamini Deshmukh married Matthew

Melanson on May 10. • Kira Wrinn Lent and

husband Daniel celebrated the arrival of

their daughter, Caroline Campbell, on

September 9, 2007. Caroline was welcomed

by big brother Ian (2). Kira is a nurse prac-

titioner at the University of Bridgeport and

lives in Easton, CT. • For the last seven

years, Keith Gallinelli, MS'97, MBA'oi, has

been living in China, where he is working

as a TV talk show host and as vice principal

of a Canadian high school. He married Li Na
in 2005, and they recently welcomed their

first daughter, Mia Li Gallinelli, to the

world. Keith mentioned that people should

search on Facebook for the BC Class of '94.

He found many people he had forgotten all

about! • Douglas and Hilary (Gauvin)

Stevens are proud parents of a baby boy,

Alexander Douglas Stevens, born on July 8.

The Stevens family lives in Connecticut.

• In July, some BC friends and former

roommates (and some ofmy old neighbors

in the Mods) got together in the Midwest.

On the first night, Mark Loftus (aka "Milt")

led the group through Minneapolis to

experience the night life there. The followers

were Ernie Palazzolo, John Steiner, Dan
Brown, Eric Tennessen, Jeff Hillins, Phil

McLaughlin, and Pete Lynch. They all met

up with Brad Fayfield and Dan Hayes the

next morning and headed into northern

Wisconsin. The weekend included a lot of

fun and a surprise visit from Joe Healey.

• Patrick and Josie (Losada) McMahon
welcomed baby boy Andres Torres in July.

He joins big brother Adrian.

!995
Correspondent: Enrico Jay Verzosa

bc95.classnotes@gmail.com

Le Moyne College

Panasci Chapel

1419 Salt Springs Road

Syracuse, NY 13214

How do we capture the stories of our lives

in a single sentence, with nothing more

than names in boldface print to remind us

of faces that, once upon a time, we saw

every day? This is the question I face on a

sunny September afternoon, as I sit down

to write this column. I guess that's the

tough part of this job, the fact that there

really aren't enough words to capture the

stories of our lives, all these endings and

beginnings, the rising and falling, bending

and turning of the different paths we

follow. • Tina (Peploe) Murphy's daughter

Miranda ended her five-year run as an only

child and began in her new post of big sister

when Tina and her husband, Doug, wel-

comed their son, Nathaniel "Nate" Jamis,

this past April. Tina says that Nate is "huge,"

tipping the scales at 18 pounds while just

three months of age. Tina and her family
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live in Chesapeake, VA. • At first, Alison

(McGnire) Francoeur's son Sean was not

completely pleased when his three-year

stint as an only child came to an end. New
baby brother Ryan Nathaniel has won him

over though, with "his huge smile and

infectious belly laugh." Alison works part-time

for an online marketing agency, and her

husband works for JPMorgan in Green-

wich, CT. • My predecessor in this space,

David Shapiro, just finished a fellowship in

surgical critical care and trauma at Oregon

Health & Science University. He has moved

to West Hartford, CT, and is the new assis-

tant director of trauma and critical care in

the Department of Surgery at Saint Francis

Hospital and Medical Center in Hartford.

• As for me, Jay Verzosa, I've just finished

another round at BC, receiving a master's in

counseling psychology from the Lynch

School, and a master's in pastoral ministry

from the Institute of Religious Education

and Pastoral Ministry. I guess I'm a Double

Eagle now! I'm also the new campus minister

and resident chaplain at one of our fellow

Jesuit schools, Le Moyne College, in Syracuse,

NY, where the coolness of late summer
evenings reminds me of Boston. • Since our

last issue, Kristen (Josefek) Fallon, Justin

Villepigue, Adam Winthrop, Renee Beard,

Megan Taylor-Gradek, and Maricar (Tinio)

Polotaye have posted updates to the online

community. Direct your browser to

www.bc.edu/alumni/association/communi

ty.html to view these updates and to post

your own. • Go mbeannai Dia thu.

1996
Correspondent: Mike Hofman

mhofman@inc.com

517 E. 13th Street, No. 20

New York, NY looog; 212-673-3065

I begin with sad news: Brett Williams

passed away on July 5. He had been com-

pleting a fellowship at the Securities and

Exchange Commission in Washington DC,

after which he planned to return to Pricewa-

terhouseCoopers in New York City. Please

keep Brett's family, especially his twin

brother and our classmate, Mark, in your

thoughts. • Kevin and Angela (Comment)

McRae welcomed a daughter, Kailey Madison,

on May 24. The McRaes also have two sons,

Dean Nicholas and James Randall. They live

in Silver Spring, MD. Angela is pursuing a

doctorate in educational psychology at the

University of Maryland at College Park. • A
random sampling of September Facebook

status updates: "Ryan Harper feels he is

hugging the sun." "Erin Lawler is giddy that

MNF, specifically the fastest three minutes,

is back on!" "Rachel Garvey Kelly is getting

ready for Kenan to start school." • Erika and

Jay Zavislak welcomed a son, Parker, on

August 27. "Our son Luke seems to be

enjoying his new role as the older brother, so

it's all good in our little universe," writes Jay.

• Matt Kroh writes to correct some erroneous

information provided to me by a former

roommate of his: "Jean and I didn't name
our third child after the ill-mannered former

Sox outfielder Carl Everett. His name is

actually Carter Everett." Ah, but does the kid

believe in dinosaurs? Sorry, Matt and Jean!

• Bryen Aoyama and Ali Loper welcomed a

daughter, Zoe Cathleen, on August 22. The

family lives on Manhattan's Upper East Side.

Bryen and Ali were married on July 22,

2007, at the Church of St. Ignatius Loyola

in New York City. Guests included Bill

Zima; Rich Ferraro; Angie (Garcia) and Dan
O'Shea; Shannon (Reed) and Craig Louiselle;

Sean Lynch; Brian Herlihy; Catherine Cope

land; Hope (McAndrew) Rupley; Kerry Loper

'03; Lauren (Horton) Magel '95; Kristin

Mitchell '04; Tom Mitchell '70, MBA'72;

Ken Heavey '60; Roger Sweeney '61; Mary

Jean (Crowley) Crockett MS'oo; and Jack

Barry '65. • Scott Freeman married Emily

Hruska, an alumna ofthe University ofHorida,

on July 25 in West Orange, NJ. Brian Woods
was Scott's best man, and guests included

Shane and Jim Roth; John Dempsey; Kristin

and Julian Blazewicz; Marc Leduc; Christy

and Matt Keswick; John Boyt; Meredith and

Jimmy Faletra M.Ed.'o6; Chris Barnowski;

and Maureen Maloney '98, MA'02. Emily

and Scott live in Hoboken.

1997
Correspondent: Sabrina Bracco McCarthy

sabrina.mccarthy@perseusbooks.com

464 Westminster Road

Rockville Centre, NY 11570

My husband, Brian, and I welcomed our

first daughter, Liana Shea, on August 18.

She's doing great and already has us

wrapped around her teeny fingers. • Trevor

and Alison (Daniels) Macko, M.Ed. '99,

welcomed a son, Hayden Michael, on January

25. Hayden also has a proud sister, Alicia

(2). • Kevin and Margo (Rivera) Gillespie

welcomed a son, Holden John, on February

9, joining big brother Kevin William (3).

The Gillespies live in Mountain Lakes, NJ,

where Margo continues to work part-time

for the CommCore Consulting Group as

director ofmarketing. Also living in Mountain

Lakes are Anjalee Nirgudkar and her hus-

band, Eric Koza '96. The Kozas have two

daughters: Bria Alexis Nirgudkar, born

in April 2005, and Tessa Lauren Nirgudkar,

born in January 2007. Anjalee earned a

Ph.D. in behavior disorders and applied

behavior analysis from Columbia University

in 2004 and currently works as a behavior

analyst developing programs for children

with autism and related developmental

disabilities. • Mike and Christina (Carey)

Grimes welcomed another baby boy, Robert

Bradley, on March 26. Robby joins big

brother
J J. After 10 years working in adver-

tising, Christina recently left the industry

to pursue a master's in clinical social work.

The family lives in Larchmont, NY, and every-

one is doing well. • Erin Dionne and her

husband, Frank Colagiovanni '96, welcomed

their first baby, Charlotte Poe, on May 24.

Erin is an assistant professor of liberal arts

at Montserrat College of Art in Beverly, and

Frank works as a freelance advertising

copywriter. Erin's first novel, Models Don't

Eat Chocolate Cookies, for readers 9-12, will

be released by Dial Books in March 2009.

• Mark and Mary (Grace) Fraser welcomed

daughter Maren Grace on July 31. After nine

years with Fidelity, Mary is leaving the

corporate world to be a stay-at-home

mother. The Frasers live in Charlestown.

• Ingrid and JJ Tighe are proud to announce

the birth of Ryan Milton on August 14. Ryan

shares a birthday with his older brother,

Brendan, who was born on August 14, 2006.

• Gregory Edwin Howard recently received

his Ph.D. in English/creative writing from

Denver University. • Kurt and Jennifer

(Kelley) Pollex had a baby girl, Sidney Kelley,

on May 23; she joins her brother Sean (2).

Jennifer was recently promoted to a client

executive position at the Hylant Group,

where she sells commercial insurance.

1998
Correspondent: Mistie P. Lucht

hohudson@yahoo.com

1281 N. Dayton Street

Chicago, IL 60614

Margaret (Nix) and William S. Trip Thomas
III are living in Pasadena, CA, near Jeffand

Anne (Brannigan) Hitchcock and Mike

Marr. William is an executive with commer-

cial insurance broker Arthur J. Gallagher &
Co. • Colleen McGuire married her child-

hood sweetheart, James Naphen, on August

www.bc.edu/alumni
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15, and they moved into a new home in

Foxborough last year. Both have MBAs: Colleen

from Babson and James from Northeastern.

He works at Oracle as a field sales rep, and

Colleen works at EMC as a senior program

manager rolling out training to field sales

reps. • Michael B. Doherty recently joined the

Boston office of Preti Flaherty's Litigation

Group as an associate. He has several years'

experience in medical and dental malpractice

and products liability litigation at the firm.

Michael, a graduate ofGeorgetown University

Law Center, resides in Rowley • Darren and

Allison O'Keefe Wright welcomed a daugh-

ter on November 27, 2007. Allison is vice

president, consumer insight and brand

awareness, at MTV, where she has been

working in research and planning for two

years. Previously Allison was director and

global editor at HeadlightVision, a strategic

consultancy and qualitative research company

in New York City, where she wrote a book

on how to market to leading-edge youth.

Allison and her family live in Ridgewood,

NJ. • Paulette Tucciarone returned from her

second deployment in two years in August

2007 and then eloped with Jeremy Cazares

(Notre Dame '98) in Napa. They are now
living in Silver Spring, MD, where Paulette

is completing her psychiatry residency with

the Navy. They celebrated their marriage at

a ceremony in May in San Diego with their

family and friends. • Charise Rohm and Jeff

Nulsen were married on December 29,

2007, on Long Island. Bridesmaids were

Mistie P. Lucht and Ereka Vetrini, and

groomsmen were Bob McDonald, James

Ocampo, Josh Niewoehner, and Drew
Gough. Ceremony participants included

Mistie Lucht (standing in for Michelle

Breitman Hipwood), Rachel Braunstein,

Sarah Braunstein, Josephine Sciarrino, Lisa

Byank, Christian Bender, Tim O'Hara, Joe

Allen, Jorge Ribas, and Andrew Ryding.

Others in attendance were Dawn Krieger,

Mary Pat Lancelotta, Eddie and Kim Pantos

Walsh, Jocelyn Cavanna Graseck, Mary

Allen, Steve and Lindsay Hammond Lewis,

Karen O'Donnell, Tracy Martin Fitzgerald,

Becky Frett, Patience Leonard, Nick Bove,

Brian JD'07 and Caitrin Lammon Dunphy
MA' 07, and Andrew Wiseman. The

Nulsens live in Cambridge.

E« UNION 2669

Correspondent: Matt Colleran

bc1999classnotes@hotmail.com

Correspondent: Emily Wildfire

ewildfire@hotmail.com

Hey, friends. We hope you all had a great

fall season. Stay tuned to the BC Class of

'99 group on Facebook for updates on our

upcoming 10th reunion. E-mail us if you

have any questions or additional class notes

information. Thanks, Matt and Emily.

• Christine Cinella married Patrick McCurdy

on June 21 in Stockbridge. Alumni in atten-

dance were Erin O'Brien Hunt, Eileen Turo

Rapport, Katie Hart, Julie Wheeler, Katherine

Kozack, Kristen Saunders Lee, Jake Lee,

Laryn Schimpf Cullen, Monica Boyle, Katie

Shields MS'oo, Erina Kim, and Hercules

Grigos. • Marianne Russo and husband

Damon welcomed a son, Hunter Thomas
Halback, on June 16. Marianne is the channel

marketing manager at Apple. • On July 11,

Melissa Colon married Herbert Polack in

Cambridge, where they now live. Melissa works

at UMass Boston. • Mary Ellen Newman
married Andrew Spence MacAninch III on

August 23 in East Setauket, NY. Alumni in

attendance were Jessica (Egidio) Mullevey,

Samantha (Steel) White, Kim Curtis, Liz

(Costello) Bae JD'04, Sean and Maryanne

(Rnasas) Irwin, John and Emily (Frieswyk)

Wildfire, Fred and Daniela (Grande) Car-

done, and Rebecca Klim. The couple honey-

mooned in Greece. • Alistair and Dana (Isaacs)

Duke welcomed a son, Andrew Joseph, on

April 16. They live in Wilton, CT • Andrew

and Juliana (Castelli) Grohman welcomed a

baby girl, Josephine Chiara, on June 17.

They live in Charlotte, NC. • Patrick Chat-

field married Anne Rechkemmer '01 on

May 24. BC alumni in the wedding party

were groomsmen Sam Gilbert JD'08,

Michael MacMillan, and Brian Barrio. Also

present were Michael and Stephanie (Dono-

van) Gargiulo, Cara (Veneziano) Gilbert,

Laura (Ghiglione) MacMillan, Brian Fox,

Todd Macey, Michael McDonald, Jodi

Watchmaker, Jeff McCarthy, Joe Dickman,

Ken Peschier, Chris Curran, Bill Hansen

01, and Jeff Lyons. • Megan Niziol married

Kevin Alcock in Ireland on August 30. Libby

MacDonald-Bischof, Ph.D. '05, and Adri-

anne (Billingham) Bock were in attendance.

The couple will live in Ireland. • Tim and

Jessica (Sombat) Carey recently returned to

New York City after living in London. • Mike

and Carrie (Luciano) Farrell received their

MBAs from Columbia. • Patrick '01 and

Emily (Hack) Venanzi welcomed a baby

girl, Tessa Marie, on July 21. They live

in Brookline. • Kathleen Corcoran is a

child/adolescent clinical psychologist in

Boston. • Jihoon M.Ed. '00 and Haemin
(Kwan) Shin welcomed twins, Reagan

Kipum and Carter Joonho, born on July 30.

They currently live in Arlington, VA.

2000
Correspondent: Kate Pescatore

katepescatore@hotmail.com

6} Carolin Trail

Marshfidd, MA 02050

Thank you for the joyous news. I have

posted an expanded column on the online

community: www.bc.edu/alumni/association/

community.html. • Amanda Cryan opened

her own practice outside Buffalo, NY, called

Growing Smiles Pediatric and Adolescent

Dentistry in July. • Michelle McGowan
completed her Ph.D. at the University of

Washington and is now at Case Western

Reserve University for a postdoctoral

fellowship in bioethics. • Ryan Debin ran

his ninth consecutive Boston Marathon

this year to raise money for Horizons for

Homeless Children. • On July 14, 2007,

Colleen Sheehy, M.Ed. '02, married John

McCormick. • Lauren Fogarty married Jason

White on April 26 in Mexico. They recently

relocated to Hong Kong for the next year.

• Greg Mihal married Meghan Hennessy in

Chambersburg, PA, on May 31. The couple

reside in New York City. • Meghann Donahue

married Charles F. Glass Jr. on June 7. The

couple live in Brooklyn. • On June 14, Matt

Hoskins and Jeanette DeAugustine were

married. • John DiBari married Carol

Simpao on June 21 in Rockville Centre, NY.

• Danielle Porcelli, JD'03, married Nicholas

Bianchi on June 28. They reside in Reston,

VA. • Married since 2002, Malcolm and

Jenifer Ruggiero Woolum had a daughter,

Sarah, on September 11, 2007. • Chris and

Maggie Gould Franklin, M.Ed.'oi, welcomed

their first daughter, Libby (Lynda Elizabeth),

on Christmas 2007. The family lives in

Hoboken, NJ. • Married since June 2004,

Pete and Alison Callahan Halberstadt had

their first baby, Owen Patrick, on May 4.

The family lives in Watertown. • Ryan and

Jennifer Butterworth Debin welcomed their

second son, Grant Howard, on May 28,

joining brother Reaves Ryan. • Cameron and

Paul Scansaroli welcomed their second

daughter, Cara Bedell, on May 13. She joins

big sister Kendall Paige. • Paul and Allegra

Pollock Brandano announce the birth of

their twins, Amelia Joyce and Owen James,

on June 9. The family lives in Los Angeles.

• Liz and Andrew Curran welcomed their

first child, Anna Roth, on June 13. The family

resides in Cincinnati. • Jason and Kate

McCorry Bacon welcomed their first child,

William Charles, on July 8. • Dan, MBA'06,

and Emily Long Garry announce the birth

of their daughter, Claire Elizabeth, on July
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12. Claire joins big brother Thomas in their

Franklin, TN, home. • John and Jenn Powers

Gregg welcomed their first child, Brady

Charles, on July 18. The family lives in

Simsbury, CT. • Ned and Meghan McLaugh-

lin Zelles, along with big sisters Maggie

and Haley, welcomed Reagan Katherine on

August 7. The family resides in Rockville

Centre, NY.

200I

Correspondent: Erin Mary Ackerman

bostoncollegeoi @hotmail.com

16 Brighhvood Avenue

North Andovei; MA 01845

Greetings, Class of 2001! I am writing to

you from the land ofno sleep! I have a four-

year-old and a four-month-old here at home,

and I hope I am coherent enough to write

this note! • Jim Sias married Laura Brand (a

Rutgers grad) on August 2. Secondly, on a

whim he attempted to qualify for an AVP
pro beach volleyball tournament. He had

success and is currently the i37th-ranked

professional beach volleyball player in the

country. • Jill Kelley graduated from the

Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS)

training academy in Georgia and now is a

special agent with NCIS working in the

Family & Sexual Violence unit in Norfolk,

VA. • Marisa (Consolla) Fava wanted to pass

along news that she and husband Joe have

relocated to the Chelsea section of London!

Joe is with PricewaterhouseCoopers, and

Marisa is still with Humanscale. • Maura

McManmon married Eric Horndahl, a

1999 graduate of Babson College, on July 12

in St. Ignatius Church. The celebrant was

Fr. Michael Himes. • Lucia Romeo writes, "I

have recentiy joined the law firm of Towne,

Bartkowski & DeFio Kean, PC, in Saratoga

Springs, NY. I am an attorney specializing

in general litigation and I graduated from

Brooklyn Law School in 2006." • Travis

Borden married Heather Coe on May 17. BC
alums in attendance were Kevin and Kaitlin

(Anderson) Fiore, Erin Cromack, Matthew

Rush, Claire Sammon, and Carrie Gilbert.

• Megan O'Day and Sean Burns were married

on July 12. The wedding party included

Kristen (Bedford) Partello, Jenny McCarthy

M.Ed.'o2, Katie Murphy, Kayleen Baur, Bill

Burns Jr. '95, and Martin O'Day '09. Alums
attending included Shireen Zaman, Dina

Khani, Beth (Lewis) Ramos, Andrea Wyson,

Patrick O'Connell, Nancy (Smyth) Ruggeri,

and Jackie Blalock '09. • Lisa Miller and

Tim Doherty were married on May 17 at El

Convento in Old San Juan, PR. In attendance

were maid of honor Kayleen Baur and

guests Joe and Gail (Dirschberger) Hurley,

Charlie Papazian, Shawn and Carolyn (Bayley)

Polke, and Beth (Lewis) Ramos. • La'Shunda

Reed has lots of good news to share! She is

now La'Shunda Ceesay, having married in

February 2008. She earned a graduate

degree from URI, where she also won
awards for community service and student

excellence. She is now working in the

federal sector as a human resource specialist

and enjoying life with her daughter Olivia!

2002
Correspondent: Suzanne Harte

suzanneharte@yahoo.com

42 8th Street, Apt. 1102

Charlestown, MA 02i2g; 617-596-5486

Joseph Laimo married Sarah Dowler on

June 30, 2007, at St. Mary's Church in Rick-

mansworth, England. The reception was

held at Moor Park Mansion in Rickmansworth.

Jonathon Warchol served as a groomsman.

Mark DeFrancesco, MA'03, and Trinh Bui

were in attendance. Sarah and Joe honey-

mooned in Venice and the Greek Islands.

Joe is a commercial underwriting officer

and team leader for the Chubb Group of

Insurance Companies in Uniondale, NY.

The couple live in Great Neck. • Alyssa

Jayne Hale has a new job as a host for

OurStage.com. She is an online, on-camera

music journalist. The site is designed to help

people discover emerging, independent

musicians and filmmakers. • Federico Lucifredi

completed his master's in computer science

in Harvard's part-time program and is cur-

rently a product manager working on SUSE
Linux in Novell's Cambridge engineering

office. • Carlos Portocarrero married Mindy

Markowitz on May 25 in Farmington Hills,

MI. They honeymooned in Saugatuck, MI,

and now live in Chicago. Koji Takagi '00

was in attendance. • Lauren and Edward

Mullins welcomed Luke Bock on June 9.

• Melissa Irgens married Dan Peikin on July

12 at the Hotel Marlowe in Cambridge.

Bridesmaids included Anne Sargent Gal-

lagher, Glorimar Reuter, Sonya Roncevich,

and Katie Skeffington. Melissa's father, Bob

Irgens, graduated from BC in 1974. BC
guests in attendance were Catherine Bailey,

James Murphy, Patrick Scura, Chris Cordon,

Michael Kopech, Brigeth Rivera, Mark

Gallagher '90, Alicia LaPolla '03, John

Nucci '74, Paul Athanas '74, Joanne Kalell

'75, Frank Mastrocola '75, Bill Fallon '75, Jim

Rigione '75, Kathleen Foley '80, and George

McCarthy JD'72. The couple reside in

Melrose. • Catherine Bailey graduated from

Suffolk University Law School in 2005 and

is currently serving as the assistant general

counsel in the Executive Office of Public

Safety and Security, Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. She was married in September

2007 to Andrew Kenney, a fellow graduate

of SULS. The ceremony took place at St.

Ignatius. Amanda Tauss and Gina Renzulli

served as bridesmaids. Other BC alumni in

attendance included Lauren McCourt, Kate

Reynolds, Devon Noonan, Matthew Sheehan,

Alexis Broder, Melissa Ely, Stefanie (Shrout)

Herschbach, Melissa Irgens, Anne Sargent

Gallagher, Sonya Roncevich, James Murphy,

Katie Skeffington, Kevin Fitzpatrick, Mike

Kopech, Jeff McPartlan, Kristen Ferris '99,

Katherine Chang '99, and Catherine's

mom, Leah Porcello Bailey '76.

2003
Correspondent: ToniAnn Kruse

kruseta@gmail.com

45 Jane Street, Apt. 5R

New York, NY 10014; 201-517-2205

Caitlin (Sullivan) Crowther received her MD
from Georgetown in May and has started

her residency at Georgetown University

Medical Center. • Nicole M. Morris and A.

Daniel Saavedra were married on May 24 at

St. Patrick's Church in Palm Beach Gardens,

FL. A reception followed at the Abacoa Golf

Club. Bridesmaids included Maura Neal,

Tara Shamroth, and Courtney Short, and

Russell Dyer was a groomsman. Guests

included Aidan Hamm, Leigh Botica, Tara

Zablocki, Christopher Peterson, Justin

Segalini, Bryan Buffinton, Niel Osei, Louis

DeLesia, John Furnari, Timothy and Sissi

Bango Spiegel, and Andrew McMahon '05.

Other alumni celebrating the wedding

included the groom's mother, Mary Faith

Saavedra NC'74; his aunt, Juliann Schilling

'79; Crystal Day NC'74; and Tony '73 and

Julie Hirschberg Nuzzo NC'74. After

attending their BC reunion, the couple hon-

eymooned in Vancouver and Victoria. Both

work at FPL Energy, Power Marketing Inc.:

Nicole as an accountant and Danny as an

account manager. • Jesse Sanchez married

Taylor Davidson on June 21 in Boise, ID.

Mark Metwally was best man, and Robert

Tafuri served as groomsman. Also in atten-

dance were Stephen Czick and Matthew

Keck. Jesse is a 2L at the Benjamin N. Car-

dozo School of Law in New York City, and

www.bc.edu/alumni
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Taylor works in global consumer commu-
nications for the Estee Lauder Companies.

The couple reside in the Carroll Gardens

neighborhood of Brooklyn. • Allison Maher

and Ryan Mattison, MS'o6, were married

at St. Ignatius on July 5. The maid of honor

was Christina Martinez. Other Eagles

included bridesmaid Sue Boyle and Matt

Breaux. • Dana Langston graduated from

the Simmons School of Management with

an MBA on August 8 and is now working

as an asset manager for Digital Realty Trust.

• William Hoag married Kristy Gardner on

August 23 in a small ceremony on the north

shore of Oahu, HI, where they celebrated

with close friends and relatives. Classmates

in attendance included Ki Han, Brian

O'Leary, Tate Bevis MS '04 (groomsman),

Julia Kendrick (bridesmaid), and Adam J.

Combies. The happy couple now reside in

Chicago. • Rob and Carolyn (Gordon) Kenney

are proud to announce the birth of a baby

girl, Lauren Pamela, on April 7 in Brockton.

• Congratulations to all!

2004 REUNION 2009

Correspondent: Alexandra "Allie" Weiskopf

alexandra.weiskopf@us.army.mil

703-863-6715

Kimberly Crowe married Daniel Walsh '93

at St. Ignatius on June 21. The bridal party

included classmates Rebecca Brooke, Alexis

Exarhopoulos, and Jennifer Salerno. The

groomsmen included Daniel's classmates

Michael Greene, William Meehan, and

Jeffrey Teeven. The couple live in Exeter,

NH. • Shannon Langan married Paul

Tomaszewski '05 on July 26 at St. Mary's

Church in Ridgefield, CT. Over 35 alumni

were in attendance, including bridesmaids

Coleen Elstermeyer, Maura Hossack '02,

and Jennifer Velys and groomsmen Brian

Langan '02, Brendan Burke '06, John Fox

'05, John Linden '06, and Michael Sherry

'05. Shannon works for Freddie Mac in

McLean, VA, and Paul is in his second year

at the Georgetown University School of

Medicine in Washington DC. The couple

honeymooned in Italy and reside in Arling-

ton, VA. • Amy Swiderski was named 2008

Coach of the Year by the Tucson Citizen as

the Canyon del Oro High School head soft-

ball coach. The honor was based on staff

selections, season statistics, all-region team

selections, and the input of other area

coaches. Under Amy's leadership, the Dora-

dos won their second straight 4A-I state

championship, finishing the season unbeaten

for the second straight year against 4A
schools. The team posted a 33-4 record and

ended the season ranked in the top five of

the USA Today/National Fastpitch Coaches

Association Top 25 for the second straight

year. The former Dorado star, who also

played softball at Boston College, is credited

with helping the Canyon del Oro program

to gain national recognition. • Jared Peterson

recently cofounded a nonprofit organization

called The Neutral Development Project.

Headquartered in Boston, the organization

seeks to help impoverished areas in the

Horn of Africa build basic economic infra-

structure in a nonaligned environment.

NDP has targeted areas on the periphery of

extremist spheres of influence, specifically

groups most at risk of being drawn into

harmful religious or political conflict. • Just

a reminder—if you'd like anything

published here, please e-mail me or post

your news on the online community:

www.bc.edu/alumni/association/communi

ty.html. We want to hear from you!

2005
Correspondent: Joe Bowden

joe.bowden@gmail.com

g$ Haivest Lane

Bridgewater, MA 02324; 508-807-0048

Jessica Appelman traveled to Peru and

Ecuador with Lauren Marra and Amar
Ashar. Jessica lives in Chicago with classmates

Peter Toepfer, Joe Halli, and Kate Krein-

bring. She is working with the homeless

and planning to pursue her master's in

social work. • Jesse Hochkeppel is studying

medicine at Robert Wood Johnson Medical

School in New Jersey. • Gregory Walsh

recently began working as an investment

officer at Boston College. • On June 28,

Christopher
J.

Grillo married Sarah Elizabeth

Eno (Notre Dame '02) in St. Monica Catholic

Church in Santa Monica, CA. Andrew
Armstrong served as best man. Also in

attendance were Mary Ann (Hall) '76 and

Joseph Battipaglia '76, recently married Rob

Arcoro '99 and Kristine Duckett '99,

Matthew Meyer, Matthew Blattner, and

Christopher Macios '07. The couple recently

returned from their honeymoon in the

South Pacific and now reside in Los Angeles.

• Courtney Judge started Red String Gifts, a

gift concierge company that provides occasion

reminders and personalized gift buying for

busy clients. The company is located in

South Weymouth. • On May 11, Kathleen

DeLuca received a master's degree in school

counseling from Seton Hall University, and

in September she began her career at

Somerville (NJ) High School. • Kristen Baum
and John Xeller, MA'07, were married in

Pomfret, CT, on June 28. The celebrant was

Fr. James Erps, director ofCampus Ministry

at BC. Members ofthe bridal party included

Matt Pierson, Kevin O'Malley, Mike Nuttall

'06, Shannon Donovan, and Emily Keane.

The couple live in Chicago, where John

works in Dominican University's campus

ministry, and Kristen is a fourth-year med-

ical student at Loyola University. • Rebecca

Musso, MSW06, and John Mauro '03 were

married on July 26 in St. Ignatius Church at

Boston College. In the wedding party were

best man Brent Truscott '03, maid of honor

Kara Musso '09, and Pat Minson '03. Elyse

Meredith '04, MS'08, was a lector, and Pat

Knipe '03, Lauren Meyers '03, Lisa Pataki

'03, Katie Williams M.Ed.'o8, Allison Hart,

and Lauren Gilfeather MSW06 also

attended. The couple honeymooned in Can-

cun and now reside in Liberty Corner, NJ.

• Navy lieutenant junior grade Marissa N.

Myatt was designated a naval aviator while

serving at Naval Air Station Kingsville in

Texas. She was presented with the coveted

"Wings of Gold," marking the culmination

of months of flight training that included

basic studies in engineering and navigation,

training flights in simulators, aircraft famil-

iarizations, instrument training, extended

navigation flights, and landings and take-

offs aboard an aircraft carrier. • Tyler and

Caroline (Clark) Sterkel, M.Ed. '06, were

married on July 11 in Beaver Creek, CO.

Sharon Hunley was maid of honor, and

Megan Mara, Erin McCutcheon, Adam
Adamek, and James Daley also attended.

The Sterkels reside in Eagle, CO.

2006
Correspondent: Cristina Conciatori

conciato@bc.edu / 845-624-1204

Correspondent: Tina Corea

TinaCorea@gmail.com / 973-224-3863

Shawna Sullivan has been promoted to

senior account executive at Boston-based

PR firm Schneider Associates. Shawna

previously interned with the Bureau of

Educational and Cultural Affairs, U.S.

Department of State. • Ben Landry was recently

at a children's home for orphaned Burmese

refugees in Thailand along the Thai/ Myanmar

border. He helped build a library and a

classroom and also helped the kids with

their English. He has remained in contact with
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Victoria Cavanaugh '07

the home and has organized and hosted

fundraising events. • Chris Robinson,

Chris Bergman, and Matt Collier have all

become first lieutenants in the U.S. Marine

Corps. After graduation they went to

the Basic School in Quantico, VA, which

teaches newly commissioned lieutenants

the basics of Marine officership; all are

currently in flight school. Chris Robinson is

doing primary training on the T-34 in

Corpus Christi, TX. Chris Bergman has

finished his primary training and will be

flying the T-45 in Kingsville, TX, working

toward flying jets for the Marine Corps.

Matt has also finished primary training

and will be doing rotary-wing training in

Milton, FL, on the TH-57, preparing for

service in a Marine helicopter squadron.

• Matthew Putorti just completed two years

of volunteer service. He spent the first

year volunteering with VIDES in Rwanda

and Sudan and the second year with the

AmeriCorps National Civilian Community
Corps in Biloxi, MS (with Habitat for

Humanity), New Orleans (with Habitat for

Humanity), and the San Bernardino National

Forest in California (with the Orange County

Outdoor Science School). He is now in his

first year of law school at Fordham

University. • After graduation Dan Milano

moved to Los Angeles and worked on

animated DVDs of the Choose Your Own
Adventure series. In August 2007, Dan
switched gears and began work at

Jibjab.com as a writer. View a video he

worked on by visiting hrtp://sendables

.jibjab.com/sendables/1191/tirne_for_some_

campaigning • In September, Jacqueline

Wyka began a doctorate in the clinical

psychology (Psy.D.) program at the

Ferkauf Graduate School of Psychology

at Yeshiva University. • We would also like

to invite all classmates to visit the alumni

online community at www.bc.edu/alumni/

association/community.html for more news

and to update your contact information.

2007
Lauren Faherty

fahertyl@bc.edu

11 Elm Street

Milton, MA 02186; 617-698-6608

Rachel Yoffe, M.Ed. '08, recently accepted a

job as a third-grade teacher in the Rockland

School District. • Dennis Cote is presently at

Fort Leonard Wood in Missouri, training to

be an logistics vehicle system operator in

the Marine Corps. • Alex Peyton is currently

SOWING THE SEEDS
OF EDUCATION

As a child, Victoria Cavanaugh

'07 was awed by a docu-

mentary about a lay mis-

sionary in El Salvador who, along

with three religious, was murdered

by Salvadoran troops. Little did

she realize that the seed for her

future nonprofit, Nuestro Ahora or

"Our Now," was sown that day.

The story of that martyr, how-

ever, continued to inspire her and

as a Boston College junior she

studied at the country's Jesuit-run

University of Central America

(UCA). There Cavanaugh worked at

Comunidad Oscar Arnulfo Romero, a

home for children and orphans named
in honor of the slain archbishop. She

soon discovered that almost none of its

secondary school graduates had the

means to continue their education—and

her mission became clear.

Using money cobbled from summer
and school jobs, Cavanaugh funded the

first scholar at UCA in January 2007.

Nuestro Ahora now supports two scholars,

Below, she offers some reflections:

WHAT IS THE MOST SATISFYING MOMENT
IN YOUR PROFESSIONAL LIFE?

Founding Nuestro Ahora and watching

it go from a mere idea to a reality in

such a short time.

IN YOUR PERSONAL LIFE?

The moments I spend with kids at the

orphanages. Their hugs, smiles, stories,

and struggles move me greatly.

WHAT IS YOUR BEST BC MEMORY?

Early morning rows on the Charles

River with the women's crew team.

WHAT IS YOUR NEXT COAL?

Working with scholarship students

to develop a formal mentoring program

to increase the educational opportunities

available to youths still in Salvadoran

orphanages.

WHAT WAS THE LAST BOOK YOU READ?

Kabul Beauty School by Deborah Rodriguez.

Victoria Cavanaugh's nonprofit, Nuestro Ahora, provides

scholarship aid to deserving students in El Salvador.

whose annual costs amount to about

$3,300 a year each. She hopes to sponsor

three additional students in January,

and spent much of last summer back

home in western Massachusetts making

presentations to local parishes, asking

not only for financial assistance, but, she

says, "thoughts and prayers."

Now a graduate student at UCA,
Cavanaugh keeps in contact with Nuestro

Ahora's many friends and supporters through

her blog: nuestroahora.blogspot.com.

HOW HAVE YOU CHANCED SINCE

GRADUATION?

I speak Spanish more.

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSON

IN LIFE?

Giving freely and without expectation liberates

others to respond freely, perhaps even greatly.

WHAT DO YOU LOOK FORWARD TO

EACH DAY?

Conversations shared over dinner each

night with the scholarship students.

WHO HAS INFLUENCED YOUR LIFE

THE MOST?

My grandparents, for their unconditional

support. My parents, for their example of

faith and sacrifice. And my younger brother,

for always challenging me to do better.

WHERE IS YOUR FAVORITE SPOT ON
THE BC CAMPUS?

St. Mary's Chapel.

for more q&a with victoria cavanaugh, visit

www.bc.edu/alumni/cavanauch.html.
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working for a start-up company in

Minneapolis called AssureLease, which

has offices in Los Angeles, New York, and

Montreal. She started there in December

2007. Alex also bought a house a year

ago and now lives about 10 minutes from

downtown Minneapolis.

2008
Maura Tierney

mauraktierney@gmail.com

C)2 Revere. Street, Apt. 3

Boston, MA 02114

Welcome, Class of 2008! Congratulations

on your graduation and all best wishes for a

fabulous future! • We would also like to

welcome to class notes Maura Tierney, who
joins us as correspondent for the Class of

2008. Please write or e-mail her at the

above address; let her know about your new
job, summer travels, or recent connections

with other classmates. She will be pleased

to hear from you, and you may look

forward to seeing your news in print in a

future column. Outside BC, Maura has

Lymphoma Society and Team In Training.

He resides in Swampscott.

CARROLL SCHOOL
gsomalum@bc.edu

Fulton Hall, Room 315

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Donald Gardner, MBA74, recently accepted

a position as CFO and vice president,

finance and administration, at Montreal,

Maine & Atlantic Railway, based at the

company's headquarters in Hermon, ME.

He previously was CFO at Maine Drilling

and Blasting Inc. and has held positions with

Kazmaier Associates and S/R Industries

Inc. In addition to his MBA from BC, Donald

holds a BS in economics from the University

of New Hampshire. • Robert E. Parmenter,

MBA'79, has joined International Players

Tour Inc., based in North Saginaw, TX, as

the company's first CFO. • Dale Geldart,

MS '88, has been promoted to chief operating

officer at Montreal-based eXludus Tech-

nologies, a developer of multicore system

capacity management, virtualization, and

On May 12, Cynthia Adams, MS'85, was selected

as Connecticut's 2008 Nurse of the Year by the

Connecticut Department of Administrative Services.

decided to stay in the college realm: She is

working at MIT as an admissions officer

and will be reading applications for

the MIT Class of 2013! • Best wishes to

Luke Russert, who was hired by NBC to

serve as a correspondent starting with the

Democratic and Republican National Con-

ventions during the summer. He is focus-

ing on youth issues for the network. Luke

graduated from BC with degrees in history

and communication. We also send condo-

lences to Luke on the untimely loss of his

father, NBC News's Washington bureau

chief and moderator of Meet the Press Tim
Russert, H'04. • Craig Lewin, former mem-
ber of the BC varsity swim team,

competed in the Arnica Ironman 70.3

Triathlon (1.2-mile swim, 56-mile bike, and

13.1-mile run) in Providence, RI, placing

second in the 18-24 age group. He qualified

for and decided to compete in the Ironman

70.3 World Championships, to be held in

November in Clearwater, FL. Craig will be

racing on behalf of the Leukemia &

provisioning solutions. He previously served

as executive vice president, sales and mar-

keting. • James LaTorre, MS'92, principal of

Northern Cross LLC, has been named
International-Stock Manager of the Year by

Morningstar. • Peter V. Hogan '93, MBA/JD'98,

was named partner at the law firm of

Richardson & Patel LLP in Los Angeles. His

practice area is corporate and securities law.

• Jim Foley, MBA'07, recently accepted a

position at PowerAdvocate in Boston as a

manager in its consulting practice. He was

previously a consultant at Palladium Group.

CONNELL SCHOOL
csongrad@bc.edu

Cushing Hall, Room 203

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Virginia (O'Neill Hunt) Higbie, MS'73, nas

been named interim dean of New Mexico

State University's College of Health and

Social Services (CHSS). She had served as

dean of CHSS for 12 years. During this

period, CHSS experienced rapid growth in

enrollment and an expansion of degree

offerings. Virginia received a bachelor's degree

in nursing from Salve Regina University in

Newport, RI, a master's degree in nursing

from BC, and a Ph.D. in higher education

administration and finance from the Uni-

versity ofNew Mexico. • On May 12, Cynthia

Adams, MS'85, was selected as Connecti-

cut's 2008 Nurse ofthe Year by the Connecti-

cut Department of Administrative Services.

On the nursing faculty at Capital Commu-
nity College since 1990, Cindy most recently

served as director of nursing. She holds a

BA in nursing from Simmons College and a

Ed.D. in education from the University of

Hartford in addition to her degree from BC.

GSAS

McGuinn Hall, Room 221-A

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467; 617-552-3265

Bob Lebel, MA'74, has been enjoying a

career in clinical genetics as chief, Medical

Genetics section, at SUNY Upstate Medical

University in Syracuse. He recently moved

to a new position as professor of pediatrics,

internal medicine, ob-gyn, and pathology

and is also a lecturer in bioethics and

humanities at the same institution, where

he is now seeing patients, teaching medical

students and residents, conducting clinical

research, and building a medical genetics

residency program. Bob's sons are now
grown, and he has three grandchildren. He
and his wife are quite active in the Lutheran

church, locally and nationally. • Gunther
J.

Weisbrich, MS'77, has joined the board of

directors of Nitro Petroleum. Gunther previ-

ously worked for Exxon, Tenneco, and Hunt

Oil Company and has participated in the

discovery ofmany oil and gas fields over the

years. • The poetry of Sara (Thompson)

Baker, MA'82, has appeared in the Yale

Journal for Humanities in Medicine, The

Healing Muse, and the Journal ofPoetry Ther-

apy, and her essay "Listening and Observ-

ing" appeared in the book The Art of Grief

The Use of Expressive Arts in a Grief Support

Group (Routledge, 2007). Sara also was

scheduled to be a presenter at the Wellness

& Writing Connections Conference in Octo-

ber. Her blog on writing and healing can be

found at saratbaker.com/blog/index.html.

• St. Mary's University philosophy professor

Glenn Hughes, MA'85, Ph.D. '89, was chosen

as a 2008 Fulbright Scholar. He planned to
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travel this fall to Norway to work at the Inter-

national Peace Research Institute, Oslo,

researching the philosophical foundations

of the principle ofuniversal and inalienable

human dignity. Glenn holds bachelor's degrees

in history and English literature from the

University of Washington in addition to his

BC degrees in philosophy. • In June, Philip

Cunningham, Ph.D. '92, was appointed

director of the Jewish-Catholic Institute at

St. Joseph's University in Philadelphia. He
is the founding executive director of the

Center for Christian-Jewish Learning at

Boston College and a member ofthe Advisory

Committee on Catholic-Jewish Relations for

the United States Conference of Catholic

Bishops. Philip has also served as a delegate

for the Vatican at international conferences

about Catholic-Jewish relations. • The William

& Mary Alumni Association honored Kelly

Joyce, MA94, with the 2008 Alumni Fel-

lowship Award for Excellence in Teaching.

Kelly, who holds a bachelor's degree from

Brown University, is an associate professor

ofsociology at William & Mary. • John Switzer,

Ph.D. '06, an assistant professor of theology,

has been appointed director of graduate pro-

grams in theology and ministry for Spring

Hill College in Mobile, AL. He was also rec-

ognized as the 2008-2009 Rev. Edward B.

Moody, SJ, Teacher of the Year. • Vikki

Tsefrikas, Ph.D. '07, was featured in a Science

magazine article on "Industrial Postdocs:

The Road Less Traveled" (June 13, 2008).

Vikki received her Ph.D. in organic chemistry

in 2007 with Professor Larry Scott. She is

currently a postdoctoral research associate at

AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals in Waltham.

GSSW
gsswalumni@bc.edu

McGuinn Hall, Room 12]

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Michael Nunno, MSW70, senior extension

associate with the Family Life Development

Center, College of Human Ecology, at Cornell

University, writes that he has recently coedited

a book titled For Our Own Safety: Examining

the Safety ofHigh-Risk Interventionsfor Children

and Young People. Published in 2008 by the

Child Welfare League of America, the book

provides an international perspective on strate-

gies to improve the quality of child residential

treatment services through safe and harm-free

environments. • Rachael Gazdick, MSW98,
has been named executive director of the

Syracuse chapter of the Say Yes to Education

and Economic Development program. Say Yes

is a national, nonprofit education foundation

committed to dramatically increasing high-

school and college graduation rates for inner-

city youth. Rachael, an assistant professor of

communication and rhetorical studies in the

College ofVisual and Performing Arts at Syra-

cuse, also serves on the boards of On Point

for College and Refugee Resettlement. She

holds a bachelor's degree in speech commu-
nication from SU and a master's degree in

education policy from Harvard University,

and she is working to complete a doctorate

in the Cultural Foundations of Education

program at Syracuse University.

LAW SCHOOL
Vicki Sanders

sandervi@bc.edu

885 Centre Street

Newton, MA 02459

Class Notes for Law School alumni are

published in the BC Law Magazine. Please

forward all submissions to Vicki Sanders at

the above address.

LYNCH SCHOOL
Director of Alumni Relations

lynchschoolalumni@bc.edu

Campion Hall, Room 106

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

In May, E. Joseph Lee, Ph.D. '81, was appointed

president of St. Joseph's College of Maine in

Standish, where he had previously served

as interim president and as vice president of

enrollment management. Earlier, he had

been president ofThomas More College in

Cresrview Hills, KY. Joseph holds a master's

degree in education and a bachelor's degree

in French literature from St. Michael's College

in Winooski, VT. He resides in Windham.
• Christine Greenhow, M.Ed. '94, and her

fellow University of Minnesota researchers

report they have discovered educational

benefits of social networking sites such as

MySpace and Facebook. In contrast with the

results of previous studies, their study also

suggested that low-income students are in

many ways just as technologically savvy as

their counterparts. "Students using social

networking sites are actually practicing the

kinds of 21st-century skills we want them to

develop to be successful today," Christine

said. • Juan Conception '96, M.Ed. '97,

MBA/JD'03, a dispute and litigation associate

at Nixon Peabody LLP, was a recipient ofthe

Boston Business Journal's "20 on the Move"

award, recognizing Latino executives making

meaningful contributions in Boston. Also,

Juan is currently serving as chairman of

the Corporate Sponsorship Committee

for AHANA Reconnect 2009, a special

event that promises to bring to campus

during summer 2009 the largest group

of AHANA alumni in Boston College

history. • Jacqueline Forbes, Ph.D. '99, is

the new superintendent ofthe Bridgewater-

Raynham Regional School District. Previ-

ously superintendent of schools for the

East Providence School Department,

Jacqueline has also served as assistant

superintendent; assistant superintendent

for curriculum, instruction, and school

improvement; and director of elementary

education. She has also taught and served

as principal in Barrington and in Warwick,

RI. She holds bachelor's and master's

degrees from Rhode Island College and

a master's from the University of Rhode

Island. • Barry Rabinovitch, Ph.D. 04, is

the new superintendent of the Wareham
Public Schools. He has worked in the

Wareham schools for 15 years, and earlier

he was with the Boston Public Schools

for 20 years. He received a bachelor's degree

in biology and a master's in education

and counseling from UMass Boston and a

doctorate in educational leadership from

BC. • A nature-filled summer honeymoon in

Banff in 2006 inspired Harwich native

Marlene Clapp, Ph.D. '06, to write a children's

book. The Great Pika Pie Caper (lulu.com,

2008), which is illustrated with photographs

taken by Marlene during her honeymoon.

"I dedicated the book to Banff for the inspira-

tion it gave me to do something creative

again," said Marlene. The book is available

online at lulu.com or barnesandnoble.com.

WCAS
Correspondent: Jane T. Crimlisk '74

416 Belgrade Avenue, Unit 25

West Roxbury, MA 02132; 617-788-8224

Roland A. Bourdon Jr. '73 was recently honored

for 50 years of service with the Boston Herald.

Roland has worked as the automotive classified

advertising salesman. Congratulations on your

many years ofservice and loyalty. Also, Roland

and his wife, Marguerite '65, a graduate of

the Connell School of Nursing, are the proud

grandparents ofVeronica Antoinette Wyart,

who was born on February 6. Congratulations

on the welcomed addition to your family!

• Enjoy the cool days of fall!
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OBITUARIES

1930s

Frances C. Austin '36, of Belmont on

August 8, 2008. An English teacher, she

leaves two children.

Joseph C. Barry '37, JD'47, MA'57, of West

Roxbury on July 22, 2008. A Navy veteran

of World War II, he retired from the

National Labor Relations Board. He leaves

eight children.

George L. Cote '39 of Norwood on August

26, 2007.

John J. Fiumaro '36, MA'38, of Bryan, TX,

on September 15, 2008. A high-school and

college math teacher, he leaves two daughters

and a brother.

Paul Noel Giroux '37 of Islesboro, ME, on

May 30, 2006.

Russell V. Guarcello '39 of Brockton on

July 17, 2008. A graduate of St. John's

Seminary, he was a pastor at various

churches in Massachusetts.

Robert J. Huddy '35 of Sharon on June 30,

2008. A Boston insurance executive, he

leaves two children and two grandchildren.

Joseph F. Jones '36, MA'38, of Annapolis,

MD, on October 30, 2005.

Edward P. Riley '39 of Maiden on August

14, 2008. He leaves three children and

two siblings.

John W. Scannell '34 of Franklin on November

22, 1998. A World War II Army veteran

and a librarian, he leaves his wife, daughter,

and sister.

Joseph L. Teletchea '39 of Washington DC
on July 13, 2007. A monsignor with the

Catholic Church, he is survived by three sisters.

1940S

Robert J. Bernard'44, JD'49, of Phoenix,

AZ, on August 23, 2008.

William
J. Commane '43 of Boston on

August 2, 2008. A parish priest for the

archdiocese of Boston for 46 years, he

leaves a sister.

Gaetano Guarnaccia '49 of Winchester on

June 20, 2008. A dentist in Stoneham, he

leaves his wife and six children.

Paul E. Healy '43 of Boston on August 30,

2008. A World War II and Korean War
veteran, he leaves a wife and a brother.

Edward F. Hennessy '44 of Arlington on

September 9, 2008. He leaves many nieces

and nephews.

Paul E. Hurley '49 of Millbrook, NY, on

August 16, 2008. An Army Air Corps

veteran ofWorld War II and a bank executive,

he leaves his wife and children.

Alphonse T. Kasuba '48 of Pittsfield on

July 12, 2008. An Air Force veteran of

World War II and a teacher, he leaves

three siblings.

Joseph P. Loughnane '49 of Falmouth

on August 4, 2008. He leaves a wife, four

children, and eight grandchildren.

Bernard T. Loughran '45 of Belmont on

July 2, 2008. A founder of the law firm

Loughran & Corbett, he leaves five children.

Maurice A Lynch Jr. '43 of Milford, CT, on

September 8, 2008. A doctor employed by

Union Carbide, he leaves 7 children, 10

grandchildren, and three brothers.

Leonard W. McDermott, '41 of Manassas,

VA, on July 19, 2008. A veteran of the

Army, he leaves a son and a grandson.

Walter J. McGauley '49 of Yarmouthport

on July 17, 2008. An employee of Boston

Edison for 37 years, he leaves two sons.

John A. McMahon '42 of Vero Beach, FL,

on July 17, 2008. A World War II veteran

and a vice president at Merrill Lynch, he

leaves his wife and five children.

Donald V. Mulcahy '40, MSW'42, of

Alexandria, VA, on June 26, 2008. A Navy

veteran of World War II and a recruiter

for the CIA, he leaves four children.

Russell J. Nagle '49 of West Roxbury on

August 11, 2008. President of the family

business John Nagle Co. since age 19, he leaves

a wife, 8 children, and 20 grandchildren.

Donald L. St. Andre '49, M.Ed.'55, of Fram-

ingham on July 15, 2008. A Navy veteran of

World War II and a math teacher, he leaves

his wife, three children, and a brother.

William A. Shue, JD'49, of Alexandria, VA,

on July 1, 2008. An Army lieutenant in

World War II and a judge, he leaves his

wife, four children, and six grandchildren.

Nicholas Sottile '41 of Waltham on July 1,

2008. A World War II Army veteran and

a real estate broker, he is survived by

his sister.

Robert F. Tilley '40 of South Yarmouth on

September 12, 2008. He leaves his wife.

Charles E. Toole '43 of Ontario, CA, on June

23, 2008. A World War II and Korean War

veteran, teacher, and insurance and real

estate broker, he leaves seven children.

Frank A. Welch '43 of Silver Spring, MD, on

July 23, 2008. A judge, he served in the

Army Signal Corps during World War II.

He leaves a wife, five children, and a sister.

1950S

Muriel Catherine Allen, M.Ed. '56, of Los

Angeles, CA, on January 27, 2008.

Winifred McCormack Allen '59, MS '66, of

Albuquerque, NM, on December 1, 2007.

Richard C. Allsup '59 of Harrisburg, PA, on

July 19, 2008. A Navy veteran and member
of the U.S. Government Department of

Defense, he leaves eight siblings.

Warren R. Baltimore '56 of Nantucket on

August 12, 2008. An agent for New York

Life Insurance for 40 years, he leaves his

wife, five children, and two siblings.

John Bargoot '57 of Swampscott on July 3,

2008. A radiologist and instructor at Tufts

medical school, he leaves his wife, two

daughters, and a brother.

Robert E. Bellman JD'59, of New Britain,

CT, on September 17, 2008. An Army
veteran, he leaves a wife, a son, two grand-

children, and a sister.

Alfred E. Bresnahan '51, MA'70, of Swamp-

scott on July 2, 2008. A Korean War veteran

and a math teacher, he leaves his wife,

6 children, 16 grandchildren, and a sister.

Robert L Bowe '50, MS'57, of Richmond, VA,

on August 11, 2008. A World War II veteran,

he taught pharmacology at medical colleges in

Charleston and Richmond. He is survived by

his wife, four children, and a brother.

Helen Frentzel Carney, MSW'54, of Atlantic

Beach, FL, on August 7, 2008. The director of

adoptions at Catholic Social Services in Ohio,

she leaves a husband and three children.

Paul E. Chamberlain '57 of Baltimore, MD
on August 30, 2008. A Navy veteran and an

insurance agent, he leaves seven children.

Paul V. Choate '51 of Milton on September

21, 2008. A World War II Marine Corps Vet-

eran, he leaves 5 children, 11 grandchildren,

and a brother.

Patricia Cody, MMB, '53 of Liberty, MO, on

May 3, 2008. A member ofthe Mercedarian

Missionaries of Berriz community, she is

survived by two siblings.
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Marie T. Connolly. MSW'51, of Fort Myers,

FL, on June 21, 2008. She was a volunteer

with the American Red Cross for over

65 years.

Robert W. Crowley '50 ofNatick on September

24, 2008. A World War II Navy veteran

and head pro and director of golf at Pine

Brook Country Club, he leaves a wife and

three children.

Walter W. Davis '58 of Marshfield on

March 6, 2005. An Army veteran of the

Korean War, he is survived by his wife and

five children.

Thomas C. Desmond '53, MA'56, of Stone-

ham, on July 7, 2008. A longtime employee

in the semi-conductor industry, he leaves

his wife, five children, and three siblings.

William R. Dinsmore '50 of Viera, FL, on

June 30, 2008. He was an Army lieutenant

colonel and an employee of the CIA.

Francis X. Donovan '50, MSW'55, of Dorch-

ester on September 12, 2008. A Korean War

Marine Corps veteran, he leaves two sisters.

Walter T. Duffy '53, MA'54, of West Dennis

on May 3, 2006. An Army veteran and an

executive at Raytheon for 25 years, he is

survived by his wife and five children.

Arthur L. Ezrin '51 of Newton on August

12, 2008. He leaves a wife, three children,

four grandchildren, and a sister.

Doris R. Faissole, MSW'50, of Hackensack,

NJ, on April 17, 2008.

Arthur E. P. Flynn '57 of Bay Head, NJ, on

August 14, 2008. A Navy lieutenant and a

private investor, he leaves two daughters.

John }. Flynn '54 of South Palm Beach, FL,

on March 17, 2008. He worked in semi-

conductor sales for over 50 years. He is

survived by 6 children, 22 grandchildren,

and 2 siblings.

William Francis Foster Jr., MA'52, of

Worcester on August 2, 2008. He worked

in insurance and taught economics at

UMass. He leaves a wife, two children, and

a sister.

Raymond D. Gorman Jr. '54 of Wellesley on

September 15, 2008. A Navy veteran, he

leaves a wife and three children.

Mary L. Jacques '56 of Vero Beach, FL, on

June 6, 2008. A longtime nurse who served

in the Army Corps during the Korean War,

she leaves a husband, three stepchildren,

and a sister.

Charles E. Jones Jr. '57 of Mansfield on

August 5, 2007. An Air Force veteran ofthe

Korean War, he is survived by four children

and two brothers.

Thomas
J. Kane, JD'50, of Smithfield, RI,

on August 30, 2008. A World War II Army
Air Corps Veteran, he leaves four children,

three grandchildren, and two siblings.

Sophie M. Kimbar '52 of Worcester on

January 29, 2008.

Jeremiah J. Lonergan '55 ofHampton, NH, on

July 7, 2008. A Navy veteran of World War II

and a pharmaceutical sales representative, he

leaves his wife, two sons, and two siblings.

Richard M. Luciano Jr. '56 of Conway, NH,
on August 26, 2008. A Korean War veteran,

he leaves 8 children and 10 grandchildren.

Frances Macchia Lydon, MS '58, of Hingham

on July 12, 2008. A high school teacher,

she leaves her husband, four children, two

grandchildren, and brother.

William J. Lynch, MA58, of Ambler, PA, on

March 31, 2008. Chair ofMontgomery County

Community College's English department, he

is survived by his wife and four children.

John Lillian MacQuarrie, SCN, M.Ed.'58, of

Louisville, KY, on March 8, 2003. A member
of the Sisters of Charity of Nazareth for 70

years, Sr. John was a teacher and principal.

Glenn T Malloy '51 ofThousand Oaks, CA,

on June 9, 2008. A senior scientist at

Hughes Aircraft, he is survived by his wife.

John A. Mason '55 of Virginia Beach, VA,

on July 4, 2008. A retired Navy captain, he

leaves four children and a sister.

William W. Matthews, M.Ed. '57, of Fram-

ingham on June 29, 2008. A Navy veteran

of World War II, he is survived by his wife,

eight children, and a sister.

Mary W. Mazzola '54 of Wayland on Sep-

tember 15, 2008. She leaves a husband, two

children, two grandchildren, and a brother.

Robert T McDonald '57 of Marlborough on

June 30, 2008. A Navy veteran of the

Korean War, he is survived by his wife,

9 children, and 26 grandchildren.

Therese Thomas McKinney '54 of Dedham
on August 23, 2008. A nurse at Milton

Hospital and in the Dedham schools,

she leaves a husband and five children.

Paul I. McNamara '51 of Lexington on

May 11, 2008. He is survived by five children.

MaryW McSoley '56 of Providence, RI, on

October 23, 2007.

Harutune H. Mikaelian '58 of Aleppo,

Syria, on April 20, 2008.

Kyran P. Molloy, JD'59, of Troy, NY, on June

25, 2008. An attorney and Police Court

judge, he is survived by his wife and son.

Victor E. Monette, CSC, '58 of Austin, TX,

on September 30, 2008. A Holy Cross

brother for 47 years, he was a financial

advisor at St. Edward's University. He
leaves three siblings.

Thomas J. Morris '55, MSW57, of Westlake,

LA, on July 25, 2008. President and CEO of

United Way in southwest Louisiana, he

is survived by his wife, four children, and

a sister.

James V Mundy Jr. '51 of Merrimac on

September 22, 2008. A Korean War
veteran, he leaves two children.

Paul A. O'Brien '54 of Beverly on August

5, 2008. A Navy veteran of World War II

and a social worker for the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts Department of Public

Welfare, he leaves three children.

Joseph F. O'Neil, JD'53, of Hingham on

April 4, 2008. An immigration attorney and

professor at BC Law School, he leaves his

wife, two daughters, and four siblings.

Walter C. O'Neill Jr. '51, MA53, of Rockville,

MD, on February 6, 2007.

Richard G. Parsons '53, MA'64, of Mashpee

on September 20, 2008. A Korean War
veteran and teacher for 32 years, he leaves

a wife, three children, and two siblings.

William Peck '50 ofTowson, MD, on July 1,

2008. A World War II Army veteran

and recipient of the Bronze Star and the

Purple Heart, he leaves four children and

a sister.

Anthony G. Pellegrini '54 of Natick on

September 21, 2008. An attorney, he leaves

a wife, four children, and three siblings.

Katherine Day Pineault '58 of Hohokus,

NJ, on September 2, 2008. A learning-

disability specialist, she leaves her

husband, two daughters, three grand-

children, and brother.

Howard F. Powers '58 of Philadelphia, PA,

on July 5, 2008. A Korean War Army vet-

eran and Merck & Co. employee, he leaves

three children and eight grandchildren.

Donald J. Ross, MS'52, of Bridgeport, CT,

on August 24, 2008. A biology professor at

Fairfield University for 48 years, he leaves a

wife, three children, and six grandchildren.

Mary Felicitas (Stephanie) Rzasa, DM,
MA'56, of Hartford, CT, on July 26, 2008.

With the Daughters of Mary for 67 years,

she was a teacher and school principal.

She leaves a sister.

Joseph P. Shiel Jr. '53 of Centerville on May

18, 2008. A World War II Army veteran

dedicated to community service, he is

survived by his wife and seven children.

Jerard E. Slater '55 of Chelsea on July 2,

2008. A veteran of the Navy, he is survived

by his wife, two sons, and two grandchildren.

Robert M. Spector, JD'59, 0I
" Framingham

on August 17, 2008. A Korean War veteran,

attorney, and professor at Worcester State

College and Northeastern, he leaves a wife,

two daughters, and a brother.

John E. Spillane '52 of Lake Worth, FL. on

July 1, 2008. A former captain in the Army
and longtime dentist in Brockton, he leaves

his wife, two children, a grandson, and

a sister.
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Edward A. Sullivan '50 of Scituate on July

18, 2008. He is survived by his children, 14

grandchildren, and 18 great-grandchildren.

Victor J. Taricano '50 of Framingham on

August 3, 2008. A World War II Army vet-

eran and recipient of the Purple Heart, he

leaves four children and nine grandchildren.

Leo Torokhanian '50 of Silver Spring, MD,
on July 30, 2008. A World War II veteran

and an engineer at the Army Research Labs,

he leaves three children and two siblings.

John E. Turco '54 of San Jose, CA, on July

28, 2008. A Korean War Marine Corps

veteran, he leaves a wife, four children,

three grandchildren, and three sisters.

I96OS
Paul J. Adams, JD'6o, of Brockton on June

27, 2008. An Army veteran of the Korean

War, he leaves his wife, four children, and

two sisters.

Peter D. Archey, MSW'67, of Reading, PA,

on June 28, 2008. Executive director of the

Pennsylvania Association of Area Agencies

on Aging, he leaves his wife, four sons, and

five siblings.

Juanita Beauchesne '60 of Worcester on

July 5, 2006.

Angelo
J.
Cannizzaro, JD'63, of Burlington,

VT, on July 15, 2008. He leaves his wife, 14

children, 34 grandchildren, and 4 siblings.

John G. Capezzuto '64 of Wells, ME, on

August 14, 2008. Founder, president, and

CEO of NEW-MASS Real Estate Company,

he leaves a wife and three stepsons.

John J. Cicconi '61 of Huntington Beach,

CA, on August 9, 2008. A Korean War
veteran and employee of the College Mental

Health Center in Boston, he leaves two

daughters and four siblings.

Andrea Dembrowsky '69 of Los Angeles,

CA, on June 25, 2008. She is survived by

her son, two sisters, and three brothers.

John T. Donohue, MA'63, ofSouthampton, NY,

on September 3, 2008. A Navy veteran, math

professor, and Suffolk County legislator, he

leaves his wife, five children, and three siblings.

Lorna Donovan Kirkpatrick Forgit,

M.Ed. '67, of Portsmouth, RI on July 1,

2008. A special-needs teacher, she leaves

her husband, two daughters, and a brother.

Rosanna Guy, SUSC, M.Ed. '65, of John-

ston, RI, on February 15, 2008.

Jane V. Hill, MA'63, of Toms River, NJ, on

September 16, 2008. A teacher for 44 years,

she is survived by her husband.

Virginia M. Lombard NC'69, Ph.D. '79, of

Charlestown on August 20, 2008. She

leaves a husband and two brothers.

John J. Magee III '63 of Windsor, CT, on

August 23, 2008. An employee of Pratt &
Whitney for 28 years, he leaves his wife,

three children, and five siblings.

Carol Philpott Maiello '61 of Westminster,

MD, on January 17, 2008. A registered

nurse, she is survived by two sons and

two sisters.

Eugene F. McCarthy '63 of Roslindale on

July 1, 2008. A retired Massachusetts

Maritime Academy math professor, he is

survived by his son, brother, and sister.

Leonard D. McCarthy Jr. '63 of Nantucket

on August 28, 2008. He leaves a wife,

five children, four grandchildren, and

two siblings.

Thomas J. McCue '60 of New London, CT,

on September 3, 2008. He is survived by a

brother and two nephews.

John H. McDade Jr. '68 of Keene, NH, on

September 16, 2007.

John F. McNamara, MSW'69, ofAmesbury

on June 16, 2008. An addiction and

recovery counselor, he is survived by his

three daughters, four grandchildren, and

two brothers.

Henry L. McQueeney Jr. '60 of Martinsburg,

WV, on July 20, 2008. A nurse volunteer at the

Eastern Panhandle Free Clinic, he leaves a

wife, three children, and a brother.

Phyllis A. Migliozzi '66 of Shrewsbury on

August 15, 2008. A lector and Eucharistic

minister, she was one of the original nurses

at St. Anne's Free Medical Clinic.

Mary Thacker Mulcare '62 of Los Angeles,

CA, on January 8, 2008.

John J. Mullen, SJ, '63 of Weston on July

4, 2008.

Patrick J. O'Hara '66 of Framingham on

January 29, 2008.

Joanne R. O'Loughlin, M.Ed.65, of Lincoln

on September 24, 2008. The president

of the Auxiliary of the American College

of Allergy, Asthma & Immunology,

she leaves a husband, 5 children, and

11 grandchildren.

Patricia M. Polisson, '65, of Swampscott

on January 27, 2008. She was a French

teacher at Hamilton-Wenham Regional

High School.

Richard C. Proto, MA'64, of Columbia, MD,
on July 27, 2008. A mathematician and

chief of research at the National Security

Agency for 35 years, he is survived by three

children, two siblings, and his partner of

18 years.

Edward J. Rafferty '66 of Aiken, SC, on

July 5, 2008. A veteran of Vietnam and a

Purple Heart and Bronze Star recipient, he

is survived by his wife, daughter, and

two sisters.

Robert T. Rattigan '62 of Lorain, OH, on

August 4, 2008. A Coast Guard veteran of

the Korean War and an accomplished artist,

he worked in finance. He leaves his wife,

children, and sisters.

Joseph E. Roesch, MA'62, of Hamilton, NY,

on August 29,2008. An English teacher, he

leaves a wife, six children, and two siblings.

G. Michael Scully, CSC, MA'66 of Easton

on July 16, 2008. He was an educator at the

high-school and college levels.

James F. Sheehy '65, MBA'75, of Lexington

on March 21, 2008. He leaves a wife, four

children, five grandchildren, and a brother.

Elaine Johnpoll Smith '64 of St. Petersburg,

FL, on June 23, 2008. A nurse and nursing

instructor, she is survived by her husband,

two children, and a sister.

James T. Sparks, MS'6o, of Carlisle on August

17, 2008. He leaves a wife, three children, nine

grandchildren, and two brothers.

John F. Sullivan '62 of Wilbraham on July 3,

2008. A BC quarterback and contract admin-

istrator for Hamilton Standard, he leaves four

children, six grandchildren, and two siblings.

Edgar A. Theroux '61 of Pawtucket, RI, on

September 8, 2008. He leaves a brother.

Paul J. Williamson '60 ofWoonsocket, RI, on

July 8, 2008. An Army veteran and former

human resources administrator, he leaves his

wife, five children, and two siblings.

1970S

Karl B. Bajoris Jr., MA'72, of Kerrville, TX,

on January 12, 2008. An Air Force veteran,

he is survived by his wife, son, stepchildren,

and sister.

Cynthia F. Bentley '77 of Boston on August

8, 2008. An administrative assistant to the

Board of Overseers at Harvard University,

she leaves her father and four siblings.

Diane M. Canning, MSW'77, of Acton on

July 20, 2008. A social worker and private

counselor, she is survived by her husband,

son, mother, and sister.

Peter F. Canty '75 of Newport Beach, CA,

on July 28, 2008. An Army veteran and

computer executive with KST Data, he

leaves a brother.

Nick Deane '76 of Montauk, NY, on August

10, 2008.

Jacqueline M. DeMars NC'75 °f Bedford,

NH, on August 31, 2008. A special-educa-

tion teacher at Litchfield Middle School, she

leaves two sons, her father, and two brothers.

Francis E. Donovan Jr. '70 of Pawtucket,

RI, on September 23, 2008. A director of

reimbursement at Memorial Hospital in

Pawtucket, he is survived by six siblings.
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John J. Donovan '73 of Plymouth on

June 19, 2008. A member of the Boston

Police Department for over 30 years, he

leaves 5 daughters, 13 grandchildren, and

2 sisters.

Kevin Forde '71 of Albion, RI, on July 11,

2008. He leaves his wife, daughter, and

two siblings.

James J. Gannon '75 of Newton on August

16, 2008. He leaves a wife, four children,

and a brother.

Nancy Patricia Gilmore '77 of Cumberland,

Rl, on September 10, 2008. A high-school

teacher for over 25 years, she leaves her

husband, parents, and two brothers.

Michael J. Gudzinowicz '72 of Barrington,

RI, on March 26, 2008.

Jerome S. Horvitz, JD'71, of Albuquerque,

NM, on December 4, 2007.

John M. Marini '70 of Peabody on July 8,

2008. A project manager for Office Envi-

ronments ofNew England for over 25 years,

he leaves his wife, son, and two brothers.

Arnold N. Martinsen, MBA'71, of Little

Rock, AR, on December 31, 2007. An Air

Force lieutenant colonel and World War II

veteran, he leaves his wife and four sons.

James W. Metz '71 of Detroit, MI, on July 1,

2008. An employee of the Wayne County

Prosecutors Office for 28 years, he leaves

his mother, five children, and two brothers.

Margaret Tucker Monnie, MSW'78, of Stow

on July 9, 2008. A social worker and

administrator with the Massachusetts

Department of Social Services for 38 years,

she leaves her husband, son, and brother.

Anne Buckley O'Hare, MSW'74, of Warwick,

RI, on July 19, 2008. She is survived by

her husband, two children, her mother, and

five siblings.

Brian P. Power, MSW'76, of Dublin, Ireland,

on May 18, 2008. A priest with the Dublin

Diocese, he is survived by a sister.

Maureen Gail Purtell, MS'76, of South

Chelmsford on July 9, 2008. A nurse prac-

titioner, she leaves her husband, four chil-

dren, five grandchildren, and her brother.

Anne E. Tierney '76 of Buffalo, NY, on May

27, 2008. She is survived by two siblings.

James V. Tucker '70 of New Haven, CT, on

September 5, 2008. A former Marine, he

was a librarian at several institutions. He is

survived by his mother and his brother.

Jeffrey A. Weber, MBA72, of Nashua, NH,
on August 7, 2008. A financial and operations

executive, he leaves a wife, four children,

two grandchildren, and a brother.

Paula Degnan Weinberg '71 of Groton on

June 9, 2008. An artist who helped autistic

children through art therapy, she is survived

by her husband and son.
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Maureen Fennessey, MA'81, Ph.D. '86, of

St. Augustine, FL, on August 30, 2008. She

was a professor of philosophy.

Joanne E. Fitzpatrick, M.Ed/82, ofWestwood

on September 16, 2008. She is survived by

her husband, four children, and five siblings.

Beverly A. Foley, M.Ed. '84, of Canton on

August 17, 2008. She leaves her husband,

Gerald '59, MBA'73, and three children.

Janice Rizzo Haigh '82, of Madison, CT, on

July 3, 2007. She is survived by her hus-

band, two sons, her father, and two siblings.

Hope Taplin Pfeifle, MA'88, of Franklin on

January 8, 2008. A librarian's assistant at

Stonehill College, she leaves her husband,

three daughters, her father, and three siblings.

Wendy W Poisson, MSW'81, of Long-

meadow on July 12, 2008. A social worker

in Boston, she is survived by her husband,

son, father, step-mother, and two brothers.

William Scott, Ph.D. '83, of Framingham

on September 6, 2008. A Navy veteran of

World War II and a professor at Quinsiga-

mond Community College, he leaves his

wife, four children, and sister.

Michael P. Zeller '80 of York, ME, on June

17, 2008. A bond broker for National Yellow

Pages, he is survived by his wife, two

children, parents, and three siblings.

i

Cheryl
J.

Blaney, MS'96, of South Yarmouth

on September 1, 2008. She is survived by her

husband, three children, and sister.

Deborah Nichols-Weaver, MSW92, of Ply-

mouth on October 20, 2007. A forensic

clinical social worker, she is survived by her

father and her sister.

Joseph M. Riley '94 of Halifax on September

20, 2006. He leaves his wife, two children,

two grandchildren, and a sister.

Bridget K. Slotemaker '95 of Portland, OR,

on August 12, 2008. A former director of

human resources for Pricewaterhouse-

Coopers, she leaves her husband, two daugh-

ters, her parents, brother, and grandparents.

Brett A. Williams '96 ofNew York, NY, on July

5, 2008. An employee of Pricewaterhouse-

Coopers and a professional accounting fellow

at the Securities and Exchange Commission,

he leaves his parents and four siblings.
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Jason D. Peary '03 of Woburn on June 30,

2008. An employee of WITS Corporation

and an EMT, he is survived by his parents,

sister, and paternal grandparents.

Siobhan L. Kinlin '05 of Osterville on June

19, 2008. A graduate student in the Lynch

School and a teacher at Nativity Prep, she is

survived by her parents and three siblings.

Tara L. Riedley, JD'04, of Solebury, PA, on

August 13, 2008. An attorney in San Fran-

cisco, she was an avid skier and equestrian.

She leaves her mother, father, and brother.

Editor's Note: In our last issue, we included

James Conway '51 in our "Obituaries"

column. We regret the error.

FACULTY AND STAFF DEATHS

• Joan Curran, branch manager of the

Boston College Law School Bookstore

since 1979, on July 31, 2008, at age 69.

She is survived by her husband Robert;

daughters Patricia, Mary, and Sheila

Hunkins; son Joseph; brothers John,

Francis, and Eugene; sister Margaret

Callahan; and grandchildren Joseph,

Brendan, and Emily.

• David C. Roy, professor of geology

and geophysics for 33 years, on

August 30, 2008, at age 70. He is

survived by his wife, Marjorie;

brother Arthur; and daughters

Deborah, Margaret, and Patricia.

• Robert E. Manning, SJ, president of

Weston Jesuit School of Theology from

1996 to 2007, on October 6, 2008, at

age 71. He is survived by his brother

Raymond and sister Denise McAuliffe.

• Maria L. Bade, professor of biology

from 1967 to 1993, on September 5,

2008, at age 82. She is survived

by her son, W. Christopher, and

three grandchildren.

The obituaiy section is compiledfrom

national listings and noticesfromfamily

members and friends ofalumni. The section

includes only the deaths reported to us since

the previous issue ofBoston College

Magazine. Please send information to:

Office of University Advancement,

More Hall 220, 140 Commonwealth Ave.,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467.

IMAGE CREDITS: ABIGAIL ADAMS (WIKIMEDIA.ORG/

PUBLIC DOMAIN); HENRY VIII (WIKIMEDIA.ORG/

PUBLIC DOMAIN)

www.bc.edu/alumni



LIGHT-the WORLD
150TH ANNIVERSARY CAMPAIGN

150TH ANNIVERSARY
CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED

LIGHT THE WORLD CAMPAIGN
PRESENTS TRANSFORMATIVE VISION

BOSTON COLLEGE'S ASCENT

has been guided by an

entrepreneurial quality inher-

ent in its Jesuit mission—

a

zeal to acquire knowledge, a

desire to pursue ambitious

and worthy goals, and the

courage to move confidently

from aspiration to action.

This assured spirit con-

tinued with the October n
public launch of Light the

World, a comprehensive $1.5

billion campaign that will

propel Boston College toward

its L5oth anniversary in 2013

and beyond.

Light the World—unprece-

dented in scope and scale

in BC's history—will boldly

advance the University in

partnership with alumni, par-

ents, friends, and the Boston

College community of stu-

dents, faculty and staff. The

campaign title is derived

from St. Ignatius's charge to

Francis Xavier to "Go set the

world aflame," and reflects

the Christian teaching that

Christ is "the light of the

world."

"Light the World is true to

our mission," said University

President William P. Leahy,

S.J., to alumni gathered on

the new Brighton Campus for

the campaign launch. "It will

help secure a Boston College

education for talented poor

and middle class students

who seek to be members of

our community. It will renew

and strengthen liberal arts

education. It will fund model

student formation programs.

It will establish research

capabilities that address

needs of society. It will help

establish Boston College as

the world's leading Catholic

university and theological

center."

Quite simply, the cam-

SPOTLICHT ON CAMPAIGN PROGRESS

» More than 71,000 alumni, parents, friends, corporations,

and foundations have supported the campaign to date.

» Campaign commitments to financial aid total more than

$140 million thus far.

» As of October 1, the campaign total stood at more than

$520 million toward its $1.5 billion goal.

Boston College's Light the World campaign will raise $1.5 billion to support initia-

tives that will create an unparalleled undergraduate student experience, provide

new interdisciplinary research opportunities for faculty and students alike, and

strengthen the University's Jesuit, Catholic mission.

paign will make BC one of a

handful of American univer-

sities positioned to exercise

profound influence upon

culture and society. It will en-

sure that Boston College's

150th anniversary celebration

not only commemorates the

past, but confers a new legacy

of uncommon excellence for

the future.

Light the World's four cam-

paign initiatives will provide

the means to fulfill BC's bold

vision:

$1.5 BILLION FOR VITAL

PRIORITIES

Light the World is the most

ambitious fundraising cam-

paign in the history of Jesuit,

Catholic education—in terms

of both its financial goal

and the impact that support

will have on the University's

future.

In many ways, the cam-

paign is an investment in

the Boston College student

experience, allowing the

University to expand its en-

dowment for financial aid;

to erect new classroom build-

ings, residence halls, and

other facilities; and to estab-

lish new structures that will

benefit undergraduates, such

as an Institute for Liberal

Arts and a Center for Student

Formation, among others.

Light the World will also

enable the University to hire

100 new faculty members; to

expand research initiatives,

especially those that seek in-

terdisciplinary solutions to

pressing societal needs; and

to become the worldwide

leader in Catholic higher edu-

cation. Boston College's new

School of Theology and

Ministry, launched in June, is
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one of many steps toward the

fulfillment of this goal.

EXPANDING VOLUNTEER

SERVICE TO BOSTON COLLEGE

Boston College has always

benefited from alumni who

have remained committed

to the Heights long after

graduation. However, to

achieve its lofty goals, BC

must draw more of its alum-

ni and parents to volunteer

roles that have a tangible

impact on the University's

advancement.

There are opportunities

to provide networking con-

nections for students and

recent graduates, to host fac-

ulty and Jesuits at events

nationwide, to plan reunions

and alumni chapter gather-

ings, and to support the min-

istry of Boston College.

By playing an important

role in these areas, among

others, alumni and parents

continue the service tradition

of Boston College and ensure

its success well into the

future.

40,000 ALUMNI GIVING

EACH AND EVERY YEAR

Boston College graduates

understand the strength in

numbers. From freshman

convocation to commence-

ment day and from football

games to reunions, BC alum-

ni wear their maroon and

gold on their sleeves. To be

successful, Light the World

seeks to utilize this power

and to inspire record num-

bers of alumni to give back to

the University each year. The

campaign's specific goal is

40,000 annual donors and a

participation rate of at least

35 percent.

While this goal may seem

ambitious, it remains within

reach, especially when alum-

ni consider the positive im-

pact each and every gift has

upon BC's mission. In fact,

gifts of $100 or less last year

totaled $1.8 million. Nicole

DeBlois '99, cochair of the

Maroon and GOLD initiative

for graduates of the last

decade, is one of many young

alums who give annually, and

she encourages others to do

the same. "To compete effec-

tively, to serve society, to sup-

port the work of its faculty

and students, Boston College

must draw on the collective

power of all of our gifts—the

resources, energy, and confi-

dence we provide cannot be

overstated," she says.

PROVIDING FOR

FUTURE GENERATIONS

While current investments

are critical to the University's

success in the coming

decade, it is no less impor-

tant to guarantee BC's wider

future. Therefore, the last

campaign initiative is to se-

cure from 5,000 Boston

College alumni, parents, and

friends an estate provision for

the University. These gifts en-

sure that Boston College will

be prepared for future growth

and allow alumni to leave a

legacy at BC. Among the

many who have already taken

up the challenge are Dave '68

and Janet Griffith, who view

their bequest intention as

"our message to future gener-

ations of BC students; our

way of ensuring that what we

care about will be passed on."

ILLUMINATIONS
Kathryn '98 and Vincent M. Lorusso, Jr. '98, MS'07

OCCUPATION

Kathryn: Movement therapist

Vincent: Equity research analyst

HOMETOWN
Concord, Massachusetts

FAVORITE BC ACTIVITY

Kathryn: Dance Ensemble

Vincent: PULSE

How have your experiences at Boston College shaped your lives?

First of all, we met at BC, so we're thankful for that! More broadly, the

University's focus on cura personalis or "care for the whole person,"

coupled with its emphasis on service, gave us a solid foundation on

which to build our careers and our personal relationships.

Why is BC's Light the World campaign meaningful to you?

It's a rare opportunity for us to unite with alumni across the decades

and be part of BC's greatest transformation since the University

moved from the South End to Chestnut Hill.

Why do you choose to support BC?

As students, we were always grateful for the contributions of those

who graduated before us. As young alumni, we realize that it's now

our time to step up and be part of BC's tradition of giving. We're

proud to help ensure that the next generation has the resources

they'll need to enjoy their own unique BC experience.

What most excites you about the Light the World campaign?

We look forward to the transformative effect the campaign will have

on the undergraduate experience. In particular, we're excited about

how BC's physical campus will evolve, thanks to the campaign, which

will provide the necessary funding to build a first-class student center

and a modern recreation complex. These additions to BC's beautiful

campus, along with new student housing, will allow the University to

further compete for the best and the brightest students.
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mas ORDER IN THE COURTS

by Chris Berdik

When judges are elected

In more than halfof all states—39, to be exact—judges are elected.

In most of these states, candidates running for the bench have

been treated differently from candidates for other offices. They

have had stricter constraints on how they raise money, for instance.

And they have been prevented from declaring positions on issues

that may come before them should they win. In 2002, however, the

U.S. Supreme Court weighed in on whether a state, by imposing

such a gag rule, violated the First Amendment right of aspiring

judges to free speech. In Republican Party ofMinnesota v. White, by a

5-4 majority, the Court struck down a

Minnesota ban on judicial candidates

airing their views about "disputed legal

or political issues." In the April 2008

issue of the William and Mary Law

Review, Boston College law professor

George Brown examines the arguments

of the White decision and the increasing

politicization of state courts. "We may

well be witnessing a transformation of

the American judiciary," he writes.

Brown calls attention to three

trends: first, the growing tendency of

judicial candidates to broadcast their

views. Is the candidate pro-life, for

instance? Does he or she favor maxi-

mum sentencing? (One candidate, run-

ning for a Texas judgeship in 1998

under the moniker "Maximum Marion"

Bloss, left no doubt.) Second, there has

been a rise in negative advertising. In

2002, 10 percent of all judicial cam-

paign ads were deemed negative by the

nonpartisan organization Justice at

Stake; by 2004, that figure had doubled. Brown singles out an ad in

the 2006 race for Alabama chief justice: Horror music is heard and

a hand wields a knife to remind voters of the incumbent's commu-

tation of a death row sentence. And third, there has been what

Brown terms a "dramatic" increase in campaign spending. In the

three election cycles between 2000 and 2004, judicial candidates

across the country raised 67 percent more money than in the prior

three election cycles. A race for the Illinois Supreme Court in 2004

cost its two candidates a total of $9.3 million. The concern, says

Brown, is that "money will taint the judicial process." He cites an

investigation of the Ohio Supreme Court by the New York Times in

2006, which concluded that justices "routinely" sat on cases involv-

ing contributors and voted in their favor "70 percent of the time."

The problem with the Supreme Court's decision in White, says

4

Brown, is that it depends on a false "equation of judicial elections

with elections to other political offices." Writing for the majority,

Justice Antonin Scalia asserted, "If the State chooses to tap the ener-

gy and legitimizing power of the democratic process, it must accord

the participants in that process . . . the First Amendment rights that

attach." And yet, notes Brown, the role of an elected judge differs

from that of a congressman or governor. "We expect elected execu-

tives and legislators to be partisan when they're in office," he says,

"but the courts . . . are expected to be, and ought to be, impartial."

Brown quotes the dissenting opinion of

Justice Ruth Ginsburg: "The perception

of that unseemly quid pro quo—a judi-

cial candidate's promises on issues in

return for the electorate's votes at the

polls—inevitably diminishes the pub-

lic's faith in the ability of judges to

administer the law without regard to

personal or political self-interest."

As the reputation of state courts for

impartiality wanes among voters, writes

Brown, it also dims in the eyes of federal

judges, and that imperils the equipoise

that over centuries has marked our sys-

tem of judicial federalism. Increasingly,

he notes, the Supreme Court is choos-

ing to review state courts' damage

awards challenged on grounds of due

process. And yet, Brown writes, state

courts have it in their capacity to "enrich

[judicial] discourse" and to serve as

incubators of positive change. He

quotes Justice Louis Brandeis: "It is one

of the happy incidents of the federal

system that a single courageous state may, if its citizens choose,

serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments

without risk to the rest of the country."

"White is not going away," writes Brown, but "it need not be read

broadly." He points to another Supreme Court decision, Buckley v.

Valeo (1976), the foundation of modern campaign finance law.

Buckley upheld restrictions on contributions despite the acknowl-

edged infringement of First Amendment rights, says Brown, and it

"appears to retain its force." Indeed, more states are moving toward

public financing of judicial campaigns. Maintaining confidence in

the judiciary system, Brown believes, is the sort of "compelling

state interest" that justifies limits on free speech.

Chris Berdik is a writer in Boston.
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Mcartney: "Resources just had not come this way.'

Homeward
angel
by Kate Moran

Startup philanthropist

Liz McCartney '94

Having worked in some of the more im-

poverished parts of Africa as a Peace Corp

volunteer, Liz McCartney knows about

difficult living conditions. But she was un-

prepared for the devastation in St. Bernard

Parish, adjacent to New Orleans, when

she and her boyfriend, Zack Rosenberg,

arrived as volunteers in February 2006, six

months after Hurricane Katrina. In this

lower-middle-class community of approxi-

mately 60,000 residents, virtually all of the

homes were uninhabitable.

McCartney and Rosenberg decided to

leave their jobs in Washington, D. C.—she

as executive director of the Capitol Hill

Computer Corner, an after-school and

summer learning program for disadvan-

taged children, he as a criminal defense

lawyer—and they returned to Louisiana

four months later to start the St. Bernard

Project, a nonprofit organization that

rebuilds houses for families who cannot

afford to themselves. "We thought there

would be all this forward progress when

we came back. We thought we would

be helping people buy furniture and appli-

ances," says McCartney, but "resources

just had not come this way." What the two

lacked in construction skills, they made up

for with expertise in nonprofit manage-

ment and with determination.

McCartney is blond, pony-tailed, and

willowy and speaks gently but firmly. She is

comfortable (now) wearing a tool belt but

is more likely to be wielding a cell phone.

While Rosenberg has focused his efforts

on partnering with community groups, she

has concentrated on fundraising and has

brought in $2.7 million from United Way,

the GE Foundation, Shell Oil, and other

public and private charities. Two years after

they started the St. Bernard Project, more

than 7,000 volunteers, recruited from

church groups, universities, and civic asso-

ciations nationwide, have helped turn it

into one of the most important forces driv-

ing recovery in the parish. The project

employs six office staff and a couple of

dozen AmeriCorps workers who supervise

and instruct the largely unskilled volun-

teers. In about three months, a team of vol-

unteers can rebuild a house for $12,000. So

far, 145 renovations have been completed.

"If something is wrong in the world,"

says McCartney, "we have to fix it." She

hopes to expand the St. Bernard Project's

mission and to begin providing affordable

rental housing and mental health services

to local residents.

Kate AAoran is a reporter for the New Orleans

Times-Picayune

.

photograph: Lee Celano
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"BOSTON COLLEGE'S FUTURE IS IN

OUR HANDS AND, INDEED, IN THE

HANDS OF OUR ENTIRE COM MUNITY

OF ALUMNI, PARENTS, AND FRIENDS.

IT FALLS TO US TO ENSURE THAT

BOSTON COLLEGE WILL TH RIVE FOR

FUTURE GENERATIONS, TO MAKE

BOSTON COLLEGE'S PRIORITIES OUR

PRIORITIES, TO MAKE ITS MISSION

OUR MISSION.

WILLIAM GEARY '80, COCHAIR OF

LIGHT THE WORLD, THE 150TH ANNIVER-

SARY CAMPAIGN FOR BOSTON COLLEGE,

AND CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES,

SPEAKING AT THE CAMPAIGN'S

OCTOBER 11 LAUNCH

BOSTON COLLEGE

LIGHTS-WORLD
T5OTH ANNIVERSARY CAMPAIGN

www.bc.edu/ltw

hi the World, pi

Campaign cochairs Chuek Ctough "64, Kathleen McCilliCuddy, NC'ji, and William Geary. '8o. Photograph by Gary Wayne Gilbert


